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Abstract
The findings of this multi-site study emphasise the importance of Organisational
Culture for integrating clinical information systemsinto intensive care units. A novel
has
Iterative
Systems
Integration
Model,
the
two principle components,these
model,
being Organisational Culture and the Actual Usefulness of the clinical information
system.The model is derived from empirical data collected in four intensive care sites
in England and Denmark, with one site being used to validate the model. The model
highlights clinical information systemsas directly affecting the work processesof the
sites investigated,which in turn affect the OrganisationalCulture and Actual Usefulness
of the clinical information system used, and these features affect clinical information
system integration. This forms an iterative process of change as clinical information
systemsare introduced and integrated.
Intensive care units are complex organisations,with complex needsand work
processes.The impact of clinical information systems on these work processesis
investigatedin this thesisusing Role Activity Diagrams.Thesediagramsare analysedto
show that although clinical work processesare consistent at each site, the information
processesdiffer. Intensive care information processesare found to have the potential to
be much simplified with the introduction of seamlessclinical information systems.
Qualitative data collection methods were deployed, i. e., observations,
interviews, and shadowingof clinical staff, togetherwith a questionnaireat eachsite for
further validation. Data were analysed using grounded theory to extract salient
indicative
informed
development
factors
These
the
the
were
variables, which
of
model.
of the OrganisationalCulture of the sites investigatedand the Actual Useftilnessof the
clinical information systemsbeing used.
It was posited that clinical information systems that reconcile expectationsof
both hospital managementand clinical staff - and that have the potential to adapt to
their organisational environment - have a greater chance of surviving in complex
environments such as intensive care. Despite decadesof Health Infon-flatics, no such
systemsexist in their entirety; this researchshows that 'ancient problems' of clinical
information systems integration are still prevalent, and presents the Iterative Systems
Integration Model, the application of which may assist with the integration of clinical
information systemsin intensive care.

-I-

Prolegomenon
The researchdescribed in this thesis is conductedin the academic discipline of Health
Informatics. This thesis considersthe importance of Organisational Culture factors for
integrating Clinical Infon-nation Systems(CIS) in intensive care, and was conductedin
intensive
in
Denmark and England. The research was
with
units
collaboration
care
funded in part by the Health Informatics committee of the British Computer Society,
and in part by a University of Salford Bursary. Their support is gratefully
acknowledged.
A paper (Munir and Kay, 2003) describing work in this thesis, and presentedat
the 2003 Fall Symposiumof the American Medical Informatics Association, was one of
eight papersshort-listed for the Diana Forsythe Award; an award for work at the crosssection of Health Informatics and the Social Sciencesthat initially consideredover 200
papers. Other published papers that discuss work in this thesis are (Munir and Kay,
2003; Munir, Hardiker, and Kay, 2003; Munir and Kay, 2004a; Munir and Kay 2004b).
Prior to this work, Samina's MSc (Munir, 2000; Munir, 2001a) at UMIST, UK,
focussed on the issue of patient empowerment with regard to patients holding and
managing their own electronic primary care health records. Samina then worked as a
research assistant at UMIST where she published two documents for the National
Health Service Information Authority (NHSIA). The first outlined the importance of
OrganisationalCulture and OrganisationalChangerequired for implementing electronic
health records (Munir and Boaden, 2001b). The second, an evaluation report, was a
continuation from her MSc, and evaluatedpatient accessto electronic health records
(Munir and Boaden,2001c).
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Chapter I

Introduction
This opening chapter presentsthe aim, objectives and contributions of this thesis and
then discussesthe motivation for the research.The aim and objectives will be revisited
in the final chapter, where a discussionof how well they have been addressedwill be
given. A guide to the thesisconcludesthis chapter.

1.1 An Introdnetion to the Thesis
This chapter introduces the aim, objectives, and contributions of this thesis, describing
'what' the thesis investigates. The motivation (describing 'why' the phenomenonis
is
investigating)
follows
The
this.
motivation
worth
presentedwithout referenceto the
literature; this is dealt with in Chapter 2, where the literature review is presented.The
literature.
following
the
the
thesis
oýjectives
were
revised
consideration
of
of
aim and
Clinical Information Systems(CIS) are an important part of the organisationof
patient care. They can facilitate the coordination of patient care between clinical staff
Over
the past 20 years
and
as
nurses
and
physicians,
can
act
as
an
aide
memoir.
such
there has been an increasingdrive to develop electronic CIS in hospitals to extend and
replace the paper-basedsystemspreviously used. However, many of these electronic
CIS are met with resistanceby thosethat use them, and are often not usedsufficiently to
justify investments- many are even rejected.
This thesis investigatesthe important issue of CIS integration. The researchis
focussedon the Intensive Care Unit (ICU), which is a complex and demandingarea of
the hospital that has equally complex information requirements. A combination of
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investigate
interviews,
to
the
were
used
observations,shadowing,
and questionnaires
role of organisational factors for CIS integration and to detail the interactionsbetween
clinical staff and CIS, whether paper-basedor electronic. Data were collected in four
ICU in four different hospitals, two in England and two in Denmark. Each ICU was at a
different stage of CIS integration (successfiilly implemented 5 years ago, recently
implemented, about to implement, and with a failed implementation). Based on these
data,a declarativemodel of CIS integration is proposedand validated.

1.2 Research Aim and Objectives
The aim and objectives describedwere developedfollowing careful considerationof the
issuesthat emergedin the literature review (see particularly Section 2.8). The aim and
objectives will be revisited in the final chapter, where a discussion of how well they
havebeen addressedwill be given.

1.2.1 Aim
The specific aim of this doctoral researchis:
To develop a declarative model of clinical information systems integration
basedon empirical evidencefrom intensive care settings.
The term, integration, as used in this thesis, requires explanation. Chambers Dictionary
(1990) defines 'integrate' as "to makeup as a whole: to makeentire: to combine,amalgamate.
And integration as "the act orprocessof integrating:unificationinto a whole". In this thesis, CIS
integration is concerned with the extent to which a CIS supports ICU work processes
(i. e., the extent to which they combine with the work processes), are accepted by users,
and are fully functioning and well used, i. e., the unijication of CIS into intensive care
organisations. Chambers (1990) defines implementation as "the variousstepsinvolvedill
installing and operating a computerdata-processingor control system". The process of CIS
implementation is then subsumed by integration, since implementation is a part of CIS
integration i. e., if a CIS is to be integrated, it must first be implemented.
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1.2.2 Objectives
The researchaim will be achieved by way of the researchobjectives outlined below.
Three primary objectives are given (Arabic numerals). Each primary object is divided
further into sub-objectives (lower case letters) to facilitate the achievement of the
primary objectives, and subsequentlythe researchaim.
The objectives are:
1. To investigate the significance of Organisational Culturefor explaining actual CIS
deploymentin intensivecare.
a. To determine the Organisational Culture characteristics that affect CIS
integration into intensive care settings.
b. To detennine the relationship betweenOrganisational Culture characteristics
found and CIS as they are used in practise.
2. To investigate the interactions betweenclinical staff and CIS, so that it is possible to
determinethe effect of theseinteractions on intensivecare clinical ivorkprocesses.
a. To detenuine the interactions that take place between clinical staff and their
work processes.
b. To model the aboveinteractions.
c. To explore the relationship between Organisational Culture, actual CIS use,
and clinical work processes.
3. To developa theoretical model of CIS integration.
a. To conduct a comparisonof the findings from eachsite.
b. To apply the knowledge and understandingdrawn from empirical evidence
to develop a model for CIS integration.
c. To validate the model using an investigation at another site.
Basedon the aim and objectives,the next sectionhighlights the specific contributions of
this thesis to the academicfield of Health Informatics and also to Health Informaticians
involved with the design,developmentand implementation of CIS initiatives aroundthe
globe.
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1.3 Contributions of this Thesis
This thesis makes a number of contributions to Health Informatics and its practitioners.
Theseare listed below, in order of significance:
0

Develops an empirically validated model of CIS integration - The Iterative Systems
Integration Model (ISIM) - for guiding CIS integration into ICU (Chapter 6).

0

Contributes original work - based on empirical evidence - to the academicdiscipline of
Health Informatics that investigates the significance of Organisational Culture for
integrating CIS in intensive care (Section 2.8).
Provides process maps of intensive care work processes,based on empirical observations
from intensive care settings, to illustrate the interactions that occur between clinical staff,
CIS, and intensive care work processes(Section 6.2.1).

0

Provides insights into the interactions that occur between clinical staff, CIS, and intensive
care work processesfrom the four sites investigated.

a

Disseminatesempirical evidence from four separateintensive care sites to support theory
and contribute to knowledge and the academic literature about Organisational Culture,
clinical information systems, intensive care, and the interactions between these areas in
intensive care (Section 8.2.4).

The findings may be of particular interest to those involved with the introduction of the
integratedcare record service (ICRS) in the UK National Health Service (NHS) (DOH,
2002b), and those involved in national Electronic Health Record (EHR)* initiatives in
Denmark, as data were collected from sites in these countries. Global EHR initiatives
may also find this thesis of some use, for its insights into the context of clinical work
and CIS integration.

1.4 Motivation
The precise aim of this thesis, i. e., 'what' is being researched,was given in Section 1.2,
while the contributions of this thesis were given in Section 1.3. The critical question of
why this thesis is necessaryand important is now addressed.This section provides a
short overview of the important issues,based on the literature review that is given in

* CIS/EHR/EPR: the terms and conceptsare clarified in Section2.2.1, where CIS is identified as the
preferredterm. However, when discussingwork by other researchers,their term is used.
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Chapter 2. It also provides directions to the relevant sections of the literature review

its
where argumentsare supported.

1.4.1 CIS Potential and Pressures on Investment
Clinical Information Systems (CIS) are used throughout all healthcare settings by a
variety of healthcare professionals. Electronic CIS are powerful tools with vast
potential, attracting much demand for investment in developed countries across the
in
is
data
The
to
these
order to
primary purpose of
systems
manage patient
globe.
facilitate patient care and enablepositive outcomes.This is discussedin Section2.3.
However, CIS require much financial investment,and are resourceintensive (not
just financial, but also in ternis of human resources,time, commitment, and energy
deployed). It is therefore essential that CIS provide maximum utility and benefit to
healthcareprofessionals,and maximum benefit to the patient, while causing minimum
disruption (during integration of the CIS) to the carethat a patient receives.Pressureson
managementto reap returns on their investment are also great, as the public healthcare
sector is renowned for its shortage of resources. Justification of every investment
becomesimperative, and successfuloutcomesessential.

1.4.2 CIS Capability and Acceptance
Given the growing emphasison CIS, it is surprising to find that there is a huge disparity
betweenwhat existing systemsare capableof and the extent to which thesecapabilities
are exploited. There is a body of evidence(discussedin Section 2.3 and Section2.4) to
suggestthat CIS - when implementedin a clinical environment - may be greetedwith
scepticism and uncertainty as to their capabilities and integration with existing clinical
below
far
Many
their potential - see
unused,
or
are
used
activities.
systems remain
Section 2.3 for more details. It is also surprising that CIS integration problems remain
persistent,especially given the availability of smarter and more sophisticatedmethods
for designing,developing and implementing CIS.

1.4.3 Organisational Factors for Understanding CIS
Integration
Despitedecadesof researchon human and organisationalfactors by many researchersin
different areas, it is only recently that this body of work is being recognised and
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acceptedby soffivare developersand Health Informaticians. Human and organisational
factors are now believed to have a strong part in facilitating understanding of CIS
integration problems, alongsidetechnical issues.This is discussedin Section2.4.
The emphasisis shifting towards the use of more human-centredmethodologies
for evaluating CIS, as opposed to the sole use of randomised controlled trials and
focussing
on economicand cost-benefitanalysis.
methods

1.4.4 The Multifaceted Needs of Intensive Care
If we considerthe complexity and multi-disciplinary nature of intensive care in ten-nsof
its critically ill patients, information requirements,work processes,and the need for
timely and accurateinformation, then the impact of failed systemsis heightenedin this
area of healthcare. The need to understand why these failures occur becomesvery
important, so that they can be avoided in the future.
In Section 2.8 it is concludedthat intensive care is under-investigatedin Health
Infonnatics, and that organisational studies could strongly inform CIS integration in
acute care. The generalisability of the findings could then be tested in other healthcare
environments,since it is found in Section 2.6.2 that developing CIS in a complex area
such as the ICU can inform developmentsin less complex areas of healthcaremore
reliably than vice-versa.

1.5 A Guide to the Thesis
CHAPTER1

introduces the thesis. It presents the research aim and objectives, the

contributions of this research,and the motivations for it.
CHAPTER2

reviews the literature on CIS and OrganisationalCulture within healthcare.The

chapterstrongly supportsthe need for this thesis.The terms and conceptsused within this thesis
are also clarified.
CHAPTER3

sets the context for this researchby describing the national and government-

propelled agendasfor CIS development and implementation in Denmark and England, these
being the two countries from which the data for this researchare collected. Selectionof the four
sites, two in each of the countries, is explained. Each site is described, together with its CIS
situation.
CHAPTER4

presents the theoretical and practical principles guiding this research. It

examines the assumptions underpinning the research paradigm and methodology, and then
discussespragmaticssuch as issuesof accessto the host sites,participants and researchethics.
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CHAPTER5

details the research methods used for data collection and how data were

analysed.
CHAPTER6

presentsthe Iterative SystemsIntegration Model (ISIM), a major outcome of

this thesis. The derivation of the model is presented and discussed in terms of ICU work
processes(illustrated by Role Activity Diagrams), the Organisational Culture, and the Actual
Usefulness of the CIS, with respect to CIS integration, from data collected at three sites in
England and Denmark.
CHAPTER7

presentsa validation of ISIM using a fourth independentsite. Further validation

using questionnairedata collected at all sites is also presented.A discussion of the connections
betweenISIM and the Technology AcceptanceModels (TAM and TAM2) is given.
CHAPTER8

completes the thesis by presenting a summary and a critical evaluation of the

thesis,and highlights the scopefor future research.

1.6 Summary
This chapter has suggestedthat there is much need for the researchdescribedin this
thesis - the question of whether or not Organisational Culture can inform CIS
integration is under-investigated,and remains to be tested.Further, empirically derived
and validated Organisational Culture models in healthcare are few. Deploying
theoretical organisationalmodels developedoutside this sector may not be immediately
applicable or appropriate: a model developed and validated specifically for this sector
may be more appropriateand useful.
This chapter has introduced the thesis, with the aim, objectives (Section 1.2), and
contributions (Section 1.3) being given. The question of 'why' the aim and objectives
were of importance was addressedin Section 1.4, which outlined the importanceof CIS
in healthcare, their capabilities, and the problems of integrating them in healthcare
environments.
Whereas,in the past, evaluationsof CIS remained focussedsolely on the technical,
human and organisational issues are becoming increasingly accepted as convincing
approachesfor investigating CIS implementations in Health Informatics. Finally, this
chapter has outlined a road map to the entire thesis. Chapter 2 explores the literature
relevantto this thesis,presentingevidencein supportof the motivation for this research.

Chapter 2

Literature Review
The aim of this chapteris to presenta synthesisof the literature relevant to this thesis,
specifically literature about Clinical Information Systems, Intensive Care Units, and
Organisational Culture, the terms that define the thesis. The scope of this review is
discussedfirst, and then the terms and conceptsare clarified. A review of the literature
is presentednext, with the chapterending with conclusionsand a summary.

2.1 Scope of the Literature Review
Literature
cis

IV
ICU

0C

Kev:
CIS: Clinical Information System
OC: OrganisationalCulture
ICU: Intensive Care Unit

Figure 2.1: A Verm diagram illustrating the inter-relationship betweenthe three areasthat are
the foci of this thesis.

Referring to Figure 2.1, the three areasof Clinical Information Systems,Intensive Care
Units, and Organisational Culture are very broad, and generate vast amounts of
literature during searches.In the specific context of this thesis the overlap areas
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(labelled 1,11,and III in the figure) are of direct interest. However, literature covering
is
it
defines the extent to which this
IV
to
this
of
greatest
significance
as
area
research,
thesis is original, and describesthe detailed context of this research.The focus of this
literature review is thereforeprimarily concernedwith areas1,11,111and IV.
However, generic literature on the broad categories of Clinical Information
Systems (CIS), Intensive Care Units (ICU), and Organisational Culture will be
discussedto obtain an overview of the fields. Figure 2.2 guides the reading of this
chapterby presentinga road map of this literature review.
2.1 Scove

2.2 Clarification of Concepts
and Terminology
Clinical
Information
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Figure 2.2: A road map of the literature review.

Sections2.3 to 2.7 review the salient literature on CIS, ICU, and Organisational
Culture in Health Informatics. It must be noted that a previous literature review about
EHRs and patient records has been conductedby the author of this thesis (c.f Munir,
2000), the literature presentedin Sections 2.3 and 2.4 is an updated overview of the
salient literature in these areas; they are not directly relevant to this thesis, but were
considerednecessaryin order to presentthe context of the focussedliterature illustrated
in Figure 2.1 and reviewed in Sections2.5 to 2.7. Section 2.8 presentsthe conclusions,
and the chapter ends with a summary in Section 2.9. The terms used within this thesis
and within this chapterare discussednext.
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Concepts
Terminology
of
and

This section clarifies the concepts and terms used within this chapter and the whole
thesis.As they are referred to throughout this thesis, elucidating their meaningsis vital.
In particular, the terms Clinical Information System, Intensive Care Unit, and
OrganisationalCulture, are now explained.

2.2.1 Clinical Information

System

Much of the literature refers to Electronic Patient Records (EPR) and/or Electronic
Health Records(EHR). Attempts to explain and define thesemuddy conceptshave been
made by many, (Gordon et al., 1998; Heathfield et al., 1999; Kalra, 1994; Kay, 1999a;
Markwell, 1996; Munir, 2000; Neame, 1997;NHSIA, 2001).
The distinction betweenEPR and EHR in UK policy is unclear. The director of
researchand development at the LIK Department of Health, Sir John Pattison (2002),
assertedthat explaining the differences between the two terms could be difficult for
people to understand,but failed to convince. In a speechat the Healthcare Computing
conference in Harrogate, Sir John Pattison (2002) suggestedthat Electronic Record
might be more appropriate as it is less constraining and dependent upon previous
definitions.
In North America, evidence from the Fall 2003 symposium of the American
Medical Informatics Association confirmed that, to date, there is little or no consensus
about a distinction betweenthe two concepts.This is verified further in a report by the
Institute of Medicine (10M) on the key capabilities of an EHR, as is expressedin this
quote:
"There have been inany different views of what constitutesan EHR system. Soine EHR systemsinchide
virtually all patient data, while others are limited to certain types of data, such as medications and
ancillary results [ ...j In suninzary,EHR systemsare actively under developmentand will rentain sofor
tnanyyears." (10AI, 2003)

Despite clarification of the conceptby the International and EuropeanStandards
bodies (ISO, 2000), who define the 'Electronic Health Record' to mean electronic
representationsof clinical records (which encompassesthe fort-ner EPR), lack of
consensuson this term is still apparent. This is highlighted in the UK with the recent
developmentof the Integrated Care Record Service (ICRS), which subsumesthe EHR;
however, the term ICRS is now also under revision with the National Care Record
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(NCR) being suggestedas an alternative. It appearsthat defining EHRs is a challenging
international problem. The confusing and difficult task of defining the EHR, and
establishing a suitable term for it, stressesthe fact that it may not be the most
appropriateterm to use in this thesis, as there is little consensusas to its definition and
meaning on an international scale. In Europe, few hospitals have a working EHR many are still in the processof understandingwhat it is and how it can be used,making
it impossibleto investigate:
"Veryfew implementationsof the EHR exist as they are defined, despite 30 years ofresearch and design.
They mostly consist of administrative and managementsystems.It is rare to find a systemcombining
administrative work and clinicalpatient information. " Jakovidis (1998)

Therefore, Clinical Information System (CIS) is the preferred tenn for the
purposeof this thesis.Defining CIS is also problematic, however the definition given by
Gordon et al. (1998) is drawn upon for this thesis. Gordon et al. (1998) distinguish
betweenEPR and CIS, and logically define the constituentsof both systems.However,
it is the definition of a CIS that is of concernto this thesis.
CIS:

"a system dedicated to collecting, storing, manipulating, and making available, clinical

infonnation important to the delivery of healthcare. CIS may be limited in scope to a single area or nzay
be comprehensiveand cover all infonnation e.g. EPR"

In this thesis, CIS are the object of study, where CIS encapsulatepaper record
systems,electronic record systems,and hybrids of both; CIS will thereforebe inclusive
of ERRs and EPRs. However, when citing works by authors in the literature, the term
usedby those authorswill be used.

2.2.2 Intensive Care Unit The terms Critical Care Unit (CCU) and Intensive Care Unit (ICU) are used
synonymouslyin the literature. To avoid confusion and to remain consistent,this thesis
intensive
(Jones
ICU.
Definitions
to
refer
of
are
et al., 1998).For the
will
care
numerous
purpose of this thesis the author refers to a definition approved by the British Medical
Association (BMA) (1967) where intensive care is defined as:
"The care ofpatients who are deenzedrecoverable,bitt)vltoiieedcontinitotissupervisioii and need,or are
likely to need,prompt useofspecialised techniquesby skilledpersonnel. "

It is possible to break down ICU further into general ICU, specialisedICU, and
High-DependencyUnits (HDU). The definition below describes a general ICU, where
admitted patients have a broad set of clinical conditions, but all have dysfunction or
failure of one or more organs(Bennett and Bion, 1999).
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"We have defined the ICU as a special unitproviding thefollowing: (1) afacility available to all medical
for
be
the
than
the
and
care
of
can
provided in the
giving
more
space,
staff
equipment
patient
staff
ordinary wards. (2) A service that provides continuousobservation of the vitalfunctions and can support
thesefinctions morepromptly and efflicientlythan can be done elsewherein the hospital. Both thefacility
and the service can be developedwithin a specialist division or ward, but the essenceof the ICU is that,
like most operating theatres,it is communal." B111A(1967)

Joneset al. (1998) list five essentialsfor a successfulgeneral ICU, describing each
category in detail. The five componentsare listed in order of importance, as rated by
them:
"

Pen-nanentnursing team, specifically trained and giving continuousservice.

"

Readily available medical team.

"

Standardisedtechniquesof investigation and treatment.

"

An 'area', 'facility', or 'unit'.

"

Revisedphilosophy of patient care.

A specialised ICU will

focus on specific conditions such as cardiothoracic,

neurosurgical, and paediatric care, etc. This means that it is possible to standardise
it
it
is
Because
training
methodsof care and
standardised is possibleto serve
of nurses.
large populations (Joneset al., 1998). A HDU differs in that it segregatespatients with
severeillnesses that cannot be managedin a general or a specialised ICU. The patient
requires intensive observation, and is cared for by at least one nurse, and sometimes
more. The literature covers all three types of ICU.

2.2.3 Organisational Culture
Before discussing Organisational Culture, it is important to understandthat 'Culture'
was a precursor to Organisational Culture, and so a brief historical discussionmay be
helpful to the reader.
Culture
The origin of the terin Culture dates to early archaeological finds, when attempts to
learn about and classify objects were endeavours towards understanding other
worldviews, societies and civiiisations (Bodley, 94). Its origins have been describedas
analogousto the origins of life - evolutionary theory - so that, like life, culture has
evolved, and is an evolving entity (Garbora, 1998; Dunbar et al., 1999). The first
attempts to categorise culture were accomplished in 1872 by a committee for the
advancementof science, led by Edward Tyler, a British anthropologist; 76 culture
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topics were identified (Bodley, 1994). Since then, definitions of culture have expanded
immensely, for example Kroeber and Kluckhohn in ibid. identified over 160 different
definitions of culture, which have since been clustered around concepts as diverse as
shared,symbolic, arbitrary meanings,human behaviour, and norms such as values and
rules.
Bodley (1994) asserts that essentially culture can be reduced to three crucial
components:
*

What people think.

do.
What
people
9
The
that
material
products
people produce.
0
With regard to these three components,in a group setting culture becomesa social
entity. It is this group, or organisational,perspectivethat is of interest to this thesis.That
is, what people think, do, and produce, with regard to CIS in ICU. This leadsus to the
following discussionof OrganisationalCulture.
Omanisational Culture
Burnes (2000) states that Organisational Culture has been known to industry since
World War II. However, it was not until the late 1960sand 1970s (Blake and Mouton,
1969;Eldridge and Combie, 1974)that businessresearchembracedthe tenn, and by the
1980s it had exploded in the business literature on both sides of the Atlantic, with
influential works by American authors such as Peters and Waterman (1982), Kanter
(1989) and the Briton Handy (1984). Most authorssharethe view that:
"Managers and employeesdo notperform their ditties in a valuefree vacuum. Their work and the way it
is done are governed, directed and temperedby an organisations culture: the particular set of values,
beliefs and cusiontsandsystemsthat are unique to that organisation." (Burnes, 2000)

Many different and varied models describing Organisational Culture exist; some
try to define culture, while others try to categorisethe different types (Hofestede,1990;
Schein, 1985; Handy, 1986).Many critiques of proposedmodels of culture exist. Most
tend to argue that it is overly simplistic and unrealistic to reduce a complex concept
such as culture into levels.
Almost all of the definitions and classifications of culture have been developed
and researchedin businessor industrial contexts,and their applicability to other sectors
remains to be tested. Koeck (1998) believes that the literature on organisational
behaviour and managementis a valuable resource for complex organisationssuch as
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healthcare,and notes that healthcaredelivery systemsin particular could benefit from it,
althoughfew make use of it.
While this overview of Culture and Organisational Culture was necessary to
inform the reader, this thesis is not concerned with a particular definition or model of
culture, as it is unrealistic to apply one definition to a term so complex, as has been
discussed. Instead, the thesis takes the concept of Organisational Culture as a premise.
This concept is best epitomised by Drennen (1992) as: "howthingsare donearoundhere."

Further, Bodley's (1994) three components of culture are not specified as a
model or prescription, rather they are his conclusions,which are very succinct and relate
directly to what this thesis aims to investigate, i. e., what people (in this thesis,
clinicians) think, do, and produce, with regard to CIS; including the concept of
'organisation' enablesthe investigation of a particular social setting, in this case,ICU.

2.3 CIS in Healthcare
This section reviews the role of computing within healthcareover the past five decades.
An international perspectiveof CIS is given, and then literature on CIS applied within
healthcareis presented.

2.3.1 Background to Healthcare Computing
It is common knowledge that Williams and Kilburn invented the first stored program
computer, the Manchester Mark 1, in 1948 at the University of Manchester, UK. Kay
(1999b) suitably asserted "No oneat thetitne,managedtopredict whatit all ineant,nor appreciated
its implications."

Richard's (2001) paper provides a good summary of the status and progressof
healthcarecomputing from its first considerationfor healthcareby the UK Ministry of
Health in 1956 to date. The paper highlights the seminal work conducted by Barber
(1964), which shifted the emphasisof computers from being used solely for financial
and administrative purposes to scientific use. A computer implemented in a London
hospital was to be used by Dr Barber for hospital finances, data processing, and
statistics.Barber usedthe computerto carry out operationalresearchfor patient queuing
(Barber, 1974).
A landmark in healthcare computing was establishedwhen the first NHS IT
strategywas launched in 1968.The difficulty of reaching consensusover issuessuch as
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from
hardware
a number of available suppliers and setting
ensuring uniformity of
standardisedcomputing languages was not just a problem of its time, but is still
mirrored in many healthcareIT projects today, as this literature review will reveal. Of
great interest is the fact that the first patient medical record in the world to be used by
nurseswas introduced in 1969 at Kings College, London. Unfortunately, the computer
was regardedas an intrusion by consultantsworking in the hospitals, and was therefore
abandoned(Richards, 2001). Similar organisationalproblems are still being found; the
review by Kaplan and Shaw (2002) is a comprehensiveand accurateaccountof much of
the literature in this area,and it showsthat human and organisationalissuesare onlyjust
beginning to come to the forefront, despite decades of research. EHRs remain an
important researchissuein the fields of Medical and Health Informatics.
Richards (2001) informs the reader of the international status of medical
computing in the 1960s. He states that although hospital computing was being
introduced in Europe and America, the UK was the first to introduce General
Practitioner (GP) computing, which has continued to be at the forefront since its launch
in 1970;this view is supportedby Schloeffel (1998). Indeed,the UK is understoodto be
a world leader of primary care computing (Benson, 2002a; Schloeffel, 1998); yet the
same cannot be said for hospital computing. Benson (2002a) investigates this
in
phenomenon his paper entitled 'Why generalpractitioners use computersand hospital
doctors do not'. His study is basedon personal experiencespanning 30 years,first as a
leader of a computer evaluation unit, and then as a GP system supplier. He reports that
by 1996,96% of general practices were computerised, and approximately 15% ran
that
He
this successis due to the gatekeeperrole that
explains
paperlessconsultations.
GPs are able to play in primary care computing.
Going back to the 70s, a change of government in the UK meant that
government funding was no longer available for research and development into CIS.
This had a negative effect on hospital computing, so projects were abandoned until the
recent change in government. GPs began working with suppliers, indeed suppliers
offered incentives to GPs for their involvement. Benson concludes that hospital doctors
had no incentives to become involved and that computers were treated as a management
overhead. In a second paper, Benson (2002b) states that scalability is also a reason why
GP computing was a success, "GP computingis technicallyinucheasierthanfor a wholehospital
Codes
Read
He
district.
that
health
"
as
asserts
simple
classification
codes
such
cannot
or
cope in a hospital. There is also an issue of common interoperability standards within
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secondarycare due to the sheernumber of systemsavailable and the variety of systems
used; privacy problems are heighteneddue to the sheernumber of users.The nature of
the work is also much more complex, with job divisions creating diversepatternsof use;
the requirementsof multidisciplinary teamsare very different to sole users of a system
(Schloeffel, 1998).
Using current evidence,as opposedto academicor theoretical models,Ball et al.
(2001) assesswhether or not Informatics can improve healthcare.They concludethat it
can. They statethat Information Technology (IT) supportsinformation managementand
knowledge creation through its four cornerstones.These cornerstonesare describedby
Lorenzi (2000) as:
Producing structuresto representdata and knowledge.
Developing models for acquisition and presentationof data.
Managing changeamongpeople,processes,and technology
Integrating information.
From the papers by Benson (2002a and 2002b), and the historical review of the
literature so far, the challenging nature of setting standards for achieving the four
cornerstonesis magnified. Where Ball et al. (2001) focus on successstories of IT
applicationsin the areasof diseasemanagement,tele-health,patient safety, and decision
support, Benson (2002b) focuses on technical issues,which are problematic. Lorenzi
(2000) stressesthe importanceof acknowledginghuman factors as the greatestobstacles
to Informatics success.It is vital then, that these issues are given equal significance
when designing,developing, integrating, and evaluating CIS in healthcare.
Section 2.3.2 presentsan overview of CIS initiatives around the world, and is
discussednext.

2.3.2 International

Perspectives

An annual survey held by the Medical Records Institute (MRI, 2002) reveals that the
major clinical factors driving the need for EHR systems,as seen by physicians, is to
improve the ability to sharethe patient record among healthcareproviders, to improve
clinical data capture, and to reducemedical errors. Of great concern to managerialstaff
is the need to improve the quality of care and to improve the clinical processor work
flow.
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Major concerns were seen as problems related to mobile health devices and
data,
barriers
lack
to
confidentiality
of
and
major
of
security
and
applications, such as
the plans for implementing EHRs were seenas due to lack of funding and resourcesand
lack of support by medical staff.
The 2002 survey was conducted online, and 1131 people responded.Vendors
leave
The
761
to
survey respondents
valid
responses.
were
excluded
and consultants
were predominantly based in the US (83%), 4.6% were Canadian and the remaining
respondentsrepresentedthe UK, Demark, Gen-nany,Israel, and Taiwan. This means
that the results are not very generalisableto countries other than the US. Another
limitation is the fact that respondents were predominantly managers (25%) or
physicians (14%); other healthcare groups such as nurses (6.3%) were underrepresented.
In another recent global study (Latimer, 1999), the IOM (1991) was cited as
stating that the Computer Patient Record (CPR) would become a standard in healthcare
within a decade; this is a deadline that has been missed. This paper reports how close
the world is to realising this and invites "leading infonnaticiansfroinsix continentsto sharetheir
from
Leaders
South
Africa,
Australasia,
East
Asia,
North
America,
South
experiences.
America, and Europe identified four common issues. These were:

"

The CPR is not clearly defined.

"

Technology should be seenas an enablerand not a driver.

"

It is people and not technology

that champion

implementations.
successful

"The hunianfactor detennineswhether technology based innovations succeed this is 80%
dependenton people and 20% dependenton technology." (Latimer, 1999)

The systemmust be secure.

"
It must be noted that it is only developedcountries that have the resourcesto invest in
EHRs. Under-developedcountries have little to spend on healthcare,and even less on
Health Informatics. These countries have more pressing concerns, such as fighting
diseaseslike Aids and malnutrition, and providing their citizens with health education
(Tresling, 2003). It is interesting to note that having attended a recent panel on the
emerging international trends on the EHR (AMIA, 2003), little has changedsince the
Latimer (1999) study. Developed countries such as Denmark, the UK, US, Australia,
and Canada have revised national IT policies that enforce government-imposed
deadlines to implement EHRs within the current decade.They all seem to be facing
similar obstacles, such as creating solid communication infrastructures and record
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architectures,interoperable systems, unique patient identifiers and standards,despite
their diversepolitical and geographicalinfrastructures.
An extensive literature review was conducted of over 1832 papers indexed in
MEDLINE, with the objective of understandingthe evolution of publications dedicated
to the EPR (Moon-nanand Van der Lei, 1999).The researchersfound that the literature
highlighted insufficient researchinto the effects of EPRs, and proposed the need for
investigationson this theme.
In Europe and Australia, Schloeffel et al. (2001), who are working on the Good
Electronic Health Record (GEHR), formally the Good European Health Record, echo
theseviews. They believe that healthcareis the most information-intensive industry in
the world, and that there are massivefragmentationsof clinical data, which they believe
contribute to the cost of information management.They also state that interoperability is
an issueand that sharing and exchangingdata is a must:
"Wiere EHRs have been implementedit has usually been in a spasmodic and uncoordinated manner,
without any standards. This has created the biggest single problem in healthcare information
managementworld-wide,fragmented,poor quality data creating islands of information. "

The monolithic way that CIS are being developedat presentis said to impedeprogress.
Although lakovidis (1998) approachesthe subject of EHRs from a telemedicine
perspective, his views about EHR progress are much the same as Benson (2001);
Latimer (1999), and Schloeffel (1998). He states that across the globe, few EHRs are
installed and functioning as they are defined. In hospitals, he asserts that not many in
the world have shareable CIS that integrate both clinical and administrative patient
information. In his list of challenges, similar to those presented by Benson, Latimer, and
Schloeffel, lakovidis also recognises that Organisational and Cultural factors have the
potential to both encumber and assist CIS implementations, but notes that "mostcultures
do notsupportthe ideaofsharinginfonnation."

Schloeffel (1998) reports that between 1992-95the Europeancommissionissued
a program to develop a widely applicable common data structure for using and sharing
EHRs across Europe. This project, the GEHR (mentioned above), involved 21
participating organisations in eight European countries, and included many different
professions and disciplines, such as academia, medicine, commerce, and computer
science.
The GEHR had much influence on the evolution of European EHR standards.
Interest spread beyond Europe to Russia, Australia, New Zealand, Singapore, and
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recently the US (Schloeffel et al., 2001). However, so far Australia and the UK are the
main centresfor its development.In 1998,Australia and the UK took different routes as
regards the EHR, mainly due to UK interest waning. The Australians however,
developedthe record further with funding from the Australian government,and hope to
seemajor developmentswithin the next ten years(ibid).
In Denmark*, Svenningson(2001) highlights the uncoordinated and local basis
of EHR projects. As a result of this lack of coordination, the Danish Ministry of Health
launched national strategies for the development of EHRs in Danish healthcare
(Andersenet al., 2002). In her thesis, Svenningsonreports that on a national level there
are no clear answers as to how development and implementation of EHRs is
succeeding.She also informs the reader of the difficulty of assessingthe consequences
of EHRs, since there are few investigations into how present systems functions, and
those few that do exist focus on isolated, quantifiable aspects.Perhapsthe problem is
not that few evaluationsof EHRs exist, but the fact that the term is ill-defined, making
evaluationsof EHRs impossible.
Svenningson's claim that there are no programs to follow EPR progress in
Denmark is counteredby Andersen et al. (2002), whose group is involved in a publicly
funded project, the EPR Observatory, which requires the authors to collect and
disseminateexperiencesfrom all regional EPR projects. Work began in 1998,focussing
on expectations; in 1999 the focus was experience, and in 2000-2002 the authors
focussed on the analysis of EPR development and implementation in the Danish
healthcare sector. Preliminary studies in 1998 and 1999 used interviews and
observationsas methods of collecting data, while in 2001 a survey was sent out to all
EPR project leadersin Denmark. This included 15 County administrators, 100 hospitals
and 657 hospital departments.A second survey in 2002 was directed at 52 local and
regional projects. The authorsfound:
0

11-15hospitals had an IT strategy.
52 EPR projects in the country, with only one county-wide and 24 departmentwide.

a

5-10% of hospital bedswere coveredby an EHR.

As responsibility for EHR projects is decentralisedto county level it is not surprising
that each county is using different methods, developers,and suppliers to achieve the
.The statusof both the Danish and English EHF, are given in

more detail in Chapter 3.
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samegoal (Andersen et al., 2002). On organisationalissues,they found that EHRs had
significant impact on daily routines; failure to meet positive user expectationsresulted
in negative user reactions, and on explaining the number of different approachesused
by different and multiple suppliers,they statedthat this was due to no one best solution
being available at present.
The National Programmefor Information Technology (NPfIT) was launchedin the
UK in 2002, following the publication of 'Delivering the NHS Plan' (DoH, 2002a).
This report ftirther developed the proposals in the NHS Plan (HMSO, 2000) for a
service centred around the patient. The NPffT programme is focussedaround four key
developments:
"

An electronic integrated care records service (ICRS), including a nationally
accessiblecore data repository, and digital images.

"

The provision of facilities for electronic booking of appointments.

"

An electronic transmissionof prescriptionsservice.

"

An underpinning of IT infrastructurewith sufficient connectivity and broadband
to meet future NHS needs.

The aim of the ICRS programme is to facilitate the sharing of EHRs to provide clinical
support acrossall care settings.It is due to be completedin 2010 (DoH, 2002b). Sissons
(2003), the head of industry liaison for the NHS NPfiT programme, recently presented
progressto date. He stated that the programme is probably the largest IT procurement
programme in the world. A summary of patient data is to be stored in an information
spine, but detailed infon-nationis to be stored with the organisation that records it. The
Inforniation Spine will provide a national store of information.
There are three phases to the programme. The first phase is to provide the
facility for clinicians to book outpatient appointments,and to communicate and view
patient information. The second phase is to give clinicians and health professionals'
accessto detailed patient information, and will include electronic referrals, requests,and
orders. The final phaseis to integrate care acrosshealthcareand social services.Booth
(2003) describes the benefits as readily accessible patient information, and the
disbenefits as unauthorised accessto confidential patient information. Concernsabout
the issue of responsibility for the information once it moves between institutions are
also expressed.
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A recent forum organised by the British Journal of Healthcare Computing on
clinicians and the NNIT programme was held in Birmingham (BJHC, 2003). The
resultsof the Autumn Web Survey were presented,highlighting:
involve
The
to
clinicians.
need
"
"

Education and accessto computersfor all clinicians.

"

Data protection and integration acrossthe UK.

"

Organisationaland changeissues,and staffing resources.
Electronic prescribing and how to really involve clinicians in the ICRS.

"
Iakovidis, in Versweyveld (2000), statesthat the British governmenthas fallen for the chype. That is, it invests in e-technology,but does not understandit, and that it is being
implemented simply as a voting strategy. Although this viewpoint is harsh, it is based
on more than just hearsay. Sissons (2003), the head of industry liaison for the NHS
NPf[T programme, admitted that the 'rush' was due to the impending election and
nothing else.
Despite each country having its own national EHR agendas,and the outward
differences between each country in terms of structure and culture, the literature
reviewed so far indicates that although concernsmay not be identical, they are almost
always congruent. A selection of papers that provide evidences of CIS applied in
healthcaresettings,are now reviewed.

2.3.3 Evidence from Implementations
An online patient record system in the Beth Israel DeaconessMedical Centre, USA
(Safran et al., 1999) received much publicity. The authors developed this evolving
system as part of an integrated hospital information system, for use in an ambulatory
primary care practice, over a decadeago. Their aim was to facilitate workflow, support
collaborative practice models, deliver practice guidelines, and become paperless.The
motivation behind this system arose when the practice was physically separatedfrom
the emergencyroom in the hospital within which it was based.The practice wanted to
sharetheir patient information and practice guidelineswith the emergencyroom.
The system has since been used widely in 61 different primary care and
speciality clinics by physicians, nurses,and psychiatric social workers; it is reported as
being able to superviseand monitor care,improve coordination and documentation,and
has allegedly releasedhealthcareproviders to concentrateon interpersonalinteractions
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"better documentation,
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attainable,
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paperless
practice
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adherence clinical guidelines".
keep
to
paper copies of medical records.
medico-legal requirements

In another outcome study, Simpson and Gordon (1998) describe their
department
in
implemented
Nephrology
developed
CIS
the
of the
and
a
experiencesof
Glasgow Royal Infirmary. The CIS is designed around four shells of clinical control
loops. These shells cover clinical management,clinical administrative data, clinical
data
to
they
about patient observations
enable
access
general
management;
services,and
hospital
departments,
finance,
data
from
investigative
management,
other
and results,
databases
There
to
access
providing
are wire and wireless networks
and administration.
haematology,
biochemistry,
departments
linked
50
to
terminals,
such
as
are
and
on over
and microbiology. Simultaneousaccessto data is possible, and senior staff have modem
links for accessfrom home. The authors report few disadvantages.Those they list are
initial disruption on implementation,ensuringstaff commitment, and being awareof the
in
introducing
They
the
that
system phasesreducedthe
state
possibility of power cuts.
failure.
of
project
risk
In contrast, a study basedat the samemedical centre as that describedby Safran
et al. (1999), evaluatedthe actual interactions of two groups of physicians using paper
One
group of nineteen physicians with experienceof
patient
records.
and electronic
hospital-wide
EPR, and the secondgroup of seventeenphysicians, where only
a
using
five had experienceof using an EPR, participated in the study (Rodriguez et al., 2002).
The authorsapplied principles from usability engineeringand assessed:
Learnability - easeof learning the system.
Efficiency - level of productivity.
Memorability - using the systemwithout relearning it.
Errors - capacity of the systemto reduceerror.
Satisfaction - subjective satisfaction achieved by the user when using the
system.
Both groupswere askedto perform tasksspecified by the authors, which involved using
the records. A satisfaction questionnairewas completed at the end of the experiment.
Although the authors conclude that an EPR system can significantly improve user
did
EPR
its
the
not reveal significant
use
of
adoption
process,
acceptanceand ease
differences in the overall time to complete typical physician tasks - it was found to be
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faster for viewing, slower for documenting, and about the same for ordering. The
faster
being
literacy
between
link
than
typing
skills
and
users with computer
obvious
thosewithout was proven positively.
Where Safran et al. (1999) and Simpson and Gordon (1998) report on the
experiencesand outcomes of their CIS, the Rodriguez (2002) study conducts a CIS
usability evaluation. Although the two outcome studies are constructed over a much
longer period of time, they do not provide an evaluation of user experienceswith the
Gordon
(1998),
(1999),
Simpson
by
Safran
Perhaps
the
and
al.
and
studies
et
system.
similar outcome studies could be informed by and infonn usability evaluation studies
like that of Rodriguez et al. (2002). The findings in the Rodriguez study and the
in
imply
benefits
the
time,
the
the
that,
outlined
outcome
studies
over
experiencesof
in
be
A
the
of
systems
used
still
achievable.
usability
evaluation
studies
may
outcome
the two outcome studiescould be undertakento investigatethis link.
Much of this literature has pointed to fairly successful implementations.
However, it must be noted that theseare in the minority rather than the majority (Berg,
2001; Kaplan and Shaw, 2002; Saur, 1993). The studieswere presentedto illustrate the
benefits of CIS and their capabilities once acceptedand integrated within healthcare
institutions. A study by Laerurn et al. (2001) shows that CIS do not necessarilyprovide
positive or negative results, neutral results can also be achieved, where there are some
but
few
This
to
procedures.
comparative
outcomes,
positive
changes
existing
positive
survey study investigated the use of EPRs by 227 hospital doctors in 32 departments
across19 Norwegian hospitals (Laerum et al., 2001). A Likert scale from I (Never) to 5
(Always) assessedopinions about EPR use covering areas such as seeking patient
information from the patient record, following results of tests and investigations,
for
found
daily
The
EPR
that
the
mostly
reading
was
used
etc.
authors
entering
notes,
the patient record. Despite high computer literacy, doctors used the EPR for far fewer
tasks than it was designed.Overall, the EPR did not stimulate the developmentof new
ways of conducting medical work. The authors state that the EPR simply reinforced
existing routines, and that investigationsinto technology alone do not provide sufficient
insight into their use- organisationalaspectsmust also be considered.
Having reviewed paperson outcomesand evaluations,the often-ignoredissueof
by
(2001).
She
is
Bygholm
tackled
training
stressesthe
well
and
education
user
importanceof end-usersupport for usersof EPR systems,and assertsthat in addition to
the quality of infon-nationand systeminterface, integration should also include end-user
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support and learning. Though her study is basedon 37 primary care sites, her findings
may be of significance to other sectors of healthcare. An evaluation of learning
strategies developed by the Aarhus Primary Health Care Services, Denmark, is
undertaken.Bygholm separatesknowledge acquisition into three types:
Object knowledge- what the systemcan do.
Tool knowledge- how to use the systemproperly.
Praxis knowledge - organisationalvalues norms and criteria for proper
use, i. e., why a systemshould be used.
Bygholm argues that in her study there was a need for a distinction between different
types of support dependingupon the type of activity involved, i. e., dependingon the
what, the how, and the why aspectsof systemseducation; user manuals and vendors
alonewere statedas insufficient educationalresources.
All of the studies reviewed so far are biased towards physician use and
experienceof systems.Studiesinvolving other healthcareprofessionalsare few (Kaplan
and Shaw, 2002). Following the theme of human and organisational issues,Section 2.4
reviews this in the context of Health Informatics.

2.4 Organisational Factors and Health

Informatics
The aim of this section is to presentan overview of the literature about Organisational
Culture in Health Inforniatics to set the context for the focus of this thesis; seesegment
IV in Figure 2.1. This is not a detailed account,which is beyond the scopeof this thesis.
For a detailed review, an excellent literature review about organisational issues and
evaluations in Health Informatics is given in a paper by Kaplan and Shaw (2002).
Literature on organisational issuesencounteredwithin an ICU environment is given in
Section2.5.
The structure of this section is as follows. To begin with, the prominent systems
theoriesare reviewed in Section2.4.1, while the literature about organisationalissuesis
reviewed in Section 2.4.2. This covers the impetus for investigating organisational
issues in healthcare, and user reactions to CIS when they are implemented within
healthcaresettings.
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2.4.1 Systems Theories in Health Informatics
There are many methodologies for the design, implementation, and evaluation of
information systems. Kaplan (2001) conducts a literature survey of CIS evaluation
methodologies in healthcarewhilst critiquing randomised controlled trials (RCT) and
experimental evaluation methodologies.Kaplan merges literature from many different
fields to illustrate the need for evaluation designs beyond RCT that consider
organisational concerns (such as cultural, social, and contextual issues) and that are
grounded in evaluations from a variety of areas in medical informatics. She reviews
cognitive, sociological, and social interactionist methodologies, the last of which she
advocates. Kaplan's four C's methodology (Communication, Care, Control, and
Context), developed for evaluating technology, is informed by much researchon IT
evaluationsin healthcare.A theory that has had much influence in the developmentof
the above-mentioned methodologies deserves reference. This theory is known as
sociotechnicaltheory.
Sociotechnicaltheory has been much applied in industry since its origins in the
late 1950s (Mumford and Weir, 1979). The notion of sociotechnical systems was
created by the Tavistock Institute as a reaction to the mechanistic approach to job
design, as advocated by proponents such as Fayol (1949) and Taylor (1911). The
individual focus on job designwas no longer consideredappropriate,the organisationas
a whole was given emphasis,as comprising of inter-dependent social and technical
systems.A focus on workers' emancipationand social issuesforced recognition of the
human side of job-design. Reorganisipgthe social systemin isolation from the technical
systemwas deemedto be inefficient and ineffective; to achieve maximum results, both
systemswere to be seenas inter-dependent(Bumes, 2000). The concept was subject to
much criticism at the time of its development, not only as a backlash from the
mechanisticschool of managementtheory, but also from sociologists - who accusedit
of ignoring the wider social society of which organisations are a part - and trade
unionists, who accusedit of being a manipulative strategythat underminedthem (ibid).
Sociotechnical systems, like most methodologies, advocate one best way for
managingall organisations.There are caseswhere a holistic approachto organisational
life may disregard the importance of individual input. Further, reorganisingjob design
as separatefrom technology cannot always be viewed as detrimental, as there may be
caseswhere technology is not the answer.
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At the time that the theory of sociotechnical systems was developed, the
technical systemsit referred to were predominantly large, industrial machinesused in
labour-intensive jobs. The emphasis was on social systenis that should not be
reorganised with disregard to technical systems. At present, the technical systems
in
has
Section
2.3
in
CIS
literature
healthcare
the
to
and,
as
reviewed
are
referred
shown, there has been a shift in emphasisto technical systems that have been (and
should not be) designedwithout considerationof the social system within which they
operate.We can seethat the emphasishasreversed.
Berg et al. (2003) state that the ten-nand concept 'sociotechnical' has changed
greatly from the original concept discussedearlier as work conductedby the Tavistock
Institute. They claim that there is no such thing as 'the' sociotechnical approach.
Instead,the authorstake sociotechnicaltheory to aid:
"understandingofhoiv information systenisor novel electronic communication techniquesare developed,
introduced and becomepart ofsocial practice ".

Berg et al (2003) believe that a sociotechnicalapproachemphasisesthe social nature of
healthcare practices, which is often ignored when designing and implementing
information and communicationtechnology in healthcare,yet this, they claim, can make
the difference betweensuccessand failure.
Sociotechnicaltheory is recognisedas introducing the notion that social systems,
and all that they entail, are important. Berg's (1999) adaptation and application of
sociotechnical theory steers it towards an empirical methodology in healthcare; he
focuseson organisationalissuesand work practices.An important principle of his work
is that "Usersadjusttheir workroutinesto a system
just
they
to
their
as
adjust
use
work
system
influence
how
Although
the
"
(ibid).
in
the
the
users
environments,
eachchanging other
process.
systemis used, and to some extent the system impacts the way in which users conduct
their work, technology cannot alter humans per se, although it can alter how they
perform certain tasks.Technical systemsare static. Humans on the other hand, have the
power to 'make or break' technology.
Kaplan (2001) suggeststhat Berg implies that user beliefs, values,practices,and
norms influence the way in which an application is used. This is interesting, because
Kaplan describesthis as the 'fit' betweenthe technology and the users.However, in the
light of the culture discussion in Section 2.2.3, this can be interpreted as the 'fit'
betweenthe technology and the organisation'sculture.
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In 2003, the journal Methods of Information in Medicine ran a special issue on
Infon-nation and Communication Technology (ICT) in healthcare, and sociotechnical
in
included
(2003)
Berg
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the
that
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articles
et al.
many
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because
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The
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papers
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reason
reason.
due
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Further,
to
they
they
that
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state
not
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many systems
hardwareand software limitations of technology, but becausesystemsare built upon the
implementations.
during
because
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wrong assumptions,and
Comford and Klecun-Dabrowski (2003) statethat there is no single linear model
believe
failure
is
implementation
they
that
outcomes
as
success
and
and
of systems
dependentupon complex and interrelating sociotechnical factors. The authors identify
four systemstheories:
0

Technological Determinism - where technology is seen as an independent driver of
changesin society.

0

Social Constructivism - the idea that technologicalartefactsare both culturallY constructed
and interpreted such that the stability of artefactsis dependentupon many factors such as
economics,politics, and culture in the development,implementation, and useof technology.

0

Actor Network Theory - the notion that innovations are developedand/or adoptedthrough
the building of networks and alliances between human and non-human actors within a
heterogeneousnetwork. The key focus of this theory is to persuadeactors to play their part
in the network, and to acceptthat their attributesmust be changedto fit other componentsof
the network. The theory particularly scrutinises the inter-relationships between these
entities. Further, it suggeststhat artefacts should be seen as inputs to an organisational
network, and not as a causeof events.

0

Critical Theory - the notion that all social phenomenon are historically created and
conditioned. Technology is not seenas autonomous,but as an instrument for social control.

The latter three approachesadvocatethat technology is shapedby the conditions of its
creation and use, and accept the context surrounding the technology as a major
influence, for example, political, economical, and organisational influences. Comford
and Klecun-Dabrowski (2003) criticise Social Constructivism, Actor Network Theory,
and Critical Theory as lacking an evaluative stance.Further criticisms are aimed at the
lack of guidelines for selecting relevant groups as actors as other groups that may also
be interestedin technology may be excluded. Actor Network Theory is criticised as it
doesnot make a distinction bet-weentechnology and society, and statesthat both should
be studied in the sameway.
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Other approaches,such as the cognitive methodologies promoted by Patel and
Kaufman (1998), focus on psychological approachesfor analysing tasks and user
interfaces, drawing upon Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) theories; much of this
has
drawn
similar conclusions as the proponents of sociotechnical theory,
work
is
in
focus
the
the
more
on
way
which people think about particular tasks, and
although
how this impacts the way in which thesetasksare performed.
All the described approachesshare a common factor in that they advocate a
'human' side to designing, implementing, and evaluatingtechnology. Theseapproaches
recognise humans and their environments as being major contributors to the success
and/or failure of systemsin organisations,and promote investigation into theseaspects.
Investigations into CIS are usually carried out either for the design and/or
implementation and evaluation of technical systems.These investigations take the form
of either formative or summative evaluations(Protti, 1999;UKIHI, 2001). Literature on
the human and organisational aspects of system design focuses on HCI and user
involvement, to better inform design issueswith the specific aim of building a usable
technological system. Studies on implementation issuesrevolve around organisational
change and the managementof the change process. Their specific aim is to set a
technologicalsysteminto action.
Formative evaluations are conductedto investigate the organisationaland user
requirementsfor system design and/or implementation, whilst summative evaluations
are usually conducted immediately after design and or implementation (UKIHI, 2001).
Although conducting both formative and summative evaluations are ideal, they have
also beenfound to be resourceintensive (Kay, 1997).

2.4.2 Organisational Issues in Health Informaties
This section first presents literature that evaluates the impetus for investigating
organisationalissuesin healthcare,and then provides evidenceof the factors that affect
the diffusion of CIS, and user reactionsto it.
The Impetus for Investigating Organisational

Issues in Healthcare

It is widely recognized that the healthcare environment in developed countries is
evolving (Benson, 2002b; HMSO, 2000; IOM, 2003; Schloeffel, 1998, Tierney, 2000).
A review report for the World Health Organisation (WHO) was conducted to examine
the evolving role of the hospital within healthcare in industrialized countries (McKee
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in the hospital environment.
The authors also found that behavioural interventions such as quality assurance,
incentives
financial
the
the
are often the
culture,
and
use
of
organisational
changing
most popular refon-n strategies employed by hospital managementto work towards
improved performance. Where behavioural interventions are reported as having a
limited impact alone, financial incentives are describedas blunt. OrganisationalCulture
however, is seen as an important deten-ninantof quality of care, which they report has
receivedlittle consideration.
Koeck (1998) is also of the view that to improve the quality of care,
organisational changes are necessary. In particular, the complexity of the change
processis stated as being derivative of the complexity of the organization. So the more
complex an organisation is, the more complex the change process is expectedto be.
Integration is also a key factor for successes;isolating single areasfor changeis stated
as being the major reasonwhy changeprojects often fail. This assertionis mentionedas
a chief concern by lakovidis in Versweyveld (2000). lakovidis reports that in the US
40% of IT usersboycott initiatives becausedeveloperspay little attention to user needs,
Kaplan and Shaw (2002) also support this statement.lakovidis stressesthe importance
of targeting user profiles and analysing different contexts of IT within clinical routine.
He assertsthat the user is concernedwith three things: speed,speed,and speed,and that
users, developers, and decision makers need to work together, becausethey do not
understand each other at present. His views concern most IT initiatives around the
just
the casein point.
globe, and not
Brender et al. (2001) report the findings of a study involving 29 international
experts who gathered to discuss the question 'what is needed to implement the
information society within healthcareT EPR and people issues were strongly
emphasisedas topics in needof research.
In their book, Mark and Dopson (1999) present a collection of articles in
healthcaremanagementand organisationalbehaviour from a symposium at Middlesex
University, UK, in 1998. This collection of articles was composedto addressthe issue
in
has
been,
is
how
behaviour
being,
the
research
and
of
agenda
organisational
interpreted. The articles covered a variety of areas in healthcare and organisational
behaviour,such as organisationaldevelopmentas a reactive and a proactive process,the
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role of the consumer in healthcare,the issue of leadership and change,the sourcesof
power and influence in clinical directorates,and interventions to health organisations.
The editors concluded, amongst other things, that research into the areas of interorganisational collaboration, people behaviour in healthcare, and international
collaborationswere critical to this field of study, and had beenneglectedin the past.
The importance of organisationalissuesis echoedin the seminal work by Sauer
(1993). He is quoted by Aarts et al. (1998), as stating that
"Successandfailtire of implementation of information systemsis mostly due to organisationalfactors.
Only a minority are ascribed to the technology."

Protti (2002) arrived at similar conclusions,as this quote demonstrates:
"It is people and not technology that make the difference betweensuccessandfailure. Mien end users
want to make information technology tools ivorkfor Mein, even ýpoor' tools can deliver real business
vahte."

In terms of evidencein support of Organisational Culture, a literature searchto
examinethe question 'Does OrganisationalCulture influence healthcareperformance?'
was conducted by Scott et al. (2003). The authors found ten studies that met their
inclusion criteria. Of those only four reported on supportive evidence for the link
betweenOrganisationalCulture and healthcareperformance.The authorsconcludedthat
there is some evidence to support the link, but it is difficult to articulate the nature of
that relationship. This may be related to the difficulty of defining culture and
performanceas variables.
In an empirical study by Nikula (2001) investigating clinician and management
use of an EPR in two Swedish hospitals, it was found that there is a large discrepancy
betweenthe managementand clinician frame of referencefor the EPR. Interviews with
senior management and clinicians revealed that a shared vision for resolving this
problem was important, but communicating a sharedvision was seen as problematic.
Where managementfelt that.clinicians had been involved and were informed, clinicians
reported that they were not really involved in implementations, nor informed. For the
benefits that an EPR may create,it was statedthat inducing organisationalchangewas
necessary(ibid).
The importance of examining clinical activity before EPR development was
establishedby Beuscart-Zephiret al. (2003), who analysed50 pre-operativeanaesthetic
consultations,involving 13 clinicians. They found that where information management
is closely linked with clinician activity, it is necessaryto conduct analysis of these
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activities so that the context of organisational factors can be understood, and used to
infonn EPR developments.
Iles and Sutherland(2001) presenta comprehensiveguide to organisationaltools
and conceptsto better aid healthcareprofessionalsinvolved with CIS implementations
in the UK NHS. They review many tools and techniques such as: Five Whys, Soft
Systems Methodology, Process Modelling, SWOT Analysis, Force Field Analysis,
Total Quality Management,and BusinessProcessRe-engineering.They statethat:
"The literature is dominated by descriptions of models and approaches, prescriptions and no
evidence...articles based on empirical research are relatively rare, and are predominantly single site
casereports. "

Noted authorities on the subject of Organisational Culture and Health
Informatics such as Aarts et al. (1998); Andersen et al. (2002); Ash (1997); Ash et al.
(2003); Berg (1999,2001,2003); Kaplan (2000a,b); Kaplan and Shaw (2002); Protti
(1999,2002) are but a few examplesfrom a large pool of proponents for investigating
organisationalfactors in Health Informatics.
User Reactions to CIS in Healthcare
A survey to measure physician satisfaction with an EMR was conducted by Sittig et al.
(1999). The survey was distributed to 75 primary care clinicians, of whom 65%
had
heavily,
been using it for over two
All
the
system
responded.
and
respondents used
years. The motivation for the research was the popular notion that if users do not like
the system, they will not use it. Their findings suggest, that despite satisfaction with
system design and interface, system capability did not meet user expectations. The
it
designed
being
by
2000
than
the
that
more
was
system was
used
users
authors report
for, and that both hardware and software were becoming obsolete. However, there were
no immediate plans to update the system.
Shortages of resources in healthcare indicate that this could be a problem that is

it
for
buying
Rather
the
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to be upgraded
than
potential
a systemwith
common many.
and evolve with user requirements,healthcareorganisationsdo not have the resourcesto
perceive CIS as more than static systems.This paper highlights the need for, and the
importance of, systems'evolving' with user requirements.Issues of CIS transferability
from one setting to anotherare highlighted in a report by Heathfield et al. (1994), which
draws attention to the problems of applying CIS developed in one setting to another.
The authors describe the application of PEN&PAD (originally developed for use by
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nurses,basedin a hospital departmentthat caresfor the elderly.
Despite the emphasison user centred design, and despite extending the CIS to
encompassthe differences in context and work processes,nurses did not accept the
system.Nurses preferred to be descriptive and to use free text as a method of recording
data, rather than using structured data entry. The authorsjustified rejection by stating
that the philosophy of how nursing work is conducted is very different to that of a
is
beyond
Their
that
points
out
encapsulating
user
requirements
physician.
paper
technical and structural issuessuch as work flow and data that representthat work; it
also requires an understandingof psychological issues,i. e., rejection was not simply a
matter of workflow or technical issuessuch as data capture and CIS interface, but was
related to the norms and values that they were used to, and also about the preconceived
notions about what their work entailed and how it should be conducted.
Rocha et al. (2000) conducteda study to analysecomputer-generatedreminders
about infections, and whether this could influence clinical practice patterns.By clinical
practice patterns they mean the frequency with which paper medical charts are referred
to. They found that computer-generatedreminderswere unable to influence the practice
patterns of clinicians, and stated the possible reasonsfor this as the CIS being only
partially integrated into the healthcareprocess,inadequatetraining given to physicians,
and methodological reasonssuch as samplesize.
A study comparing two patient care information systems in the same hospital
was conductedby Van der Meijden et al. (2003). The authors investigatedhuman and
organisational factors by way of interviews. The first system was a graphical user
interface to the hospital infon-nation system, which had been implemented four years
prior to the investigation. Only physicians were interviewed. The secondsystemwas a
full EPR for stroke, and this evaluation was conducteda year after its implementation.
Twelve users were interviewed at this site, including the head of nursing staff and
physicians.Their results indicated that users found both systemsto be user friendly, and
enhanced coordination between different care providers, although communication
betweenmanagementand clinical staff was found to be poor. User requirementswere
not explicitly investigated before the system was developed.Although physicians and
the head of nursing believed that the system improved coordination between different
healthcaredisciplines, it would have beeninteresting to elicit nursing opinions about the
system,as comparedto physicians.
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Ash et al (2003) conducted a multi-site study investigating success factors for

implementing computerisedphysician order entry in three secondarycare settings.Two
had
history
had
long-term
and
one
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order
entry,
of using physician
a
sites
implemented this. A multi-disciplinary team of researchersconducted observations,
interviews, and focus groups with a number of hospital staff (administrative, clinical,
and IT staff). The authors found that contextual issuesare often uncontrollable by those
implementing information systems,and need good leadershipnot only at a high level,
but also intermediary, during implementations.They also found a difference between
the purposeof the system and the way it was actually used, with usersvaluing speedas
indicative
Although
key
factor
for
the
were
stated
as
results
encouragingsystemuse.
a
of all three sites, no comparativediscussionof the three sites was given.
Sections2.5-2.7 review literature on organisationalfactors and CIS specifically
within the ICU.

2.5 Organisational Factors in Intensive Care
This section introduces the ICU environment, and presents an over-view of its
characteristicsin terms of structure,running costs,and changing requirementsover time
(Section 2.5.1). Section 2.5.2 concentrateson clinical communication in the ICU, so
that it is possible to understandhow, and for what purpose, infon-nation is used in the
ICU.

2.5.1 Characteristics of Intensive Care
Bennet and Bion (1999) describethe organisationof ICUs historically. They report that
the first ICU dated from a polio epidemic in Copenhagenin 1952, when doctorsreduced
the percentagemortality rates by separatingpatients with severe and acute illnesses
from the rest of the hospital, insteadof acrossdifferent wards.
An ICU typically hosts a plethora of medical staff, usually consistingof between
two and seven consultants responsible for clinical care, junior doctors - either
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disposables(ibid). Similarly, a study in Canada(Norris et al., 1995) comparedICU and
non-ICU costs per day, by analysing the records of 386 patients. They found that ICU
costs are six to seventimes greaterthan most generalwards. As well as the intensity of
care required by patients, costs may also be spiralling due to a change in ICU
characteristics(Jakob and Rothen, 1997). Reductions in mortality rates and length of
stay, the increasing age of patients being treated,and the increasing number of patients
admitted, is having an incremental effect on workload (Jakob and Rothen, 1997).
Patient outcomes have also been correlated with nursing workload and nurse staffing
(Celi et al., 2001).
This implies that investment in CIS must be carefully budgeted. Increasing
reports of under-investmentand bed shortagescan meanthat CIS are often not a priority
(Ovretveit, 2001). However, investments of this nature are usually under pressureto
prove their worth in a fairly short amount of time, so that it is justifiable to sustainthem
(Mitev & Kerkham, 2001). Organisational studies by Pronovost et al. (1999) and
Zimmerman et al. (1994) focus on the relationship between ICU organisational
characteristicsand outcomes.
The Pronovost et al. (1999) study aimed to determine whether organisational
characteristicsof an ICU were related to clinical and economic outcomesof abdominal
aortic surgery patients in all Maryland hospitals in the USA. The study employed
observation as a primary source of data collection and concluded that clinicians and
hospital leaders should consider the affect of organisational characteristicson patient
outcome involving high-risk operations. Zimmerman et al. (1994) conducted a ninecentre study in the USA, and also used observation and interviews for data collection.
The ratio of actual to predicted hospital death rate was used to measure ICU
effectiveness, and the ratio of actual to predicted length of stay was used to assess
efficiency. They found that those with excellent organisationalpractices also advocated
a patient-centred culture, strong medical and nursing leadership, and effective
communicationand coordination; Celi et al. (2001) report similar findings.

2.5.2 Communication in Intensive Care
In 1997 the president of the society for critical care medicine, Nelson (1997), reported
that intensivists

were "ovenvIielmed ivith a sea of data in the ICU.... there is much data, but of
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who found that 37% of errors in intensive care were the result of verbal exchanges
betweennursesand physicians.This is not far from the IOM (1999) estimateof between
44,000 and 98,000 deathsper year as a result of medical errors in the US. The need for
reliable and accurate methods of managing, recording, accessing, and using quality
patient data could not be more pressing,yet despitethesefindings, studiesby Reddy et
face-to(2000)
(2000),
Street
Manias
(2002),
Parker
Coiera
that
reveal
and
and
and
al.
face communicationis preferred.
Reddy et al. (2002) state that before systems designers can build appropriate
technologies,they not only needto understandthe nature and scopeof user information
needs, but also the effect of the organisational setting on those needs. The authors
conducted a qualitative study based in a surgical ICU. They observed the multidisciplinary ICU team on morning rounds for three months. They found that
organisationalinformation was of great importanceto the surgical ICU team, with their
first sourceof referencebeing other members,rather than paper or electronic sourcesof
information. Although humans are good at providing contextual inforination, how, if,
and when they provide that information is dependentupon how amenablethey are to
others,aswell as group dynamics.
Parker and Coiera (2000) found that the communication behaviour of clinicians
is often inefficient; they favoured telephone calls and chance face-to-face meetings
interruptive
has
highly
Because
this
method
a
above other methods of communication.
it
increases
likelihood
being
the
the
environment,
of
errors
made.The
effect on
working
paper centres around a cognitive psychological perspective, with a view to
understanding how human memory functions, and the potential consequenceof
interruptions on the ability to work effectively. The authors observed the
communicationpatterns of eight physicians and two nursesin a hospital in the UK, and
concludedthat there is considerableempirical evidenceto suggestthat interferencecan
havepowerful negative effects on attention and working memory.
Sections2.5.1 and 2.5.2 highlight the complexity of an ICU environment,both
in terms of its requirementsand in terms of its structure.The need for timely, accurate,
despite
is
imperative.
Yet,
infon-nation
therefore
the
about
patient
and comprehensive
the importanceof availability of information in a complex environment such as an ICU,
there is poor accessto it (Hagland, 1998). The complexity, uniqueness,and variety of
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infannation required by clinical staff in the ICU is reported by Hagland (1998),
Campbell et al. (2001), and Randolph and Kane (1998). This affects CIS design and
development,as well as the potential to meet someof theseinformation needs(Mitev &
Kerkham, 2001). CIS in intensive care is the next topic of discussion.

2.6 CIS in Intensive Care
The types of CIS to be found in ICUs are described in Section 2.6.1, and a brief
description of their development is also presented.In Section 2.6.2 CIS outcomesin
ICU are discussedin terms of findings from empirical studies.

2.6.1 Background to CIS in Intensive Care
An ICU is often more technically advancedthan any other area of a hospital (Craft,
2001). CIS are describedas having the potential to improve the quality and coherenceof
ICU patient information and subsequentlythe processof patient care (Varon and Marik,
2002; Campbell et al., 1999).
The ICU is home to many different types of CIS, of which only physiological
monitors can be found in all settings. These aid observation of variables such as
temperature,fluids in/out, and heart rate etc., and originated in the 1960s(Rockwell et
al., 1966); a few in-house special purpose systems provide data from ancillary
healthcaregroups, such as radiology and laboratory systems. Other systems,such as
respiratory therapy managementsystems,are used to automatically record and manage
ventilator data. Again, these can be found in only a handful of ICUs (Campbell et al.,
2001; Craft, 2001; Varon and Marik, 2002). Finally, critical care information systems
(CCIS) are designed for the collection, storage, organisation, and manipulation of all
patient data. They are usually placed by the bedside and networked to a central
computerin the ICU (Campbell et al., 2001).
CCIS functions can range from all or some of the following: automatedvital signs
capture, laboratory results reporting, patient record management, admission and
discharge, patient care plans, and decision support (Campbell et al., 2001). Yet in
reality, very few ICUs housethesesystemsin their entirety, and few achievethe vision
of an integratedICU, where data from all systemsis incorporatedso that it is accessible
from a single system such as an EHR. Instant, electronic access to data from
geographicallyseparatesites is also a prospectivevision (Craft, 2001; Hagland, 1998).
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CIS are usually customisedto specific ICU and clinician requirements.However,
this is costly and resourceintensive (Mirkle et al., 2001; Campbell et al., 2001; Varon
and Marik, 2001) and may be why, in the opinion of Beuscart-Zephiret al. (2003), CIS
in hospital departmentssuch as emergency,ICU and anaesthesiology:
"tend to rentain cut offfrom the general developmentofhospital infonnation systems:they are still badly,
or not ivell coniputerised."

Varon and Marik (2002) also expressdejection:
"It seemssomewhatabsurd that ive can put a man on the moon,yet most hospitals in the US useoutdated
technologythat cannot ensurethat the right dnig gets to the rightpatient. "

These views are in contrast to the optimistic descriptions of CIS capabilities given by
Campbell et al. (2001).
This section has described the types of CIS used in ICU and their utility,
however Fraenkel et al., (2003) state that "there is little literature on the olaconlesof CIS
" This is explored next.
implementations.

2.6.2 CIS Outcomes in Intensive Care
In this review section, literature giving empirical evidenceof CIS outcomesin intensive
care is reviewed. Outcomes centre around quality benefits, the availability of clinical
information, savings in time and processes,and the transferability of CIS developedin
ICU to other areasof a hospital.
A longitudinal study over a period of four years, employed observational
techniques and surveys to assessuser perceptions and the quality benefits of a CIS
replacing paper (charts, patient records, and results reporting) in a twelve-beddedICU
in Australia (Fraenkel, et al., 2003). The evaluation was conducted before and after the
implementationof the CIS. It was found that medical incidents were reducedfrom 85 to
55, intravenous incidents were reduced from 140 to 46, and ventilator incidents were
reducedfrom 51 to 10. The survey results revealedthat nurseshad a positive perception
of the electronic CIS. They felt that it reduced time spent documenting, and increased
time with the patient. Reductions in incident reporting were measuredusing a quality
improvement database,where clinicians would record any adverse incidents as they
were identified, and these would be reviewed by clinical supervisors before being
analysed. As this quality improvement database existed prior to any CIS
implementation initiative, it could be said that the unit was already surroundedby a
improve
to
that
patient care and outcomes.Perhapsthe fact that the CIS
culture
aimed
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replaced many functions, and did not create many others of its own also meant that
information sourceswere integrated, thus saving time switching between systemsand
looking for information from disparate systems.Time and experience may also be a
factor for its success, since the CIS was evaluated over a four-year period; often
evaluationsare conductedunder much shortertime scales(Kaplan and Shaw,2002).
Improved availability of clinical information is also a key benefit. It has been
statedthat intensive care clinicians' infon-nationneedsare much broader than individual
patient decision-making (Forsythe et al., 1992). In the US a web-based CIS was
developedand evaluatedby Randolph and Kane (1998). Initially, this developmentwas
a precursorto a web-enabledbedsidecharting systemthat was to be implementedin the
ICU. The authors wanted to maximise the information requirementsthat could be met
via this system.An inventory of existing paper and electronic information sourceswas
implementation
in
found
After
these
the
they
were
enveloped
prototype.
undertaken;
that 56% of the identified requirementswere met by the prototype, while 23% were
implementation
19%
After
and
unavailable.
partially met,
were
of the bedsideCIS, over
73% of information requirementswere now met. Although many of their information
requirements were available from paper-based systems, they were not as readily
accessible.This systemwas also linked to the hospital information system,and as well
as providing links to evidence-basedpractice, clinical practice guidelines, and other
sourcesof clinical information, patient profiles were also attainable on passwordentry.
Again, attemptsto integrate the systemwith the hospital information systemmay have
improved acceptance.A longitudinal study would indicate how these findings change
over time, if at all. Issuessuch as training and user acceptancewere not evaluatedin this
study.
The time taken for a radiographer to processX-rays decreasedby 15 minutes
overall upon the implementation of a picture-archiving and communication system
(PACS) in a UK hospital according to Cox and Dawe (2002). The 20-beddedICU was
the first part of the hospital that it was linked to. Cox and Dawe (2002) assessedthe
impact of the PACS introduction on clinical staff. Questionnairesand interviews were
deployedbefore and after the implementation.Of 50 distributed questionnaires,39 were
returned- 17 from radiographers,with the remainder quite evenly spreadout between
physiciansand nurses. Overall, 94% of the ICU staff felt that the service provided by
radiology had improved significantly, it was faster, fewer imageswent missing, and the
quality of the images was acceptable. Staff did, however, express concerns about
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technical problems such as breakdowns, and desired it to be compatible with other
systemsin the ICU.
Researchby Marasovic et al., (1997), Pierpon and Thilgen (1995), Lee et al.,
(2002), and Apkon and Singhaviranon(2001) are all concernedwith the impact of CIS
on ICU activity. Apkon and Singhaviron (2001) focus on physicians, while the others
focus on nurses.The CIS assessedreplaceda set of paper-basedpatient information, for
example,charting systems,registration systems,or nurse care plans. The CIS were also
isolated examples,and not networked to the hospital CIS. The Marasovic et al., (1999)
study used RCT methods and comparedthe effect of a paper-basedregistration system
with an electronic one. They found that over an 18-hour shift nurses achieved a time
saving of 29 minutes. Pierpon and Thilgen (1995) found that although the computerised
charting systemthey evaluatedreducedtime gathering and charting patient data,nurses
also spent 10% of their time entering and viewing it, which meant that the net effect was
neutral, i. e., 24% of nursing time was taken up charting patient information both before
and after CIS implementation.Whether this would changeover time could be tested,as
nurses may become faster at typing and viewing information on the computer if they
becomemore experienced;the level of IT competenceis not clear within this study.
Weigle et al. (2001) give an example of a ftilly computerisedICU. They describe
clinical activity over a period of one week from a physician's perspective. Complete
patient records were held on a wireless mobile computer, which gave access to
laboratory results, trends, orders, the internet, and summary statistics. It was not yet
networked to a radiology system, as that department did not have the required
infrastructure for it. Physician accessto the EMR was also available, via ethernet,from
home. This paper is an excellent example of a very nearly complete exploitation of
Internet- and ethernet-enabledtechnology.
Junger et al. (2001), who evaluate the suitability of a Patient Data Management
System (PDMS) for ICUs on a general ward, describe the transferability of CIS
developedin ICU to other settings.The PDMS was developedon the ICU, and then also
implementedin a patient managementclinic in 2000. A survey of 14 clinical staff from
the general ward revealed that it was user friendly, useful, and easy to use and learn.
The authorsfound that working from an areawith complex information requirementsto
one that was less intensive enabledthem to cope better with transferring the systemto a
less complex ward. This is also echoed by Hagland (1998) who quote the clinical
director of an ICU in a Californian hospital:
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"In selecting the system ive did, ourfeeling was that a system that worked in the ICU could easily be
scaled down to ivorkfor thefloor, whereasa systemdesignedfor thefloor would not necessarilyscale tip
to the ICU. "

Having reviewed the types of systemin an ICU and their effects, the next section
reviews literature that tackles the intersection of all three areas: CIS, Organisational
Culture, and intensive care.It must be noted that the sectiontitle includes organisational
studies and not Organisational Culture, because it was found that very few studies
tackled Organisational Culture as it was defined in Section 2.2.3, however some of the
OrganisationalCulture factors may also be found in the organisationalstudies.

2.7 Evidence of CIS and Organisational Studies
in Intensive Care
This final review section aims to provide evidence of the existing literature on CIS,
organisationalstudies,and intensive care.
Carmel and Rowan (2001) conducted a rigorous literature search using
electronic (Medline, and the National Library of Medicine database)and hand (Critical
Care in Medicine, Intensive Care Medicine, conference abstracts) searches for
publications that provided empirical evidenceon the role of organisationalfactors in the
between
for
literature
literature.
The
all
critical care
searchwas conducted
published
1966 and 2000. They found 63 publications that related to 54 different studies,which
they groupedaround eight main categories:
1. Staffing (44)
2. Teamwork (14)
3. Pressureof work (13)
4. Protocols (11)
5. Admission (2)
6. Technology (6)
7. Structure(6)
8. Error (2)
They proved that studiesevaluating organisationalfactors in ICU do exist, but in terms
of this thesis it is interestingto note that only 6 studiesconsideredtechnology.
Two papers(Celi et al., 2001 and Qavi et al., 2001) are basedin the US and the
UK respectively, and deal with the subject of telemedicine in ICU. The Celi et al.
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(2001) paper describes a futuristic 'technology-enabled' care model that utilises
telemedicineto enable 24/7 patient care. They believe that this model will support the
multi-disciplinary ICU team by enabling a centralised eICU team that allows remote
monitoring of patients acrossmany geographicallydispersedhospitals. This teamwould
be able to conduct virtual rounds using teleconferencing facilities, as well as hold
virtual meetings.The use of tele-videoing would enableconstantmonitoring of patients
who demandthis. It would be possible,they state,to monitor and treat patientsremotely
by communicating with the bedside caregiver, who would administer care. Patient
records and monitoring information would be available to them electronically. This,
they believe, is a workable solution, especially as many ICUs are under-staffed, and
suffer a shortage of intensivists. They fear the acceptanceof this model is dependent
upon hospitals being able to foreseeits value and physicians being able to changetheir
working practices.
In contrast, the Quavi et al. (2001) study examines the actual outcomes of
telemedicine in

an English neonatal intensive care unit

(NICU),

where

videoconferencing was used to monitor infants. The research was conducted using
interviews and questionnaires, and involved 49 ICU nurses. 20 nurses returned
questionnaires, of which 18 were usable. They found that nurses viewed videoconferencing as an unsuitable alternative to face-to-face communication, but would
consider it when face-to-face communication was not possible. The authors identified
several cultural factors that influenced this outcome. Nurses felt that sight and sound
rated higher than smell and tastein the NICU, as many of the observationsdependupon
infant pallor and the soundsthat they make.Nurses felt that the image and soundquality
of video-conferencing could not match the quality of the human senses.Further, they
proposedthat it lacked a sixth sense,that of intuition, which was only gainedby face-toface contact with the infants. CIS acceptance in ICU then, is beyond accepting
organisationalchangessuch as work practicesas suggestedby Celi et al. (2001); it also
concernscultural factors as demonstratedby Quavi et al. (2001).
Mitev et al. (2001) follow the implementation of a patient data management
(PDM)
in
a UK ICU. They too found that implementation was a complex
system
processthat involved many organisationalissues,such as costing of health technology,
legal purchasing requirements, training and staff experience, and relationship with
suppliers. Although users were very involved with PDM development and were
implementation
lagged
this
the
enthusiasm
as
progressed.R was thought
enthusiastic,
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that this was due to high user expectationsof the system that were not realised.Users
also had poor IT skills, and remained unsupported by management. As neither
purchasernor supplier had an understandingof what was required, soffivare also had to
be extensivelymodified to fit in with ICU work practices.
Yet Alasad (2001) describes ICU nurses as more technically competent than
nursesfrom other areasof a hospital. Alsad's (2001) researchconcernedinvestigating
the effect of technology on ICU nurses.22 nurseswere inter-viewedand observed.The
technology investigated consisted of technical equipment, such as physiological
monitors. Nevertheless,her findings showed that new nurses felt the technology to be
demandingand time-consuming,but over time, more establishednursesfelt it was safe,
secure, and informative. Alasad argues that experience improves acceptance,to the
extent that the technical equipment was seen as part of the patient care process, as
without it, the patient would probably die.

2.8 Conclusions
The specific issues identified in the literature review are given first, and then they are
discussed:
1. Since the introduction of CIS in healthcarein the 1960s, little has changedin
terms of organisationalproblemswhen implementing CIS (Richards,2001).
2. Despite decades of research in Health Informatics, implementing and
integrating a CIS into secondarycare remains a major problem (Benson,2002a
and 2002b; Schoeffel, 1998).
3. The issue of integrating CIS successfully into complex areas with equally
complex infon-nation needs becomes much more salient with government
imposed deadlines for EHR developments across the globe (AMIA, 2003;
Iakovidis, 1998;Moorman and Van der Lei, 1999).
4. ICU information requirements differ substantially from other areas of a
hospital, and this will affect the design and development of CIS (Hagland,
1998; Campbell et al., 2001 and Randolph and Kane, 1998).
5. The issue of transferability of CIS developedin one setting to other healthcare
departmentsand institutions is challenging (Heathfield et al., 1994).However, it
has been demonstratedthat CIS developed in complex areas such as ICU are
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more likely to succeedin other less complex areas of healthcare,rather than
vice-versa(Jungeret al., 2001 and Hagland, 1998).
6. Few large-scale studies of ICU exist (Bennet and Bion, 1999) and very few
tackle the issueof OrganisationalCulture and CIS in intensive care.
7. Few organisational models developed for informing CIS implementationsare
basedon empirical evidence(Iles and Sutherland,2001).
The healthcareenvironment is changing; the emphasison better standardsand quality
of care for patients has never been greater (HMSO, 2000; IOM, 2003). This shift is
creating a change in the way that care is delivered from single clinicians to
multidisciplinary teams (Benson, 2002b; Schloefel, 1998; Tierney, 2000). The role of
the patient is also changing, from one of passive recipient of care, to one which
proactively seeksinformation and demandsto be more involved in decisionsrelated to
their own healthcare (DoH, 2003; Munir, 2000; Protti, 2002), while litigation is
becoming a rising concernaspatientsare becoming lesstolerant of medical errors.
The EHR is one answer to managingthe complex web of health-relatedpatient
information proffered by academics,medics, and CIS developers.Yet this entity is also
a causeof anxiety amongst many healthcareprofessionals(BJHC, 2003; MRI, 2002).
Severaldevelopmentand implementation problems are emerging in common with CIS
problems faced in the past (Benson, 2002b; Richards, 2001). However, where
previously there has been a tendencyto focus on technical problems, there is a growing
body of literature in support of human and organisational issues. In the review by
Kaplan and Shaw (2002), these issues are reported as having been investigated for
decades,yet it is only recently that this body of literature has gained momentumand is
being considered seriously as useful and influential in informing CIS related issues
(Cameronet al., 2002; Iles et al., 2002;HMSO, 2000; IOM, 2003; Protti, 1999,2002).
EHR developmentsmust consider the variety and complexity of information
requirementsof different hospital departmentsif the EHR is to be implemented and
integrated effectively. Literature in Section 2.6 emphasised the importance of
understandingorganisational factors when designing EHRs, so that the multitude of
CIS failures mentioned (Berg, 1999,2001; Kaplan, 2000a,b; Kaplan and Shaw, 2002;
Sauer,1996; are but a few) becomea minority, rather than remain in the majority. This
is a challenging task, and one that will require a major changein the statusquo of CIS
design,development,and integration.
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This literature review has demonstratedthat although many studies consider
few
factors
(Section
2.4),
Health
Informatics
empirical studies
within
organisational
tackle the issue of Organisational Culture with regard to CIS in intensive care, as
defined in Section 2.1.1, and those few that are conducted are single site studies (Iles
implies
be
Sutherland,
2001).
This
this
thesis
that
contributing original work
will
and
basedon empirical evidenceto the existing academicliterature; specifically a thesisthat
investigatesOrganisational Culture issueswith regard to integrating CIS, in intensive
care.

2.9 Summary
The aim of this chapter was to provide a synthesisof the literature of relevanceto this
thesis. Section2.2 clarified the scopeof the literature review and the terms and concepts
intensive
Culture,
in
CIS,
Organisational
this
thesis,
to
specifically,
and
care
referred
unit. Figure 2.1 showed a Venn diagram illustrating the boundaries of the literature
review, to clarify the scopeof this chapter.
Background to CIS in healthcarewas given in Section 2.3, and current global
perspectives and CIS situation were also discussed, ending with evidences of CIS
application in the healthcaresector. Organisational factors, tackled within the Health
Informatics literature, were reviewed in Section2.4. This section put forward prominent
systems theories that are also used within the discipline of Health Informatics.
Literature demonstrating the impetus for investigating organisational factors and user
reactionsto CIS implementationswas also reviewed.
While Sections 2.3 and 2.4 reviewed the more general literature to set the
context of the literature review, Sections 2.5-2.7 presentedmore focussed literature,
in
(I,
Figure 2.1). Literature of
intersecting
II,
III
the
areas
and
which spanned
immediate relevance,area IV (see Figure 2.1), was presentedin Section 2.7. This was
the precisefocus of this thesis i. e., evidenceof the types of studies already conductedin
the areaof CIS and organisationalfactors in Intensive care.
In conclusion, it was found that the literature recognises the importance of
organisational issues. It supports the view that organisational factors, although
researchedfor over 50 years, have only recently gained any standing within Medical
implementations
inform
CIS
Informatics,
Health
such as the EHR.
can
greatly
and
and
Although the area of Organisational Culture has been investigated, studies of this sort
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broader
in
Health
Informatics
the
and
are
often
conducted
under
subject
sparse
remain
headingof organisationalissues/factors.
Moving onto Chapter 3, the focussedcontext of this researchis presented,i. e.,
the context of the current CIS situation in Denmark and the UK, where data were
collected, is explained first, and then the four sites used for data collection are
described.

Chapter 3

Setting the Scene
Chapter 3 focuses upon introducing the ICU settings in which the data on which this
thesis is based were collected. It begins with an overview of the national EHR
initiatives in England and Denmark, so that the broader context can be understood,
before describing country and site selection and the locally based initiatives at each of
the intensive care settingsinvestigated.

3.1 National Perspectives
This section is concernedwith presenting an overview of current EHR initiatives in
England and Denmark, as the ICUs investigated arc based in these countries. Section
3.1.1 discussesthe governmentreports that lead to the current National Programmefor
IT (NPflT), and subsequentlythe developmentof the Integrated Care Record Service
(ICRS) in the UK, while Section 3.1.2 examines the Danish EHR in terms of
instructions from the Danish Ministry of Health and the precursor to the Danish EHR,
the Green System, is described. A discussion on EHR contexts for England and
Denmark in terms of the literature, and in comparison to global activities, is given in
Section2.2.2.

3.1.1 The English Context
The aim of this section is not to report the minutiae of EHR development in the UK,
(DOH,
1998-2002b;
Protti,
this
available
subject
are
already
reports
on
since excellent
1999,2002). Rather, it is to present an overview of developmentsin order to set the
context for this thesis.
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Many reports have been written for the UK Department of Health since the
seminal 'Information for Health (IfH)' (DoH, 1998), which stressedthat the national
information strategy would support the delivery of patient care, and the work of all
healthcareprofessionalsinvolved in the care of the patient. The EHR was considereda
mechanismfor achieving this, and so a set of six levels of acute EHRs were identified.
Theseare given below:
Clinical administrative data -

Level I

patient administration and independent

departmentalsystems.
Level 2

Integratedclinical diagnosisand treatmentsupport.

Level 3

Clinical activity support.

Level 4

Clinical knowledge and decision support.

Level 5

Specialty specific support.

Level 6

Advanced multi-media and telematics.

The above levels were accompaniedby target dates for achieving them, so that
by 2002,35% of all acute hospitals would have implemented a level 3 EHR, and by
2005 all acute hospitals will have a working level 3 EHR. It has been five years since
the publication of IfH, and the Departmentof Health has been much criticised for these
targets, as reported by Protti (2002). The six levels of acute EHR have now been
abandoned.However, despitethe commotion it caused,Ifl-I did introduce the notion that
an electronic systemof patient records,integratedacrossall sectorsof healthcare,would
be of great benefit for patients and their care providers. What it did not managewas to
foreseethe extent of changesrequired to achievethis.
In 2002, Protti was asked by the Department of Health to review the EHR
situation in the UK (Protti, 2002). The Electronic Record Development and
Implementation Programme (ERDIP) was set up by the NHS Information Authority
(NHSIA) to record all initiatives regarding EHR development; of the 82 published
reports reviewed by Protti, only 17 were considered sufficient for recommending a
courseof direction to follow. Protti reviewed a large tract of literature that discussed
EHR success,not all about ERDIP. From this literature he identified 150 factors that
predictedEHR success.Of these:
Only 'top management
support' and 'user involvement'were consistentlyassociated
implementations.
with successful
Involving the whole organisationwas statedas beingimportantif the EHR was to be
supportedby users.
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Recognisingthe extent of changesto an organisationthat an EHR requireswas regarded
as important, and therefore it was deemedimperative to acknowledgethat effors at any
of thesestagesmay have negativeresults for the implementation.
A local 'champion' is required to lead and supportthe implementation.
The organisationmust allow at least six months before it can determine whether or not
the implementationhasbeena successor a failure.
Protti stresses that it is 'people,and not tedmology,that niakethe differencehetiveensuccessmid
failurel. His conclusions emphasise the need for developing and implementing systems
in collaboration with the intended users.
It will be interesting to see if the recently launched National Programme for

Information Technology (NPfiT) embracesProtti's findings. NPfiT was launchedin the
UK in 2002, following the publication of 'Delivering the NHS Plan' (DoH, 2002a),
which further developed the proposals in the NHS Plan (DOH, 2000b) for a service
centredaroundthe patient. The NPf1T programmefocusesupon four key developments:
"

An electronic integrated care records service (ICRS), including a nationally
data
core
repository and digital images.
accessible

"

The provision of facilities for electronic booking of appointments.

"

An electronic transmissionof prescriptionsservice.
An underpinning of IT infrastructurewith sufficient connectivity and broadband
to meet future NHS needs.

The aim of the ICRS programmeis to facilitate the sharing of patient recordsin order to
provide clinical support acrossall care settings.It is due to be completed in 2010 (DoH,
2002a). A great number of suppliers and developerswill be involved with the design,
development, and implementation of the ICRS. Data collected for this thesis, and
discussed in Section 6.2.3, shows that the Danish EHR suffered many integration
problems. These difficulties stemmed in part by the fact that a number of different
supplierswere employed. The suppliersremaineddisconnectedfrom eachother, and did
not communicatewith either eachother or the healthcareinstitutions. This has also been
reported to be true in other studies in Denmark, as discussed in Section 2.3.2. The
NPflT programme is also using a number of different suppliers and consultanciesto aid
ICRS integration.
Chapter 2 showed that the ICU is an under-investigatedarea of healthcare.The
implications of the ICRS for intensive care are in need of investigation. This thesis
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explores the use of existing CIS in terms of Organisational Culture and the use of CIS
by clinical staff, in order to assistCIS integration into ICU.

3.1.2 The Danish Context
In Denmark, all decision-making is decentralised to county councils, including
decisionsconcerninghealthcare.In 1998,the Danish Ministry of Health instructedeach
county in Denmark to develop hospital-wide EPRs by 2004 -a timescalenot dissimilar
to that of the UK. Prior to EHR development, Denmark used a national hospital
information system known as the Green System,which is still used by 50% of Danish
hospitals.Bardrarn (1997) describesthe Green Systemas consisting of five modules:
"

Patient Administration Supportsregistrationof servicesfor patients,andis alsoused
for budgetplanningandcontrol.

"

Booking Internal Communicationand Electronic Data Interchange(EDI) Supports
requestingservicesfrom one departmentto another.EDI supportscommunication
betweenhospitalandGPandbetweendifferenthospitals.

"

ManagementChargingandbilling internallyin healthsector,andinternalmanagement
information

"

Data WarehouseNational shareddatabaseholds information on patientstreatedat
different hospitals using the Green System. Provides historical view of patient
treatments.

"

Classification RegistersStatisticallyprocessesservicesaccordingto classifications
providedby DanishMinistry of Health.

The Green Systemwas predominantly usedby trained secretariesand administrative
designed
Green
System
Although
for
the
to
was
staff
patient administration purposes.
departments,
few
hospitals
between
different
treatment
adopted
co-ordination
of
support
this particular part of the technology (Bardram, 1997). Apart from the Patient
Administration module it was not usedvery extensively,as hospital work practiceswere
it
by
(Bardram, 1997).
unsupported
Patient Identification Numbers (PIN) were used by the Green Systemto identify
patients.This enabledthe hospital to obtain administrative information about the patient
from other counties, if the patient had been treated there. The Green System also
enabled the treating hospitals to contact other hospitals where the patient had been
if
is
Danish
for
The
PIN
to
citizen at
required.
given
every
medical
records,
admitted
birth, and is also essentialin other areas,such as education,employment, and transport;
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job,
it,
it
is
impossible
to
obtain
a
education,healthcare,and even smallerthings
without
such as a bus pass.
Denmark, then, alreadyhad a very sophisticatedsystemin place, but as adoption
was low, and since only one of the five modules was actually used, the Ministry of
Health decidedthat it was time to updatethis national system.However, sincedecisions
relating to the EHR are the responsibility of County Councils, EHR initiatives across
the country have been describedas disjointed and ad hoc (Bygholm, 2001). As a move
to remedy this, a publicly funded project, the EHR Observatory, was set up to collect
and disseminate experiences from all regional EPR projects (Nohr et al., 2001;
Andersen et al., 2002). Andersen et al. (2002) have found that EHR initiatives remain
disjointed due to the different suppliersand strategiesemployedby eachcounty council.
The authors also found that failure to meet positive user expectations resulted in
negativeuser reactions.
The county* in which the two Danish ICUs used in this study were based
provides one example of the approachtaken towards EHR development.This EHR was
divided into six user modules, and different software and hardware companieswere
developing eachmodule. The moduleswere:
"

Medication.

"

Order and Results.

"

Imaging.

"

Patient Record.

"

Patient Administration System.
Booking.

"
A seventh 'integration' module was to act as an interface between the legacy
systems.The county's Office of Information built a virtual hospital to test the modules
in a virtual environment.However, lack of resourcesmeant that this was abandoned.
Each hospital selectedas a test site by the county council was responsiblefor
had
Once
developers
the
testing
a
module
modules.
and
collaborating with software
been ftilly developedthe hospital responsiblefor it would implement it, and then share
their experienceswith other hospitalswithin their county.

* For

ethical reasons,discussedin Section4.2.3, the county cannotbe named.
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Having set the broader context, this chaptergoes on to describethe rationale for
selecting the host countries and ICU sites before describing the ICU settingson which
this thesisis based.

3.2 Selecting the Countries and ICU Sites
For ethical reasons(see Section 4.2) the hospitals, CIS, and Danish EHR modules are
not named.The ICUs will be referred to as Sites A, 131,C, and D and are describedin
Sections3.3.1,3.3.2,3.3.3, and 3.3.4 respectively.
This researchis basedon data collected from four ICUs, two each in England
and Denmark, with the Iterative SystemsIntegration Model (ISIM) being derived from
three of the ICUs. The second English site, Site B, was used as an independent
evaluationsite for validating ISIM (see Section 7.2). All four sites were selectedbefore
data collection commenced,including the evaluation site. All four sites were at different
stages of CIS integration: successfully running an electronic CIS (Site A), having a
history of a failed CIS (Site B), integrating a newly implemented CIS (Site C), and
about to install a CIS (Site D).
Using data collected from CIS at different stagesof integration meantthat it may
be possibleto apply ISIM during many stages,not just one, since it was developedfrom
data about CIS integration at three different stages,and validated at a site at a different
stageof CIS integration. As a consequenceof each site being at different stagesof CIS
integration, comparative analysis was more difficult than if all the sites had been at the
samestageof CIS integration.
The countries selectedneededto be similar in terms of health serviceprovision,
so any countrieswhere healthcareis a private concern,rather than publicly funded,were
not considered.Opting for England was entirely pragmatic, since it is the home baseof
the researcher. Denmark was chosen from a set of suitable comparator countries
becauseof the presenceof suitable contactswho agreedto facilitate accessto the sites.
While languagewas an important issue,it was decidedthat most Danesspeakat
least functional English. This was found to be correct, although Danish was spoken
more often than not, as should be expected.This was challenging, since the researcher
was not fluent in Danish. It was a steep leaming curve that sharpenedthe researcher's
observationand aural skills; much can be understoodfrom observation and intonations
I Site B was used as an evaluation site for validating ISIM, the model that is developedin this thesis.
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of voice. Anything that was unclear or needed explanation was queried and the
participantswould explain in English, if possible.
It would have been extremely interesting to investigate more countries, and
although initially a third country was proposed, obtaining researchethics approval for
the English sites (seeSection4.2.3) proved to be more time-consumingthan anticipated.
It was also increasingly impractical as PhD timescalesare constraining. This does not
rule out future work investigating a greater number.of countries; indeed a contact in
New Zealand has already expressed an interest in further validating the model
developedin this thesis.This is discussedin greaterdetail in Section 8.2.6.
In terms of selection of sites, again pragmaticsdictated the actual sites studied.
The contactsat each country suggestedsites that they had contacts with, and that they
thought would be useful to the study (this is discussedin greaterdetail in Section4.2.3).
Section3.3 now presentsthe details of the four sites.

3.3 A Description of the Settings
Sites A and B are located in England, and Sites C and D in Denmark. For a summary,
pleaserefer to Tables 3.1 and 3.2.
Sites A and C used an electronic CIS to hold patient information, while Sites B
and D used paper records. Sites C and D were both situatedwithin the samecounty of
Denmark; a laboratory results and blood ordering systemwas sharedby all hospitals in
the county, which had beenusedsuccessfullyfor over a decade.

3.3.1 Site A
Site A, an ICU of a hospital situated in northwest England, had eight beds and four
Hyper-Dependency Unit (HDU) beds. Approximately 90 shift nurses and 58 duty
doctors were employed at the time of data collection. The CIS consisted of a
workstation at the foot of eachICU bed, and one station sharedbetweentwo HDU beds.
ICU nursesand doctors used the systemfor all of their patient record requirements,and
physiotherapistswould also use it to type their notes.
A pictorial representationof this unit is given in Appendix A, together with a
descriptive key to the layout, so that any referenceto particular rooms or placeswithin
the unit can be located on the picture given. As well as the CIS describedbelow, a
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laboratory reporting CIS was also used. Results were downloaded from this computer
and retyped into the main CIS.
Site A: CIS Situation
The systemwas first implemented in August 1998, with full changeoverfrom paper to
computer eight months later in April 1999. As the ICU was being redesigned,the
clinical director at the time thought it appropriateto computeriseall aspectsof the ICU,
so an application for ftinding a CIS was made in conjunction with a financial proposal
for ICU refurbishment.
The clinical director aimed to eliminate paper in the ICU; the CIS was to aid
report writing and statistical analysis of data, as well as to carry out calculations that
were described as 'vexing' by nurses, particularly towards the end of a shift, when
fatigue sometimes led to human error. The system is widely regarded to have been
successftilin theseaims.
The CIS, a complete patient information system, replaced all paper records,
including doctor's notes and patient careplans. It was tailored for nursesand doctors,so
that nurseshad an area in the system for patient care plans, and doctors had a separate
for
area their notes. Someobservationaldata were downloadeddirectly from monitoring
equipment; this was in contrast to Site C, where all patient data was typed into the
system. Drugs calculations were performed automatically, and ftill
administrationwas offered by the system.

patient

Using the bedsideCIS station it was only possible to accessinfon-nationfor that
particular patient. There were two central computers from which it was possible to
accessinformation for all patientsin the ICU. One of thesecomputerswas locatedat the
nurses' workstation (a central area in the ICU where clinical staff congregate;see the
figure in Appendix A), and the other in the serverroom. A star network operatedwithin
the ICU, but the CIS was not networked to any other CIS, either internal or external to
the hospital. Once a patient had been discharged,data about them was archived on CDROM. For a complete list of CIS functionality (both from the central computersand by
the bedside),pleaserefer to Appendix B.
Site A: CIS Maintenance and User Support
The ex-clinical director, who was involved in procuring, implementing, and maintaining
the CIS, also provided user support. Shewas assistedin this by a nursing sisterwho was
involved in all aspectsof the system since it was first implemented, and was in charge
of educatingthe nursesabout it. The CIS developerswere also the systemsuppliers,and
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had a direct link to the ICU. They were able to update and make changesonline upon
had
Indeed,
Site
A
these
were
overnight.
a contract
usually
changes
completed
request;
with the company who developed the system such that they acted as a demonstration
in
for
customers,
exchangefor free upgrades.
site
potential
The server room houseda notice board where details for support contactsat the
company were available. The ICU had a direct line to the company, so that staff could
contact them if problems were encountered.However, both the clinical sister and exclinical director were the first port of call, and were approachable24 hours a day.
During implementation, training nurses and doctors to use the systemwas the
responsibility of the clinical sister and ex-clinical director. A group of nurses were
trained, and then cascadedthis training to other nursesin the unit whilst they worked.
Primarily the ex-clinical director of the unit trained doctors. No explicit training
programmewas followed to train new staff, who were initiated into the systemby other
membersof staff.

3.3.2 Site B
Site B was used as an evaluation site for validating ISIM, a major focus of this thesis.
Site B was a university hospital located in northwest England. The ICU began as an
eight-beddedunit, but in the 1980sit expandedto its current size of twelve beds.Eight
of thesebedswere ICU beds,with anotherthree for HDU, and one for patientsrequiring
isolation.
The unit employed 120 shift nurses and 25 duty doctors, some of who were
junior doctors. The ICU had a small biochemistry laboratory dedicatedto it. A teaching
room was made available two years ago. This room was used for teaching new/clinical
staff, predominantly nursing staff, to use new software, and also physiological
apparatus.The teaching room has a capacity for 10 trainees.A nursing workstation area
similar to Site A was the place where most clinical staff tended to gather: this is shown
in the pictorial representationof the unit given in Appendix C.
Site B: CIS Situation
The ICU had a history of a failed clinical charting system that replaced nursing
observationnotes and was to be used by managementfor making better use of patient
data for improving clinical quality and resource management.The clinical director
procured the system in the 1980s,in consultation with a few clinical consultants,who
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were interested in creating a paperless ICU. The CIS became obsolete in the 1990s after

believed
it
it;
failed
decade
Year
2000
the
test,
the
and
users
system
of struggling with
a
failed to support the infonnation needsof the ICU.
At the time of this research,the unit also used a computer radiography system,
which presentedX-Rays electronically. A computer dedicatedto laboratory results was
by
hand.
These
from
copied
onto
paper
records
results
were
which
also available,
systemswere not connectedto each other in any way. All clinical staff, pharmacists,
doctors,nurses,and physiotherapistsetc., used a paper systemof patient record keeping.
Each care provider had his or her own paper record systems.In addition to this, a diarytype record at the foot of eachpatient's bed, was usedby all clinical staff to record their
encounterswith the patient.
Site B: CIS Maintenance and User Support
The ICU shared its three technicianswith cardiology and HDU. The technicianswere
responsiblefor the maintenanceof all physiological and computer equipment,aswell as
training all clinical staff to use these systems.An information officer was responsible
for collecting and analysingpatient data for auditing purposes.

3.3.3 Site C
Site C was one of five university hospitals in a county of Denmark. The ICU offered 20
beds, and was divided into four specialist areas:heart, respiratory, kidneys, and childhad
intensive
All
four
the samestaffing, technologies,and physical
areas
specific
care.
layout (please see Appendix D for ICU layout). Over 220 shift nurses, and
it
in
ICU,
duty
doctors,
100
this
making
one of the
were
employed
approximately
largest in Denmark. Like Site B, this site had an electronic radiography system that
enabled staff to view X-rays electronically. Unlike Site B, two large monitors were
be
X-rays
for
X-rays,
that
the
current
could
so
previous and
provided
viewing
compared.A county-wide electronic blood ordering systemwas also used.
Site C: CIS Situation
A paper system of patient record keeping existed and an electronic charting systemhad
just been introduced. Nursing staff had their own notes, which were handwritten by
them. They were separateto the doctor's notes, which were dictated into a handset
located in the main area of each specialist unit. The doctor stated the patient's
identification number and their own I.D. number before and after dictating the notes.
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The dictation was recorded on tape in the secretariesoffices. The secretarieswere able
to accessthe recordings, and transcribe the notes, taking a printout of the transcribed
notes to the relevant unit. Site D used a similar system,and both sites had the problem
that the secretarieswere only available 9am-5pm on weekdays,which meant that notes
dictated at any other time could not be transcribedimmediately.
The ChartingTool
The patient data management system (PDM), a charting tool, was introduced in
September2002 in parallel with the paper system, which was phasedout in December
2002. The system was introduced simultaneouslyin the operating theatres.As well as
replacing the nurses' 24-hour paper observation charts, the PDM facilitated
managementto make better use of patient data for planning and financing resources.
The systemcomprisedof four areas:
" An automatedcharting facility to record observationsat point of care.
" Automated clinical documentation such as treatments, care protocols, and
patient progress.
" Remotedocumentationof findings for observationaldata.
"A reporting tool that enabledanalysis for quality assurance,cost containment,
processmonitoring, scoring, and outcomesmanagement.
Nurses and doctors had their own areasin the system,although both were able to access
all areasif they desired. The monitors were quite small, though users had a choice of
data views that they could select. A mouse with a large tracker ball was fixed in
position, and a small keyboard on a tilt table was provided for data input. The system
was locatedat the head of eachbed. The work processchangefor nursesinvolved using
the systemto record data that they would otherwisehave recorded on the 24-hour paper
observationsheet,an A3 size double-sidedchart. For doctors this meant that their paper
record doubled in size, due to printouts from the system.
Site C: CIS Maintenance and User Support
Training consisted of one 3-hour lecture session offered to nurses and doctors. Staff
were expectedto learn the system on-the-job, and were supported by super-users(the
clinical director, one consultant, and three core nursing staff were trained, so that they
could cascadethe training to other users).At least one super-userwas available every
day, and a telephone hotline was set up for the first few weeks. No dedicated
technicianswere available, although a hospital-level IT support group existed. As this
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was a new implementation, it was not yet clear how new staff would be trained, but no
formal training procedurehad beenidentified.

3.3.4 Site D
Part of a Danish university hospital, this ICU had eight beds, of which six were in use
during this study (seeAppendix E). Approximately 40 shift nursesand 30 doctorswere
employed in the unit, making it the smallestof the four sites investigated.The unit was
heavily involved in testing two of the five modules of the Electronic Health Record
(EHR) that were to be implementedhospital-wide in all hospitals acrossthe county. A
consultant was employed by the county council to oversee this work, and was also
assignedsix nurses for the project. Site D used the sameX-Ray system and electronic
blood ordering systemas Site C.
Site D: CIS Situation
At the time of this research,all records of patient information, such as nursing care
plans, doctor's notes, and observations,were held on paper, but there were plans to
move to the electronic systemonce a set of technical problems had been resolved.The
EHR modules that the site was involved in testing had been delayed by six months due
to technical difficulties, although training of staff had alreadybegun.
As at Site C, doctor's notes were transcribed by secretaries from voice
recordings. However, at Site D doctors dictated patient notes into hand-held dictation
machines.This enableddoctors to record their notes while they were on the move. The
downside to this was that tapes neededto be taken into the secretaries' office and left
there,where it was not uncommon for them to be misplaced.
Site D: CIS Maintenance and User Support
The only official IT support that was provided was a hospital-wide IT department,
whom staff were able to contact,but who usually took days to respond.Informally, one
of the medical directors of the unit (who was also the primary contact for the EHR
modules being tested in the ICU) was approachableregarding user problems, but did
not have technical know-how. Staff training in the ICU consisted of training six core
nurses as super-users. One of the two ICU leaders, who was involved with the
development and implementation of the EHR modules, taught the super-users.This
training was to be cascadedto other nurses in the unit once the system was fully
implemented.
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3.3.5 Summary of Sites
A summaryof all four sites is given in Tables3.1 and 3.2.
Table 3.1: A summarydcscription of the four sites

: ]
Sjite
A spect
Country
No. Nurses
No. Doctors
No. Beds
Stage of CIS
Integration

CIS
Situation

A

B
Evaluation Site

England
90
58
8

England
150
25
8

Electronic CIS
implemented
1999.

Failed system
was removed
1999.

Complete
replacementof
paper-based
patient recordsin
the ICU only.
The CIS provides
tailored areasfor
both doctorsand
nurses.It
provides full
patient
administration,
and also aids
statistical
analysis and
report writing.
Introduced
in August 1998in
parallel with
paper,which was
phasedout in
April 1999.

Paper-based
patient records.
Small
biochemistry lab
within the ICU
for the ICU only.
History of failed
charting system
introduced in
1988,
discontinuedin
1999.

C

D

Denmark
220
100
20
Recently
implemented(2003)
electronic CIS
(Charting Tool).
Recently
implementeda CIS
to replacethe paper
observationchart
usedto record nurse
care observations
every hour. The
systemcomprises
automatedcharting
of observations,
automatedclinical
documentation care
'
protocols and
patient progress,
remote
documentationof
findings for
observationaldata,
and a reporting tool
for quality
assurance.
Introduced in Sept.
2002, with paper
phasedout in Dec.
2002.

Denmark
40
30
7
About to
implement
electronic CIS.
Paper-based
patient records.
Involved in
developmentand
testing of two of
the five EHR
modules.The
EHR was meant
to be
implemented
county-wide in
Summer2003.
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Table 3.2: Information nroccssesat the four sites

Site
cis

Observation
Chart (OC)

Patient
Record

A

B

C

D

Typed in CIS
by nurses.
Accessible at
the foot of
patient bed or
the nurses'
workstation.
Large colour
monitors aid
visibility. Can
access
observationsfor
current and past
24 hours only.
Observedby all
clinicians who
may needto see
it.

All data are hand
written on an A3
sheetof paper at
the foot of patient
bed. Observedby
all clinicians who
may needto see
it.

Recordedby
hand on an A3
sheetof paperat
the foot of
patient bed.
Observedby all
clinicians who
may needto see
it.

Typedinthe
CIS by doctors
only. Can be
read by all
clinicians
authorizedto do
so. One CIS
used for OC,
patient record
and nursing
notes. Clinical
staff do not
searchfor
records.Very
little paperis
visible.

Format is similar
to a diary and is
placed at the foot
of the patient
bed. All clinical
staff except
nursesrecord
notes in it. Can
be read by all
clinicians.

Typed in CIS that
replacesOC only.
Input by nurses
only. Patient plan
no longer recorded.
Instead,nurses
memorisethe plan
and use their
nursing notes more.
Doctors use screen
dumpsthat have
increasedthe size
of the patient
record, as many
computer screens
have replacedone
chart. Data
extractedfor
quality control.
Dictated into an
office-based
dictation system
that allows doctors
to record their notes
at any time, but
only from a central
office within the
unit. Theseare then
transcribedby a
group of
secretaries,who
also print the notes
and place them in
the patient record.

Dictated into a
hand-held
Dictaphone
carried by the
doctors.Left
with the
secretaries,who
transcribethem
(0900-1600on
weekdaysonly).
Often
secretaries'
desksare full of
tapes,which can
be scattered
anywherein the
office. Notes
printed and
placed in patient
record folder
when found!
Testing two of
the Electronic
Health Record
Modules is
causing
problems,as
they are not
provided with
the technical
supportthat they
require.
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A
A section in the
computer
Nursing systernwritten
Notes and readby
nursesonly.
Manual System.
Wait for X-rays
to be
developed.
Used by doctors
only.

B

C

Recordedon
paper.Written
and read by
nursesonly.

Recordedon paper.
Written and read by
nursesonly.

Local computer
system,X-rays
arrive
electronically.
Used by doctors
only.

Remotecomputer
system,X-rays
arrive
electronically. Used
by doctors only.

D
Recordedon
paper.Written
and read by
nursesonly.

Remote
computer
system,X-rays
Radiology
arrive
electronically.
Used by doctors
only.
Arrive on a
Arrive on a
Arrive on a separate Arrive on a
computer system.
separate
separate
separate
Copied by hand
computer
computer
system.
computer
Laboratory
into relevant notes. system.Copied
Printed, Copied by hand
system.
Results
into relevant
by hand into
and then typed
into the ICU
notes.
relevantnotes,
CIS.
Faster- nurses Much duplication Patient record has
Problemof
increasedin size.
locating the
and doctors do
of data as it is
More paper here
not have to hunt gatheredfrom
patient record as
for notesor
than the other units. it can be
other systems,
both electronic
Doctors and nurses anywherefrom
relevant
information as
the secretaries'
and paper-based. miss the overview
it is organized
of a paper OC, and office to the
in a systematic
nursesprefer not to operating
have to memorise
theatre.Doctor's
way and
the patient plan, as most current
collated in one
is required by the
system.
notesare not
Duplication of
system.Have to
accessibleuntil
data is evident
for secretaries the secretaries
wait
Overall
have transcribed
to print out the
when
interacting with
relevant sectionsof them. Particular
the systemwhen
systems
problem on
for
to
they
them
need
weekendsand
connected
the doctor-nurse
evenings.
other parts of
discussionand also Duplication of
the hospital, as
data as it is
they are not
when a new shift
begins.
connectedto
gatheredfrom
the ICU,
other systems,
both electronic
thereforedata
are printed and
and paper-based.
typed into the
ICU system.
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3.4 Summary
Chapter 3 has outlined the national and local context for this researchin terms of the
two countries where this researchwas conducted, Demark and England. Evidence in
in
Chapter
literature
2, which
the
this
thesis
given
was
and a synthesisof
support of
(CIS,
Organisational
key
ICU,
literature
this
thesis
the
and
on
concepts
of
reviewed
Culture). Section 3.1 supplementedthis with a discussionof EHR statusin England and
Denmark.
In England, a summary of EHR progress since the publication of the IfH NPflT programme was overviewed in Section 3.1.1. Progress towards an EHR in
Denmark was presentedin Section 3.1.2, and the CIS preceding the EHR, the Green
System, was also described. In Section 3.2 the rationale for selecting Denmark and
England for the ICU sites researchedwas given. Finally, Section 3.3 describedeach
ICU site in detail, and presentedthe status of each CIS project. Two overview tables
that summarisedthe four sites and the information processesat each ICU were also
given in Section 3.3.5.
Chapter4 presentsthe paradigmsunderpinning this thesis, before data collection
in
Chapter
discussed
5.
and analysismethodsare

Chapter 4

Approach to the Research
Identification and justification of the principles guiding this researchare given in this
chapter.Researchpragmaticssuch as choice of sites and accessissues,are considered,
and the important topic of researchgovernanceis also discussed.

4.1 Identifying the Research Paradigm and
Methodology
Prior to conducting this research,it was important that the underpinning assumptions
identified.
be
that
the
methodology
could
paradigm
and
research
were made clear, so
The research paradigm guided and influenced how the research was conducted; it
impacted on the researchmethodology, which directed the data collection and analysis
methods to be employed. An exploration of the research assumptions enabled
is
in
(Creswell,
1994).
This
be
to
to
the
explored
adhered
paradigm
clarification of
Section 4.1.1. The researchparadigm is discussedin Section 4.1.2, and the research
in
is
4.1.3.
discussed
Section
methodology

4.1.1 Research Assumptions
Two main paradigms, phenomenology and positivism, exist. These terms are
synonymouswith qualitative and quantitative paradigms (Hussey and Hussey, 1997).
However, as these terms are also used to describe data collection methods, the terms
phenomenologyand positivism are preferred.
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The two paradigms can be visualized as two extremes along a continuum. In
Creswell
(1994)
between
is
two
the
extremes.
placed
somewhere
reality, research often
outlines the assumptionsthat define the two paradigmsat the extreme.This can be seen
in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Researchassumptionsunderpinningthe two main paradigmsat their extremes.

Assumption

- puestion

Ontological

Epistemological

Axiological

Whatis thenature Realityis objectiveand
of reality?
singular,apartfrom the

Phenomenology

T-is subjectiveand
Research
multipleasseenby
participantsin a study.

researcher.
is independent Researcher
interactswith
Whatis thenature Researcher
thatbeingresearched.
of theresearcher from thatbeing
to that

researched.

researched?
Whatis therole of Valuefreeandunbiased
values9
Whatis the

Rhetorical

I Positivism

Value-Iadenandbiased.

languageof the

Formal;basedon set
definitions;impersonal

Informalevolving
decisions;personalvoice;

research?

voice;useof accepted

useof acceptedqualitative

Whatis the

words.
quantitativewords.
Deductiveprocess;cause Inductiveprocess;mutual
andeffect;staticdesign
simultaneous
shapingof

processof
research?

Methodological

isolatedbefore
categories
thestudy;context-free;

factors;emergingdesign
categoriesidentifiedduring

leadingto
generalizations
prediction,explanation

researchprocess;context
bound;patternsandtheories

andunderstanding;

developedfor

accurateandreliable

understanding;
accurateand

throughvalidity and

reliablethrough

reliability.

verification.

Source: Hussey and Hussey (1997)

Using this table, it is possible to identify the researchparadigm. However, prior to this it
in
Chapter
back
1.
be
to
the
to
aim
and
objectives,
as
stated
may
research
useful refer
Thesewere statedas:
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To develop a declarative model of clinical information

-65systems integration based on

intensive
from
evidence
care settings.
empirical
Objectives:
1. To investigate the significance of Organisational Culture for explaining actual

CIS deploymentin intensivecare.
2. To investigate the interactions behveen clinical staff and CIS, so that it is

determine
to
the effect of these interactions on intensive care clinical
possible
ivorkprocesses.
To developa theoretical model of CIS integration.
In tenns of the researchaim and objectives,the assumptionsof this study are as follows:
Ontological: The nature of reality is bound in context. That is, in order to conduct
is
'world'
2
I
that
the
the
socially constructed,
and
researcher
must
accept
objectives
be
from
Although
than
the
and
apart
researcher.
objectivity
can
strived
objective
rather
for, it is often difficult to achieve,as the researcheris basedin the world where data is
collected and it is necessaryto interact with participants in order to collect this data.
Epistemological: The researcherinteracts with that being researched,and is basedin
the setting in which the phenomenonexist as opposed to measuring and observing
phenomenonoutside their natural setting. In order to meet the three researchobjectives,
the researcheris required to talk with participants,observethem in their natural settings,
and to try to understandthe setting from their point of view, so that the aim of this
research can be achieved, i. e., the development of a model based upon empirical
evidence,that capturesthe participantspoints of view, and representsreality as it is.
Axiological: Taking Creswell's (1994) extreme definition from Table 4.1, this research
would be value-laden and biased. However, this depends upon the values of the
researcher,and the extent to which the researcheris engagedwith participants. For
example, non-participant observation would enable the researcherto remain partially
unbiased,as opposedto participant observation, which requires the researcherto take
the role of the phenomenonbeing investigated,in which caseit would be impossibleto
is
based
in
it
is
impossible
for
ICU,
As
this
objective.
research
an
even
remain
partially
the researcherto take on the role of clinical staff, as she is unqualified to do so, and this
would also be detrimental to the patient. This then, affects the methodology employed,
(Section
Chapter
Although
4.1.3
5).
data
the researcher
methods
used
and
collection
and
acceptsthat bias and values are likely to affect interpretation,she attemptedto remain as
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neutral as possible, rather than take the two extremes of the positivist and
phenomenologicalparadigmson this assumption.
Rhetorical: The languageof the researchrefers primarily to how data will be reported.
Although phenomenology advocatesthe use of informal language (see Table 4.1), as
this is a thesis,academiclanguageis used.
Methodological: This researchdoes not follow either extreme of the two paradigms.
However, it does acceptthat the researchis inductive, since data is collected from a few
cases,from which a model will be developed.The model will be informed by data that
is rich in context, and findings will be based upon accurate representationsof the
situation, so validity is high. In a positivist paradigm, validity would be low, since it
ignores context and the phenomenon's viewpoint. Reliability is high in positivistic
research,as it is associatedwith measurementand control variables that are not feasible
in phenomenologicalresearch(Hussey and Hussey, 1994). The validity and reliability
of this thesis are discussedin Section 8.2.2.
Having addressedthe research assumptions,it can be seen that the research
paradigm to be followed is inherently phenomenological. Before defining and
discussingthis term, the aboveassumptionsare summarised:
"

This researchis primarily concernedwith process,i.e., how thingsaredone,rather

"

thanoutcomesandproducts.
This researchis concernedwith meaningandcontexti.e., how peoplemakesense
of their experienceswith CIS in the ICU, rather than being concernedwith
frequencyandmeasurement,
whichcangive staticresultsthat ignorecontext.

"

The researcheris the primary researchinstrument,i.e., it is by and throughthe
thatdatais collected,analysed,andinterpreted.
researcher

"

This researchis conductedin a naturalsetting,ratherthan an artificial settingsuch

"

asa researchlaboratory.
The processof this researchis inductive,as it aims to constructa model from
abstractions.

4.1.2 Research Paradigm
In the previous section, the paradigm to which this research closely adheres was
identified as phenomenology,but it will not be followed to the extreme.The researcher
dogma.
define
Hussey
(1997)
Hussey
than
the
paradigm
as
a
views
guide, rather
and
phenomenologyas:
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"The scienceofphenonzenon.It is concernedwith understandinghuman behaviourfrom theparticipant's
own frame of reference. It is assumedthat social reality is within us; therefore the act of investigating
reality has an effect on that reality."

Phenomenologyoriginated as a reaction to positivism, which was historically
deployed in the natural sciences,and was concernedwith facts and causes.It treated
subjectsas separatefrom the social world in which they were based.Phenomenologists
arguedthat it was impossible to separatethe researcherfrom that being researchedwhen
the subject was a part of the social/human world (Hussey and Hussey, 1997). The
phenomenological paradigm focuses upon the subjective nature of humans and their
it
is
ideal,
This
and somecriticisms of are:
paradigm not
activity.
0

It may be difficult to separatemeaning from the social setting in which the
researcheris based.
The findings are entirely dependent upon the researcher's frame of
reference and interpretation. Using a team of researchersto collect and
interpret data may overcome some of these biases. However, this is not
always possible, for example in a doctoral study; therefore findings rely
upon the researcher'sethics, and are basedon an element of trust.

0

Becausethe researchis set in the social world, the researcheris open to
'real world' problems that cannot be controlled in the sameway as if the
study was basedin a laboratory.

As mentioned earlier, the paradigm is to be used as a guide, rather than exact
instruction, and the researcheris aware of its limitations. However, this paradigm will
now enablethe researcherto select the researchmethodology (Section 4.1.3) that will
guide the selection of appropriatemethodsfor data collection and analysis(Chapter5).

4.1.3 Research Methodology
A plethora of researchmethodologiesexist. As for the researchparadigm, it is often
unrealistic to adhere strictly to all the rules and regulations of one particular
methodology as this can constrain the creative and explorative nature of research
(Glaser, 1992). However, the major principles underlying a methodology must not be
compromised if it is to be used. Qualitative methodologies, by their nature, are
inherently subjective, and such research cannot be conducted objectively, as any
interpretation requires some level of subjectivity. Hussey and Hussey (1997) identify
the main methodologiesoften used in phenomenologicalstudies. Those relevant to this
researchare:
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Case Studies - An extensiveexaminationof a single instanceof a phenomenonof
interest.
0

Ethnography

The
knowledge
to
researcher
uses
socially
acquired
and
shared
understandthe observedpatternsof human behaviour.
Grounded

Theory -A

set of procedures to develop an inductively derived

groundedtheory about a phenomenon.

Grounded Theor
Grounded theory was originally developed as a methodology that requires the joint
collection and analysis of data, where both inductive and deductive thoughts are used to
constantly compare data and derive theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). Glaser (1992)
later made the distinction between data collection and analysis, and stated that the
methodology could also be used as a tool solely for analysing qualitative data.

To clarify, grounded theory is used in this thesis as a tool for analysing the
qualitative researchdata (Section 5.2.1), and not as a methodology, since casestudy and
ethnographyare more suited to this. Thesemethodologiesare discussednext.
Case studv and Ethnography
By deploying the principles of both ethnographyand casestudy it is possible to achieve
methodological triangulation (Section 5.2.4). Factors common to both methodologies
are:
0

The phenomenon can be studied in its natural setting, and meaningful relevant
theory generatedfrom the understandinggained through observationalpractice.

*

They allow the questions of 'why', 'what', and 'how' to be answered with a
relatively full understanding of the nature and complexity of the complete
phenomenon.

0

They allow exploratory investigationswhere the variables are still unknown and the
phenomenonnot understood.

Voss et al. (2002) statethat the abovefactors are major strengthsof casestudy, however
they are also applicable to ethnography.According to Yin (1994), case studies 'enables
in
'capturing
in
the exploration
they
and
are
useful
of socialprocesses
as
occur organisations',
is
In
life
the
to 'interpret
imminent
in
ethnography
aim
emergent
and
properties
of
organisations'.
thesocialworldin thewaythatthemembers
of thatparticularworlddo' (HusseyandHussey,1997).
Robson (1993) states that case studies are particularly useful where the boundary
betweenthe phenomenonand the context is unclear.
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The methodologies differ in that case study allows the study of any
phenomenon,is open to mixed methodsof data collection, and can also be used in the
positivist paradigm (Robson, 1993). Ethnography is biased towards investigating
humans, since its roots originate from the discipline of anthropology (Robson, 1993).
Although ethnographydeploys observationas its primary method of data collection, it
does advocatethe use of other methods alongside observation.Further, ethnographyis
primarily deployed in phenomenologicalresearch,however it has also been applied in
software engineering (Sommerville et al., 2003); a discipline in which it is becoming
increasingly popular (Viller and Sommerville, 2000).
The problems associatedwith case study that are also common to ethnography
are (Husseyand Hussey, 1997):
"

Negotiating accesscan be time-consuming.

"

Placing the boundariesof the researchcan be difficult.

"

It may be difficult to understand events in a particular period of time, without
knowledge of its past.

"

Developing trust is seen as a major challenge in ethnography; however this also
applies to caseresearch.

"

Both methodologieshave a common criticism of generalisability. However, Robson
(1993) and Yin (1994) argue that phenomenologicalresearchersmay generaliseto
theoretical propositions rather than to the population; this means that findings are
still generalisable,but in a different senseto positivist research.

Whereas case study does not have any time constraints in terms of time spent at the
field site, ethnography(as initially describedin anthropology) requires that researchbe
conductedover a long period of time, i. e., years rather than months. In the current case
the researcheris constrainedby the time period that PhD researchimposes,so that it is
not possible to collect data over a long period of time. Further, gaining ethics approval
from the relevant researchethics committeesis a lengthy processthat limits the amount
of time available for data collection (see Section 4.2.3). For this reason, 'quick and
dirty' ethnographyis used, as describedby Crabtree (2003), i. e., acquiring knowledge
about the phenomenonin its natural setting in a fairly short spaceof time. Again, case
study doesnot exclude this.
Although ethnography requires observation as a primary method of data
collection, 'pure' forms of ethnographyadvocateparticipant observation (Waddington,
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1994).Due to the nature of clinical work, this is impractical for the researcher,who will
employ non-participant observation(seeChapter5).
The researcher believes that research should not be constrained by
methodologies or methods; rather, researchshould be conducted with those methods
that compliment the research,be they hybrids of different methodologies,or a number
of complete methodologies.Robson (1993) cites many studiesusing ethnographiccase
studies; in fact, mixing methodologies enables methodological triangulation (this is
discussedin Section 5.2.4), which increasesthe validity of the study.
Although both case study and ethnographyhave their limitations, this research
usesthose aspectsof the two methodologiesthat best suit this research;where one fails
to meet the researchrequirements,such as timescale, the other methodology aids it. It
must be restated that the methodologies are used as guiding principles rather than
constraints.
Having discussed the choice of theoretical concepts guiding this research,
Section4.2 discussespragmatic issues,such as issuesconcerningaccessto eachsite, the
participants and researchethics.

4.2 Research Pragmatics
As theoretical underpinnings are important guides to the way in which research is
conducted,analysed,and presented,so researchencountersissuesthat theory is unable
to envisage. These issues are concerned with pragmatics - factors that cannot be
addressedby theory alone, but need to be addressedpractically. Section 4.2.1 describes
the participants of this research,and Section 4.2.2 discussesthe issue of gaining access
to the sites. Finally, but of great importance, researchgovernance is presented,as it
affects this thesis (Section 4.2.3).

4.2.1 Research Participants
The study focus restswith ICU nursesand physicians, as they are the primary and most
frequent users of CIS in these settings. Other clinical staff were also observedwhen
they interactedwith the primary users.
Participants were informed about the researchduring their morning meetings,
and also via email, in order to legitimate presenceand to facilitate co-operation.Where
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staff did not receive any such message,the protocols were explained to them when
asked.

4.2.2 Negotiating Access
Gaining accessis a sensitive and important issue (Homsby-Smith, 1993; Hussey and
Hussey, 1997; Lofiand and Lofland, 1984).The question of whether researchis overt or
is
increasing
be
Due
to
that
addressed.
covert one
should
emphasison researchethics,
especially within healthcare(DOH, 2002c), it was decided that overt procedureswere
the most honest methods of gaining access.There are many benefits and disbenefitsof
this type of access;for further readings refer to Hornsby-Smith (1993); Hammersley
and Atkinson (1995); Robson(1993).
Initial meetings were set up with a single contact at each of the Danish sites. In
England, meetings were arrangedwhere terms of accesswere negotiated with the ICU
sister (Site A) and subsequentlythe ICU director. In Site Ba meeting was set up with
the ICU director. The aims of these meetingswere to ascertainwhether the sites were
suitable for the task, and for the ICU directors to consider whether or not the research
would be of any value to them. In Denmark, contact was made by email, and the
primary Danish contact evaluated suitable sites for the research. Similar meetings to
those in England were arrangedwith the ICU directors upon arrival in Denmark. A
researchprotocol (Appendix F) was given to the ICU in both countries.

4.2.3 Research Governance
This section outlines the researchethics proceduresthat the researcherwent through,
before conducting researchat sites A, B, C, and D.
Enaland
This researchadheresto the ResearchGovernanceFramework for Health and Social
Care, published by the UK Department of Health (DOH, 2002c). Prior to this
involved
staff only.
where
approval
was
required
research
not
publication, ethics
Gaining approval was therefore not anticipatedsoonerthan 2002, as it was not thought
necessary.However, since the publication of the researchgovernanceframework (ibid)
it was imperative that ethics approval was applied for. The clinical directors of the two
ICU were askedto read an information sheetabout the research(Appendix G) and sign
a consent form (Appendix H), giving pen-nissionto conduct research at their ICU.
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Ethics approval from local researchethics committees (LREC) and the researchand
developmentunit (RDU) (Appendix 1)were also required.
An application was made to the relevant ethics committees. To assessthe
proposal, the researcherwas asked to participate in an interview about the researchto
the ethics board for Site A. Subsequently,approval was attained (Appendix J). As Site
B cameunder the samegeographicalvicinity as Site A, a reciprocal arrangementsform
was completed, and approval was gained (Appendix K). Please note that any
infori-nationidentifying Sites A and B in the appendicesis blanked for confidentiality
reasons.For similar reasons,information identifying hospitals, participants, and CIS
form
is
be
in
in
Appendix
The
H
thesis.
thereforeblank.
this
consent
cannot given
Denmark
Before arriving in Denmark, the researcherconfirmed the research ethics status for
conducting research in healthcare centres in Denmark. The researcherwas told that
did
informal
however
approval,
arrival,
research with staff
not require ethics
on
procedureswere pursuedby the contactto ensurethis. Speakingwith the ICU directors,
the researcherpromised that, where possible, confidentiality and anonymity would be
lack
formal
it
Despite
the
the
thought
of
ethics
agreement,
researcher
retained.
necessarythat researchethics applied to the English sites would also be applied to sites
C and D in Denmark.

4.3 Summary
Having discussedthe theoretical researchassumptionsin Section 4.1.1, the research
paradigm was identified as phenomenology, as discussed in Section 4.1.2.
Subsequently,the researchmethodologywas ascertainedas a mixture of casestudy and
'Quick and dirty' ethnography. It was decided that methodologies are guides to how
researchis conducted,and should therefore compliment the thesis, rather than become
restrictive rules.
Once the theoretical aspectshad been discussed,it was important to addressthe
researchpragmatics. In Section 4.2.1 the participants of this research,ICU nursesand
four
issue
ICUs
identified.
The
the
to
access
was
were
of
negotiating
physicians,
discussedin Section 4.2.2, and finally, the important issue of researchgovernancewas
addressedas it impacts on this thesis. Chapter 5 discusses the research methods
deployedin this thesis in detail.

Chapter 5

Research Methods
The aim of this chapter is to detail the data collection methods used in this thesis, and
also to outline how the datawere analysed.

5.1 Data Collection Methods
Section 5.1 presentsand discussesthe data collection methods employed in this thesis.
The methods selected are non-participant observation (Section 5.1.1), semi-structured
interviews (Section 5.1.2), and questionnaires (Section 5.1.3). The primary data
collection tools were non-participant observation and semi-structured interviews.
Observationfocusesupon 'watching and listening', and interviews enable 'asking', so
that discrepanciesbetween what is done and what is stated as being done can be
evaluated. Questionnaireswere utilised to verify findings, to gauge wider population
experiences,and to supportthe two previous data collection methods.
The data collection methods used in this thesis are guided by ethnographyand
case study methodologies (Robson, 1993), which were discussed in the preceding
chapter.

5.1.1 Non-Participant

Observation

This section provides an overview of the different 'types' of observation. It discusses
the choice of non-participant observation, and then outlines the pragmatics of how it
was used for collecting data from the four ICU sites.
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Observation
Many different

approaches to observation have been identified,

from participant

observation common in qualitative research to the polar extreme that is structured
observation, which is commonly associated with quantitative research studies (Robson,
1993; Hussey and Hussey, 1997; Hanson, 1980; Gold, 1958; Lofland and Lofland,
1984). The different levels of observation are widely agreed (ibid. ) as:
1. Complete participant: Where the researchertakes on the role of the participantsbeing
observed,but remainscovert aboutbeing a researcher.
2. Participant as observer: Simflar to complete participant, but is overt about the role as
researcher.
3. Marginal participant: Again, the researcheris covert about their role as a researcher
and takes on a minor participant role, for example, as a person in an audience, a
memberof public using public transport,etc.
4. Non-participant observation: In this role the researcheris overt about conducting
researchand observing participants. However, the researcherdoes not take on the role
of participants, for example, as a nurse or as a doctor. This role is also known as
observer as participant. Gold (1958) argues that once the role of researcherbecomes
known, the non-participant observer becomesa member of the group being observed
and their role in the group is to observe,hencethe term 'obsei-verasparticipant'.
5. Structured observation: Unlike the above four types of observation, structured
observation is commonly undertakenin a laboratory, where variables are controllable,
unlike in a 'natural' setting. The researcherdoesnot participate at all.
As mentioned in Section 4.1.3, it is not practical to carry out observer roles 1-3,
since the researcher does not have the necessary training or skills as clinical staff; taking
on this role would therefore be detrimental to the patient.
Observer role 4, non-participant observation, is described by Gold (1958) as
"someonewho takes no part in the activities, but whoserole as a researcheris known to the
is
here
5
and
appropriate
since
role
would entail observing clinical staff
participants",
outside of their natural setting. This is against the research paradigm, phenomenology,
that this research adheres to, where the emphasis is upon capturing the phenomenon
within the context of its natural setting.

As with any method, observationhas its shareof advantagesand disadvantages
(Robson, 1993; Hussey and Hussey, 1997; Hanson, 1980; Gold, 1958; Lofland and
Lofland, 1984):
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Disadvantages:
"
"

It is impossibleto controlvariablesin their naturalsetting.
It canbecomedifficult for theresearcher
to remainobjective.

"

interpretation
heavily
Observation
the
of the situation.
researcher's
upon
relies
beingobserved.
Theresearcher
mighthaveanimpactuponthephenomenon

"

It is not possibleto observeeverything.

"

it can be arguedthat if the researcheris aware of the above-mentioneddisadvantages,
then it is possible to prepare for the eventualities that might occur. For example,
is
it
that
to
the
time
so
repeat
observations
enables researcher
observing over a period of
possible to allow for disruptive events.
The argument regarding objectivity is one that has been under much debate
between the social and natural sciencesfor decades,and is one that cannot be solved in
this thesis. However, as mentioned in Section 4.1.3, the aim of this research is to
become
Although
a problem,
can
remaining
objective
and
meaning.
context
capture
being consciousof this will enablesomedegreeof impartiality. The type of observation,
non-participant observation,should also aid this.
The advantagesof observationcan be given as:
Participantscanbe directlyobserved,so it is not necessary
to ask,butjust to watchand
listen.
Observationverifies othermethodssuchas interviewsand questionnaires,
whereit is
between
discrepancies
to
the
to
whatparticipantssaythey
some
extent,
resolve
possible
do andwhattheyactuallydo.
in naturalsettingslimit thedegreeof artificiality.
Observations
Observationenablestheresearcher
to takein the 'biggerpicture' andretaincontext.
Non-participant Observation as Used in this Thesis
The aim of deploying non-participant observationin this thesis is to make possible the
in
in
ICU,
the
order to understandtheir work processesrelative to
staff
of
observation
the CIS that they use.Ultimately, this data will inform the developmentof Role Activity
Diagrams (RADs) that are discussedin the findings (Chapter6).
Period of data collection
Non-participant observation was grouped into two categories by the researcher.A
broader category, where the researcherwould try and observe everything related to
individual
focused
CIS,
of
clinical
shadowing
category
and a more
clinical staff and
(please
doctors
to
see
activities
picture
of
precise
a
more
obtain
staff, nurses, and
Appendix L for a list of participantswho were shadowedin eachICU).
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The period of data collection consistedof four weeks at each ICU setting,where
the researcherwould conduct general observationsfor between 5 and 7 hours per day,
and the complete morning shift when shadowing, from 0730-1530 hours. The exact
timings did vary, since ICUs are very unpredictable; some days were quiet and not
much would happen,and other days would be hectic.
The data collection period was finalised after conducting this activity at Site A,
in England. As saturation (when it is decided that enough data has been collected and
that everything seenhad beenseenbefore) approximatedto 4 weeks, it was decidedthat
a month at each ICU in Denmark (Sites C and D) would also suffice, however an extra
month was allowed in Denmark due to the researcherbeing unfamiliar with the Danish
language. Subsequently, approximately one month was also spent at Site B for
data
be
It
that
the
also
noted
period
of
collection concerning
validation purposes. must
observation will vary between researchers,since each will have varying degreesof
simulating the data as they collect it, and they will also have different saturationpoints.
The day shift (0730-1530 hours) was considered the most appropriate time
period for collecting data for this thesis, as it enabledthe observation of a majority of
day
interacting.
In
to
the
the
staff
understand
of
shift comparedto
clinical
order
context
other shifts, participants were asked about their routine on all shifts during the
interviews. Many nurses and doctors described the night shift as much quieter in all
respects,with encounterslimited to core staff- duty doctor, sister in charge,and nurses
(but this was dependantupon the statusof the patient's condition). Nurses and doctors
stated that during this time most patients were usually asleep, and time was used to
completepaper work or to catch up on activities not possible during the day. Table 5.1
describesthe nursing shift patterns,which were common to both Denmark and England.
Table 5.1: Nursesshift pattems

Period

Duration

Day

0730-1530

7 hours

Evening

1530-2330

7 hours

Night

2330-0730

7 hours

0730-1930/1930-0730 12hours

For doctors,the shift pattern was similar to nurses,but usually doctors commencedtheir
shift about 1-2 hours later than the nurses.
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Processof recording observations
The researcher carried a notepad for jotting down observations. A more thorough
account was recorded at the end of each period of data collection. Observationnotes
were categorised into three types when this was possible (Schatzman and Strauss,
1973):
Observational notes: recording exactly what was observed,with no 'noise'
from the researcher.
Methodological notes: pragmaticsof the research.
Theoretical notes: where the researcher noted any patterns or theories
emerging.

5.1.2 Semi-Structured Interviews
An overview of the different 'types' of interviews for collecting data are given in this
section.A discussionoutlining the type of interview opted for is then presented.Finally,
the pragmaticsof how interviews were conductedat the four ICU settings is given.
Interviews
Interviews are used in this thesis to verify observations(Section 5.1.1). They enablethe
researcherto distinguish between what participants say they do and what actually
happenswhen they are observed.They are also useful for clarifying any observations
that the researcheris uncertain about and are a useful method of gleaning more detailed
infannation, if necessary.
Britten (1995) outlines three varieties of interview techniques: unstructured
interviews, semi-structured interviews, and structured interviews; these interview
techniqueshave been cited by many authors (Britten, 1995; Hussey and Hussey, 1997;
Robson, 1993; Lofland and Lofland, 1984)as the most commonly used.
"

Structured interviews are predominantly used in the natural sciences;they
consist of closed questions demanding answerssuch as 'yes/no'. They are
also conducted in a standardisedmanner, so that other researcherscan
replicate similar answers.

"

Semi-structured interviews consist of open-ended questions, and as their
few
topics to guide the
they
a
are
structured
around
name suggests,
interviewer, and are usually usedin qualitative research.
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Finally, unstructuredinterviews usually consist of one or two questionsthat
open a discussion on a specified topic. Unstructured interviews are not
always planned,and are also not replicable.
This thesis deploys the semi-structuredinterview technique,where questionsare
interviews
(1997)
describe
Hussey
Hussey
open-ended.
and
semi-structured
as "a nzethod
of collectingdata in whichselectedparticipantsare askedquestionsin order to find out whattheydo,
think, andlor feel". Britten (1995) states that semi-structured interviews enable the
researcher to discover the interviewee's own frame of meanings about a phenomenon
imposing
without
predefined assumptions and rigid structures. This type of interview is
is
important
to the research
the
appropriate when an understanding of
participants' view
to verify observations and clear up misconceptions (Hussey and Hussey, 1997; Robson,
1993). However, it is also important to be aware of the downside of interviews. They
can be time-consuming to conduct, transcribe, and analyse, as they generate vast
amounts of data; controlling topics can become difficult and the researcher's presence
can affect the participant's answers.

Semi-structured Interviews as Used in this Thesis
Participants consisted of clinical staff and ICU management. Specifically, nurses,
doctors,ICU directors, and technicians.Exact participants varied between the four sites,
as this dependedupon the availability and willingness of those that were approached.
Approximately ten staff were interviewed at eachICU site.
In Site A, an interview schedulewas pinned on the staff notice board. However,
as no member of staff had volunteered,the researcherapproachedstaff at random and
in
be
if
This
them
to
then
they
approachwas
employed
asked
would
willing
participate.
the three remaining sites. The researcherarranged interviews with managementvia
telephoneor email. For a list of participantspleaseseeAppendix L.
The interview questions were open-endedand were grouped under core areasthat the
researcherwanted to explore:
Generalinformation
CIS procurement
Implementation
System
Usability
Infon-nation
ICU organisation
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The areasand questionswere usedas probesand guides,rather than definitive questions
that had to be asked. This meant that the interviews could be described as semistructured conversations,steeredby the interviewer so that the topic of conversation
remainedloyal to the investigation of the aim and objectives of this thesis.Two setsof
guides were developed, one for management,and one for clinical staff, so that it was
possibleto attain meaning for those areasthat clinical staff may not know the answerto
and vice versa.The two interview guidesare given in Appendix M.
The duration and timing of interviews Interviews were conductedbetweenthe second
and fourth week of data collection, so that issuespicked up during observationscould
be explored further. However, this does not mean that observations were no longer
conducted- data collection activities were not conductedin isolation of eachother, i. e.,
when shadowinga member of staff, it was possibleto ask them if they would be willing
to be interviewed, either later that sameday or anotherday. In Appendix F, the research
protocol outlines exactly when each of the data collection activities would occur. In
reality this was not possible, since the researcherhad to allow for the unpredictable
nature of an ICU, and the demanding nature of ICU tasks, which restricted the
availability of clinical staff participation. The duration of the interviews varied between
10-20minutes dependingupon the availability of the interviewee.
Process of recording observations Interviews were taped using a Dictaphone. The
researcher would ask each interviewee for their permission to record before the
interview commenced. Once taped, the researcher made a transcription of each
interview.

5.1.3Questionnaires
The questionnaire used in this thesis was not the primary source of data. Rather,
questionnaireswere utilised to verify findings after the model had been derived (see
Section 7.3) to gauge wider population experiencesand to act as an extra method of
validating the results of the research.The questionnairewas a useful validation tool for
confirining findings.
The Benefits and Disbenefits of a Questionnaire
Husseyand Hussey (1997) describethe disbenefitsof questionnaires.They are statedas
resulting in low response rates, known as non-response bias, and incomplete
questionnaires, known as item bias. Questionnaires also have the potential to be
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and incomprehensible, and respondents can misinterpret questions.

Oppenheim (1992) outlined the benefits of questionnairesas being easy to process,
interviews
low
less
than
time
and observations.
cost, and
consuming
relatively
In an attempt to overcome low response rates and misinterpretation, the
be
by
terms
that
might
sheet
explaining
any
questionnairewas accompanied a cover
it
it
be
how
and
where
should
completed,
also
outlining
clearly
misunderstood,and
for
be
Respondents
their names,and were assuredthat
were
not
asked
should returned.
anything they wrote would be treated with confidence.The English questionnaireshad
the additional benefit of a local researchethics committee approval number, which was
typed on the cover sheet.However, for confidentiality reasons,this number is not on the
cover sheetsgiven in appendicesN-P. Reminders were also sent to the senior nursing
In
English
to
the
the
two
staff
complete
questionnaires.
sites,
who
urged
sisters at
Denmark, reminders were written on staff room notice boards and also placed in staff
folders.
Questionnaire DesijZn
Oppenheim. (1992) provides a useful guide for designing questionnaires. This was
referenced while designing the questionnaire for this thesis. The questionnaire was also
informed by the research aim, objectives, and the relevant literature. Questions
form
Closed
both
the
of
of
closed and open questions.
questions were
consisted of
multiple choices; a space for comments was also given, so that respondents could
expand on a point if they so wished. For a copy of the blank questionnaire, please refer
to Appendix Q.
Ouestionnaire - Pilot
A pilot was conducted in England, where two researchers from the University of
Manchester, who were experienced in conducting questionnaire research, assessedthe
ICU,
The
to
the
who
contacts
at
each
were
also
sent
questionnaires
questionnaires.
asked at least two nurses to review the questionnaires. Although they were met with
approval from the English hospitals, the Danish nurses felt that the cover sheet should
date.
by
Nurses
be
in
Danish
the
what
returned,
and
where
questionnaires should
state
in
Danish.
This
have
felt
their
to
the
that
they
answers
write
opportunity
should
also
by
writing a paragraph at the end of the questionnaire stating that
was accomplished
Danish
ICUs
be
in
The
Danish
the
contact
at
welcome.
researcher's
would
answers
in
dates
location
Danish, and this too was added
for
the
and return
second request
wrote
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to the coversheet.Copiesof the questionnaire
cover sheetsare given in AppendixN
(Site A and B), Appendix 0 (Site C) and Appendix P (Site D).

Questionnaires
weregivento ICU leaders,suchasseniorsistersandequivalents
in the Danish ICUs. These were placed in a central place, from where all clinical staff
would be able to take the questionnaire and complete it in their own time.
Questionnaireswere to be returned to a central place in the ICU (in England) or in the
(in
Denmark). The researcherthen collected these at the end of the
office
secretary's
data collection period.
Sample Size
As Site A was the only site for which the number of staff was known initially, a sample
size of 75 was selected,since this was approximately half the number of clinical staff
employed at this site, which seemedlike a sensible number from which to expect a
from
in
ICUs
70
However,
Denmark,
the
size
of
varied
response
once
rate.
reasonable
to 320. Apart from Site D, where only 70 questionnaireswere distributed, SitesB and C
were both given 75 questionnaires.It was decided that if a reasonablenumber were
returned, it would be quite easy to send more via mail once the researcherreturned to
England.For responserates,pleaserefer to Chapter7.
Having discussed data collection methods used in this thesis, Section 5.2
discusseshow data were analysed.

5.2 Analysis
In this section the data analysis methods employed are discussed.The data analysis
methodology of grounded theory (Glaser, 1992) is deployed in this thesis. In Sections
NVWO and the Statistical Packageof the
5.2.2 and 5.2.3 the computer tools QSR@Tm
Social Sciences(SPSS) are described, as these were the tools used for analysing the
discusses
data
Section
5.2.4
the subject of
collected.
qualitative and quantitative
triangulation and how it was achievedin this thesis.

5.2.1 Grounded Theory
In 1967 Barney Glaser and Anslem Strauss 'discovered' grounded theory as a
phenomenological methodology (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). However, after the
Glaser
Grounded
Theory',
'The
Discovery
their
and
of
seminal work,
publication of
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Strauss no longer agreed on the precise details of their methodology, and so
subsequentlydevelopedtheir own versionsof it.
Babchuck, (1996) found that the main differencesbetween the two versions are
that Glaser remains rooted to the principles that groundedtheory is inherently flexible
and guided by informants and their socially constructed realities, and that findings
should emergefrom the data. In contrast, Strausstries to state exactly how grounded
theory should be conducted,and lays out rules and regulations that should be followed.
Strauss'sversion emphasisesthe need to replicate, generalise,and verify findings; in a
sense,he attempts to formalise the method by rooting it in positivist ideology, which
goesagainstthe reasonwhy it was originally developed.
Glaser's later book (Glaser, 1992) makes a distinction between researchand
research analysis. He confirms that grounded theory can be used as a method for
analysis. Other authors (Hussey and Hussey, 1997; Robson, 1993) have since cited
groundedtheory as a useful method for analysingqualitative data, and it is this that is of
interest to this thesis, i. e., the use of grounded theory to analyse the qualitative data
collected during this research.
Glaser, (1992) states that the process of 'doing'

is
theory
the ability to
grounded

absorb the data as data, to be able to step back or distance oneset(froln it and then to abstractly
conceptualisethe data".

The main tenetsof Glaser's (ibid) groundedtheory are:
"

Data are absorbed.

"

Each incident in the data is categorisedinto as many categoriesas possible,
and open coding commences.

"

While coding an incident for a category, it is compared with previous
incidents in the sameand different groups codedin the samecategory.

"

The researcherstepsback and absorbsthesecategorisations.

"

The process of coding and recoding is iterated (this is known as constant
comparison)until saturationoccurs,and theoriesemergefrom the data.

The resultanttheory is therefore,said to be groundedin the data.
Glaser (ibid. ) describes open coding as the initial stage of coding data and constant
comparison. Saturation is said to occur when the incidents being coded indicate the
same pattern and no new properties emerge. In Section 5.2.2 a tool developed to aid
is
described.
QSR(OTm
NVIVO
NVIVO,
data,
QSR@Tm
was used to analyse
coding of
data using the constant comparison method outlined by Glaser.
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5.2.2 QSR@TmNVIVO
Data were analysedusing QSR@Tm
NVIVO (QSR, 2003), a software packagethat aids
the analysis of rich text documents. It was chosen specifically as it facilitates the
managementand organisation of qualitative data, enables automatic coding, provides
modelling tools not found in any other software and is suited to the analysisneedsof the
researcher.
Data collected from observations, interviews and open questions from the
questionnairewere saved as text documentsand coded using QSR OTIIINVIVO. Each
documentwas read, and the documentattributes were recorded.Each documentwas reread and open coding commenced,i. e., factors emergedbut were not assignedto any
particular category. These factors were coded under 'free nodes'. After re-reading the
documents a number of times, categories emerged, and these were grouped under
'Trees', which are the parent nodesfor factors identified (known as child nodes). Child
nodes were then compared (constant comparison) with each other and between
documents.These were then grouped under the 'parent node' categories(Trees). The
modelling tool was then used to assemblethe nodes to show patterns in the data. The
results are presented and discussed in Chapter 6. The methods of analysing the
quantitative data are given next.

5.2.3 SPSS
Closed questions in the questionnaire were analysed using SPSS, a package that
provides many statistical tools for data analysis (Rose and Sullivan, 1996). The
questionnairewas codedusing SPSSto enableanalysisusing this package.A frequency
analysisof the data was conductedfor eachICU. The results are given in Section7.3.

5.2.4 Triangulation
Denzine's (1970) work on triangulation is frequently cited (seeworks by Ammenwerth
et al. (2003); Hussey and Hussey (1997); Robson (1993) for further references).The
concept of triangulation is 'borrowed' from navigation, where it refers to the process
whereby a position is fixed using different kinds of measures,such as compassbearings,
depth sounds, and radio lines from different positions (Porter, 1994). Denzine (1970)
argues that this concept can be applied to qualitative research in that the wider the
variety of evidence that can be gathered,the smaller the area of doubt. He statesthat
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lead
for
different
to greater
the
same
should
phenomenon
studying
using
methods
validity and reliability than using a single approach.
Denzin (ibid) identified five types of triangulation:
Data A varietyof datasourcesareusedwith regardto time, space,and/orpersons.
investigatingthesamephenomenon.
InvestigatorA varietyof researchers
Theory Theuseof multipleperspectives
to interpreta singlesetof data.
Method A varietyof datacollectionmethods,questionnaires,
andinterviewsetc.
Environment A varietyof locationswheretheresearchis conducted.
Most researchusually aims for two of the above types of triangulation (Hussey and
Hussey, 1997).However, this researchdeploys three of the above types of triangulation,
(i.
informants),
(i.
data
triangulation
triangulation
method
e., a
e., a variety of
namely
locations
(different
data
triangulation
methods),
and
environmental
of
collection
variety
and settings).This is very important, as it emphasisesthe reliability and validity of this
is
in
Section8.2.2.
discussion
being
high.
A
this
topic
thorough
given
of
researchas

5.3 Summary
In this chapter the data collection and analysis methods were identified. The data
collection methods used in this thesis were primarily non-participant observation
(described in Section 5.1.1) and semi-structured interviews (in Section 5.1.2).
Questionnaireswere also used, and are describedin Section 5.1.3, but they were not a
discussed,
benefits
disbenefits
data.
The
these
were
of
methods
and
primary source of
before how they were used in this thesiswas statedin Section 5.1.4.
GroundedTheory was defined as the methodology guiding data analysis,using the
defined
by
Glaser
(1992).
Software
packages
as
constant comparison method
QSR@TmWIVO and SPSSwere employed to aid computer analysis of the qualitative
issues
important
data,
The
of reliability and validity of the
and quantitative
respectively.
researchmethods were introduced in Section 5.2.4, where triangulation was discussed.
The validity and reliability of the findings will be discussedin Section 8.2.2.
Having discussedthe researchparadigm and methodology in Section 4.1 and having
outlined the data collection methodsin this chapter,the researchfindings are presented
and discussednext, in Chapter6.

Chapter 6

The

Iterative

Systems Integration

Model (ISIM)
This chapter is concernedwith presentingthe key contribution of this thesis,ISIM. The
model is described,and its formation discussed,before hypothetical examplesof the use
of ISIM are given. ISIM is comprised of several features,which are the result of the
application of grounded theory, used for the analysis of data collected in the ICUs
describedin Section3.3.

6.1 ISIM
This section presentsthe principal contribution of this research,the Iterative Systems
Integration Model (ISIM). Section 6.1.1 illustrates ISIM and provides a description of
its componentsand is followed by a description of how ISIM was formulated in Section
6.1.2. To facilitate an understanding of ISIM in the context of CIS integration,
hypothetical descriptions of how ISIM may be applied are given in Section 6.1.3. The
derivation and discussionof ISIM in terms of its constituentparts - and in terms of the
sites at which data were collected - are left for Section 6.2, which is more readily
understandableonce ISIM hasbeenclearly defined.
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6.1.1 Description of Components

Figure 6.1: The Iterative SystemsIntegration Model (ISIM).

ISIM is a conceptual model derived from empirical data collected from three ICUs
(Sites A, C, and D, which were described in detail in Chapter 3; Site B is used to
validate ISIM in Section 7.2). The model is shown in Figure 6.1, and evidenceof its
derivation from the data collected is given in Section 6.2. The model consists of four
components:'Work Processes','Actual Usefulness', 'Organisational Culture', and 'CIS
Integration'. These components are described in more detail first, and then the
formation of ISIM is detailed in Section6.1.2.
Work Processes
Work processesdescribehow organisationsconduct their work. They can be illustrated
using work processdiagrams, which are used here to demonstratethe work processes
concerning CIS and ICU staff, simplifying

the complexity surrounding ICU

environments.Work processdiagramswere developedas snapshotsof how work in the
ICU was conductedat a given point in time.
Work processescan obviously change, for example, when new equipment is
installed in an ICU. Therefore, it was impractical to statethat any one particular method
of creating work processdiagramswould be suitable for all ICUs. For this reason,ISIM
does not specify the use of a particular method for illustrating work processes,as the
chosen method may vary between individual ICUs and researchers,each of whom
should opt for the one that best suits their needs.In this thesis, Role Activity Diagrams
(RADs) were usedas a tool for illustrating ICU work processes;seeSection 6.2.L
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Actual Usefulness and Oreanisational Culture
Data analysis (the analysis methodsused are describedin Section 5.2, and more details
are given in Section 6.1.2) enabled the identification of 16 salient features that were
found to be important for CIS integration. These are separatedinto two categories:
OrganisationalCulture, which describesthe human and organisational factors that can
affect CIS integration and Actual Usefulness,which focuseson experiencesof using the
CIS in practice, and how beneficial the CIS is to those that use it. The factors of
Organisational Culture and Actual Usefulness that were identified through grounded
theory are shown in Figure 6.2, and are discussedin Section 6.2. Discussion about each
factor in Figure 6.2 varies in length, as it was dependentupon how much data was
collected for each factor. For example,'Training and Education' was found to be a very
iactor at eacti site, anclso tflis is cliscusseain great actail.

Training and Education
User Knowledge and Experience
Users
OrganisationalEnvironment
ManagementSupport
Group Attitude
Expectations
I
CIS Integration History

Influence 1

10

CIS Integration

I

SystemSupport

ld

Influence

Kev for Fizure 6.2
Separatesfeatures for the two categories, Organisational Culture and Actual
Usefulness
These featureshave also been found to be of great importance in the fields of
Human-ComputerInteraction, Design Engineeringand Management.
Figure 6.2: Detail of the OrganisationalCulture and Actual Usefulnesselements of ISIM - factors that
affect CIS integration.
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CIS Intel! ration
In Section 1.2.1 CIS integration was defined as the extent to which CIS support ICU
work processes(i. e., the extent to which they conibine with the work processes),are
acceptedby users, and are fully functioning and well used. This is given in ISIM
(Figure 6.1) as an outcome of work processes,Organisational Culture, and Actual
Usefulness.
A Description of ISIM
CIS integration is an iterative process,and directly affects ICU work processes,with the
amount of changebeing dependentupon the system introduced and the extent to which
it is integratedat a given point in time. For example, a change in the CIS will change
the OrganisationalCulture ("how things are done around here"). The factors identified
in the OrganisationalCulture category (seeFigure 6.2) influence CIS integration either
depending
factors
in
Organisational
Culture
the
or
upon
place.The
positively negatively
cycle then iterates and directly affects the work processes,i. e., what is done in the ICU.
As the CIS is being used, the Actual Usefulness factors will influence CIS use in
practice, and henceCIS integration, while the OrganisationalCulture factors will do the
same in parallel. Both the Actual Usefulnessof the CIS and the OrganisationalCulture
of the CIS will then influence CIS integration, again, either positively or negatively
depending on the factors identified in the two categories. The cycle iterates, until it
stabilises with the CIS either fully integrated or rejected. The number of iterations
in
for
full
integration
depend
the
the
upon
amount
of
required
required
will
change
impact
the
the
the
the
system,
of the
organisation,
actual
usefulness
of
and
culture of
CIS on work processes.Becauseboth Organisational Culture and Actual Usefulness
impact on the extent to which the systemis integrated and the resultant changein work
is
it
integration
in
CIS
will
affect
and
a
change
made
one
category,
processes,where
in
hence
However,
the
and
affect
other
category.
changes
work processes,
OrganisationalCulture and Actual Usefulnessdo not affect each other directly, but only
through changesto CIS integration and work processes.The first two iterations of ISIM
are shown in Figure 6.3. A description of how ISIM was formulated is given next.
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Culture 2
1'.
fulness 2

CIS Integration
(Phase2)

Fiql Peralion

Time

Figure 6.3: The first two cycles of ISIM

6.1.2 Formation of ISIM
In Chapter 5 the methods used to assist with the collection of empirical data, from
which the findings are derived, were discussed. Non-participant

observations and

interviews were the data sources used to derive ISIM. Grounded theory (Glaser, 1992)
was identified as the method of analysis for the data collected, and QSR NVIVOOTM
was used to code and aid the analysis of data. The process of deriving ISIM is as
follows:

*

Data were recordedas text documents.

*

All the documentswere read and re-readuntil conceptsemerged.

*

All factors were initially coded using open coding, which meansthat they were not
asyet assignedto categories.

eA

'not relevant' category was formed for data that was not of significance to this
thesis. This category was revisited after the formulation of each part of ISIM to
checkthat nothing was missed.

identified
Organisational
Culture
All
and compared with each
were
codes
under
a
other, and in relation to CIS integration (hencethe emergenceof Figure 6.4, i. e., a
integration).
Culture
Organisational
CIS
that
one-way arrow showing
affects
documents
The
were read again, and the remaining codes were comParedagainst
e
thoseunder Organisational.Culture. Subsequently,the concept of Actual Usefulness
emerged,and the remaining codesfitted under this category (Figure 6.5).
findings,
focussing
documents
in
light
The
the
re-read
again
of
upon the 'not
were
9
relevant' category and CIS integration; Figure 6.6 gives the emerging concepts,the
by
integration
is
OrganisationalCulture and Actual
CIS
that
only
affected
not
notion
Usefulness,but also affects thesefactors; CIS Integration influences Organisational
Culture and Actual Usefulness,which influence eachother.
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So far, work processes are disparate from Organisational Culture, Actual
Useftilness,and CIS integration, but having already analysedwork processes,it was
evident that they significantly affectedthe other three categories(Figure 6.7).
The notion of iteration enabledthe formulation of the final model that is ISIM i. e.,
Actual Usefulness and Organisational Culture influenced each other through the
work processesand CIS integration, so that a change in work processesmeant a
changein OrganisationalCulture and Actual Usefulness,the effects of which merge
to influence CIS integration, which again affects work processes,and so on. This
meant that the link betweenActual Usefulnessand OrganisationalCulture as shown
in Figure 6.7 was now unnecessary,and the final model ISIM emerged(Figure 6.1,
this is given again, over page,for completeness).
Organisational
Culture

10

CIS Integration

Figure 6.4: OrganisationalCulture affecting CIS Integration.

Organisational
Culture
CIS Integration
Actual
Usefulness
Figure 6.5: OrganisationalCulture and Actual Usefulnessaffecting CIS integration.

Organisational
Culture
CIS Integration
Actual
Usefulness
Figure 6.6: OrganisationalCulture and Actual Usefulnessaffecting, and being
affected by, CIS integration.
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Organisational
Culture

Work

CIS Integration

Processes
v
Actual
Usefulness
Figure 6.7: Work processesin relation to OrganisationalCulture, Actual Usefulnessand CIS
integration.

.............................................................................
.4..............................................................................................
..........................
........
Actual CIS

Usefulness
Work
Processes

CIS
01

Integration
Organisational
Culture

Figure 6.1: The Iterative SystemsIntegration Model (ISIM).

6.1.3 Hypothetical Applications of ISIM
To facilitate the contextual understandingof ISIM, this section describeshypothetical
caseswhen ISIM may be used.It must be noted that ISIM is a model that offers a guide
rather than a prescription. The factors identified in Figure 6.2 are by no meansstatic,
and different ICU organisationsmay have factors of Organisational.Culture and Actual
Usefulnessthat are unique to them. Using ISIM as a guide may enable ICUs to identify
thesefactors.
ISIM may be applied to guide the developmentof interview and questionnaire
categories, and observational factors to Nvatch for, so that an ICU can assess
Organisational Culture and Actual Usefulnessfactors in their organisation, informing
them about how and why a CIS is used. Mapping the work processesin conjunction
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with assessingOrganisational Culture and Actual Usefulnessmay enable organisations
to capture the context of these factors and how a CIS may affect existing work
processes.
This thesis is not concernedwith providing scales for measurement.Tools for
measuringperformance and conducting economic analysis are ubiquitous: these tools
could be used in conjunction with ISIM if measurements are important to the
organisation. The primary focus of ISIM is understanding (the why), rather than
measuring (the what). ISIM may be used as a conceptualmodel to guide and explore
CIS-relateddecisionsbefore, during, and after CIS implementations.
Before CIS Implenlentations
The ICU will almost definitely have some sort of CIS in place to organiseand manage
patient information, be it paper-based,computer-based,or somecombination of the two.
Before procuring a system, the application of ISIM could guide and inform decisionmaking regarding CIS procurement. Analysing work processes may force the
organisation to notice how things are actually being done, as opposed to how they
should be done.
The application of ISIM as a guide may also enable the ICU to understandwhy
things are being done the way they are. By conducting this analysis themselves,as
opposedto using external advisors, the organisation would be able to see, first hand,
how their work processes and Organisational Culture, together with the Actual
Usefulnessof a particular system,may affect CIS integration. This may then enablethe
organisationto recognisehow a given CIS may be acceptedif it were implementedin
the ICU in its current state.It may guide them to evaluatethe feasibility of introducing a
system,what factors they need to changebefore implementation, and what factors need
to remain the same.
As mentioned previously, introducing a CIS alters work processes;a changein
Organisational Culture is inevitable i. e., "hoiv things are done around here". It is not
enough to simply know what is being done; the application of ISIM may enable an
understandingof why things are done the way they are. This gives ICU managementthe
opportunity to use this information to facilitate optimal integration of a new CIS, or to
decideto remain with the systemthat they currently use.
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During CIS Implementations
Continuously assessinghow an implementation is progressing with regard to the
organisational environment and the people that use the CIS is important becauseit
provides feedback on progress, and enables changes to be made if necessary.The
application of ISIM may enable implementers to understand progress towards CIS
integration in terms of acceptanceand actual use. This may guide the organisationin
identifying the factors that facilitate integration. If the implementation is not going well,
evaluating progress may provide an opportunity to rectify any problems by
understandingwhy they are occurring. If implementation is going well, successcould
be reportedto participants realistically, basedon the evidencethat they have collected.
After CIS Implementations
Applying ISIM after CIS implementation may not only enablethe organisationto learn
from the implementation, but also indicate how they may sustain and improve CIS
integration. Interview questionsand questionnairescould be developedusing the broad
categoriesin ISIM to survey user reactionsand experiencesof the CIS. Evaluating the
CIS after it has been integrated may enablethe organisation to assessuser satisfaction
with the system, and those factors that may impede success.Analysing work processes
will highlight the benefits (if any) of using the CIS, which can be imparted to usersof
informing
investors
in
CIS,
the
them of the actual - as opposedto the predictedand
benefits of using the CIS.
Having described the model, its formulation, and hypothetical application, the
derivation of each componentof ISIM is now describedand discussed,showing the data
in which the model is grounded.

6.2 Derivation of ISIM
The derivation and discussion of each component of ISIM

(work processes,

OrganisationalCulture, Actual Usefulness,and CIS integration) is given in this section.
The use of Role Activity Diagrams (RAD) to illustrate the ICU work processesis
discussedin Section 6.2.1, while Sections6.2.2,6.2.3, and 6.2.4 present the derivation
of the OrganisationalCulture, Actual Usefulness,and CIS integration elementsof ISIM
respectively.
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6.2.1 Work Processes
This section describeshow work process data were coded and the RADs developed; a
comparative discussionof work processesat each site is given at the end of the section.
Before the RADs are presented,a road map guiding their reading is given in Figure 6.9.
A key describing the symbols used is shown in Figure 6.10.
Analysing the Work Processes
As described previously, the data on which ISIM is based were collected from three
ICUs (Sites A, C, and D (Section 3.3); Site B was usedas a validation site (Section 7.2))
by a combination of non-participant observation and interviews. The analysis of this
qualitative data was perforined using QSRg TmNVIVO. This enabled the coding of all
the data that described work processes. Work process data were collected from
observations and then participants were asked about their work in an ICU during
interviews, so that anything that was observed was verified and anything missed or
unclear could be clarified. Figure 6.8 shows an example of how QSR OTIIINVIVO
enabledthe management,recording and analysis of data. In particular, this figure shows
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Figure 6.8: A screendump of QSR(R)TmNVIVO showing the nodes at which data were coded
for work processdiagrams.
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the nodes at which some of the observation and interview documents were coded for
into
data
Observation
were
separated
nodes,
regarding
work
processes
work processes.
i. e., into clinician categories (nurses and doctors), as is shown in Figure 6.8.
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Once all relevant data had been coded, it was then re-read and comparedwith
(1999)
by
Warboys
The
oulined
a].
et
processes.
methods
categories
within
work
other
for constructingRole Actvity Diagramswere then followed as is discussednext.
Formation of Role Activitv Dinrams
Role Activity Diagrams (RADs) were used to illustrate nurse and physician work
processes,first for three ICUs. and after the derivation of ISIM, for validation purposes
for
Section
RADs
fourth
(see
7.2).
ICU
the purpose of this research
were
chosen
at a
becausethey can be adaptedto look at higher-level pictures of processesand they have
(Murata,
Nets
in
(Kay
1998).
healthcare
Petri
been
et al.,
also
applied successfully
1989) and the Unified Modelling Language(Quatrani, 1998) were also considered,but
it was found that they were more appropriatefor very low-level processrepresentations
have
benefit
for
RADs
the
additional
engineering.
software
and are predominantly used
that they also capture organisational context, which can influence systems,and is an
important part of ISIM. In common with most methods for mapping work processes,
RADs are a static representationof the work processes.This raises issues associated
RADs
dynamic
that
may need
new
and
means
of
processes,
with static representations
to be producedfor severaliterations of ISIM.
In this thesis RADs were constructed following data reduction using the
following three processes,as outlined by Warboys et al. (1999):
interactions
All
identified
in
'agents'
Interacting
a context model.
were
0
interactions
for
into
individual
isolated
the
and classified
systemwere
within
the purposeof defining the goals.
interaction.
for
These
The
goals
each
were
operational goals
established
0
representedthe behaviour to be modelled, and are known as conceptual
between
here
involving
information
clinical
nurses/doctors/
models;
patients/otherclinical staff and the information tools used.
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illustrate
how
is
Method
Models*
through
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goal
achieved
each
use of
e
RADs, which were developedfor eachsite.
Work ProcessRoad Map
In this thesis, the patient journey begins at the ICU; this is summarisedin Figure 6.9,
which is a guide to the order inwhich the RADs should be read. The focus of the work
processesis predominantly on the information processes.It must be noted that the focus
of this thesis is on 'Care' as it is the most information intensive; 'Admission' and
'Discharge' are describedbriefly in tables6.1 and 6.4, for perspective.

Care

Admission

Discharge

Table 6.1: Patient

Figure 6.11: Nursing Meeting

Table 6.4: Patient

registrationat eachsite

at start/endof shift.

discharge/transferat each

Figure 6.12: Nursing shift

Site.

bandover.
Table 6.2: Doctors meetingat
start/endof shift.
Figure 6.13: Patient
preparationfor doctors rounds
Figure 6.14: Doctors rounds.
Figure 6.15: Taking patient
out of unit for other procedure
e.g. Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI) Scan.
Table 6.3: Description of subprocessidentified in the
RADs for eachSite.

Figure 6.9: A guide for readingthe ICU work processes

Having created the RADs for the ICU work processes,it was found that many of the
work processeswere identical at each site; the differences were in how sub-processes
were conducted. Therefore, to make the RADs easier to read and follow, the figures
show the common elements,the sub-processesat each ICU are given in Table 6.2, as

0 Method Models are derived from contextual and conceptual models through the use of RADs, which
show every role in the processor activity, and also every interaction within each role.
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this immediately enablescomparisonsbetween the sites. A reference list of all tables
and RADS developed to explain the work processesis given in Figure 6.9, and a key
showing all the symbols usedin the RADs is given in Figure 6.10.

KEY
RAD Notation

D

Abbreviations

Statemarker (A role may begin
anotherrole).

Eli

Activity.

0

Choice conditions.

Italicised text in the model
representsinformation
processesinvolving tools

0

Representsan activity beyondthe scope
of the model.

A

Sub statesdivide the main
thread.

(*)

POC - Patient Observation
Chart

Representssub processesthat are
modelled separatelyto retain
simplicity. The sub-processcannot
contain collaborative interactions.
Theseprocessesmay occur at any
time and in any order, as well as
repeat'n' times.

Interaction betweenroles.

Figure 6.10: Key for reading RAD notation

PR - Patient Record

I

Each role is given
abovethe activity it
partakesin and the
relationship one (1) or
many (M) is expressed
in bracketsi.e., Patient
(1), Doctor (M).
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Admit Patient to ICU:
Table 6.1 describesbriefly, the information processof patient registration.
Table 6.1: Patient registration at eachsite.

I
A
C
D

Registration Process
Patientdetailsaresentwith the patient.Detailsaregivenon printoutsfrom thehospital
informationsystemandvariousregistrationforms.Thesedetailsare thenretypedinto
theICU CIS.
Registrationis handledby two ICU secretariesvia the Green System,which was
organiseall patientdata.
escri ed in Section3.3. Secretaries
Registrationis handledby a groupof 5-6 ICU secretaries
via the GreenSystem,which
wasdescribedin Section3.3.Secretaries
organiseall patientdata.

Care of Patient in the ICU

Nursing Meetings
Figure 6.11 illustrates the nursing meetingsheld at the start/endof eachshift at the ICU.
The meetings were conducted similarly at each site. The goal of the meetingswas to
updatenursesbeginning the new shift (sometimesnursesmay be away from the unit for
weeks, therefore this meeting is very important) about the situation at the ICU, and to
assignpatientsto nurses.
All nurseson the previous shift (NoPS) and nurseson the current shift (NoCS)
attended,as well as two clinical sisters.The aim was to inform all participants of the
status of all patients on the ward. The meeting was conductedprimarily by the clinical
sister on the just-finished shift, who presenteda verbal summary of all patients' status,
although any NoPS could add details. The duration of the meetings varied between 15
and 30 minutes, dependingupon the number of patients in the ICU and the severity of
their conditions.
At all sites, nurses would mostly remember what was said, and only
intense
information
between
A
took
the
more
exchange
place
make
notes.
occasionally
two nursesinvolved with each individual patient (one nurse coming onto the ward, and
one finishing their shift). This exchangewas conductedat shift handover (Figure 6.12),
once the clinical sister had assignednursesto patients, and is describednext.
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Nurses (M)

This meeting occurs at the beginning and end of each shift, where the sister on the last shift
informs nurseson the new shift of patient status,and assignspatientsto nurses.

Figure 6.11:Nursemeetingsat start/endof shift
Nursing Shift Handover

The shift handover is portrayed in Figure 6.12. This occurred by the patients' bedside
between the nurse on the previous shift (NoPS) and the nurse on the current shift
(NoCS). The goal of the meeting was for the NoPS to inform the NoCS about the
have
for
NoPS
had
the
time to give the
not
and
address
particulars,
example
may
patient
patient a bath, there may have been a changein the dosageof medication on that shift,
or the patient may have to be positioned in a particular way, etc. This was also an
for
by
had.
NoCS
Any
to
they
the
any
unanswerable
opportunity
clear
queries
questions
the NoPS were addressedto the clinical sister if she was available, or the nurse waited
for the doctors' rounds, or tried to ask other nurses.
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The information exchangewas mostly verbal, however the NoCS would also
NoPS
to
the
the
the
was
verify
what
observe
patient
vital
signs
and
monitors
and
watch
telling them; most of the nursesat eachsite confirmed the following quote:
"We look and feel, it is not just what is written intuition..?" (Nurse, Site D).
...

The importance of the CIS in this exchangewas minimised. However, this does not
meanthat a CIS was not capableof this task:
"Sometimes it's just pure laziness,people ask you what you think, what have you done aboutthat. There
are a lot of things that we communicateverbally. But generally speakingyou could getjust about
everything out of the CIS." (Nurse, Site A).

The patient observation chart was also referred to frequently throughout the exchange
betweenthe nurses,as it was a summary of hourly nursing observationsfor the past 24
hours of nursing care. Once the shift had been handedover, the NoCS would check all
the physiological equipment,aswell as the patient. This is illustrated in Figure 6.12.
Nurse (1)

Nurse, I
Handover
begins

Handoverbegins

Di; cussP ient
Lj

Observe
monitor

L-1

L-1

Refer to
POC (*)

L-1

Observe
patient

L-1
Quest'Lons?
Yes

No

No Yes
nswered

Await Dr
rounds
End of
shift
handover

Ask clin al
sister

End of shift
handover

The shift handoveroccurs at the end of eachshift after the meeting given in Figure 6.7. The
informs
the nurseon the new shift about the patient.
the
shift,
nurseon
preceding
Figure 6.12: Nursing shift handover
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Doctors' Meetings and Shift Handovers
A summaryof the doctors' meetingsand shift handoversfor all three sites is given in
Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Summary of doctorsmeetingsand shift handover

Site j

C
and
D

Process

I Information Processing

Use the CIS by the patient
Consultant in charge leads attending doctors around
bedside to discusspatient and
eachpatient in ICU.
input any data.
At the meeting, a sheet of
paper with patient name and
Formal meeting where doctors on previous shift condition is given to each
inform doctors on current shift of status of ICU. attending doctor. After the
Patientsare delegatedbetweenthe doctors.
meeting doctors read the
patient record to familiarise
and prepa e for the patient.

Although nursing meetings and shift handovers were very similar at all sites, the
doctors' meetingsdiffered betweenthe Danish (Sites C and D) and the English (Site A)
site. Where the Danish meetings were formal, and conducted in a separateroom, the
English meetings were less formal and conductedon the ICU by the patients' bedside.
A visiting Germandoctor at Site C was quotedas saying:
"Meetings. You have to go to so many meetingshere" (Doctor, Site

At both Danish Sites, doctors would meet during the shift handover, and doctors on the
previous shift would summarisepatient status and conditions. This was similar to the
nursing meeting where questions were asked and the ICU status was discussed.All
doctorsparticipated in the meetings,and patientswere sharedout betweenthem.
A sheetof paper with the name and condition of eachpatient was handedto all
attending doctors, who made notes about the patients to be seen.Fon-nalshift handover
was not conducted in the same way as for nurses, as the meeting was considered
sufficient. For details about a particular patient, the doctors referred to the patient record
(seeTable 6.3).
At the English site (Site A) formal meetings were not conducted, instead the
consultant in charge and the doctors on duty went round each patient and discussed
them by the patient bedside.Nursesin chargeof the patient sometimesattended,and the
clinical Sister would also attend. At the end of this process a doctor examined each
in
6.14.
Figure
as
patient,
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Patient Preparation for Doctors Rounds
Figure 6.13 depicts the processesof Preparing the patient for the doctor's rounds.
Nurses at all sites, started their shift approximately an hour before the doctors; during
this time the nursing meeting, shift handover, and some tending of the patient was
conducted by the nurses. Once the nursing shift handover had occurred, the NoCS
would check everything that the NoPS had told them, so the patient was observed,fed,
and bathed,and physiological equipmentwas also inspected.
Once a nursehas commenceda shift the patient is preparedfor the doctors visit. The RAD illustratesthis process
and highlights the informational interactionsthat occur.
Nurse
(1)
ý
Patient (1)
ý:
Note that the nurse may be
IF,
(*
begins
Shift
interrupted at any point
Patientu iprepared
during these processes to
Examines 24 hour POC
carry out another role
Adds last 24 hour POC to the
PR
Starts new 24 hour POC
Patientexaminedby nurse

Ancillary Staff (M)
(e.g., Physio, dietician, microbiologist etc.)

Check monitoring equipment

Arrives
medication?
Patient fr -e
yyy
Ys s0
IPýRz
from other
9
specialist3?

(*)

Got( see
otý5 pati

eadfPýZ

Bathe patient
Record observations
Record notes in PR d*)
Record speciality noles
N-O

sswith
nurse?

YC

Read PR (*)
Readandmakenurs
Assesspatient status
Examine patient

Patient
Patient

Check lab results
Patient assessed

This interaction may occur at any point in the morning and may also involve the doctor,
henceexactly when the interaction occurs is not mappedon the RAD.
Figure 6.13: Preparingpatient for doctors' rounds.

notes (*
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The nurse would constantly refer to the patient observationchart, which was the
main source of up-to-date and summarisedpatient information. For more details the
nurses generally referred to the nursing care plan, and the patient record was read
occasionally- the patient record was predominantly readby doctors.
A number of ancillary clinical specialists, such as physiotherapists,
microbiologists, and dieticians visited the patient at some point during the day. At all
sites, they read a summary of the patient in the patient record, and they checkedthe
patient observation chart. However, they mostly used their speciality notes, in which
they recordedpatient data. They would also write a brief entry about the patient in the
patient record. At Site A physiotherapistsalso used the CIS to write their notes about
the patient, as well as having their own notes. At Sites C and D, ancillary staff would
write an entry in the patient record, and then complete their own notes. The nurse
tending the patient was not always present when ancillary staff checked the patient.
However, any information regarded as important was conveyed verbally between the
two parties.Doctors may also have beenconsulted,dependingon the situation.
Doctor's Ward Rounds
At Sites C and D, individual patient examinations were conducted after the doctors'
meeting had finished, and doctors had read the patient record. In Site A the patient
examination was conducted after a preliminary ward round with the consultant in
charge.The patient examinationwas almost identical at eachsite, and is given in Figure
6.14. The differences betweensites occurred at the sub-processlevel, and are described
in Table 6.3.
In Figure 6.14 medical specialist interaction is also recorded. The exactprocess
varied dependingupon the speciality - some involved taking the patient off the unit for
further tests.For example,in Figure 6.14, the 'take relevant action' entry is expandedin
Figure 6.15, where a patient may be required to leave the ICU, e.g., for an MRI scan.
The information exchangeat this level is very interesting, as it varies dependingupon
how it is exchanged.Where sites had an electronic CIS that linked the departments,
results were available much faster than where one was not available. This implied that it
was possible to take more immediate action than if the results were obtained manually
at somelater time, and might affect overall patient outcome.
Doctors referred mainly to the patient record and the patient observationchart
for their information needs; doctors rarely read the nursing notes. The patient
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observation chart was the only common form of information that all clinical staff
referredto on a regular basis.Table 6.3 describesthe sub-processesat the sites.
This meeting between doctor, nurse, and consultant may occur at any time during the period specified
and in exceptional circumstancesoutside the time boundary given, depending upon organisational
factors such as number of patientsadmitted, availability of staff and other resourcesetc.
Nurse (1)

Note that nurse, doctor and
consultant inay be interrupted at
any point during theseprocessesto
carry out another role

I Nurse Awaits Doci
Doctor
N

Doctor (1)

Yes

arrived?
01 )r arrives

Other
Discuss
nurse
Patient (1)
activity
......................
.
...............
I
Unexam
UJLnexam
ned
Oiher
Patientexamined
n4rse
activity
Patient:0bser ,ed

1

Read PR
Yes

Discusswith
nurse?

WT
Noý

.
.....
.......
...................................................
.

Check monitors(*)
Check 24 hour POC

0 ther
Other
nurse
activity
a
ctivi
ctivity::

i

r to PR
Refier
A
Record notes

Discuss
.
..................
.........................
.............

Check lab results,
MaAeplan of carefor 24 hours on POC

...........................................
............
..
ý

Dh cuss
Specialist /Consultant (M)
Implente it
plan(*)
Evaluate! pati ýtIy
status
I Endofshift

ConsultantArri
...
Patient
=xamm( d

......
...........
to PR

Record notes ( *)
Yes
No
L

Contact
s
C onsultant
y wt N
onsultant
it Ye
vailable

Record
notes
I
iscuss
Examined&d
L
.........
. ..................
...............
Observe,I
ions
Take Relewnt
tbý

Figure 6.14: Doctors' ward rounds

Specialis
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required'
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Patient (1)
Unpref
Patient

Patient
prepared

Organise
Equipmew

In Figure 6.10, after consulting with the
specialist a relevant action is undertaken. In
some casesthis may mean moving the patient
for further tests and then returning them.
Figure 6.11 illustrates this process.

Check PR (*)
Doctor (1)
Check PO,ý (*)

Specialist (M)

)r takespat ent to Depl
Dis

Other
nursing
activity

Begin processY
cess
End processY
Discussipatient
Write notes

Await pati(nt
Retum
Other Dr
activity while
awaiting rýults

Patient

Processfindings

Sendr4sults (*)

Recordno es
pI

in Figure

1.10

Recordnoi es

I

Proceedas in Figure

Figure 6.15: Taking patient out of unit for other examination
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Table 6.3: Sununaryof sub-processesat eachICU site.

Sub-process11

Site
A

Fig. 6.7. Make Notes

Fig. 68: Obsene
Monitor

Fig. 6.8: Refer to
POC

Fig. 6.9: Ancillary
Staff notesrecodedin
PR and specialty
specific notes.

As for Fig. 6.7
All data regarding
patient medication is
recorded in the ICU
CIS. Decision
Support is also
available via the CIS,
where a reference list
of medications and
dosage is also given.

Fig. 6.9: Record
observationnotes. I

D

Notes most ly remembered and sometim s written on paper.
Physiological data is
The CIS is used in
Monitoring equipment is
clearly presented via
conjunction with the
observed and POC. Verbal
the CIS. However,
monitoring equipment,
exchange is preferred.
but verbal exchange is
the monitoring
equipment is also
preferred.
used.
Typed in CIS by
Typed in CIS that
Recorded by hand on an A3
nurses. Accessible at
sheet of paper at the foot of
replaces OC only. Input
by nurses only. Patient
the foot of patient
patient bed. Observed by all
bed or the nurses'
clinicians who need to see it.
plan no longer recorded.
Instead, nurses memorise
workstation. Large
the plan and use their
colour monitors aid
visibility. Can access (paper) nursing notes
observations for
more. Doctors use screen
dumps that have increased
current and past 24
hours only. Observed the size of the patient
by all clinicians who
record, as many computer
may need to see it.
screens have replaced one
chart. Data extracted by
management for quality
control.
Physiotherapists use
the ICU CIS to
record their notes,
Notes are recorded in the paper patient record by hand.
and also record their
Own notes are also recorded on paper.
own notes in paper
form. Other ancillary
staff do not use the
ICU CIS.

Fig. 6.9: Check
Monitoring
Equipinent.

Fig. 6.9: Adniinister
Medication

C

Paper forms are
completed for all
medication given to the
patient in the 'medicine
kitchen' and nursing
notes only. The CIS is
used for POC records.

Paper forms are completed
for all medication used and
given to the patient: this is
recorded by the 'medication
kitchen' as part of an
inventory. It is also recorded
on separate medication
charts and is recorded again
on the POC and in the
I nursing notes.

As for Fig. 6.8 'record POC notes'.
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Site
A

Typed in the CIS by
doctors only. Can be
read by all clinicians
authorisedto do so.
One CIS used for
POC, PR and nursing
notes.Clinical staff
do not searchfor
Fig.6.9:Readand
Very little
records.
recordPatientRecord
paper is visible.

A section in the
computer system
Fig.6.9:Readand
written and read by
recordnursingnotes nursesonly.

C

D

Dictated into an officebaseddictation system
that allows doctors to
record their notesat any
time, but only from a
central office within the
unit. Theseare then
transcribedby a group of
secretaries,who also print
the notesand place them
in the patient record.

Dictated into a hand-held
Dictaphone carried by the
doctors. Left with the
secretaries,who transcribe
them (0900-1600on
weekdaysonly). Often
secretaries'desksare full of
tapes,which can be scattered
anywherein the office. Notes
printed and placedin patient
record folder when found!
Testing two of the Electronic
Health RecordModules is
causingproblems,asthey are
not provided with the
technical supportthat they
require.
Recordedon paper.Written
and read by nursesonly.

Recordedon paper.
Written and read by
nursesonly.

Arrive on a separate Arrive on a separate
Arrive on a separate
computersystem.Copied computer system.Copied by
Fig.6.9:Readand computersystem.
by
into
into
hand
band
then
laboratory
and
printed,
relevant
relevant notes.
record
results. typed into the ICU
notes.
CIS.
Fig.6.10:Evaluate This is
POC and patient record as well as patient examination.
the
conducted
using
PatientStatus
Fig.6.10:Referto
As for Fig.6.9, 'Ancillary Staff
patientrecordand
recordnotes.
Fig. 6.10: Check

to
monitors1refer

POC/ RecordNotesl

As for Fig.6.9

check Lab results
Manual System. Wait
Fig. 6.11: Send for X-rays
to be
Results. Example:
by
developed.
Used
Radiology I
doctors only.

Remote computer system,
X-rays arrive
Used by
electronically.
doctors only.

Remote computer system, Xrays arrive electronically.
Used by doctors only.
I
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Discharge/Transfer Patient from ICU
Table 6.4 describesbriefly, the information processof patient discharge/transfer.
Table 6.4: Description of patient discharge/transferprocess

Site 11

Discharge/Transfer Process

Discharge: A summary of patient details are printed from the CIS and sent to the relevant
bodies. However, as the High DependencyUnit is within the ICU, transfer of patient is more
complicated, as patient information has to be retyped since the patient is dischargedand in a
sense,readmitted. A patient who has remained in the ICU will have accumulatedmuch data.
This processis also true the other way round. Data is electronically archived onto CD-ROM.
C

and
D

Details are re-enteredon to paper forms and given to the relevant bodies.

I

Discussion of Work Processes

The RADs are representationsof work processesconcerning patient care. It becomes
apparentthat most processesare the sameat each site, the only exceptionsbeing those
that involve input and extraction of patient information. From the diagrams it is also
apparent that the patient care process is heavily dependent upon access to patient
information, and that this patient information is obtained from a variety of sources.
Although verbal exchangeis highly valued in the ICU, other methods of information
retrieval and input are essential for informing Clinical staff, record keeping, clinical
governance,and clinical carepathways,etc.
However the RADs, together with Table 6.3, show that the variety of sources
used at each ICU are disparate,and that much information is duplicated. Site A is the
only ICU of those observedwith a collated system of patient information for the entire
ICU. However, their systemis unconnectedto the rest of the hospital systemsand other
departments,which means that communication with them is conducted via paper;
duplication of data is still unavoidablewhen dealing with other parts of the hospital, as
patient infonnation is re-typed into the ICU CIS.
At Site C it was found that introducing a CIS increased workload and
exacerbatedthe stresson existing work processes.This was particularly true during the
implementation phase. At Site C the CIS replaced one sheet of paper, but in turn it
in
information
It
the
altered
was stored and retrieved, and
way
which
generatedmany.
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clinical staff viewed CIS benefit as accruing only to management, since it was
implementedto facilitate quality control and resourcemanagement.
Nurses and doctors missed the overview and instantaneity of a paper patient
observationchart. The fact that the CIS was one of many information input and retrieval
systems exacerbated the problem of searching for and the duplication of patient
infon-nation,which was also visible at Site D.
Links to other departmentswithin a hospital for example between the ICU and
radiology, facilitated rapid availability of X-Rays at Sites C and D. At Site A this link
was not in place, and so availability of X-Rays was not as immediate. This hindered
timely decision-making.
Site A demonstratesthat the CIS reducedthe amount of paper used in the unit as all patient information was contained in one system, it could be accessedwith little
effort from any workstation within the ICU. Yet as Site A could not communicatewith
other hospital CIS, it was not possible to eliminate paper entirely, and dissatisfaction
about this was evident. It is clear that connectedsystemshospital-wide would eliminate
this duplication and enable immediate accessto patient information, the motivation
behind 'seamless'CIS.
In this thesis,seamlessCIS refers to:
A mediating system that enablesexisting and new systemsin ICU and hospitals to
communicateand collate information for all clinical staff that need it.
The developmentof a new systemthat is able to contain and allow the retrieval of
all patient information required by. clinical staff between departmentsand between
hospitals.
The developmentof new systemsthat are compatible with each other regardlessof
developeror supplier.
The interviews and observationsrevealedthat the notion of seamlessCIS within
critical care was viewed as mythical by ICU directorates, especially by those that
interactions
developers.
They were
and
software
negative
with
suppliers
experienced
quite sceptical of the belief that all information requirementscould be fulfilled by an
electronic system. Yet at each site, when managementapproachedvarious suppliers,
CIS were sold to clinical staff as magical entities that would improve their work
processesin a utopian manner. An illusion of actual usefulness was created,but the
reality for users was nearly always very different. A paradox of myth and magic
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therefore surroundsCIS. This paradoxcan be breachedif the margin of the definition of
magic is moved to include that which producesmarvellous results, i. e., the CIS is able
to satisfy a majority of usersand their requirements.
Site A demonstratesthis to someextent, as the CIS reducedthe amountof paper
used in the unit, and as all patient infon-nationwas in one system it could be accessed
with little effort from any workstation within the ICU. However, while the CIS fulfilled
their information needswithin the ICU, communicationwith other hospital departments
remaineda causeof much frustration. This impressesthe urgency for seamlessCIS and
the significance of system compatibility and adaptability to suit users in complex
organisations.These systemsdo not yet exist, as even at Site A communication with
other departmentslead to much duplication of information and many printouts from the
CIS. Yet seamlessCIS have the potential to draw together the diversity of systems
within a hospital and evenbetweenhospitals.
Section 6.2.1 has emphasisedthat there is a great need for seamlessCIS within
healthcare.Although ICU work processesare complicated as they deal with uncertainty
and unpredictableworkloads, their information processeshave the potential to become
much simplified with the introduction of seamless CIS, thus creating 'simplified
complexity'. Moreover, CIS that do not allow for changesor adaptations,as user needs
change and develop will find it increasingly difficult to meet user demands and
perpetuatethe illusion of mythical and magical CIS. ISIM enablesthe organisationto
examine the 'what' and the 'why' of their organisation. Sites C and D have both
ignored the 'why' so far. The next sections (6.2.2 and 6.2.3) investigate more closely
the two categoriesof OrganisationalCulture factors and Actual Usefulnessfactors that
are defined in ISIM.

6.2.2 Organisational Culture Factors
Every OrganisationalCulture factor given in Figure 6.2 is defined and then discussedin
terms of the three ICU sites A, C, and D. Section 6.1.2 described how the
OrganisationalCulture data were arrived so this is not discussedhere.
The concept of Organisational
categorisation
experience,
expectations,

of

the eight

Culture
factors

users, organisational
integration
CIS
and

as 'how ive do things around here' informed

(training

environment,
history)

and education,
management

in this category.

user

support,

knowledge

the
and

group attitudes,

Note. that the features
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identified impact upon each other, and are not independentof one another. The order
that the features are presented in does not imply any ranking. Some factors are
discussedmore than others as they were found to be of greater significance. Before
discussingeach factor, a map of OrganisationalCulture factors is given in Figure 6.16,
Training and Education - User Knowledge and Experience- UsersOrganisationalEnvironment - ManagementSupport - Group Attitude - Expectations
CIS
Integration
History
Figure 6.16: A map of the OrganisationalCulture factors to guide the reader.

to guide the reader.The bold factor in Figure 6.16 is the factor under discussion.
Training and Education
This factor concerns the type and amount of education about a CIS that is given to
both
before
is
begin
CIS,
the
they
to
the
and
as
users,
use
system
changed and
maintained. Training and educationwas found to be a particularly important aspectof
OrganisationalCulture, and thereforeit is discussedin greaterdetail. It also impingeson
many of the other Organisational Culture and Actual Usefulness factors, such as
leadershipand group attitude. Table 6.5 surnmarisesthe training processat eachICU.
Table 6.5: Summaryof CIS training at eachsite

I
Site

C

D

Training
0 Headof ICUandHeadNursegiventrainingby CISsupplier.
to all userswhiletheyworked.
0 Trainingcascaded
frompaperto computer
tookninemonths.
0 Fullchangeover
a OneICUDoctorandthreeICUNurses
giventrainingby suppliers.
for nurses
2 Invitationto 2, three-hour
sessions
seminar
anddoctors.
x Trainingthengivenby 3 nurses
andI doctorto all staffwhiletheyworked.
forthreemonths.
0 Paralleluseof paperandCISsystem
trainingdownto all
to cascade
0 Initialtraininggivento Headof ICU,whotrained3 nurses
ICUnurses.

Site A
Two core leadersprovided user support,and taught a team of nine nurses,who cascaded
training throughout the unit. The full changeover took place over a period of nine
during
which parallel paperand computeruse operated.
months,
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"There was also a big teaching initiative to make sure that everybody knew what he or she was
doing. When I first started here I was still using paper but we were just moving into the
computerisedsystemthen. And every memberof staff getstraining in it anyway."
(Nurse, Site A)

Cascading training generally involved teaching users while they worked, and this
systemwas still used for newcomersto the ICU:
"New staff get training. The people who it is cascadeddown to, they are usually the ones that
train people (sister or nurse). I'm not sure exactly what it involves. I presume they have an
induction that we have initially, anyway." (Nurse, Site A)

Cascadingtraining had obvious benefits, such as the fact that nurseswere not taken out
of the ward, so that patient care interruptions were minimised, and that learning was not
'brittle' (i. e., learning was clearly relevant to the job and could be conductedon-thejob):
"You can sit in a room for however many days you want to do it for, but until you actually get
here with the patient you won't know what it's like. It's so much easier with the patient there.
It's much easieronce they start using it. " (Nurse, Site A)

However, disadvantagesto this method of training are also evident. This includes the
fact that no extra time is available to practise using the CIS repeatedly, and when
problems are encounteredthere is little or no time to resolve them. This is particularly
true in an active environment such as an ICU, as observedat Site C and reportedin Site
D. For cascadedtraining to be successfuland not a mere 'Chinese whisper' exercise,
strong and supportive leaderswho are preparedto invest time in training and facilitate
problem solving are essential,aswas demonstratedin Site A.
The use of parallel systems(i. e., both electronic and paper CIS) causedproblems
during the implementation phaseat all sites.In particular, double data-entryexasperated
users,confusedexisting work processes,and hindered learning the new CIS. When CIS
training began, the teaching team at Site A also encounteredresistance from some
nurses,who found parallel operationstime-consumingand demanding.However, these
problems were overcome, in large part due to strong project leadership, the support
mechanismsin place, and the realisation of perceivedbenefits into actual benefits of the
CIS for all users.
A point of frustration at the ICU involved the fact that the CIS was stand-alone
and that it was not linked to other hospital departments.As mentioned in the work
processessection, the aim of achieving a paperless ICU was hindered only by this
factor. Duplication of data regardingother areasof the hospital is still a problem.
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The CIS was continuously evolving as it was improved and maintainedby the
suppliers, often in responseto feedbackfrom users at Site A, who were encouragedto
suggestchangesto the system, and report problems. Where these changesaffected the
way in which users interactedwith the system, training was still cascadedthrough the
unit from the leaders.
While nurses adapted to the CIS fairly rapidly, doctors still had to be strongly
encouragedto use it:
"Doctors don't put in as much stuff as they should and they don't update, only when they are
pushed. I think it is all the sections, with the paper notes they could just continue writing. "
(Nurse, Site A)
I think the doctors would all like to blow it up and go back to paper." (Nurse, Site A)

During training, checking for errors and mistakes by users is essential. At Site A this
role was conducted by two project leaders, who were also clinical staff. This was an
extremely time-consuming responsibility, and had the project leaders not been diligent
and involved this task, it would not have been conducted. The leaders would check the
system for inconsistencies and errors, and would follow-up users who had not used it
correctly, or not at all, and would support users as they used the system. This was far
beyond their chief roles as clinical staff members, and was not one that was budgeted
for. An audit trail on the paper record was reported as being impossible.
The success of the system is related to how the project was lead and managed by two
very enthusiastic

leaders at the ICU. Whether or not this continues

once these leaders

are no longer able to manage the system and provide user support remains to be seen.
Site C
The computer system introduced
sheet, and was implemented
system was introduced,

at Site C replaced only the paper 24-hour observation

primarily

for better management and use of data. When the

all users were invited to a three-hour session showing them how

to use the system. Attendees

were mostly

nurses, and only half of the doctors were

present. Both nurses and doctors were very unimpressed with the training:
"We had one educator,she couldn't go round and talk to all of them, so the way she did it was,
this icon you can do this and blah blah blah, but none of the nurseswere shown how to use it. So
they were all yelling about it afterwards.So a few weeks later they took us down and gave us a
case.It was much better, but not enough." (Nurse, Site Q
"We could have some caseswe could work on in the PDM instead of just having 3 hours of
introduction. Which is really only an introduction. The rest we have to do it ourselves."
(Doctor, Site Q
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The trainersthemselvesalso found that this methodwas unsuitable:
"They (nurses) would like to have more training, several days away from the unit becauseyou
can't take care of the patient at the sametime. It is not good nursing for nursesto have training
on the unit.
"I think that nursesneedmore time without the patient. They would have more successwith it if
I could have four nursesfor four hours..." (Nurse and CIS educator, Site Q

At this site, as at Site D, nurseswould ideally have liked to be able to receive training
away from the unit and the patient. They would have liked hands-ontraining where they
could work with mock cases.
"It takes time putting it into such a big department with so many people and so little
introduction. That is really too little. We could have some caseswe could work on in the PDM
insteadof just having three hours of introduction, which is really only an introduction. The rest
of it you have to do it yourself, which is not okay, you have to be better prepared,I think."
(Doctor, Site Q

The implementation was also plagued with technical delays, and training was given a
month before the system actually becameoperational, so that when it was introduced,
staff claimed to have forgotten how to use the system:
"When we were introduced to the PDM we went home and it camein the ward three weekslater.
So we had forgotten all about it. When we startedup with it all the hardware didn't work and we
didn't know what to do about it. " (Nurse, Site Q

Although the system was implemented in parallel to the paper system three months
prior to full changeover, the CIS was ignored during this time. Once the paper
observation sheetswere phasedout staff were left with no choice but to learn how to
use the systemby trial and error, but no further training was provided, although at least
one trainer could always be contacted.However, a shortageof nursing staff meant that
remaining focussedon the job of training was difficult:
"It is frustrating, becauseeverydayI come in and say today I am a PDM person.Today I camein
at 8 am and the first thing I was told to do was to help with the nursing. I have to find the time to
teach them becausethey think I am a nurse everyday and want me to help with the nursing. I
have to tell them that I can't but they say how miserablethey all are. So I help."
(Nurse and CIS educator, Site C)

This resultedin many problems.Userswere spendingat least twice as long with the CIS
than they had with the paper observationsheet,and nurseswere waiting until the end of
a shift, or until they had a spare moment, before they completed details on the
computer.Nurses complained that staff from other shifts were not completing details as
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they should, so they had to complete entries for others. They felt this was too much for
them.
Site D
An implementerwas employedwho was responsiblefor the introduction of the EHR in
the entire hospital. Prior to this study, a questionnairehad been sent out to ascertainthe
levels of computer literacy across the hospital, so that training could be organised
accordingly. Of the 1,000 staff at this hospital, 300 had never used a computer.
Teaching was underway, so that all staff had basic computer literacy, such as using
spreadsheetand word-processingpackages.The training plan involved pulling out a few
users from different wards to avoid having to close down any individual ward; these
userswould then cascadethe training in their unit by showing other staff how to use the
systemwhile they worked.
Although this sounds ideal for an ICU, it actually meant that the unit had to
operatewith fewer nurses for a time. The fact that the unit was having difficulties in
retaining nurses and was under-staffed exacerbatedthe problem. One Intensivist was
responsiblefor training three nursesat the ICU, and they then cascadedtraining down to
other users.However, they found it difficult to obtain adequatesupport when problems
arose.A help-line number for the EHR support team was available, but was considered
useless:
"The IT support group is not very good. We have a number we can call, but no one answersit.
There is a lack of ownership of responsibility; clinicians do not know who they may approach".
(Consultant and CIS leader, Site D)

As the implementation had been subject to both political and technical delays, users
were quite sceptical about it, but were generally willing to give it a go. This had more to
do with the Organisational Culture of the unit than the pragmatics of having to use the
system. There were strong concernsabout losing the overview of patient data that the
paperobservationsheethad enabled:
"I won't useit if I losetheoverview."(Nurse,SiteD)
Training staff was also viewed as problematic:
'Ve have to push new technology with no help. We have to spend within the budget or we get
lessmoney next time round. I feel that if they were trained they would use the computersystems
much more, they would feel more valued and morale would lift. It is an investmentthat would
reap many benefits, but insteadwe get 0% on training." (Consultant and CIS leader, Site D)
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Much of this exasperation was expressed about a prior system that failed to be
integrated in the unit, as nursing staff were not adequatelytrained and had to learn on
thejob; similar fears were arising about the Danish EHR.
Interruptions during training on-the-job, where nurses were constantly called
away to either tend to their patient or help other staff, were also quite frequent. It was
therefore not surprising that there were significant concerns about leaming to use the
systemwhilst caring for the patient, and losing time with the patient:
"At the sametime they have to look after very complex patients, so they don't always have the
time to learn new things. I think that was the reasonwhy many people are not positive."
(Nurse, Site Q

When asked how they would like to be trained, most nurses and doctors wanted to have
a few hours with the CIS and no patient, so that they could interact with the CIS;
however this was not an option:
"It's difficult. When I arrived here we got this PDA [Personal Digital Assistant] system and
there were a few technical problems, and then someonesaid that you have to get acquaintedto
getting used to it. I found it rather difficult to just find the time and sit with it. So it took longer
than it would have donethan if we had more time and it wasn't on the job. " (Doctor, Site D)

Overall
ICUs have a high turnover of clinical staff, and shortagesof specialised ICU nursing
difficult,
from
is
Thus
training
teaching
evident.
more
and
away
staff are
considerably
the ICU becomesparticularly impractical. In addition, each new member of staff must
be taught how to use the system. Furthermore, the ICU is rife with interruptions and
distractions, which also makes on-the-job training difficult. Despite this, Site A
succeededwith its implementation, and their CIS was integrated into the ICU and was
least
liked,
by the nurses.
and
at
well-used
Sites A and D both cascadedtheir training, whereas Site C did not, instead
diverting three nurses and a doctor from healthcare to training. This was not as
successful,and suggeststhat cascadingtraining may be a better method dependingon
leadership, and the availability of experienced users who can be asked for help.
However, it must be noted that both Sites A and D are much smaller than Site C, and it
is not known whether or not cascadingtraining would scalesuitably.
At Site D, where CIS projects were ICU specific, positive outcomeswere more
readily visible. This system broke down at Site D once CIS project ownership and
leadershipextendedbeyond the ICU. For example,the EPR project was at county level;
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not
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have ultimate ownership or leadershipof the project as in Site A.
User involvement and adequatefeedback mechanismswere also essential.As
being
Site
A,
those
at
and
observed
suggestions
users
user suggestionswere considered
implemented,this lifted staff morale. However, this was not true at Site C. User attitude
to training also proved to be a problem at Site C. Training programs were provided for
increased
burden
few
but
doctors
them,
the
since
attended
so
on nursing staff
all staff,
they had to use the CIS on behalf of doctors.
"We had two days, about fourteen hours. When we were introduced to the PDM we went home
and it came in the ward three weeks later. So we had forgotten all about it. When we startedup
with it all the hardwaredidn't work and we didn't know what to do about it." (Nurse, Site Q
"Most of them are willing to learn and someof them have a block, they can't learn becausethey
think it is a stupid program, they are frustrated becausethey have to do the work around the
learn
how to use
down
have
have
They
to
to
the
time
and
at
same
also
write
everything
patient.
the system,which they don't think is logical." (Nurse (trainer), Site Q

Finally, it is important that the financial costs of training and education are included in
the budget, not just initially, but throughout the lifetime of the CIS. This is often
ignored. However, at Site C, as the effects of inadequatetraining becamemore obvious,
the importanceof training becameclearer:
"If we don't teachpeople good enoughthen they becomefrustratedand won't like it."
(EPR Module Leader, Site Q

Training and Education - User Knowledge and Fxperience - UsersOrganisational.Environment - ManagementSupport - Group Attitude - Expectations
CIS
History
Integration
Figure 6.16: A map of the OrganisationalCulture factors to guide the reader.

User Knowledee and Experience
This factor is concernedwith how prior user knowledge and experiencecan affect CIS
integration. This includes a wide variety of different facets, including previous CIS
knowledge.
in
IT
tacit
and
experience, competence,confidence clinical procedures,
It seemsat first sight that prior IT experiencewould have a purely positive affect
is
CIS
this
true in most cases:
acceptance,and
on
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"I think it was excellent. I have worked with computersbefore, after I had worked as a nurse I
took a break in it and worked with computersfor some years and then got back to nursing, so I
had someexperiencewith that kind of work." (Nurse, Site Q
"But of course we are familiar with computersand windows and things in other settingsso it is
not new to us in every way, but it is a very different way of working (thinking?)"
(Doctor, Site D)

However on occasion,prior knowledge of one type of system can impede the use of a
different type of system, as they raise false expectationsand require more learning on
the part of the user; for example, experienceof using Windows-based systemsis not
necessarilybeneficial for using Unix-basedsystems.
Where users do not have any IT experience, it can be a particular problem,
especially among older staff, who often display some fon-n of technophobia,and fear
that it will take them longer to learn to use the system,becausethey also have to learn to
use the computeritself.
"It would take some time for the skills to develop. It would take a lot of the time that we don't
really have if you are busy with other things." (Doctor, Site D)

This lack of experienceof IT systemswas dealt with at Site D by their questionnaire
about computer literacy, and subsequenttraining scheme.This seems to be a useful
precursorto the introduction of any IT system.
Another very important facet of user experienceties in to Group Attitude and
CIS Integration History. Users who have had negative experiencesof previous CIS
introductions will be much more resistantto changethan those who have never used a
previous system,or have had positive experiences:
"I had used a different system when I had worked in the south of England as a Midwife. I had
used a system that was introduced then for obstetrics and gynaecology. So I have beenusing a
computersystem,for patient care,since about 1991/92." (Nurse, Site A)

Evidenceof confidencein clinical work can also positively affect how a systemis used:
"I've worked in intensive care for eighteenyears,I've worked in lots of different areas.I do have
more experience and if you're a bit more competent in practice it does makes life easier."
(Nurse, Site A)

A principal reasonfor introducing a CIS is to help the users.Yet often their knowledge
is
left
as a huge untappedresourceof tacit knowledge. This can aid in
and experience
the selectionof a suitable system,ashere at Site C:
"This is not the most appropriate system for us. I have worked in other hospitals and know of
other systemsthat are much better." (Doctor, Site Q
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It can also be useful for improving the systemafter implementation. At Site A this type
of information is taken into account,and there are informal feedbackproceduresfor all
membersof the ICU:
"Well, usually it is them telling us that we would like this, and that so we ring them and say can
we have blah de blah de blah, and the system people will say fine, it might take one or two
days." (Doctor, Site A).

Training and Education - User Knowledge and Experience- Users OrganisationalEnvironment -ManagementSupport - Group Attitude Expectations- CIS Integration History
Figure 6.16: A map of the OrganisationalCulture factors to guide the reader.

Users
Identifying the users of the system is essential.This may be an obvious point, but in
reality it is often overlooked. In particular, nurses' needs often seem to be ignored;
while doctors are often included in any plans, the input of nursesis not considered.An
exceptionto this is the successfulsystemat Site A:
"It was developedby the software people, and two intensive care nurses,which we thought was
ideal. They demonstratedthe systemto us with a very thorough knowledge of ICU requirements.
We felt that that was very helpful. The two nurses had a lot of input into that design. The
developmentpeople and the ICU nurseswere employed by the company."
(Clinical Sister, Site A)

It is also important to identify benefits of using the systemfor primary users.In Site C
the primary beneficiaries of the systemwere management,who received more data for
quality control and resourcemanagement.The actual users,nurses and doctors,did not
in
benefit
ternis of work processesfrom using the system, as it replacedonly
gain any
one paper chart, and altered a very simple method of data input and output to one that
was much more complex. This was particularly true for nurses, since they also had to
mediatebetweenthe CIS and the doctors,who refusedto use the system.
An ICU houses many different specialities of clinical staff. The two most
prominent groups are nurses and doctors, and these groups have very different needs
information.
demands
The challenge arrives when these
to
relating
patient
and
differences have to be reconciled for optimal CIS use. In the CIS at Site A, areasfor
both doctor and nursing notes were available, so that nursescould still use the system
for their own notes, even if the doctors did not use it. In addition, becauseall patient
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data was available from the system,including the patient record, all usershad to interact
with the system in order to use patient information. However, at Site C the system
replaced a charting system that was used by both groups, and so it was much more
difficult for nursesto use the system without physician input. At Site D the nursesdid
not feel particularly involved in the system,but did feel that they had to get on and use
it:
"The other way round say there is somethingI would like to use but it is not here it is not part of
the daily life so it would not be possible.So my influence on that part would be very small. You
haveto take what is there and use it I think." (Nurse, Site D)

Overall, is seemsthat nursesare the mainstay of any CIS. If they do not like a system
they will ignore it as far as possible, as at Site C. However, once they are involved and
are happy with a system they will use it well, even taking on extra work to make up for
the fact that doctors try to avoid using the system:
"Right now the doctors aren't using the computer,only a few of them really know it. "
(Nurse, Site Q
I hope they do [use the system]becausewe have too much to do here. We can't do their typing
and clicking for them." (Nurse, Site Q

Training and Education - User Knowledge and Experience- UsersOrganisational Environment - ManagementSupport - Group Attitude Expectations- CIS Integration History
Figure 6.16: A map of the OrganisationalCulture factors to guide the reader.

Organisational

Environment

This feature describes the working environment of the CIS, including staffing levels,
type of work, and resource levels. All three sites were all under-staffed, under-resourced
and had a high turnover of staff. A shortage of skilled ICU nurses, and low retention
rates is apparent:
"We can't get substitutes from other areas of the hospital becausethe nursing skills are so
specialisedfor the ICU. So we have to make do without, i.e., the available nurseshave to do
extra shifts to make up for those who are off. AI

nurse to 2 patients ratio is quite common in

other hospitals." (Doctor, Site A)
"We have enormousproblems recruiting nursesto the ICU and that is really something.Seeing
how often nursesare on call I am very sad about that. I think that more and more of the nurses
are dropping out and doing other things." (Doctor, Site D)
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Nurses believed that they were forever teaching new staff, and the high turnover meant
obtaining passwords was problematic - some nurses commented that obtaining
passwordstook a long time, with staff leaving before they obtained one. Until they had
a password, other nurses were having to log in for them, which has ethico-legal
implications, particularly in light of the current culture of litigation:
"There are a lot of legal problems now, if you sneezenear the patient they immediately want to
sue you for this, that, and the other. The legal people of this department love it [the CIS],
becauseall they have to do is just go in here and print it all out" (Clinical Director, Site A)

The ICU environment is also seen as being both physically and emotionally
demanding,aswell asbeing very unpredictable:
"You have to be an extrovert personality to survive in this environment, as it is both physically
and emotionally demanding.You have to be able to standup for yourself
(Clinical Director, Site A)
"It is a good mix, sometimesyou have too work very fast and sometime it is slow and you have
time to joke with your colleagues.I like that it is not the sameevery day." (Doctor, Site Q

Planning for patients in an ICU is not possible, as in other hospital departments,since
the type and severity of patient illness can vary considerably. Clinical staff need to be
able to react quickly, and time is often at a premium. A CIS that impedes this is
unwelcome:
"If it takes too much time to get all the necessaryinformation I would hate it, to have more work
when we are so busy out there. If it takes more time I will get furious, it is not using the system
or the computer itself, but not getting the information that we needcrucially. " (Doctor, Site Q
"I think that sometimesit can be a problem when you don't have the time. I hate when I don't
have the time and I have to hurry and I have to talk with the patient but it isn't good enough.
Then you lose responsibility to finish anything and are askedto be everywhere.You have more
problems than you can solve. Of coursesituations like that are always occurring in this field but
it is a challenge.I don't like the feeling of not being on top of it. " (Doctor, Site D)

The information needsof an ICU are also very important; ready accessto data
from a wide variety of sourcesis essential:
"Dr X is the man of the EPJ. He has been asked a lot. He has spent a lot of time with the
manufacturers,programmersand things like that. Okay they have listened to what he says,but
we have special demandshere at the ICU and it's not in the package, so they won't fulfil. "
(Clinical Director, Site D)

ICUs are under increasing pressuresto perform within budget and to reduce mortality
rates,yet the type of patient ICUs deal with has changedover time as physiological and
surgical equipmenthave advanced.ICUs are now able to treat patients with more severe
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conditions than in the past, which means that a greater number of this category of
patient is being admitted. This meansthat mortality rates are not necessarilyreduced,
despite the improvements in care. A CIS that will further distract and impede patient
carewill not be received positively.
The issue of where a CIS is placed is also significant. In Site A the CIS was
procured as part of complete ICU renovation, so the layout was completely changed,
with a central workstation for clinical staff so that all ICU beds could be observed,as
well as a terminal at the foot of each bed dedicatedto that bed. In Site C the computer
terminals were placed at the head of the bed, meaning that users had their back to the
patient when they were interacting with the CIS, and this meant that nurseswould tend
to use the CIS at the end of the shift when the new shift nurse would be able to observe
the patient, or when anothermemberof clinical staff was present.
Training and Education - User Knowledge and Experience- UsersOrganisationalEnvironment - Management Support - Group Attitude
Expectations- CIS Integration History
Figure 6.16: A map of the OrganisationalCulture factors to guide the reader.

ManatzementSupport
Two types of management support were identified at the ICU sites, both are very
important - the direct managementof the ICU i. e., a clinical director, and hospital
management,who control resourceallocation.
Although capital for

CIS investment is obtained from hospital-level

management,it is direct-level leadership that primarily influences CIS use once the
system has been purchased.At Sites A and D direct leadership was outstanding- the
clinical directors would go beyond their duties as clinical care providers and take full
responsibility for the systems in their ICU. However, this should not be expectedof
clinical staff, as the role of project leader is not budgeted for. At these two sites CIS
projects were considereda team effort, and the leaderswould provide as much support
to staff as they could. Both leaders were committed to, and motivated by, the CIS.
However, at Site D, resourceswere a huge problem, and one area in which the clinical
director could not support his staff, since it was beyond his control. The effects of
under-investmentwere visible when considering teaching the CIS to staff - although
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staff were very motivated and driven by challengesmore resourcesmay have enabled
more satisfactoryCIS results.
At Site C, this responsibility for the CIS was in effect delegatedto an ICU
consultant and three ICU nurses, who did not have the seniority to manage the
implementation. The decision to implement the system came from higher up the
managementstructure, but the actual task of implementing the system and training all
the users was passed down to the four members of the ICU. In effect, the clinical
director remaineddisconnectedfrom the actual support and training that was essentialto
boost staff morale. Furthermore,ICU staff felt they were being forced to use the system
by senior management,without any of their opinions being taken into account:
"You have to use it you have to. That's it, if you don't want to use it then you can't stay here,
that's it. That is a decision they have made." (Nurse, Site Q

The extent to which the size of the ICU affects this is unclear. Both Sites A and D had
dynamic leaderswho investedmuch time and effort into integrating the CIS, but both of
these ICUs were also small. Whether a small number of people leading from the top
could have the sameeffect in a larger ICU remainsto be seen.
At Site A the clinical director took responsibility for the CIS and was the main
decision maker regarding its procurement:
I wanted the computer system becauseI think that paper notes are very spaceoccupying, once
they are on computer you can download them on to disk, and we have the notespermanentlyon
the disk becausevery often paper notesgo missing any way." (Clinical Director, Site A)
"They [the doctors) said you're the director if you want it you have it, but I said no, no I want to
listen to your opinion. They said yes by and large." (Clinical Director, Site A)

Shealso convinced senior managementthat it was worth the investment:
"Management first of all were very enthusiasticwhen I describedit to them, then they had cold
feet and said 'oh, that's a lot more money', but eventually after some minor kafuffles, they said
'well there is no way you can go on writing all those notes'. We were having a new unit, you
see,and we were going to buy all the monitors and equipment,and so in the end they did agree
and suddenlythey becameall enthusiastic.By and large they are still supportive."
(Clinical Director, Site A)

Finally, she took full responsibility for cascading the training to all users, auditing
inputs to the system and being available for questions on a 24-hour basis while the
system was introduced. One thing that they had not foreseenhowever was the amount
keep
had
CIS
CIS
to
the
the
time,
even
operational
after
money and effort required
of
beenintegrated:
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"I think one of the biggest things is time, it takes time to maintain, like everything else it has to
be maintained. You have to take data off it so that you have got space for the next patient
coming along, so you've got to archive material. You have to check everything every day to
make sure that it is okay. And that's a time issue that was never budgeted for, we were given
capital to fund it but there was no revenue,so that's got to be done by us. In retrospectwe would
put a bid in for somebody's time to do that." (Clinical Sister, Site A)

At Site D, as at Site C, the decision to introduce a CIS was taken by senior
management,but it was left to the ICU leadersto implement the system. However, the
Clinical Director was involved in the design of a module of the EPR, although he says
that the needsof an ICU are not being taken into account:
"Dr X is themanof theEPJ[DanishEHR].Hehasbeenaskeda lot. Hehasspenta lot of time
to whathe
with themanufacturers,
programmers
andthingslike that.Okay,theyhavelistened
hereat theICU andit's not in thepackage,
says,butwe havespecialdemands
sotheywon't
fulfil." (ClinicalDirector,SiteD)
Theseproblems are exacerbatedby the fact that different suppliers are developing each
module of the EHR. Therefore when problems occurred,usersdid not know who could
help them. Although direct ICU managementsupport was high, no one personhad the
time to provide support:
"The IT support group is not very good. We have a number we can call but no one answersit.
There is lack of ownership of responsibility; clinicians do not know who they may approach."
(Clinical Director, Site D)

The unit also had problems with senior management,who did not support them in the
developmentand implementation of the system:
"One could say that economicalresourcesare very scarceto do thesethings. So you have to take
time to do these developments and take the resources from patient care. I don't think the
managementis that supportive in that manner. They have, I must admit, made some allowances
that introducing the EPR could mean that our production goes down in a period." (Clinical
Director, Site D)

Training and Education - User Knowledge and Experience- UsersOrganisationalEnvironment - ManagementSupport - Group Attitude Expectations- CIS Integration History
Figure 6.16: A map of the OrganisationalCulture factors to guide the reader.

Group Attitude
Group attitude concerns the attitude of individuals within the ICU towards CIS, as well
as the group attitude that emerges from this. In all sites, a tug of war between nurses and
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doctors was evident. This is where strong leadershipcan make a huge difference.At all
doctors
it
designed
for
the
the
system, yet was
sites, nurseswere
predominant users of
and nurses, as well as other healthcare professionals. This created tension amongst
nurses,asthey felt that doctors should use the systemtoo:
"We can't do their typing and clicking for them." (Nurse, Site Q

At Site A the clinical director made a point of following up those users, particularly
doctors, who made sparseor no notes in the CIS. The nurses knew this and although
they knew that this attitude change would take time, they also knew that the clinical
director was supporting them, eventhough the problem was significant:
"If you had a consultant who came up here now, a consultant in medicine, a lot of them don't
record what they should in the system.That's unfair, some do, but a vast majority of them don't
and won't. They will just write it in their medical notes. Really it should all be enteredinto the
computersystem.We do our best and ask them to but they just say 'no I won't'. "
(Nurse, Site A)

At Site C this was not evident. Doctors felt that writing notes by hand was not
somethingthat they had to learn, and so it was less time-consuming comparedto using
the electronic CIS. They constantly referred to lack of time as a reason for not using
CIS; this is further illustrated by the fact that many did not even turn up to training
sessions:
"It is different from doctor to doctor. I think in the beginning they didn't take any notice of it, all
the nurseshave beenon the training for three hours. All the doctors were invited too but no more
than half turned up. But they have to learn it now becauseit is the only way to get information
now. Someof them, are positive but there are many who are not." (Nurse, Site Q

Doctors are short of time; they have to managemany patients comparedto nurseswho
mostly look after one.
Users that do not use the systemcan discouragethose who do want to use it, as
they have to correct colleague's inputs, and input data for those who would not use the
system:
"If I have to finish notes for lazy staff, if I have to log in and out, it all takes a long time."
(Nurse, Site Q

By engaging those members of the ICU that are respectedby others, they can act as
delegates,rather than send negative signals about the system if they do not like it. In
general, if the nursescan be encouragedto use the system,the likelihood of successftil
integration is much increased.This happenedat Site A:
"The nurseshere are very keen,they will say loh, okay, we'll give it a go'. "
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(Clinical Director, Site A)

This is not to say that all nursesare positive about a new CIS. For example, at Site A,
one nurse in particular was able to control how others used the CIS when it was first
implemented.This nurse was in a position of authority and was very technophobic,and
did not trust the computer system:
"It took us a long time to get it up and running becausethe staff sister then was very frightened
of it, while opening her mouth and saying what a good idea, inside she was very frightened and
shemade them write paper notesall the time. Thesebig sheetsin which they wrote down all the
pulsesall the blood pressures,in casethis didn't record it on to it. " (Clinical Director, Site A)

Others were willing to try the system, even though they believed that they would not
like it:
"I rememberone of them said well I will use it as long as you want me to but I have to warn you
that I am going to have all thesepost-it notes stuck all over the monitor... I don't know if she
still doesbut shedid have a lot of post-it notes.Shecouldn't standnot having paper."
(Clinical Director, Site A)
"I will do my work as before. But I don't know if I will be able to do things as fast if I can't find
the information." (Nurse, Site Q

Common to all sites was the preferencefor verbal communication despitethe fact that
the CIS contained all the information that they could need, especially in the shift
handovermeetings:
"Sometimes it's just pure laziness,people ask you what you think, what have you done about
that. There are a lot of things that we communicateverbally. But generally speakingyou could
getjust about everything out of the CIS." (Nurse, Site A)

Sites A and D both had a positive attitude towards new ways of working and
experimentation; at Site D they wanted their ICU to be the best in the county. These
sites were also less bureaucraticthan Site C in terms of relating to other staff. Sites A
and D were much less fori-nal. Again this could be related to the fact that these sites
were much smaller and hence less complicated to manage, with everybody knowing
everybodyelse:
"If you want to go for somethingthen they sayjust go for it. It is more like a family department.
" (Nurse, Site D)
It is a good atmosphere.

This friendly environment has the benefit that those struggling have plenty of people to
turn to for help, and that help is readily given. This means that cascading learning
through the ICU is a practical proposition:
"It is allowed to ask and always to say I can't managethis and nobody will look down on you if
you ask for help. There will always be help." (Nurse, Site D)
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Training and Education - User Knowledge and Experience- UsersOrganisationalEnvironment - ManagementSupport - Group Attitude Expectations - CIS Integration History
Figure 6.16: A map of the OrganisationalCulture factors to guide the reader.

Expectations
The differing expectations of different groups of users can also radically affect CIS
integration. These expectationscan be concernedwith what the systemwill provide and
how much effort will be involved in achieving those benefits. Of Particular importance
for CIS integration is a balance between user expectations and management
expectations.This was seenat site C, where hospital managementintroducedthe system
so that they could make better use of collected data; the users saw themselvesas a tool
for inputting the data.Nurses and doctors could not seethe benefit as it only replaceda
single paper chart, and increasedthe size of the paper patient records two-fold due to
printouts, significantly increasingthe time taken to gain an overview of patient status.
Staff could therefore not perceive how it could possibly benefit them. All they
saw was the parallel entry, which was increasingtheir workload, rather than decreasing
it. Doctors tried to avoid using it, and relied on the nurses for their information. The
patient record doubled in size due to all the printouts that they now neededto gain the
sameoverview they previously attainedfrom one sheetof paper.
At Site A nearly all of those interviewed believed that the CIS was much better
than their expectations,finding the systemboth effective and easyto use:
"I thinkthatmy expectations
I wasextremely
werelessthanI've got.I washeavilysurprised...
to
pleased
with it. I'm still extremely
with it andI thinkit worksfor us.It is beginning
pleased
" (Nurse,SiteA)
workbetterfor usthanI hoped.
Users at Site C expectedthe CIS to integrateall the patient information in the ICU and
to savetime, but this did not happen;theseexpectationswere unrealistic as the primary
purposeof the system was to facilitate managementdecisions. Site D was still waiting
to implement the EHR, and they had very positive expectationsof the system,such as
improved data quality, better archiving, no longer having missing notes, and having all
patient information accessiblevia one system:
"I think it could improve the quality of the data being at hand for the people who are making
decisionsand not as now. Decision-makersare often without the correct data for thesedecisions.
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It could help that. It could remove the problem about the journal [patient record] not being
besidethe patient." (Doctor, Site D)
"I think it is the future and I don't think we can go out from that. We need to have possibility to
look through data and compare it. That is very difficult to do when you use paper work. But
when you have a computer to do a lot of the work for you then, you can use it. But from now,
maybetwo three years from now we will have a use from it. " (Nurse, Site D)
However, they also had some negative expectations:
"I think computers are a necessaryand obvious step but I of course have the concern,I get the
impression, many shared concerns about reliability and the stablenessand the speed of the
system.Everything dependson that the computer system works and that everything is available
on the system and that is a reliable system so we don't find ourselvesmissing data becausethe
" (Doctor, Site D)
systemis down. That in many senseswould be simply unacceptable.
"I think you might lose time with the patient becauseyou are going to sit by the computer to
input the information. It is a problem. So you have to be careful not to lose the contact with the
patient." (Doctor, Site D)

Training and Education - User Knowledge and Experience- UsersOrganisationalEnvironment - ManagementSupport - Group Attitude - Expectations
CIS
Integration
History
Figure 6.16: A map of the OrganisationalCulture factors to guide the reader.

CIS InteRration History
This factor concernspast CIS implementations,and the effect that this has on current
implementations.It is related to the User Knowledge and Experience factor discussed
earlier. In essence,it seemsobvious that where users have been involved in successful
CIS implementations, they will be well disposed towards new systems, while where
their experiencehas been negative, their expectationsof any new system will also be
if
However,
they
they
users
also
resist
change
will
change.
may
and
so
resist
negative,
it',
don't
fix
believing
it
isn't
broken,
'if
that
their
see
current systemas adequate,
At Site D the Clinical Director had been involved in an EPR project previously.
The aim was to integrate all patient information so that it could be accessedfrom one
system.However, that was almost a decadeago and the project was consideredas overby
hospital
management,so that researchwas conductedwith
ambitious and unrealistic
Ministry
The
Danish
the
of
abandoned.
project
was
eventually
resources,
and
minimal
Health are now advocating the developmentof EHRs acrossDenmark, but the clinical
director can see similar problems emerging, becausethere is not much investment for
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implementation, CIS maintenanceand user support. In Section 7.2 the validation of
ISIM in Site B provided much more evidencefor this factor.

6.2.3 Actual Usefulness Factors
As for OrganisationalCulture, eachActual Usefulnessfactor identified in Figure 6.2 is
defined and discussedin terms of the three ICU Sites, A, C, and D. Actual Usefulnessis
the actual benefit of the CIS to clinical staff when it is in use. This will changeover
several iterations of ISIM, as when the system is first introduced it is novel, requiring
more effort on the part of users, and while the old and new systems are operating in
parallel, the full benefits of the systemwill not be seen.However, for a successfulCIS
integration, the old system will be phasedout over time, and users will becomemore
proficient at using the new system, provided the Organisational Culture factors
discussedin Section 6.2.2 are given consideration.
Actual Usefulness examines what advantagesand disadvantagesarise from
using the CIS, and how the actual experienceof using the system differs from user
expectations,as identified in the OrganisationalCulture category,where it was seenthat
the CIS at Site A had exceededuser expectations. Actual Usefulness enables the
analysisof CIS use in practice.
It was found that factors for Actual Usefulnessare functions of both the user and
the system.For example,the speedof using a systemis dependentupon user knowledge
of the system, and typing skills, as well as systeni functionality. Quality of a systemis
dependentupon the quality of user input, and the functional quality of the systemto be
able to copewith the data.
The features within this category are very broad, i. e., there may be many levels of
quality depending upon context. The factors also inform each other, as well as
information input and output, the system,the user, and the OrganisationalCulture. The
Actual Useftilness factors identified were: system suitability, quality, reliability,
flexibility, speed, user friendliness, relevance to job, and system support. Before
discussing each factor a map of Actual Usefulness factors is given in Figure 6.17, to
guide the reader.The bold factor in Figure 6.17 is the factor of discussion.
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System Suitability - Human ComputerInteraction FactorsRelevanceto Job - SystemSupport
Figure 6.17: A map of the Actual Usefulnessfactors to guide the reader.

Svstem Suitability
This factor is concernedwith how well the CIS procured matchesuser requirementsin
practise. Although this factor may be assessedbefore implementation to obtain an
understandingof the Actual Usefulnessof current CIS, the full evaluation of this factor
for new CIS can only be conducted once the CIS is implemented, and will change
during CIS integration.
The majority of clinical staff at Site A were pleasedwith the CIS that they used,
and it exceededuser expectations.It proved to be of much value in practise, as all
patient information was collated and accessiblefrom one CIS. Users were also able to
benefits
(as
the
to
the
see
actual
opposed
purported)
of the system- it savedtime, and
directed attention to where it is most needed:
"It all shows up in colour so you can walk down this ward and without going anywherenear the
bed you can say oh that ones looking a bit blue or I had better go to that bed first. It's got lots of
quick things and it's got lots of links, it's a bit like a filofax. So you can look at investigations
and there are links that take you somewhereelse. You can cross reference, look back at the
previous hundred days or one day, you can expandyour records." (Doctor, Site A)

Both managementand clinical staff found the systemto be of benefit. The fact that the
CIS was continuously evolving meantthat changinguser needscould be consideredand
the CIS adaptedto reflect this. Much of this was due to the long procurementprocess,
where the clinical director conducted much research, before a CIS that fulfilled
been
had
It
that
thought
was
given to these
clear
much
requirements was procured.
requirements,so that the clinical director knew exactly what she wanted, rather than the
systembeing pushedonto organisationsby suppliers.
At Site C the CIS was procured on a recommendationfrom a Danish survey to
involving
ICU staff. The survey that recommendedthe
senior management,without
system was actually performed in 1999, three years before the system was purchased.
The Clinical Director felt that it was the best system for the specific needs of
management,i. e., for quality and resourcemanagement:
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"Well the reason we neededit was a question of quality control and second to have a tool for
computer decision making, are we using the right things for the right patients and so on and so
forth." (Clinical Director, Site C)

In addition, the Clinical Director did not consider evaluating the system, or observingit
in use elsewhere:
I would say that the procedure,buying a PDM system, actually you don't know what you are
buying." (Clinical Director, Site C)

The system was not ideal, as even experienced users found that it did not work
perfectly:
I think it is good, but I have worked with it for a long time and I know all the details. Some
things it doesn't work quite good, but most of the things are good." (Nurse (trainer), Site C)
Other users were concerned about not being able to adjust to using it:
"A few times I have tried but it is very difficult for me to get one view in a short time. So I am
worried." (Doctor, Site C)

At Site D the clinical director was involved with the development of one of the EHR
he
did
ICU
The
felt
However,
that
this
co-clinical
consider
needs.
module
not
modules.
director also commentedthat ICU needsare not being captured in the EHR, which is
focusing more on generalparts of the hospital:
"Now we start the EPJ [EHR] it should be used on all the wards on all departmentsbut we have
special demandsto make it work in our department.The first round, they won't fulfil it, that's
okay, that's a choice I can see that if you seethe good things in others it is more easierto work
1
but
it
with
give out a problem and don't seea solution in the near future. For other departments
and wards but we have special demands,they are not fulfilled. " (Clinical Director, Site D)

The CIS at Site A downloadeddata from monitors automatically, and provided graphs
At
facility
Site
C.
data
displaying
large
this
the
at
clearly;
was not available
on
monitors
Site A, although nursing observations were input into the CIS on an hourly basis,
nursing and doctor notes were occasionally completed at the end of a shift, creating a
backlog of people wanting to use the computerat the nurses' workstation:
"Sometimesthree people write and they say 'come on, come on'. It's not a greatproblem I don't
think. It dependsif you come at the end of the nurses shift, at the end of the nursesshift they
want to put a whole lot in, things that they may not have put in during the working day, they
want to add in at the end." (Clinical Director, Site A)

Comparedto Sites C and D the overview of patient data at Site A was much better, and
the systemwas much more user-friendly. When askedwhy they had not purchasedthe
leaders
C,
CIS
Site
the
of
replied:
one
samesystemas
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"[The Site C system] was not what we wanted, it was too complicated to use and did not
computeriseeverything that we wanted" (Clinical director, Site A).
On introducing

a new CIS, it will

be compared with the previous

accept it if the new CIS produces an improvement

system, and users

over the previous system. In general,

the previous system will be the generic paper system that has been used for many years.
The paper CIS can therefore be considered as a gold standard; it is a challenging
find a suitable CIS that improves upon this without

requiring

task to

too much effort for users

to learn it.

SystemSuita i ty - Human Computer Interaction Factors Relevanceto Job - SystemSupport
Figure 6.17: A map of the Actual Usefulnessfactorsto guide the reader.

Human Computer Interaction

Factor

The Human Computer Interaction factors of quality, reliability, speed, flexibility,

and

user-friendliness were identified as important factors for CIS integration. The quality of
the CIS can be evaluated in terms of the quality of the data within it, data downloaded
directly from monitoring equipment (Site A) and data typed into the system, such as the
Patient Record. Site A was able to comment on this aspect, as their CIS stored both data
downloaded from monitoring equipment and that input by users, with the automatic
recording of data being found particularly useftil:
"The quality andaccuracyhavedefinitelychanged.We are collectingdataeveryminute.They
don't forgetthingslike theyusedto because
thereis morestructure"(Nurse,SiteA)

The fact that the systemprompts staff for various sorts of information that were not all
previously recordedwas also found to be usefiil:
"Painscoringusedto getmissedbut it is in front of them,sotheyjust do it." (Nurse,SiteA)
Users at all sites felt that the quality of 'hard' data downloaded directly from monitoring
and physiological equipment was more accurate, despite the initial scepticism from a
nurse at Site A:
"These big sheetsin which they wrote down all the pulses all the blood pressures,in case the
system didn't record it on to it. That wasjust totally mad, becauseit just automatically takes it
down from the monitors and she managedto convince the administratorsthat this was the right
thing to do. And they wanted to do backtrack and check that those blood pressureswritten down
in the nurse's notes matchedthe ones in the system. Well of course they did, they copied them
off the monitors. That went on for months," (Clinical Director, Site A)
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Automatic fluid balance calculations were much appreciated,removing the need for
mental arithmetic and also eliminating errors, as these calculations were usually
conductedat the end of a shift when clinical staff can be particularly exhausted.
However, it was agreedthat an electronic CIS could not do much for the quality
of the subjectivedata: 'the infon-nationis only as good asthe person inputting the data':
"You write a pack of lies here then it's a pack of lies, you could write a pack of lies in written
notes.It's immutable. It is reliable and we haven't had any such problems with it."
(Doctor, Site A)
"I think the quality is better now, it is more visible it is lessmisinformation than when you write.
It is electronic and more correct, you can do lessthings wrong." (Nurse, Site Q
"You could say that the quality of the data in the journal is mostly dependenton the input and so
it dependsupon how it is input into thejournal." (Doctor, Site D)
"It varies but most of the time it is nothing to do with the systemit has to do with the personwho
enteredthe information." (Doctor, Site D)

The technical reliability of the CIS was not thought to be a particular issue at Site A,
where they did not have many problems with this, and a strong relationship with
Sites
The
true
that
same
was
of
any
were
swiftly
resolved.
not
suppliersmeant
problems
C and D, where userswere very awareof the problems:
"Well we have had a lot of technical problems. There was a technician yesterdayand there is
another one coming today becausehe wants to do something and they shut it down for 2-3
hours." (Nurse, Site Q
I prefer computer if the data is there and the system functions. A lot of the time we have
problems with the functionality of the system,not the software but the hardware.You can't turn
on the computer,main problem." (Nurse, Site D)
"No I think it is much easier to write in paper. The problem with the computer is that some
programsdon't work or it takesa long time to log in and it doesn't function." (Nurse, Site D)

Problems regarding reliability of paper are also identified, i. e., the fact that it can be
misplaced:
"Paper has its ups and downs. It is a stable and reliable fonnat as long as the journal can be
retrieved." (Doctor, Site D)

Nor did usersat Site A considerthe computationalspeedof the systemto be a problem,
as their dedicatednetwork was sufficient for their needs.However, the samewas not
interact
taken
to
true
time
with the system:
of
necessarily
"It takesa lot of time, especially for paper.I'm not that good at typing so it takesa lot of time for
looking
"
(Doctor,
Site A)
It
the
takes
time
then
typing
me
at
more
patient.
me.
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At Site D speedof accessto data was highlighted asbeing important, togetherwith ease
of access:
"If it improved my accessto data, and it was a quick and accurateaccessto data, then I would
probably use it more." (Doctor, Site D)

However, this may be due to the fact that usersfound their systemtoo slow:
"Staff think that the module is very slow and difficult. Many of them think that they won't be
able to learn it and that it is too slow for them." (Nurse, Site D)

Again, at Site C they believe that speed of access was important, and were not
convincedthat an electronic CIS would facilitate their work:
"If it takestoo much time to get all the necessaryinformation I would hate it, to have more work
when we are so busy out there. If it takes more time I will get furious, it is not using the system
or the computer itself, but not getting the information that we needcrucially. " (Doctor, Site Q
"I will do my work as before. But I don't know if I will be able to do things as fast if I can't find
the information." (Nurse, Site Q

The flexibility of a system examineshow well the system can adapt to the needsof a
multitude of users,how easyit is to changethe system,and how well the systemcan be
for
different
had
from
Site
A
The
at
separate
accessed
places.
system
areas nursesand
doctors, making it flexible in that respect, and the strong relationship with suppliers
implied that the secondaspectwas also strong:
"It's very easy.You just go to the observationpage and add the function you want to comeup at
any time you want. You can manipulatethe systemto dowhat you want." (Nurse, Site A)
"Well usually it is them telling us that we would like this and that so we ring them and say can
we have blah de blah de blah and the systempeople will say fine it might take on or two days."
(Doctor, Site A)

This was not seen to be a particular issue at the other sites, where the CIS was still in
the process of implementation. However, the fact that paper records could be
transportedand completed anywherewas commentedupon at Site C, although this can
also result in paper recordsbeing misplaced.
The final aspectof Human Computer Interaction factors identified in this thesis
is user-friendliness, which examines how quickly people can get to grips with the
it,
it
in
how
is to use. This was
become
together
with
easy
system and
proficient using
again felt to be a very strong feature of the CIS at Site A:
"We selectedthis particular systembecauseit was very user-friendly, immediately user-friendly
and you could see that people could begin to use it with very little training. You just neededto
know how to use a mouseand a keyboard and you could do it. The front screenwas very nice it
was very easy to read, there was developmentpotential in it and the content of the software was
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what we felt we neededfor out patients for information gathering. We liked the layout of the
databaseas well; the actual ease at which you could find information was particularly nice."
(Nurse, Site A)

Unfortunately, the same-wasnot true of Site C, where usersbelieved it was difficult to
input dataand to read it, and they were afraid of losing the patient focus:
I have to scroll and scroll to get my information and I always have to explain." (Nurse, Site Q

SystemSuitability - Human ComputerInteraction FactorsRelevanceto Job - SystemSupport
Figure 6.17: A map of the Actual Usefulnessfactors to guide the reader.
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feature impossible in a paper CIS:
"They don't do a great deal of writing on it, and of course it reminds them, particularly in their
observations.If it is time for the nurseto go and enter their observationsthen this is the reminder
line. If they sent off blood investigationsand the machine said it's about time you picked up the
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(Clinical Director, Site A)

The system also performs calculations, relieving nursing staff from this task and
improving accuracy. Nurses found that they no longer had to worry about losing the
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with a paperrecord:
"It does make life easier.You can check what drugs a personhas had and how it is to be given if
you are not sure. In that caseit works very well". (Nurse, Site A)

Those nurseswho had been away from the ICU for a long period of time felt that the
CIS gavethem a good summaryof the patientsin a relatively short spaceof time.
At Site C the system replaced a single paper observation chart. However, it
data
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of
was replaced with
input data,take data out, and to assimilateit, as the completepicture had beenlost.
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"I don't want to say. It is difficult. I know the computer should be better. I know that, but I liked
to have all the information together.I miss the overview." (Nurse, Site Q

SystemSuitability - Human Computer Interaction FactorsRelevanceto Job - System Support
Figure 6.17: A map of the Actual Usefulnessfactors to guide the reader.
System Support

This factor was separatedinto two parts: hospital-level technical support and support
from suppliers.The related areaof managementsupporthas already beendiscussed.
At Site A technical support was mostly the responsibility of the supplier, who
had provided 24 hour support since the CIS was first implemented, and continue to
maintain a strong relationship with the ICU. A modem link connected the hospital
directly to the suppliers, so that immediate communicationwas possible. Any upgrades
are given free to Site A, in exchangefor the site allowing potential buyers to view the
systemin operation. So far, Site A hashad visitors from all over Europe.
"Site A approachedus about a CIS. They worked together to tailor a system that met their
requirements. Even now, if they want changes they will tell us what they want." (System
Supplier, Site A)
"Very helpful. The software people are very helpful and the service people are very helpful."
(Clinical Sister, Site A)

Non-technical problems were resolved via the clinical director and the clinical sister,
who took responsibility for the system.The systemhas survived becauseit has changed
continuously to meet the needs of its users; users and suppliers worked towards a
mutual interest, with the clinical director and clinical sister acting as mediatorsbetween
all usersand the suppliers as well as helping with any problems with the system:
"Oh, we don't get involved with that. We have a designatedperson. I think doctor Y usually
takes care of all that. Between sister X and doctor Y they sort out all the glitches and pains."
(Nurse, Site A)
"Doctor Y still does a lot of work on it. We need input all the time from somebodylike that, if
we didn't have somebody like that with input, keep the drugs updated, all the information
correct, chasethe junior doctors a bit and make sure they do the notes, the systemwould start to
fall apart. It doesneedenthusiasticmotivated people to keep it going." (Nurse, Site A)

The systemsused at Site C and D came from a wide variety of suppliers, this may
become even more of a problem when the full EHR is implemented, as it was being
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developedand implemented by six different suppliers, all working independentlyfrom
each other. Problems of multiple suppliers are exemplified in Site D, where two of the
EHR modules were being tested.The modules were developedby different companies,
and many problems were encounteredwith enabling the modules to communicatewith
each other, and also in attaining an adequatelevel of support to enable them to test the
modulesfairly:
"They have been involved in the processof development,becausemost of the things we can't
do, so they have been in the processall the time. Not sufficient to our needs,but they have are
beenthere, and are still there." (Doctor, Site Q

The problem of implementing disparatesystemsthat are not compatible with eachother
heightensthe burden on work processesand makes it difficult to balance existing and
emerging work processes.Concerns about being locked-in by suppliers were also
inter-operable
is
build
Suppliers
this
to
systems;
a complicated
need
expressed.
problem that requires common inter-operability software standards, and common
hardwarecomponents.
With regard to the support from within the unit, at Site C it was felt that there
was not enough help available, and that they were limited because they were not
involved in system development, so they could not ask the suppliers to make major
changesto the system:
"The super usersare okay. They will tell you, but Usuallythere is only one. Sometimesthey tell
you that it won't work, or if you want it to do somethingthey will say it is not going to happen.
That is frustrating." (Nurse, Site Q
"They usually come and tell it to me. Some things the smaller things I can do it right away.
Some things are bigger, maybe we have to ask the manufacturer to make a changefor the next
program. I think so. I know I can call the software company when I need it but not all the
problems they can handle. There is not everything that we would want to changethat is possible
to do." (Nurse, Site Q

The sameis true at Site D, where the time taken to get a responsefrom the helpdeskwas
seento be inadequate,and the fact that this would get worse as more and more of the
CIS were moved onto the computerwas highlighted:
"We have a departmentthat takes careof it. But if it takes an hour or five hours then in ICU that
is a big problem, especially when the total journal [patient record] is on the computer." (Nurse,
Site D)

Finally, the fact that all CIS are only there to facilitate patient care, and that all CIS
thereforehave to be reliable was further reiterated:
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"Of courseif the equipmentbreaksdown your attention hasto be on the patient."
(Doctor, Site D)

6.2.4 CIS Integration
When introducing a new CIS, the ideal aim is to have a fully integrated CIS that is used
effectively by all users. The extent to which this is true dependsupon the changesto
work processes,the OrganisationalCulture, and the Actual Useftilnessof the CIS. ISIM
identifies many features that affect the likelihood of the CIS being integrated into the
ICU, or ignored. However, it is during the transition process that ISIM may be
particularly useful. In general,a CIS will go through severaliterations towards eventual
acceptanceor rejection.
For example, when the new CIS is first introduced, it will generally be used in
parallel with the old system.This meansincreasedworkload for all users- not only are
they having to get used to a new system,and to be trained in the use of that system,but
in addition, they are still having to use the old system:
"For a while we were using half the computerisedsystemand half the paper system,which was quite
frustrating. But once we moved over it's been quite a smooth transition. Becausewe were using
....
half and half once we moved over we acceptedthat we weren't doing everything twice, which made
quite a difference". (Clinical Sister, Site A)
"I didn't like working with the paper and the PDM. It was too much." (Nurse, Site C)

At this stageit seemsthat strong leadershipwithin the group is important to encourage
people to perseverewith the new system and to ensurethat users are getting it right.
This can be achieved,but it takestime:,
"The first thing that we did was we checked everything very thoroughly becauseit is clinical
information. We wanted to make sure that whatever information we had on the computer was
retrievable, so we had to go through every little bit to make sure we could retrieve every bit of
information the day after the week after three months after etc. etc. So we had to do that first and
then we did lots of training and we withdrew one chart at a time. So we startedoff with really
simple things, so for quite a long time all the nurses were doing written observationsand the
stuff on the computer.Once they startedto seethe charts disappearthey acceptedit. All the time
they were doing two lots of work it was really horrid to get them to acceptit. But once we started
taking paper work away they acceptedit quite readily. There were very few people who had
problems with it, very few. The new staff that arrived who never used paper work just got on
with it and had no trouble with it at all." (Clinical Sister, Site A)

While the system is implemented, users start to want to do more with it, and it is
important that leadershipis strong and reliable, to facilitate users when they needhelp.
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This is more likely in caseslike Site A, where there are strong links with suppliers,and
so changes to the system are relatively easy to achieve. However, even in Site A
problems are still evident, since communicating with other hospital departmentsis
conductedvia paper:
"I'd like the blood results from the lab to be directly linked into it as well. I think there is a plan
for it to be in the loop, but it is not there at the moment." (Nurse, Site A)

The timescale for

CIS integration is also important. While parallel

implementation is taking place, the workload of the users is significantly increased,
which is unpopular, and the staff may just ignore the computer CIS, as in Site C.
However, once the paper systemhas beenphasedout, it may still take a long duration of
time before the CIS is consideredto be fully implemented,when all users are using the
systemeffectively:
"I think if I look at the staff and the introduction, I think it will take the nursesand the doctors a
lot of time all the time they use now. But if I look ten years from now it will be easier, a lot
easier.I think they will be happier to usethat. But today they seeit as making them work more."
(Nurse, Site D)

6.3 Summary and Conclusions
This chapter has described the heart of this thesis, the Iterative Systems Integration
Model, ISIM. The model was derived using observationsand interview data collected
from three ICUs, two in Denmark and one in England. ISIM was described and then
each of the four categories of ISIM, Work Processes,Organisational Culture, Actual
Useftilness, and CIS Integration were'defined. The formulation of ISIM in terms of
Grounded Theory was also discussed. Hypothetical applications of ISIM were
presented,to clarify how and when it may be applied.
Role Activity Diagrams were utilised to illustrate and describe a set of
information intensive work processesat the three ICUs. These processeswere: nursing
meetings and the nursing shift handover, doctors meetings and shift handover,patient
preparation for doctor's rounds, and the doctors rounds. It was found that these
processeswere virtually identical at each site, regardlessof country. However, they
differed at the information processinglevel, which were summarisedin tables, so that
comparisonsacrossthe three ICUs could be clearly seen.
It was found that clinical staff are heavily dependentupon patient information,
information
is
hindered
by
is
the
this
of
easy,
and
not
always
often
and yet accessibility
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internal
both
disparate
wide variety of
systems,
and external to the ICU, which can
delay decision-making,and henceimpact patient outcomes.The notion of seamlessCIS
in
introduced
disparate
systems the ICUs.
was
as a meansof uniting
Finally, each factor of the Organisational Culture and Actual Usefulness
in
discussion
factors
these
a
comparing
acrossthe three sites.
were
presented
categories
It was found that:
In Site A it took nine months to integratethe system to a standardwhere it was being
used. Links with suppliers were strong, as was leadership, which meant that the CIS
itself was continually evolving with the environment, i. e., users would report their
actual experiencewith the systemto the Clinical Director, who would ask the suppliers
to make changesto the CIS, so that the systemwas better integrated.However, because
their OrganisationalCulture was such that it embracedthe technology, the fact that the
CIS was not networked to the rest of the hospital was a causeof unrest.
At Site Ca new system for better managementof data quality and resourceswas
implemented. This CIS only replaced the patient observation chart, and was
implemented for management benefit only, and users were not consulted in its
implementation. This caused much frustration as it complicated their current work
processes,since it replaced one sheetof paper with many printouts, increasingthe size
of the patient record two-fold. Users also felt that they lost the ability to assimilate
information and attain a rapid overview, which the paper chart enabled and the CIS
hindered, as data were spread across many screens.As well as initial apprehension,
users could not realise the benefit of the CIS to them.,and the actual usefulnessof the
system did not easetheir perceived apprehensionof it. Nurses were tired of using the
systemon behalf of physiciansas well as for their own purposes.
Site D experiencedmany problems with their suppliers and project managers.A doctor
statedthat ICU needsare very different to other areasof a hospital, and that thoseneeds
in
involved
involvement
development
Despite
EHR,
the
those
the
user
of
were not met.
felt that their needswere not being addressedbecausethe developershad no idea what
theseneedswere.
Talking to clinical staff and examining the organisationalenvironment in which
a system is implemented, over a period of time, should be a prerequisite to systems
developments. Simply reading specifications and talking to a few members of
is
delivered.
huge
between
desired
is
leaves
the
that
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and
system
gap
what
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Moreover, 'ancient' problems of CIS integration, as discussedin the literature review
(Chapter 2), were still found to be dominant at these ICUs. Some of the causalfactors
identified from thesesites are given below:
"

Inadequateunderstandingof current work processes(Sites C and D).

"

Poor leadershipand lack of ownership and responsibility for CIS implementations(Site
C).

"

Inadequateand inappropriatetraining (Site Q.

"

Unconsideredcontext of the organisationalenvironment and the structure and layout of
the organisation(Sites C and D).

"
"

No way of communicatingwith existing systems(Sites A, B, and Q.
No potential for change and adaptation so that the system can be altered to suit the
characteristicsof the organisation.(Sites C and D).

"

Poor systemsuitability (Site Q.

"

Unclear 'actual' benefit of the systemto the user (Site Q.

"

Weak relationship with suppliers(Sites C and D).

The next chapter provides a validation of ISIM using a fourth independent site and

questionnairedata, and discussesthe model in terms of the Technology Acceptance
Models (TAM and TAM 2).

Chapter 7

Evaluation of ISIM
The aim of this chapter is to present an evaluation of ISIM, the model
developedin this thesis.This is conductedusing a fourth ICU site and by examiningthe
results of questionnairesundertakenat all four sites. None of this data was used in the
development of the model. The relationship between ISIM and the Technology
AcceptanceModel (TAM) and its successor(TAM 2) are also discussed.

7.1 Introduction
Section 7.2, and Section 7.3 are concerned with validating ISIM, the model
introduced in Chapter 6 through considerationof data collected in three ICUs. Section
7.2 validates the results of the model by considering data collected in the fourth site,
Site B, the second English site. Following this, Section 7.3 considers the results of a
questionnaireundertakenin all four sites.In Section 7.4, ISIM is comparedto TAM and
TAM 2, as someconceptsin ISIM and the earlier models appearto be similar.

7.2 Validation of ISIM - Site B
Data collection and analysis methods employed at Sites A, C, and D were
replicated at Site B, with data collection being conductedafter ISIM had been created,
so that it was a fully independentvalidation. A report of the findings was given to each
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site so that participants could provide feedback. Some of the comments received by
email are given in Section 8.2.5.
Site B was selectedprior to data collection at all sites, rather than selectinga site
after the model had been developedso that the results would fit the model. The results
at this site were arrived at independently from the other sites and from ISIM
development.
The results and discussion of the findings at Site B are given in a similar
structureto that presentedin Section6.2, although the individual OrganisationalCulture
and Actual Usefulness factors are not discussed separately, as in Chapter 6, but
for
discussion
is
this
a
appropriate
presentedas
since
more
a single site.
Work Processesare discussedin Section 7.2.1, and then each factor of the
OrganisationalCulture (Section 7.2.2) and Actual Usefulness(Section 7.2.3) categories
of ISIM are discussed,finishing with the CIS integration category (Section 7.2.4) and a
summaryand conclusionsof the validation.

7.2.1 Work Processes
On analysing the work process data, it was again apparent that the clinical work
processesremained identical, but the patient information processesdiffered. It could be
seenfrom the RADs that the information processeshad the potential to becomemuch
simplified with the introduction of seamlessCIS, thus creating 'simplified complexity'
i. e., systems connected hosPital-wide could eliminate patient data duplication and
in
immediate
information
(this
is
in
detail
discussed
to
more
enable
access patient
Section6.2.1.
Since the RADs have already been given in Section 6.2.1, they will not be repeated
here. However, the tables comparing SitesA, C, and D are reproducedwith Site B being
added to facilitate comparisons. The basic work processes of Admit, Care, and
Discharge,as given in Figure 6.5, structurethe presentationof the validation.
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Admit Patient to ICU:

Table 7.1 describesbriefly, the infon-nationprocessof patient registration.
Table 7.1: Patientregistration at eachSite.

I
A
B
]C
D

Registration Process
Patientdetailsaresentwith thepatient.Detailsaregivenon printoutsfrom thehospital
informationsystemandvariousregistrationforms.Thesedetailsarethenretypedinto
theICU CIS.
All registrationis handledvia thehospitalinfon-nationsystem,anddealtwith on paper
registrationformsin theICU
Registrationis handledby the ICU secretariesvia the Green System,which was
describedin Section3.3.Secretaries
organiseall patientdata.
Registrationis handledby the ICU secretariesvia the Green System,which was
describedin Section3.3.Secretaries
organiseall Datientdata.

Care of Patient in the ICU - Site B

Nursing Meetings
Similar processto SitesA, C, and D were observed.
Nursing Shift Handover
Similar processto SitesA, C, and D were observed.
Doctors' Meetings and Shift Handovers
Although nursing meetings and shift handoverswere very similar at all sites, doctors'
meetings differed between the Danish and the English sites. Neither English site had
formal morning meetingsas describedfor the Danish ICUs in Chapter6.
Patient Preparation for Doctors Rounds
This was similar to the other sites (seeTable 7.2).
Doctors' Ward R6unds
The work processesat Site B were virtually identical to those at Site A, except for the
infonnation processes(see Table 7.2). However, as Site B was a university hospital it
doctors
junior
doctors
the
that
on ward rounds.
consultant
and
accompanied
also meant
Junior doctors are assigneda patient after a briefing round of all the patients, and would
convene at the end of the IPE to discussthe treatment plan with the consultant.This
process varied between consultants, with some simply assigning patients at the
beginning, eliminating the briefing round.
An interesting observation is that consultantsdid not necessarily sit down and
discussthe patient with the nurse tending the patient, as was noted at SitesA, C, and D.
Instead, they spoke only of things they deemed noteworthy, so that the interaction
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between these groups was more limited at this site. A possible reason for this may be
that Site B is a university hospital, as noted before, and so consultants were busy
teachingjunior doctors, and therefore did not have much time to sit down and discuss
the patient with the nurse.Alternatively doctorsmay have preferred to work this way
Table 7.2: Summaryof doctors mcctings and shift handover

F
Site

B

I

I Information Processing

Process
Consultantin chargeleadsattendingdoctors around
eachpatient in ICU.

Use the CIS by the patient
bedsideto discusspatient and
input any data.

As this is also a university hospital,junior doctors are
also present.Similar processas for Site A, with
questionand answersessionconductedby Consultant
to educatejunior doctorsafter patientshave been
examinedas in Figure 6.10.

Paperpatient record and
,
paper observationchart.
Monitoring equipment
observed.

C
and
D

Formal meeting where doctors on previous shift
inform doctors on current shift of statusof ICU.
Patientsare delegatedbetweenthe doctors.

At the meeting, a sheetof
paper with patient nameand
condition is given to each
attending doctor. After the
meeting doctors readthe
patient record to familiarise
for the patient.
and
prepare
.

Table 7.3: Summaryof sub-processesat eachICU site.

Sub-proc

Site

ýý-F
A

Fig. 6Z Make
Notes

B

C

D

Notes mostly remembered and sometimes written on paper.
Physiological
data is clearly

the
via
presented
Fig. 6.8: Observe
CIS. However,
Monitor
the monitoring
equipment is also
used.

The nurse observes
the monitoring
equipment for vital
signs, etc., but
mostly refers to the
POC.

The CIS is used in
.
conjunction
with the
monitoring
equipment, but verbal
exchange is preferred.

Monitoring
equipment is
observed and
POC. Verbal
exchangeis
preferred.
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Sub-proc;; S-r

Site
A

Typed in CIS by
nurses.
Accessible at the
foot of patient
bed or the nurses'
workstation.
Large colour
monitors aid
Fig. 6.8:Referto visibility. Can
POC access
observationsfor
current and past
24 hours only.
Observedby all
clinicians who
may needto see
it.

Fig.6.9:Ancillary
Staffnotes
recodedin PR
andspecially
specificnotes.

Fig.6.9: Check
Monitoring
Eqidpnient.
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Physiotherapists
use the ICU CIS
to record their
notes,and also
record their own
notes in paper
form. Other
ancillary staff do
not usethe ICU
CIS.

B

C

All dataare hand
written on an A3
sheetof paperat
the foot of patient
bed. Observedby
all clinicians who
needto seeit.

Typed in CIS that
replacesthe POC
only. Input by nurses
only. Patientplan no
longerrecorded.
Instead,nurses
memorisethe plan
and usetheir (paper)
nursing notesmore.
Doctors use screen
dumps that have
increasedthe size of
the patient record, as
many computer
screenshave replaced
one chart. Data
extractedby
managementfor
I quality control.

Recordedby hand
on an A3 sheetof
paperat the foot
of patient bed.
Observedby all
clinicians who
needto seeit.

Notes are recordedin the paperpatient record by hand.Own notes
are also recordedon paper.

As for Fig. 6.7

Paperforms are
for all
completed
All data
medicationused
regardingpatient
to
the
and
given
medication is
is
this
patient:
recordedin the
by the
recorded
ICU CIS.
'medication
Fig.6.9: Decision Support kitchen'
part
as
of
is
Adininister
also available
inventory It is
an
Medication via the CIS,
also recordedon
where a reference
separate
list of
medicationcharts,
medicationsand
is recorded
and
dosageis also
againon the POC
given.
and in the nursing
notes.

Paperforms are
completedfor all
medication usedand
given to the patient in
the ' medication
kitchen' and nursing
notesonly. The CIS
is usedfor POC
records.

Paperforms are
completedfor all
medicationused
and given to the
patient: this is
recordedby the
'medication
kitchen' aspart of
an inventory. It is
also recordedon
separate
medicationcharts
and is recorded
againon the POC
and in the nursing
notes.
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Site

Sub-proc

;qF
A

B

C

D

As for Fig. 6.8 'record POC notes'.
Fig.6.9:Record
observation
notes.

Typed in the CIS
by doctors only.
Can be read by
all clinicians
authorisedto do
so. One CIS used
Fig.6.9:Readand for OC, PR
and
recordPatient nursing notes.
Record
Clinical staff do
not searchfor
records. Very
little paper is
visible.

A section in the
Fig.6.9:Readand computer system
recordnursing written and read
notes by nursesonly.

Format is similar to
a diary and is
placed at the foot
of the patient bed.
All clinical staff
exceptnurses
record notesin it.
Can be read by all
clinicians.

Dictated into an
office-baseddictation
systemthat allows
doctors to record their
notesat any time, but
only from a central
office within the unit.
Theseare then
transcribedby a
group of secretaries,
who also print the
notesand place them
in the patient record.

Recordedon paper. Recordedon paper.
Written and read by
Written and read
by nursesonly.
nursesonly.

Dictated into a
hand-held
Dictaphone
carried by the
doctors.Left with
the secretaries,
who transcribe
them (0900-1600
on weekdays
only). Oflen
secretaries'desks
are full of tapes,
which can be
scattered
anywherein the
office. Notes
printed and placed
in patient record
folder when
found! Testing
two of the
Electronic Health
RecordModules is
causingproblems,
asthey are not
provided with the
technicalsupport
that the require.
Recordedon
paper.Written and
readby nurses
only.

Arrive on a
Arrive on a
Arrive on a separate
Arrive on a
separatecomputer
separate
computersystem.
Fig.6.9:Readand
separatecomputer
Copied by
system.
computer
system.
by
hand
into
Copied
by
Copied
laboratory
system.
record
handinto relevant
Printed and then
hand into relevant
,
relevant
notes.
results.
notes.
typed into the
notes.
ICU CIS.
Fig.6.10:
This is conductedusing the POC and patient record as well as patient examination.
EvaluatePatient
Status
Fig.6.10:Referto
As for Fig.6.9, 'Ancillary Staff
patientrecord
andrecordnotes.
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Site
A

B

Fig. 6.10: Check
nionitorslrefer to
POC/Record
NoteslcheckLab
results

C

As for Fig.6.9
Local computer
system, X-rays
arrive
electronically.
Used by doctors

Manual System.
Fig. 6.11. Send Wait for X-rays
Results.Example: to be developed.
Radiology Used by doctors
only.

Discharge/Transfer

Remote computer
system, X-rays
arrive
electronically.
Used by doctors

Remote computer
system, X-rays arrive
electronically. Used
by doctors only.

only.

.

only.

Patient from ICU

Table 7.4 describesbriefly, the information processof patient discharge/transfer.
Table 7.4: Description of patient discharge/transferprocess

rSite J

Discharge/Transfer Process

Discharge:A summaryof patient detailsare printed from the CIS and sent to the
Unit is within the ICU, transferof
relevantbodies.However,as the High Dependency
patientis morecomplicated,aspatientinformationhasto be retypedsincethe patient
is dischargedandin a sense,readmitted.A patientwho hasremainedin the ICU will
haveaccumulatedmuch data.This processis also true the other way round.Data is
electronicallyarchivedontoCD-ROM.
B I Details
arerc-enteredon to paper formsandgivento therelevantbodies.
C
and Detailsarere-enteredon to paperformsandgivento therelevantbodies.
D

Discussion of Work Processes
Apart from the doctor's ward rounds, nothing new was identified. However, it is
interesting to note that neither English hospital has formal doctors' meetingsbefore and
after a shift changeover,as at the Danish sites. The nursing meetings, though, were
standardat all sites.
Once again, it is apparentthat the patient careprocessis heavily dependentupon
accessto patient information. Verbal exchangewas the preferred method of information
exchangeas at the other sites. This may be due to medical culture and the nature of
medical work.
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At Site B, the disparate nature of infon-nation retrieval mechanisms was
apparent,and duplication of data was also obvious between CIS within the ICU and
other hospital departments.Site A was the only site with a complete ICU information
CIS i. e., inclusive of nursing and doctors notes, observationcharts, automatic download
of physiological information, etc. The discussionabout the importance of seamlessCIS
given in Chapter6 is also applicableto this site.
A discussionof the OrganisationalCulture and Actual Usefulnessfactors at Site
B is given in Sections7.2.2 and 7.2.3 respectively.This is followed by a discussionof
the overall validation of ISIM in Section7.2.5.
Table 7.5: Summaryof CIS training at eachsite

Site

B

C

D

Training
Headof ICU andHeadNursegiventrainingby CIS supplier.
Trainingcascaded
to all userswhile theyworked.
Full changeover
from paperto computertook ninemonths.
Two techniciansresponsible
for physiologicalequipmentandCIS.
All ICU andcardiologystaff invitedto a seminar.
Traininggivento all ICU andCardiologystaff by two technicians.
OneICU DoctorandthreeICU Nursesgiventrainingby suppliers.
Invitationto 2, threehourseminarsessions
for nursesanddoctors.
Trainingthengivenby 3 nursesand I doctorto all staffwhile theyworked.
Paralleluseof paperandCISsystemfor threemonths.
Initial traininggivento Headof ICU, who trained3 nursesto cascade
training
downto all ICU nurses.

7.2.2 Organisational Culture Factors
The CIS employed at Site B was abandonedin the late 1990s.The CIS was introduced
primarily for managementuse, and was driven by the clinical director of the ICU at the
time, as at Site C. Within the ICU two full-time technicianswere employed to maintain,
and teach all clinical staff about, physiological equipment and CIS. These technicians
were also sharedby the cardiology ICU and the cardiology HDU. The technicianswere
responsible for implementing the CIS and for training all staff to use it. Table 7.5
summarisesthe status of training at Site B given at the time of the implementation of
the CIS. This was unrealistic given the size of the unit:
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"There are 150 staff, and that's just the nurses.There are about 25 medical staff, to teachthem
how to use over 80 pieces of medical equipment,not just in number but 80 different types. It's a
full time job just in training. We try to keep on top of that but we also tend the trouble shooting
becausewe don't have enoughtime to teachthem, so it is a bit like the chicken and egg. There is
no chancethat we could keep up with it all - we needmore help. There are only two of us for the
ICU. It's really hard." (Technician, Site B)
"At the time we probably did have four technicians around but there was one who was really
responsiblefor it. I think it was a really unrealistic expectationto put a heavy workload on one
technician,to teachall the medical staff." (Nurse, Site B)

A set of training programs were devised,these featureda mixture of classroomtraining
and on-the-job training, with sessionsfor approximately 20 nursesat a time, during the
shift handover period, or three to five doctors. The lessons were designed to be
interactive, with the emphasison teachingbasic IT competence,as well as experienceof
using the CIS:
"We set out a training plan which you can imagine was huge for them, at the time it was all new
technology. Some of the staff couldn't even use a mouse they couldn't work the keyboard. So
we had to start from the bottom and teachpeople how to use computersand then show them how
to use the system.It was a huge conceptat the time. So we had to sell the conceptof this change
first. We had to learn the systemour selvesand then teachthem what we knew."
(Technician, Site B)
"The people who are afraid of new technology are afraid of change,which is the way it is. They
found it a bit hard to take it in becausethey weren't familiar with this mouse thing, or this
keyboard thing. Where as once they were up to speedwith the computer they embracedit much
more readily. So the concept was more readily acceptedby the people who where more up to
speedwith the technology." (Technician, Site B)

However, as at Site C, few doctors attended the sessions,increasing the burden on
nursing staff"I think it is 8 of us are all getting our training the next audit day. Whether we all turn up or not
is another question. They tend not to train doctors, they tend to assumeyou know things."
(Doctor, Site B)

The CIS at Site B was an early development,and staff had little or no experiencewith
computers when it was first implemented, something that is generally different now.
However, even now previous experiencecan work against the user, as a quote from a
doctor using the hospital laboratory CIS shows:
"I tend to try and treat it like a windows system,it doesn't work, and it doesn't like to be treated
like a Windows system." (Doctor, Site B)
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Negative impact of previous experiencewas also a factor that was identified in SitesA,
C, and D.
The main problems with the CIS introduced at Site B were similar to those that
were found at Site C-a

major imbalance between the actual users of the CIS - the
nurses - and the principal beneficiaries, management,was reported. The CIS was
implementedin a very top-down manner,and the nurseswere not consulted:
"It was something that wasn't really used and it was something that was imposed on us. We
weren't askedwhat we wantedbefore they put it in." (Nurse, Site B)
'Ve weren't involved in the design of it at all; it was just like here it is. It was imposed and it
was the director of the unit at the time who had somegrand ideas lots of visions of the future that
just didn't involve the people who were going to be using that systemday in day out."
(Nurse, Site B)
"I know from previous experience that when we had a computer system before we weren't
involved in the setting up of it from the word go. It was something that was imposed on us
really, very top down approach." (Nurse, Site B)

The CIS is a charting too], somethingthat is used by both nurses and doctors, although
the nursescarried out most of the input:
'Ve rely really on the nursesto fill in the charts, so a lot of nursing time is taken up with filling
the chart. So if some of that infon-nationcan be captured electronically that that would be fine,
but it all dependsupon typing." (Doctor, Site B)

However, nurses did rely upon physician input, and this was not forthcoming, in
common with Sites A, C, and D. Even where doctors would contribute, staff at Site B
were very aware that the information needsof nursesand doctors were different, as was
their desireto record infort-nationon the charts:
"Of course I would read the nurses notes. Nurse are very useful and usually much more
punctilious then doctors are." (Doctor, Site B)
"The problems we had, the nursestend to documentinformation in a better way than the medical
staff." (Nurse, Site B)
"The doctorsjust don't record information that we would consider quite important."
(Nurse, Site B)
"The nursing culture is that you documenteverything, you cover your back."
(Technician, Site B)

Similar to Sites A, C and D, Site B is an active and complex environmentwith
very specific information needs:
"One would hope that we would be asked and be able to trial it first. It is a complex area in
intensive care, there are lots of people having inputs to things and so it is quite difficult to design
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something that a number of people would be able to access.You have to have a system that is
robust at each stage.You can't have a systemthat breaksdown half way." (Doctor, Site B)
"A lot of it is monitoring the patient, a critically ill patient; we record their vital signs really.
That's the main thing, so obviously drugs, medical care that is documented,a lot of it is to do
with the actual patient. Clinical details really." (Nurse, Site B)
"Intensive Care patient data that tells you how ill the patient is from day to day, how many
organsare working etc?" (Technician, Site B)

One particular problem concerning the CIS at Site B involved the placement of
terminals. As at Site C, these were placed at the head of the bed, meaning that while
nursesinteractedwith the CIS, they had their backs to the patient:
"The workstations were all located behind the beds so you couldn't see patients when you were
working on the computer,by the time people were going for their break or to the lab, there were
very few nursesaround who could keep an eye on things. There were patient safety issuesthere
really. It was very worrying. The foot of the bed might have beenmore practical."
(Nurse, Site B)
"The nurses were very enthusiasticto start with, but soon realised it had problems with it. So
every time they went to put anything in it would take forever. Its location was wrong it was
behind the patient. It took them away from the patient." (Doctor, Site B)

In addition to placing the CIS in a location that was not thought to be conducive to
patient care, a nurse in Site B mentionedthat the layout of the ICU was also poor, and
sometimesa patient hidden away in a room would be forgotten and not seen by the
doctors:
"We have found on occasionbecauseof the geographicallayout of the unit, where we have an
individual side room and a three bedded room -a

step-down room, that sometimespatients

aren't being seenby the doctors although those areasare with intensive care. But becausethey
are out of sight they tend to be a bit out of mind. So things aren't getting documented,as they
should on a daily basis." (Nurse, Site B)

The issue of implementing CIS without consultation with the actual users has already
been discussedin Chapter 6, and was clearly evident in Site B. The following quote
exemplifies the generalopinion of hospital managementat Site B:
"[They are] pretty hopelessreally, I think that they probably themselves don't have a clear
direction of what they want in terms of managementsystemsuntil they are reactive to the needs
that are coming in from external sourcesso the commissioning would drive their needsand the
clinical needsare always put down to one big pile, and yet for the patient it is the most important
thing." (Doctor, Site B)

Another problem that seemsto be common acrossall sites, is the different attitudes of
nursesand doctors, and particularly the attitude of doctors to nurses:
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"I think that more recently the consultantshave realised that the senior nursing staff have an
important part to play on the unit becausewe bring continuity to the unit. We are here day in day
out and they are not. Also we are very experienced,so I think we are being valued more now. I
don't think they regardedus as being professionally as equal to them. If anybody had an idea it
had to come from them, so there were control issuesthere really." (Nurse, Site B)

This difference can be seen in the way that clinical staff approachedthe CIS, with
it
doctors:
being
the
to
than
use
much
more
prepared
nurses
"The nurses were very enthusiastic to start with, but soon realised it had problems with it. "
(Doctor, Site B)
"The doctors didn't really have much to do with it, and if we had stopped writing the
observationsdown then the doctors wouldn't have accessedthe computers." (Nurse, Site B)

This may have been becausenurses were told that the CIS would integrate all of the
patient infon-nation in the ICU, thus saving much nursing time, although this was
immediately found to be incorrect. The consultant and technicians involved with the
CIS implementation held unrealistic expectations of the CIS and were described, as
CIS
However,
the
that
their
technology
time,
advanced.
was not yet
aheadof
computer
did
in
this
match
up
reality:
not
was advocatedas a panaceaand
"I think maybe our expectationsof it were too high, I rememberseeinga sheetof A4 usedby the
salesrep that had all the requirements,which is absurd." (Technician, Site B)
"The salespeoplesold 'futures' to the Clinical Director/Technical Manager, and their primary
product was monitoring. They regardedthe CIS as a marketing tool. There was only one person
his
information
for
division
European
the
systems,
and
who
was
responsible
within
suppliers
concernwas at a technical installation/supportlevel". (Information Offlcer, Site B)

This previous experienceof an unsuccessftilCIS implementation has left most members
of staff very sceptical about any future CIS implementations:
"We wouldn't want anything introduced now, I don't know what the medical staff think but
from a nursing point of view if it is not going to help us it will take more time and take time
keen.
"
(Nurse, Site B)
from
From
the
the
very
we
aren't
nursing
perspective
patient.
away
"Obviously the people, who have worked here a lot longer, will remember the bad times and it
will take something exceptional to overcome that. If it did ever happen again I would like to
think from the word go that we would be involved in implementing and designing it. We are the
usersand we weren't consultedlast time. That was a major downfall really." (Nurse, Site B)

This negative feeling is a very seriousproblem that could impede successfulintegration
does
fail.
it
it
However,
CIS,
future
to
appearthat at
cause
electronic
and
even
of any
least some of those involved in the previous implementation have learned lessonsfrom
its failure, realising that it is crucial to involve users in the choice of CIS and its
implementation, and to change teaching methods. Unfortunately, this takes time and
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for
implementation,
for
the
those
the
especially
responsible
much effort on
part of
technicians:
"I supposeover the yearsthat we have learnedyou can't just put a system in, you have to be able
to learn to use it. We have also learnedthat you can't just put a system in and use all facetsof it,
you would have to do a bit at a time. If you were moving over to the paper systemyou would
have to run the two together. So it has to be a very structured program of introduction. And the
teaching would have to be done, first with the senior nurses and doctors and then the junior
doctorsand nurses.To accessdata, to be able to put stuff in and be able to get stuff out. It would
have to happenvery early on and would be a very long process." (Doctor, Site B)
"We really want to get the nurses involved. We would most certainly do it differently now."
(Technician, Site B)

Some nursessuggestedthat they would like to see and talk to users of a CIS in 'actual'
use at anotherICU, before it was implementedin their own ICU, i. e., they would like to
evaluatethe Actual Usefulnessof the CIS:
"I would now like to maybe go to a unit where it is up and running before we committed
ourselvesagain." (Nurse, Site B)

7.2.3 Actual Usefulness Factors
As in Site C, the CIS implemented at Site B was predominantly employed for
Sites
i.
for
However,
benefit,
unlike
e.,
quality and resourcemanagement.
management
A and C, where a CIS was soughtto meet particular requirements,the CIS at Site B was
CIS
been
bought.
Although
had
free
that
given
with monitoring equipment
implementation and training was clearly not sufficient, there were also many faults with
the CIS itself, which impeded the AU of the CIS. However, it is worth remembering
that this was a very early CIS, and this may well have been a large part of the problem,
it
is
1980s.
That
improved
has
the
technology
clear that,
said,
since
considerably
as
implementation
CIS
least,
Site
its
B's
for
CIS
the
the
time,
of
or
at
even
- was
inadequate,and was certainly not relevant to the work of its actual users, nurses and
doctors:
"All the things you would think as being basic you couldn't get." (Doctor, Site B)
"All it did was a very crudejob of replacing the paper-basedchart. It did nothing for Care Plans,
for drugs etc. A bit more interfacing might have helped. And although we stored everything
electronically we would print everything out at the end of the day, purely then for litigation
purposesif nothing else. It was effectively useless.I think the thing that put the nail in the coffin
was its poor archiving ability. " (Information Officer, Site B)
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"From a nursing point of view it didn't really help us. It was very good for collecting
information but we were still writing down on the chart and it didn't cut down on the nurse's
time at all. " (Nurse, Site B)
"The work it took for the nursesto put it in was not worth what we got out of it of it. We put a
lot of work into getting the information in and we didn't get much out of the system."
(Technician, Site B)

As well as the fact that the CIS contributed negatively to nursing activity, one criticism
has strong echoesof that at Site C- it was very difficult to obtain a quick overview of
the state of the patient, something that both doctors and nurses relied heavily upon in
the ICUs:
"The big. advantagewith paper is that if you get a big enough piece of paper you get all the
information on it. With electronic things, so far, they haven't managed to get an electronic
systemthat is big enoughto get it all on." (Doctor, Site B)
"It's very important in critical care to be able to go to a patient and very quickly assesswhat is
wrong with the patient and what we can do for them. With the chart we can seeall that, but on
the monitor we didn't have that." (Nurse, Site B)

While this is mostly a question of effective CIS design, staff also had problems
interpreting data as it appearedon the monitors. This was not found in Site A, where the
monitors are much larger than at Site C, and the CIS produced clear and colourful
graphsthat were easyto interpret. This is a HCI issue and may be an issue for training;
for example,teaching people to understanddifferent forms of data display. However, a
large part of the problem was causedby the small size of monitors and the clarity of
data display:
"I think we do have experienceswith our previous system and I think patient care definitely
suffered with that system. And maybe that was becauseour interpretation of what we were
looking at on the monitor was poor. And didn't seemto be able to assimilatethe data togetherin
the sameway that we would assimilatedata from a sheetof paper. I guessthe acquisition of data
and the use of it in terms of the individual, relies on you making a set contact. So if the blood
pressuredropped you would automatically look at the heart rate and drugs and infusion. Unless
you have systemthat allows you to visualise that at the sametime, you would only seea part of
thejigsaw" (Doctor, Site B)

Similar issuesconcerning data quality were found as at the other ICU sites; quantitative
data from monitors were reliable, but the subjective data in the notes were of a lower
quality overall:
"We havejust finished a reliability audit in the network looking at the quality of data. And what
we have found is that the hard data, the facts like cardiovascular data are very reliable. The
diagnosis,subjective data, is often quite inaccuratecomparedto the other type of data."
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(Doctor, Site B)

Even when the CIS was being used for its particular purposes,it was still found to be
unsuitable.The implementation did not seemto be stable,it was slow when used across
the whole ICU and nurses who were originally keen to try the CIS found that it took
much time to input data into the CIS:
"There were numerousbugs in the system.It had a number of design issuesas well; you could
just seethat it wasn't being well receivedby the users." (Technician, Site B)
"I think there were so many problems with that system in terms of its speed which wasn't
apparentuntil you looked at a number of data points on the system and then it would slow right
down." (Doctor, Site B)
"I think the first reasonwas that we lost enthusiasmfor it becauseit took so much effort to get
anything done." (Doctor, Site B)

Furthermore, it was not possible for Site B to customise the CIS or to improve its
functionality:
"I think the defining moment was when we tried to add prescribing into the CIS, up until then it
had beencollecting data,but then the issuecame up of having to prescribe drugs and prescribing
drugs was a much more complex processthan we realized and it wasjust far too cumbersome.It
was actually open to errors." (Doctor, Site B)

This last issue of flexibility might have been less of a problem had a good
relationship with suppliersbeen evident.Unfortunately, this was not the case:
"They did promise to work with us and develop it into a reporting tool to give us more
information and that didn't come off. That was a shame,we bought promises and futures and
I'm not blaming the suppliers for that, they had a good systemin America, and it still does work
well in America. But we wanted somethingdifferent. The Americans were quite happy with it,
and obviously we are only a small island, it was not worth changing for two hospitalsin the UK.
The company that was developing the stuff wasn't pushing the suppliers into what we wanted
them to. It was only us, pushing for this system,driving them to, but it is now what everybodyis
talking about, we werejust aheadof our time." (Technician, Site B)

Suppliers were not very keen on being involved with the developmentof the CIS, they
had a larger market in the US and so were not very approachablewhen changesto the
CIS, and CIS support, were requested.This meant that two technicianswere responsible
for maintaining the CIS, as well as being responsiblefor the physiological equipment,
budgeted
for.
Sites
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Where technicians
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D,
not
as
and
was
yet
maintenance, at
it
be
but
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problems,
suppliers
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soon
were unable rectify
became apparent to Site B that many of the promises negotiated with the suppliers
would not be delivered, deflating Site B's confidencein them.
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Users at Site B found that frequent changesto the CIS impeded their efforts to
learn to use it. While Site A did not find this to be a problem, the samewas not true
here. However, the CIS at Site B was never as fully developed as at Site A-

the

technicians at Site B made large changes frequently, and early on in the CIS
implementation, rather than small incremental changesthat were executed at Site A.
Furthermore, changes at Site A were driven by suggestionsfrom users as to how to
improve a working CIS, rather than desperateattempts to make the CIS work. In
addition, users at Site A were basically happy with their CIS, whereas those at Site B
were not, which may have decreasedtheir toleranceto changes.
Similarly to Site C, as managementfocus was applied to their own accessto
overview data about clinical quality, they were not concernedwith user aspectsof the
CIS, and did not provide any resourcesfor dealing with user complaints or improving
the user interface. At present,usersstill find problems with the information servicesthat
are presentin the hospital, including difficulties in gaining access:
"And as of yet, in terms of the patient information service we have got in this hospital, I haven't
got a password, they won't give me one. So at the moment, I don't use any patient electronic
servicesand use only paper notesetc." (Doctor, Site B)

This implies that user supportwas not forthcoming at this site.
Overall, the CIS introduced at Site B failed to be integrated. The system was
abandonedin 1999. It was found that the CIS made existing work processesmuch more
difficult, it createdextra workload for nurses,and becamevery time consuming.It took
time away from the patient without giving anything back to its actual users, who felt
that it bad been forced upon them without consultation.The extent to which this biases
the ICU againstfuture implementationsof CIS remainsto be seen:
it neverworkedverywell.We certainlynevergotthe
it verywell because
I don'tremember
system
upandrunningto levelwithits ability." (Doctor,SiteB)
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7.2.4 CIS Integration
The discussionof CIS integration given in Section 6.2.4 is also applicable to Site B.

7.2.5 Summary and Conclusions of Validation at Site B
Sites B and C, which are in different countries,have many factors in common; many of
the problems could be accrued to the large size of the two 1CUs (attributed to
Organisational Environment in the Organisational Culture category), but much is also
related to the fact that both sites failed to engageusers in the integration process,and
they did not accountfor user needsand requirements.
CIS requirementswere not adequatelyidentified - at Site B, this was an ad hoc
process,whereasat Site C an external survey informed the CIS procurement decision.
Another interesting point is the fact that neither site used the cascademethod of
teaching, while the successful implementations at Site A and D did. However,
leadershipis not as strong in Sites B and C, so whether or not cascadingteachingwould
have worked would be interesting to investigate.Furthermore, the cascademethod was
one that the users actively decided not to use as it involved teaching users while they
worked. Despite this, the method appearsto have been successfulat Sites A and D, and
this is certainly related to the Organisational Culture of the ICU and the Actual
Usefulnessof the CIS, ashas beendiscussedin the previous chapter.
The factors identified in ISIM as important for CIS integration have been
identified again in this independentevaluation, and no additional factors were found.
The comparative discussionsgiven above have shown that ISIM is not only applicable
to SitesA, C, and D, where it was developed,but also to a further site that had a history
of a failed implementation. Factors identified in the other sites were encounteredagain.
The reasonsfor CIS discontent in Site C are very similar to the factors that led to the
downfall of the CIS at Site B, but as Site C is still trying to integrate it's CIS, the
outcome of this integration remains to be seen. Site B further validated the CIS
Integration History factor, which is part of Organisational Culture. Furthermore, the
findings of this validation show that ISIM has empirical worth, and has much potential
for use in ICUs.
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7.3 Further Validation of ISIM - Questionnaires
Section 7.2 has shown that ISIM is a valid model for informing CIS integration. All the
factors identified in the three data collection sites, and used in the ISIM model, were
also found at Site B. However, as describedin Section 5.1.3, a questionnairewas also
distributed in each of the four sites, and this enabled further validation of the results.
Although these were distributed at the same time that observation and interview data
were collected, analysis was not performeduntil after ISIM was derived. This enableda
further check on ISIM, utilising a different method of data collection. Section 7.3.1
describesthe questionnaireresponserates at each site, while Section 7.3.2 presentsthe
results.

7.3.1 ResponseRates
The questionnaire response rates were
"

Site A: 41%

"

Site B: 19%

"

Site C: 9%

"

Site D: 16%.

It can be seen that, apart from Site A, the response rates were low, especially Site C.
This meant that the questionnaires were not used for the derivation of the model, but
were used instead as a secondary method of validating the components of ISIM.
At the end of the data collection period it was discovered that all sites found the

questionnairetoo long. This was not foreseen as a problem during evaluation of the
questionnaireconducted by two researchersat the University of Manchesterwho are
experienced in survey research, nor during piloting with nurses and doctors before
distribution.
A secondcriticism was received from the Danish Site C- respondentsfound it
difficult to reply in English despitea comment on the questionnairecover sheetstating
that respondentswere very welcome to reply in Danish; however no respondentsdid so.
This may be due to respondentsfeeling that their confidentiality may be compromised,
as the questionnaireswere not to be translated by independent professionals. It was
impossible to do this, since the cost of translation services is high and one that PhD
researchdoes not budget for. The following section presentsthe questionnaireresults.
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More detailed infort-nation,including the responsesfor all questions and any free text
answersand comments,are given in Appendix R.

7.3.2 Questionnaire Results and Discussion
Ouestionnaire Topics
As the questionnaire was developed before data collection began, and distributed during
data collection, it was not possible to focus the questions towards any particular area;
rather the questions attempted to discover as much information as possible about CIS
usage and opinions, so that these data could be used later, after the results from other
methods of data collection had 'emerged' from data.
The questionnaire was divided into six generic areas:
1. The CIS used in the ICU - Questions 1-5
2. Ease of using the CIS - Questions 6-12
3. Comparison of Paper and electronic CIS - Questions 13-18
4. ICU staff information requirements - Questions 19-27
5. Organisational Issues - Questions 28-32
6. Demographics - Questions 33-38
After ISIM had emerged, and was validated at the fourth site, the questionnaire

questions were grouped under the factors of the Organisational Culture and Actual
Usefulness categorieswithin ISIM. This can be seen in Table 7.6, which shows that
each factor in ISIM is covered by questions from the questionnaire. Descriptive
statistics in the form of frequency analyseswere conducted,and were comparedacross
the sites; these are given in Appendix R, and are described next. More complex
statistical analyseswere not conducted.The reasonsfor this are identified at the end of
this section.
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Table 7.6. List showing which questionnairequestionscorrelate with ISIM factors

Organisational

Actual
Questions

Culture Factors

Training and Education

Usefulness

Questions

Factors
5,12,12a, 13,14 16,17,

6,7,8

System.Suitability

1,15,17,38

Reliability

Users

12,12a, 17,20,30

Quality

5,11,16,18,18a, 21

Organisational
Environment

3b, 3d, 9,12,12a, 17
,
22,23P28,29,31,32

Flexibility

5,11,18,1 8a, 21

Expectations

1,4

Speed

5,11,16,18,18a

ManagementSupport

9,28,29

User Friendliness

5,11,18,18a

Group Attitude

1,17,23

Job Relevance

Integration History

I

SystemSupport

User Knowledge and
Experience

20,21,23,24
5,10,11,16,18,18a

5,2,13,14,16,20,23,24
5,9,10a,

Freciuencv Analysis
This section describesthe questionnaireresults, focussing on questions that contribute
to an understandingof ISIM. As mentionedabove, the low responserate, particularly at
Sites C and D, mean that statistically valid conclusionscannot always be drawn.
All respondentsbelieved that a computerised CIS was useful to some extent
(Ql), although respondentsat Sites A and B, the English sites, were generally more
positive. The results of the first open question (Q4) showed that only Site A reported
negative expectationsbefore the CIS was introduced. This may be becausea greater
number of respondents completed the questionnaires at this site. In general, CIS
expectationswere similar acrossall sites.
Only at Site B did the majority of respondentsfeel that their CIS performed
below their expectations,although some respondentsfrom Sites C and D also reported
this; only I person at Site A did so. The comments from Site C show that users
anticipatethe systemto improve over time.
The importance of training for CIS integration was made clear in Q6, Q7, and
Q8, although respondentsat Site D did not believe that training was very important. The
fact that this site has not yet implemented a system may have affected this. Of the
training provided, Site A found it to be the most useful; this site also trained its staff
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most often, cascading training through the ICU whenever substantial changeswere
madeto the CIS.
Satisfaction with the CIS at Site A was heightenedfrom the responseto Q9, an
open question that asked how respondentswould deal with CIS failure- a respondent
statedthat it was unexpected.This was further validated by Q 10, where fewer usersthan
at the other sites had experienced problems with the CIS, where the support they
receivedwas deemedto be adequateby all respondents,in contrastto SitesB and D.
In QII respondentswere asked whether their current system was better (in a
HCI sense)for viewing and entering data. Electronic CIS were faster, easierto use, and
for
data.
flexible
for
Overall,
than
each
site
a
preference
entering
expressed
more
paper
computerisedCIS in Q13, with Sites A, B, and C expressinga strong preference.In the
caseof Site C this is counter-balancedwith the fact that a respondentalso expresseda
strong preference for paper. As responsesfrom this site were low, respondentsmight
well have beenthosewho held extremeviews about the CIS.
In general, all respondentsagreedthat an electronic CIS is more flexible in that
it can be used for a variety of tasks in a variety of ways (Q14), but respondentswere
data
is
(Q
This
15).
trustworthy
mostly neutral when askedwhich systemprovided more
in line with responsesfrom the interviews when qualitative data such as care plans are
is
it.
Le
information
A country
the
the
person
who
only
as
reliable
as
enters
considered,
split in the results of Q16 is evident, with Sites A and B (England) agreeing that
electronic CIS provide more care time for the patient, while Sites C and D thought that
both electronic and paper CIS were both about the same. This was unexpectedin the
caseof Site B, with a history of a failed CIS.
An electronic CIS was mostly preferred to inform all healthcaregroups (Q17),
except at Site C, where no preferencewas given. Less consensuswas evident where
factors
for
CIS
HCI
to
range
of
a
respondentswere asked rate electronic and paper
(Q 18). Those at Site A preferredelectronic CIS mostly, although they believed that both
systemswere equally reliable. Site B agreed,but Sites C and D believed that electronic
and paper CIS were about the samefor all factors. This probably reflects the electronic
systemsthat were used at Sites C and D.
The majority of respondentsagreed that their information requirements(Q20)
were met most of the time, although many respondentsfrom Site B believed that they
information
CIS
The
the
the
time.
was consideredto
content
of
some
of
were met only
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be about the same for both paper and electronic systemsby Sites B and C, with SitesA
for
D
showing
slight
and
a
preference electronic systems.
At Sites B and C, which have had negative experienceswith CIS integration,
respondentsbelieved that the introduction of an electronic CIS causedmajor changes
(Q22); at Sites A and D responsessuggestedthat CIS causeonly minor changes.Only
respondentsat Site A believed that they had a fully integratedCIS (Q23).
In Chapter 6 it was reported that many nurses felt that doctors were not
sufficiently involved with the CIS and relied upon the nursesto do that part of theirjob
for them. In Q26 this was statedto be favoured least by five respondentsat Site A. Q27
asked whether respondents would recommend their system to other ICUs. Only
respondentsfrom Site A would definitely recommendtheir system.
The findings about OrganisationalEnvironment in Chapter 6 were bome out by
Q28, where staff at Site A felt involved with the CIS, as did some at Site D, while those
at Sites B and C did not. This is slightly different than responsesto Q29, where
respondentsfrom English hospitals thought their inputs were consideredto be of more
value by managementthan respondentsat the Danish sites.
Further Statistical Analvsis
Further statistical analysis, including correlation analysis between variables, and linear
regressionwas not possible due to the peculiarities of the questionnairedata:
"

The number of respondentsfrom Site A far outnumberedthe other sites.

"

There were very few respondentsfrom Site C.

"

No doctors respondedat Site A, although questionnaireswere distributed to them.

"

The majority of respondentsat Site D were doctors.

"

Almost all respondentsat Site A were female.

Thesepoints mean that any cross-analysisperformed on the data would be very biased,
and would mostly reflect the situation at Site A.

7.4 ISIM, TAM, and TAM 2
ISIM has some similar features to the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM),
developedby Davies in the late 1980s.This section shows that the similarities are slight
is
differences
between
important.
Evidence
that
the
the
provided to
models
are
more
and
show that ISIM may be better suited to healthcare.
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TAM (Figure 7.1) was developed for analysing factors that influenced user
perceptions of, and attitudes towards, infon-nation systems. TAM is based on data
collected about MBA student's uptake of email, using a survey study (Davies, 1989).
Although TAM has been used extensively in industry, it is consistently reported to
explain only 40% of system use (Legris and Collerette, 2001). Chismar and WileyPatton (2002) assertthat only two applications of TAM have been found in healthcare,
those being Hu et al. (1999) and Dixon and Stewart (2001); the former were concerned
investigated
by
family
latter
CIS
the
with analysing
physicians adoption, while
adoption
fit
found
did
TAM
Both
that
tele-medicine
physician acceptanceof
applications.
not
with physicians and that the model did not 'work' (Chismar and Wiley-Patton, 2002).
Chismar and Wiley-Patton's claim that only two applied studies of TAM in healthcare
exist is incorrect -a further study was found, that of Handy et al. (2001).
Handy et al. investigated the attitudes of primary care physicians towards a
proposedsystem for maternity patients.They found that TAM was not appropriate,and
so it was modified to include the categories of 'perceived system acceptability',
'organisational characteristics', and 'individual characteristics' before being applied.
Handy et al. (200 1) criticize TAM for 'simplyinvestigating
of
userperceptions
of CISexclusive
issues'.
andorganisational
contextual
Venkatesh and Davies (2000) extend TAM to include cognitive instrumental
processes(perceived usefulness,job relevance, output quality, result demonstrability,
and perceived ease of use) and social forces (subjective norm, image, and
'voluntariness'). The outcome of this extension was TAM2 (Figure 7.2). Chismar and
Wiley-Patton (2002) claim that TAM2 has not been tested in healthcare, and so they
apply the model in a pediatric setting, to investigate the adoption of Internet and
Internet-basedhealth applications. The authors found that their results partly confirmed
TAM2 although 'significant
partsofthemodeliverenotconfirmed'.

7.4.1 Criticisms of TAM and TAM2
The original TAM model is shown in Figure 7.1. It can be seen that Perceived
Usefulnessand PerceivedEaseof Use are independentof each other, and that they are
about the systent only. All the relationships in the model are expressedas one-way,
which implies that IS are perceived in a linear fashion; however considering the
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empirical evidence given in Chapter 6, ISIM shows, this is not always the case.Note
also that TAM considersperceivedfactors only.
Although it appearsthat Actual System Use is similar to Actual Usefulnessin
ISIM, it can be seenquite clearly that Actual Usefulnessin ISIM does not just refer to
the system,but statesthat a relationship between the context (work processes)and the
Organisational Culture impact CIS integration. Unlike TAM, ISIM considers the
evolving state of systems integration through iterations of the model, while TAM
appearsto be static.
Perceived
Usefulness
(PU)

System design
features

""x

Perceived
Ease of use
,4 (PEU)

Attitude

towards

using

Actual
system use

Figure 7.1: TAM (Davies, 1989)

In the revised model, TAM2, shown in Figure 7.2, the iterative links betweenthe work
processesand Actual Usefulness and organisational factors is still missing, so that
TAM2 is only suitable for assessingtechnology acceptanceafter the system has been
fully implemented. It misses completely the contextual factors, and does not allow for
inter-relationships between factors; all of the factors that affect technology usage are
independentof one another.In reality this is unlikely. TAM and TAM 2 are quantitative
modelsthat use pre-developedand prescriptive questionnairesto quantify eachaspectof
the models.
ISIM is derived from 'real clinical users' in 'real clinical environments'. It is
not static, and considers the evolving nature of organisationsand the complex web of
interactions that take place within those organisations. Whether or not ISIM is
applicable in other areas of healthcare, and even areas outside healthcare is an
interestingquestion that remainsto be tested.
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Voluntariness

SubiectiveNonn
Perceived
Usefulness
U
sefulness
(PU)

Image
Job relevance

Behaviour

li
Out put quality
Results

Usage

rII

PerceivedEaseof Use (PEU)

demonstrability
Figure 7.2: TAM2 (Venkateshand Davies, 2000)

7.5 Summary
This chapterhas presenteda validation of ISIM in a fourth ICU - Site B, has presented
the results from questionnairesdistributed at all four sites during the data collection
process,and has highlighted the differencesbetweenISIM, TAM and TAM 2.
During the validation of ISIM in Site B, it was shown that the factors in the
ISIM model were repeated in this site; this ICU has a history of a failed CIS
implementation, which provided a stronger indication of the importance of the 'CIS
Integration History' factor in Organisational Culture. Similar characteristicsbetween
Sites B and C were identified, in particular the factors that contributed to CIS failure in
Site B were evident in Site C; as the CIS in Site C is still being integratedthe outcome
integration
become
CIS
is
to
yet
apparentthere.
of
ISIM was further validated using questionnairesdistributed at each site. The
questionnaireswere analysed independently of ISIM. Despite low responserates in
Sites B, C, and D, the questionnaireswere useful for further validating ISIM. It was
found that no new categories emerged, however the results of the questionnairedid
confirm the existing factors in ISIM. Further, they emphasisedthe inter-dependenciesof
thesefactors, as somequestionscould be usedto inform more than one factor (seeTable
7.6).
Finally, ISIM was comparedto TAM and TAM 2, models consideredto be most similar
to ISIM. However, the discussion in Section 7.4 revealed that the similarities are
superficial, and evidence that TAM and TAM 2 have been found to be unsuitable for
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evaluating CIS in healthcaresettings,was presented.As ISIM has been developedfrom
empirical data collected from ICUs it should be more applicable to healthcaresettings.
Chapter8, the concluding chapter,will presenta critical evaluation of this thesis,
where the achievementof the aim and objectives will be discussed,together with the
validity and reliability of the study. A discussion of this thesis, compared to the
conclusions drawn from the literature in Section 2.8, is also given, and the thesis
conclusionsare presented.

Chapter 8

Summary and Conclusions
The aim of this chapteris to presentthe summaryof this thesis and to critically
evaluatethe work that it contains,so that an assessmentof the achievementof the thesis
aim and objectives can be made. The contributions of this thesis are outlined, and
conclusionsabout the researchare drawn.

8.1 Thesis Summary
This thesis began with the question of whether or not Organisational Culture informs
CIS implementation and integration. Chapter 2 was concerned with reviewing the
salient literature. It covered the areasof Clinical Information Systems,Intensive Care
Units, and OrganisationalCulture, and confirmed that ICUs were an under-investigated
area in Health Infon-natics, specifically with regard to Organisational Culture. It was
found that the literature recognisesthe importance of organisationalissues.It supported
the view that organisational factors, although researchedfor over 50 years, had only
recently gained any standing within Medical and Health Informatics, and yet could
greatly affect CIS implementations such as an EHR. There are few studies of
Organisational Culture in Health Informatics, and those that exist are often conducted
under the broader subject heading of organisational issues/factors. Further, few
empirically derived and validated organisational culture models were found in
healthcare.
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Having introduced the thesis and reviewed the literature, it was important to present
the context of this research,so Chapter 3 was concernedwith presenting the 'bigger
picture' surrounding each of the four ICUs, two each in Denmark and England, before
describingthe individual situation at eachsite.
Chapters4 and 5 presentedthe methodological underpinnings of the thesis. Where
Chapter 4 focussedon presenting the theoretical aspectsof the researchmethodology,
Chapter 5 concentrated on presenting the actual data collection methods used. The
researchadheresto the phenomenologicalparadigm, and in particular it used both case
study and ethnographyas its methodologies.In Chapter 5, the data collection methods
of non-participant observation, shadowing of clinical staff, and semi-structured
interviews were given as the chief data collection methods, with the approach to
analysing the resulting qualitative data being given as grounded theory. Questionnaires
were usedto further verify the researchfindings but were not used to derive the Iterative
SystemsIntegration Model (ISIM).
Chapter 6 is the 'heart' of the thesis. The chapter develops ISIM, and also its
components (work processes, Actual Usefulness, Organisational Culture, and CIS
Integration). To enable a better understandingof the model, hypothetical casesof when
and how it may be applied were presented,before the details of ISIM and its derivation
were discussed.The formulation of ISIM in terms of groundedtheory was discussedin
terms of eachcomponentof the model.
Work processes are an important part of ISIM. They were illustrated and
describedusing Role Activity Diagrams i. e., the diagramsillustrated: nursing meetings,
the nursing shift handover,doctors meetingsand shift handover,patient preparationfor
doctor's rounds, and the doctors rounds.It was found that theseprocesseswere virtually
identical at each site, regardlessof country. However, they differed at the information
processinglevel, which were summarisedin tables, so that comparisonsacrossthe three
ICUs (labelled A, C, and D) used to develop ISIM could be clearly seen.Thesetables
were extendedin Chapter7, when a fourth ICU (Site B) was used to validate the model.
Finally in Chapter 6, each factor of the Organisational Culture and Actual
Useftilnesscategorieswere presentedin a discussioncomparing these factors acrossthe
three sites. The validation of ISIM was presentedin Chapter7, where it was shown that
the factors in the ISIM model were repeatedin a fourth site that had a history of a failed
CIS implementation. This site provided a stronger indication of the importance of the
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'CIS Integration History' factor in the Organisational Culture category. Similar
characteristicswere identified between Sites B and C, in particular, the factors that
contributed to CIS failure in Site B were evident in Site C; as the CIS in Site C is still
being integrated the outcome of CIS integration was yet to become apparentthere, as
was discussedin Chapter7.
Despite low response rates from Sites B, C, and D, questionnaires were useful

for further validating ISIM. It was found that no new categoriesemerged,however the
results of the questionnaire confinned the existing factors in ISIM. Chapter 7 also
highlighted the differences between ISIM and the Technology Acceptance Models
(TAM and TAM 2), commonly-usedmodels for measuringsystem use. The discussion
revealedthat the similarities were superficial, and evidencethat TAM and TAM 2 had
been found unsuitable for evaluating CIS in healthcaresettings was presented.As ISIM
had been developed from empirical data collected from ICUs, it should be more
applicableto healthcaresettingsbut requirestesting.

8.2 Critical Evaluation
A critical evaluation of this researchis presentedin this Section. It evaluatesthe aim
and objectives of this research (Section 8.2.1), the validity and reliability of this
research(Section 8.2.2) and the limitations of this research(Section 8.2.3). The research
evaluation in terms of the literature review given in Chapter2 is given in Section 8.2.4.
The contributions of the thesis are outlined in Section 8.2.5, and finally for this section,
future work is given in Section 8.2.6. For the thesis conclusions,seeSection 8.3.

8.2.1 Assessment of the Research Aim and Objectives
In Section 1.2 the aim and objectives of this thesis were presented.These are given
again for convenience.
Aim
The aim of this thesis was:
To develop a declarative model of clinical information systems integration
basedon empirical evidencefrom intensive care settings.
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Obiectives
The objectives of this thesis were:
1. To investigate the significance of Organisational Culturefor

explaining actual

CIS deployment in intensive care.
a. To determine the Organisational Culture characteristics that affect CIS
integration into intensive care settings.
b. To

determine

the

relationship

between

Organisational

Culture

characteristics found and CIS as they are used in practise.
2. To investigate the interactions between clinical staff and CIS, so that it is
possible to detertnine the effect of these interactions on intensive care clinical
ivorkprocesses.
a. To determine the interactions that take place between clinical staff and
their work processes.
b. To model the above interactions.
C. To explore the relationship between Organisational Culture, actual CIS
use, and clinical work processes.
3. To develop a theoretical niodel of CIS integration.
a. To conduct a comparison of the findings from each site
b. To apply the knowledge

and. understanding

drawn from primary

empirical evidence to develop a model for CIS integration.
c. To validate the model using an investigation at another site.
Table 8.2 outlines these objectives and provides a reference to where they were
demonstrated within the thesis. Each primary objective is then discussed.
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Table 8.1: Referencesfor the Achievement of the ResearchObjectives

Primary

Sub-

Objective

Objective

2

3

Section Page

a

6.2.2

110

b

6.2.3

129

a

6.2.1

94

b

6.2.1

94

c

6.1.2

89

a

6.2

93

b

6.1

85

c

7.2

142

Evaluation of the Achievement of the Research Aim and Oblectives
Each primary objective is discussedfirst, followed by the achievementof the thesisaim.
1. To investigate the significance of Organisational Culturefor

explaining actual

CIS deploymentin intensivecare.
In order that the role of OrganisationalCulture for determining CIS interaction in ICUs
could be investigated, it was important to be able to obtain data in the context within
which it occurred. Therefore, non-participant observation and interviews with clinical
staff enabled the collection of data, which were analysed using grounded theory to
determine the Organisational Culture factors that affect how CIS are integrated; a
from
data.
Actual
ISIM,
Usefulness
the
the
within
emerged
category,
second
Organisational Culture was shown to have a very significant role for CIS integration,
and eight Organisational Culture factors were identified from the data (see Section 6.1
in Table 8.1).
2. To investigate the interactions between clinical staff and CIS, so that it is
possible to determine the effect of these interactions on intensive care clinical
ivorkprocesses.
Data collected from observations and inter-views with clinical staff enabled the
development of Role Activity Diagrams, which were analysed across all sites, so
that the interactions between the CIS and clinical staff could be recorded with
between
differed
ICU
These
to
work
processes
only
work processes.
consideration
ICUs at the information processeslevel.
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3. To develop a theoretical model of CIS integration.
Having achievedthe first two primary objectives, it was possible to developa model
of CIS integration using the findings from Actual Usefulness, Organisational Culture
and Work Process analysis. This was presentedin the form of the Iterative Systems
Integration Model (ISIM), which was evaluatedin Site B. ISIM was further validated
using the results from the questionnaires.All sites were given feedback of the results
and they too confirmed the findings.
It can be seenthat the achievementof the researchobjectives ultimately enabledthe
achievementof the researchaim, i. e., the developmentof a declarative model of clinical
information systemsintegration basedon empirical data from ICUs. The trustworthiness
of this researchis discussednext.

8.2.2 Validity, Reliability, and Generalisability
In Section 5.2.4 the concept of triangulation was discussed. It was found that
triangulation of different methodscan enhancethe validity and reliability of the research
findings (Denzine, 1970). This research employed three of the five types of
triangulation: data triangulation (i. e., a variety of informants (nurses and doctors)),
method triangulation (i. e., a variety of data collection methods(interviews, observations
and questionnaires)),and environmentaltriangulation (different locations/settings(four
ICUs, two eachin England and Demnark)).
Most studies attempt to adopt two types of triangulation (Hussey and Hussey,
1996;Robson, 1993), it can be seenthat this work adoptsthree types of triangulation so
that the research findings can be accepted with more confidence. The reliability,
validity, and generalisability factors of this researchare now discussedin greaterdetail.
Reliabilitv
In positivist research, it is generally accepted that if findings are repeatable by other
researchers, then they are reliable (Hussey and Hussey, 1997; Robson, 1993). However,
this thesis is a phenomenological study and it is common knowledge that the replication
of qualitative studies is a more complex matter, due to the subjective nature of this type
of research. This does not, however, imply that qualitative research cannot be reliable
since "it is not importantwhetherqualitativeineasures
are reliablein thepositivisticsense,but whether
similar observationsand interpretationscan be made on different occasionsand or by different
observers"(Husseyand Hussey,1997).
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For pragmatic reasonsit was not feasible to work with other researchersat the time, so
that the findings could be tested.Collaborationswith other researchersmay enablethis
in
be
the future. In terms of similar observations and
to
tested
sites
work
at other
interpretationsbeing attained on different occasions,Section 7.2 presentsthe results of
'
in
fourth
Similar
findings
the
site.
observations
conducted
a
of
research
an evaluation
and interpretationsto those at the original three sites were found.
Validitv
Validity is defined as the "extentto whichthe researchfindings accuratelyrepresentwhatis really
happeningin a situation." (Husseyand Hussey,1997).Validity is often very high in qualitative
data
by
it
the
to
the
collecting
phenomena
capture
real meaning of
research, since aims
by
(Robson,
in
1993).
This
this
thesis
to
achieve
aimed
rich
context and explanations
using observations conducted at the location of the phenomenon being investigated,
rather than conducting observations in a laboratory, away from the natural context of
in
This
work
processes
context and
staff.
of
clinical
enabled understanding
clinical
interviews
interaction.
CIS
Further,
to
were conducted and these
with
regard
situation,
verified observations i. e., were observations consistent with 'that', being told, and viceversa?
Generalisabilitv
In positivistic research, generalisability is defined as the "applicationof researchresultsto
Gummerson
Hussey,
1997).
beyond
(Hussey
in
the
those
and
study"
examined
casesor situations
(199 1), in Hussey and Hussey (1997), states that "usingstatisticsto generalisefroma sampleto
from one
it is feasible to generalise
a populationis just one typeof generalisation:in phenomenology
be
in
in
i.
theories,
to
environment
applied
concepts
generated
one
can
patterns,
and
another....
e.,
setting
in
However,
Statistical
this
thesis.
"
were
not
possible
generalisations
another?
be
in
ICUs
that
conclusions
confirmed
similar
could
a number of
conducting research
drawn across four ICUs; ISIM was applicable in all the sites investigated. Future
in
in
investigate
ICUs
ISIM
the
other countries, and even
of
could
applicability
research
in other areas of the healthcare sector (this is discussed in more detail in Section 8.2.6).

Having discussedthe credibility of this thesis, it is also important that the thesis
limitations are reported,theseare presentednext.
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8.2.3 Thesis Limitations
The paucity of questionnaire responses was quite disappointing. Although both
academics and clinical staff at each site piloted the questionnaires, the Danish
respondentsfelt that the questionnaireswere too long and took too much time to
interpret and complete. As only a small sample of nurses and doctors tested the
questionnaire,it appearsthat the samplewas not very representative.
Translating the complete questionnaire into Danish was considered before
distribution, but as feedback was positive this was not thought to be necessary.
Translation costs for a minority languagesuch as Danish are also very high, and were
not within budget. However, had this been a positivist study, relying solely on survey
data, greater emphasiswould have been placed upon the questionnaires,which would
have beentranslated;future researchin this areawill considerthis option in more detail,
and it may also be possible to budget for this in post-doctoral research. As the
questionnairewas also not the focal sourceof data from which ISIM was derived, this is
not a major limitation to this thesis.
A focussedand directed researchteam may be better suited to this type of study
than a sole researcher,as was found by Kay et al (1996); as discussion of findings and
interpretations may lead to more reliable and generalisablefindings, if a number of
independentresearchersarrived at similar conclusions.
ISIM is not a static model, but describesthe iterative nature of CIS integration in
ICUs. Although the Role Activity Diagrams used to model the work processesare
static, since process models are snapshotsof work processesat a particular point in
time, the importance of remodelling work processesduring different iterations of CIS
integration was stressedin Chapter 6. ISIM is not prescriptive; rather, it acknowledges
the dynamic nature of ICU organisations,operating in 'real' time with 'real' people.It is
advocatedas useful for guiding CIS integration, rather than prescribing exactly how it
should be conducted, since each organisation is complete with its own set of norms,
values and idiosyncrasies.Section 8.2.4 presentsa discussion of the thesis in terms of
the literature review presentedin Chapter2.
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8.2.4 The Thesis in Terms of the Literature
This section discussesISIM in terms of the issuesthat arosefrom the literature review
(Section 2.8). The general points identified in Section 2.8 are discussedand then ISIM
is discussedwith regard to a paper by Kaplan and Shaw (2002), which reviews models
usedto assessCIS implementations.
The conclusions drawn from the literature review in Section 2.8 are given below, with
eachpoint being followed by a discussionof how this thesis addressesthe issuesraised.
1. Since the introduction of CIS in healthcare in the 1960s,little has changedin tenns
of organisational problenis when iniplenienting CIS (Richards, 2001).
The paper by Richards (ibid) found that organisationalissues,such as user perceptions
of CIS, were causesof unsuccessfulCIS implementation as early as the 1960s;this is
still being found today (Kaplan and Shaw, 2002). In this thesis the Organisational
Culture and Actual Usefulness factors of ISIM identified show that there are many
significant features that affect CIS implementation and integration; these featurescan
inform understandingof CIS integration issues.Furthermore,human and organisational
issueswere found to be at least as important as the technical issuesas causesof failure
(at Site B) and unrest regarding CIS at Site C. However, this thesis has also shown that
while poor organisational factors can contribute to failure, they can also be significant
factors for successfulCIS, as exemplified at Site A.
2. Despite decadesof research in Health Inforinatics, implementing and integrating a
CIS into secondary care remains a major problem (Benson, 2002a and 2002b;
Schoefifel,1998).
This thesis has shown that this is true in all four ICU settings examined, and has
investigatedmany of the reasonswhy this is so.
3. The issue of integrating CIS successfullyinto complex areas, with equally complex
information needs,becomesmuch more salient with government-imposeddeadlines
for EHR developmentsacross the globe (AMIA, 2003; Iakovidis, 1998; Moorman
der
Van
Lei, 1999).
and
This is a very important issue, especially for ICUs. Section 6.2.1 highlighted the
complexity of an ICU environmentand the dependencyon the availability and accessto
patient information. Furthermore, the participants of this environment, such as clinical
been
have
quoted as saying that their needsare not being addressedin large scale
staff,
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EHR projects, where the focus remains on more general hospital departments.If an
EHR is to be successfullyintegratedin all areasof patient care, then every areaneedsto
be considered,and complex areaslike ICUs must not be ignored.
4. ICU information requirements differ substantiallyfroin other areas of a hospital,
design
development
CIS
(Hagland,
Campbell
1998;
this
the
and
of
and
ivill affect
et
al., 2001; Randolph and Kane, 1998).
Section 6.2 draws similar conclusions from observations at three of the four ICU
settings(A, C, and D) discussedin this thesis.
5. The issue of transferability of CIS developed in one setting to other healthcare
departmentsand institutions is challenging (Heathfield et al. (1994)). However, it
has beendemonstratedthat CIS developedin complex areas such as ICU are more
likely to succeedin other less complax areas of healthcare, rather than vice-versa
(Junger et al., 2001; Hagland, 1998).
This thesis has not examined this question, focussing on implementation of CIS in
ICUs. However, Section 6.2.1 has shown that the ICU work processesare very similar
acrossall sites, regardlessof country and size of unit. This is an interesting finding that
implies that, at least at the English and Danish level, these countries could collaborate
and inform each other's EHR developments.Whether this would be true for other
countriesand other areason healthcareis somethingin need of investigation.
6. Feiv large-scale studies o)f ICU exist (Bennet and Bion, 1999), and veryfeiv tackle
the issueof Organisational Culture and CIS in intensivecare.
This thesis investigatesfour ICUs in two different countries, each at a different stageof
CIS implementation. The particular focus of the thesis has been the investigation of
human and organisationalissueswith regardto the CIS implementation.
7. Few organisational modelsdevelopedfor informing CIS implementationsare based
on enipifical evidence(Iles and Sutherland,2001).
ISIM is grounded in empirical data collected from three ICU settings, and was
validated in a fourth. In terms of the literature, this thesis contributes original work,
basedon empirical evidence,to the existing academicliterature; specifically, the thesis
investigates Organisational Culture issueswith regard to CIS integration in intensive
care.
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ISIM and other Models
Many CIS evaluation models and methodologies exist; a very comprehensive and
thorough review of a large number of these models is given by Kaplan and Shaw
(2002), and those of relevance to this thesis were discussed in Section 2.4.1.
Kaplan and Shaw's paper highlighted the fact that a majority of research focuses on
importance
highlights
the
of not only the technical aspects of a
success
and
system
factors.
human
Further, they state
behavioural,
but
the
and
also
organisational,
system,
that contextual issues are also important, so that evaluations consider not only the
implemented.
is
in
but
the
the
the
which
system
setting
and
system,
also
users

The authors found that, despite the vast amount of research in this area, a
below
in
issues
These
tenns
issues
addressed
are
under-investigated.
remain
number of
of this thesis and ISIM:
"Many evaluationsfocus on practitioners, primarily physicians... more evaluations
in,
involved
individuals
the
that
the
or
many
concerns of
address
are needed
affected by, inforinatics applications ".

This thesis has addressedthis issue through the researchat the four ICUs. ISIM was
developedin consideration of nursesand doctors, and also acknowledgedthe input of
in
6.2.1.
in
Section
RADs
the
given
other clinical staff, as shown
0 "Attention is needednot only to successes,but also to failures, partial successes,
bias
definition
Medical
Informatics
in
in
provides
publication
and changes project
...
little opportunity to learnfrom studies in which technological interventionsresulted
in null, negative, or disappointing results".

ISIM was informed by not only successfulCIS implementation (Site A) and ongoing
implementations (Sites C and D), but validated in Site B, where a CIS had failed. The
thesis discussesall four sites, which were at different stagesof CIS development.These
different stages helped ground ISIM not just in one context of successful system
integration, but in three other contexts, which demonstrate failure (Site B), partial
failure (Site C) and partial success(Site D).
for
difficult,
illuininating
iniportant
"Coinparative
are
R
studies, while exceedingly
contaxtual issues."
This thesis investigatesfour sites,and comparesthe findings at each of them.
x

"More work is neededto developboth evaluation inethodsand theory, and to bring
together understandingdevelopedthrough thesestudies."
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The three issues highlighted above by Kaplan and Shaw (2002) have been
discussedin the context of this thesis. It has been shown that this thesis has considered
the factors that were reported as being under-investigated by the authors in the
developmentof ISIM.
Section 7.4 discussedthe relationship between ISIM, TAM and TAM 2, and
highlighted the differences betweenthe three models. The precise contributions of this
thesis are given next, in Section 8.2.5.

8.2.5 Contributions
This thesis makes a number of useful contributions to Health Infori-natics, and its
practitioners.Theseare listed in order of significance below:
validated model of CIS integration - The Iterative Systems
Integration Model (ISIM) - for informing CIS integration into ICU, (Chapter 6).

"

Develops an empirically

"

Contributes original work - based on empirical evidence - that investigates the significance
of Organisational Culture for integrating CIS in intensive care to the academic discipline of
Health Informatics (Section 2.7).

"

Provides process maps of intensive care work processes, based on empirical observations
from intensive care settings, to illustrate the interactions that occur between clinical staff,
CIS, and intensive care work processes (Section 6.2.1).

"

Provides insights into the interactions that occur between clinical staff, CIS, and intensive
care work processes.

"

Enables the dissemination of empirical evidence from four separate intensive care sites that
support

theory,

and contribute

to knowledge

and the academic

literature

about

Organisational Culture, clinical information systems, and the interactions between these in
intensive care.

The findings may be of particular interest to those involved with the introduction of the
integratedcare record service (ICRS) in the UK National Health Service (NHS) (DOH,
2002b), and those involved in national Electronic Health Record (EHR) initiatives in
Denmark, as data were collected from sites in these countries. Global EHR initiatives
may also find this thesis of some use, for its insights into the context of clinical work
and CIS integration.
Responsesfrom three correspondentsat Sites B, C and D illustrate a specific and
in
Sites
(Site
did
B,
C
A
ICUs
D
to
the
not provide written
and
practical contribution
feedbacktherefore it is not quoted):
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"I think it's an accuratereflection of what went wrong at [Site B]. I feel that we will struggle to
re-introduce a CIS until we can offer more automateddata collection to the staff (e.g. labs), in
addition to the points you've raised. As our Trust doesn't have an interface enginethat could be
some time off. I've love to have a look at the finished thesis as it will no doubt help us second
time round (wheneverthat is)". (Contact, Site B)
"I've read your excellent paper again today. And my answerwill be a bit different from the first
time I read it. I remember feeling that it all seemedages ago, all the things concerning the
implementation of CIS, when I first read it. And I couldn't remember the doctors not being
interested in using the system, as I was more concernedwith the nursing staffs reaction to the
system.
Now - almost a year after -I

can suddenly see what you are referring to in your paper. And I

have to agree with your findings completely. I suddenly also understandthe questionsyou've
askedme about the ward better. So what do I think about your paper? I think you've pointed out
somevery important factors in implementing CIS into a clinical setting. And I wish your paperor findings - had existedprior to implementing CIS to our ward. Now all I hopeis that they - the
management- will consider your findings before they start implementing the doctors and the
nursesEPR. Have you sent the paperto them? And are you planning to sendyour doctoral thesis
to them? I really think it's an excellent paper. And it's only gotten better after reading it again
now almost a year after we startedimplementingthe CIS into the ward" (Nurse, Site Q.
"Concerning the paper [

]I have reread it now and find it well describing the actual situations
...

in Denmark and setting up good conclusions"(Contact, Site D).

8.2.6 Future Work
improve
its
in
Academics
Investigate
ISIM
ICU
to
more
settings,
generalisability.
at
9
Massey University in New Zealand have already expressedan interest in testing
ISIM in New ZealandICUs, and further investigationscan only add to the results.
in
healthcare
is
ISIM
To
the
the
applicable
private
question
of
whether
consider
0
sector. While it seems unlikely that there would be any difficulties, the
Organisational Culture of private hospitals, in ternis of governance, finance, and
motivation, is radically different. It would be interesting to compare these findings

*

with public health services,both within a country, and trans-nationally.
Examine the applicability of ISIM in practice as a guide for informing CIS
integration in ICUs. This would have to be a longitudinal study that follows an ICU
throughout the process of CIS procurement, implementation, and integration, and
would require a long-term relationship with the ICU site.
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Investigate the applicability of ISIM in other areas of healthcare. ISIM was
developedfrom data exclusively capturedin ICUs, and may therefore not be directly
applicableto other healthcaresettings,such as other hospital units, andprimary care.
This requires further investigation, but would be of great interest, both becauseit
would provide a useftil model to those settings, but also becausethis investigation
would highlight differencesbetweenthe work processesin the different settings,and
hencethe information processes.
*

Examine the applicability of ISIM in other sectors. TAM and TAM 2 have been
used with varying successin many sectors,but they were originally developedfrom
just one set of data. While it is unlikely that any one generic model can capturethe
complexities of all information systemintegrations, ISIM, and variants of it, may be
useful in other sectors.

8.3 Conclusions
It is evident that despitethe purportedbenefits of CIS, and decadesof researchin Health
Infoi-matics,users in this study were still experiencingCIS problems that were prevalent
in the 1960s.Many studieshave emphasisedthe difficult nature of CIS implementation,
and the increasingnumber of failed CIS implementations.Much evidencesuggeststhat
CIS are often greeted with scepticism and uncertainty as to their capabilities and
integration with existing clinical activities. Many systemsremain unused, or are used
far below their potential. The care of the patient is paramount, and unsuccessful
implementationsdetract from patient care. In addition, the pressureson managementto
investment
their
retums
reap
on
are great, as the public healthcare sector is renowned
for its shortageof resources,so justification of every investment becomesimperative,
and successfuloutcomesa necessity.
Although many randomisedcontrolled trials and economic analysis studieshave
been conducted for evaluating CIS use in healthcare, it has become increasingly
apparentthat these methods alone are not sufficient. The study of organisational and
human factors has only recently gained momentum, despite decadesof research.The
questionof whether or not OrganisationalCulture could inform CIS implementationand
integration is under-investigated. Further, no empirically derived and validated
OrganisationalCulture models in healthcarewere found.
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This thesis aimed to develop a declarativemodel of CIS integration groundedin
in
Informatics,
from
healthcare
Health
data
ICUs,
a
area
under-investigated
empirical
despitethe intensity of its information needs.ISIM, a model to guide CIS integration in
Intensive Care Units, was developed. ISIM was derived from empirical data
(observations,shadowing, and interviews) collected from three ICUs in England and
Denmark, and it was validated in a fourth ICU. ISIM consists of four elements,
Organisational Culture, Actual Usefulness,work processes,and CIS Integration. The
model suggeststhat CIS integration is an iterative process, and one that is dependent
upon the extent of changesrequired to existing work process,the OrganisationalCulture
and Actual Usefulnessof the CIS.
In this study it was found that although a CIS is budgeted for in terms of its
software and hardwareconstituents,investmentsin maintenanceand educationare often
non-existent.Yet as ISIM shows, this is a prerequisiteto successfulActual Usefulness.
Further, where the relationship with suppliers was found to be weak, system support
was impeded further, causing unrest and disillusionment with the capabilities of the
CIS. Strong leadership was found to be essential,to ensure that CIS capabilities and
user requirements are adequately considered before procurement, and that staff are
motivated to use the CIS. The factors identified as impeding CIS integration were:
"
"

(SitesC andD).
Inadequate
understanding
of currentwork processes
(SiteQ.
Poorleadershipandlackof ownershipandresponsibilityfor CIS implementations

"

Inadequate
training(SiteQ.
andinappropriate
Unconsidered
contextof the organisational
environmentandthe structureandlayoutof the

"

organisation(SitesC andD).
No way of communicating
with existingsystems(SitesA, B, andQ.

"

"

No potential for changeand adaptationso that the systemcan be alteredto suit the
characteristics
of theorganisation(SitesC andD).

"
"

Poorsystemsuitability(SiteQ.
Unclear'actual' benefitof the systemto theuser(SiteQ.

"

Weakrelationshipwith suppliers(SitesC andD).

The need for seamlessCIS within healthcarewas also emphasised.From the RADs it
became obvious that ICUs are complex organisations,with complex needs and work
found
have
information
ICU
Upon
to
the
were
processes
closer
examination,
processes.
potential to become much simplified with the introduction of seamlessCIS, thus
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creating 'simplified complexity' in dynamic organisations.Moreover, CIS that did not
allow for changesor adaptationsas user needschangedand grew found it increasingly
difficult to meet user demandsand be integrated.
To conclude, at present,the approachto CIS implementationsis haphazard,and
isolated from those that use the systems,and those that develop them. There is poor
communication between the groups that are involved, such as suppliers, management,
involves
CIS
integration
and users.
many different parties, who need to communicate
with eachother; each group is equally important, and they all influence CIS integration.
CIS are often viewed as a cure-all; to be effective they depend not only on what they
have been engineeredto do, but also on how they are implemented and used.It is hoped
that ISIM will contribute positively to CIS integration in intensive care and, with further
testing, beyond.
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7,17
Entrance and Exit,
'
Open plan work are aj
Computer Room
Office
Dirty Room
Kitchen
Staff Room
Toilet
Server Room
Staff Changing Room
Corridor
Medicine Room
Nurses Work Station
ICU Beds
HDU Beds

flicsis
A)
Not
ApplicabIc
(N
to
this
j
Desks/computer/chairsusedby pharmacist
One computer
Three computers-used by nurse managerand clinical sisters
Contains linen
N/A
Notice board/ TV/ fridge, tables and chairs
N/A
Housesserver for CIS and CIS workstation, notice board with
contact details for S/W company and documentationfor the CIS
N/A
N/A
Fridge's and cabinetsfor drugs
Three printers, computer connectedto laboratory computer.
Computer with accessto the internet and for generaluse such as
word processing.Tea and coffee area,notice board, paper and
I c inical books and folders for referenceetc.
CIS by bedside
CIS sharedby two beds
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Appendix B
CIS Functionality,
Site A- This Appendix refers to Site A alone, as it is the only
site with a fully computerizedICU.
The Central CIS
For each shift the CIS recorded the name of the shift nurse, duty doctor, date and time. The
following list gives a description of its functions:
" Enablesaccessto a list of all current patients.
" Allows screendumpsonly i. e., printing one page at a time.
" Patient administration - demographicdetails from the hospital administration system
are retyped into the CIS:
Admission and contact details.
.16
" Primary clinical information and clinical history.
" List of shift nurses.
" List of duty doctors.
" ICU dischargedetails - summary- details about patient status.
intervals
Observations
list
observations
recorded
selected
of
at
"
inforins when they are due to be recorded.
" Investigations - list of investigations e.g. blood clotting - profile of
blood - blood/gasanalysisetc.
list
input
from
drugs
Therapy's
selection
manually
allows
a
"
- able
to add to list if item not available.
" Review - possible to review different care areas - enables
comparisonswith historical data.
" Nurse careplan.
" Reporting - provides weekly report facility - daily continuation notes:
History.
" Help.
" Information to inform usersabout particular areasof care.
fluids
details
Breathing,
Physiological
as:
weight
and
etc.
such
"
Nurseswere able to write their care plans using free text, while the facility for entriesby doctors
required structureddata entry.

Bedside CIS
Downloadsinformationfrom the monitoringsystems,suchasrespiratorysystem.It canselecta
particularview, thoughthe nursespreferthe graphicaldisplaysinceit highlightsdifferenttypes
display
it
data
is
distinguish
between
The
to
them.
that
easier
graphical
showsall
of patient
so
vital signsand fluids. Due to the colourcodingsystemand visibility of graphsandchartsit is
immediatelypossibleto seeany vital changesthat requireattention.Finally it is possibleto
write thecareplananddoctorsnotesfor thepatientwhomthebedsideCIS refcrsto.
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Appendix C

ICU Layout - Site B: (Not to Scale)
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Corridor I NA
Entrance and Exit N/A

HDU
Work Station

Medicine
'Kitchen'
Nursing
Equipment
Patient Room
ICU Beds
Kitchen
Staff Room
Server Room

bedsonlv
Hip-hDer)endencv
This is where nursesand doctors congregate.Radiology
computer and Lab computer is located here. Computer
with accessto internet and for generaluse such as word
processing.Tea and coffee area,notice board, paper and
clinical books and folders for referenceetc.
Medicines, and medicine apparatusare stored here
Trolley holds items such as medicine trays, tissue paper,
aprons... etc.
For patients who are deemedunrecoverable.
Monitoring CIS at the head of beds,
_N/A
Notice board/ TV/ fridge/tables and chairs, notices about
Housesserver for auditing equipment and also all the ICU
techniciansresponsiblefor all equipment on this unit and
two other units.
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Appendix D
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ICU Layout for Site C -Not to scale
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W

Corridors
Entrance/Exit
Secretaries Office

Room for Head
Nurses

Children's

ICU

Chest and Lungs
ICU
Heart ICU
Kidney ICU
Equipment
Medicine Kitchen

Kitchen
Online X-rays

Linen
Linen
Toilets
Coat hanging
space and
changing room
Offices
Offices
Offices
Changing Rooms
Staff Room
Vacant Room

wrmr?
"
-,,
NA
N/A

0

A large office with at least four secretariesfor sorting patient information
and records.Accessto the Green System.Computersgiving accessto
general windows packagesand the internet.
Each group in the ICU (Cardiology, Paediatric, Lungs and Brain) has it's
own headnurse synonymouswith nurse managerin England. Each of these
nursesis responsiblefor managingtheir group of nurses,scheduling staff
duty rotas etc. Each leader has a computer with windows applications and
the internet.
Four beds with CIS by eachbed and at clinician work station. Medical
referencebooks and forms etc. Computer with accessto ordering system,
internet and word processingpackages.
As for Children's ICU
As for Children's ICU
As for Children's ICU
N/A
A fridge is available to hold patient medications, bloods, foods etc. The
room also holds basic medical apparatusas well as referencebooks and
folders.
N/A
This room contains photocopiersand an online link to radiology, so that Drs
and nursesmay accesspatient x-rays on line. Two large monitors are placed
side by side so that before and after x-rays can be comparedeasily.
N/A
N/A
N/A
Used to store clothes and shoeswhen on duty. A separatechanging room is
also available.
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Two setsof tables and a coffee area.TV, lockers and fridge.
Will be refurbished to make more room for the heart patients.
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Appendix E

13
ICU Layout - Site D (Not to Scale)

1

L01

17
II

2
5

3

4

p

705
-0-1111
pow

`7`7
Entrance and Exit
Staff Changing Rooms

N/A
N/A
Three computersused for accessto the internet and
Head Nurse and Staff
Windows applications. Laptop port. Extra deskused by
Educator
staff.
Two large tables, a small sink and kitchen apparatus. A
partition for smokers.White board and notice board.
Folders for each member of staff, amongstother things
Staff room [Kitchen
inforrii
Note
by
that
to
staff.
and
educator
secretaries
used
the notice board is also usedto inform staff as well as faceto-face. It is more of a back up method.
Two secretarieswith computer each.Accessto Green
Secretaries Office
System,internet and Windows applications.
Used each morning for nurses' and doctors' conference.
Also used by student doctors and nursesand for education
purposes.This room holds the radiology computer where
doctors are able to download the relevant x-rays for patients
Seminar Room
as and when they need to.
This room housesmedical referencebooks and a large
white board as well as manuals for the monitoring and
computer systemsused on the unit.
Staff Lockers N/A
Monitoring systemby the patient's bedside.The rooms
hold small tables where nursesand doctors meet to discuss
the patient. The patient daily observation sheetand the
be found here. A computer also in each
record
paper
can
ICU Beds
room, one between two beds, allows accessto the
laboratory and blood ordering software. The computer can
also be used to accessthe internet, medical referencesand
simple word processing.
This room is used when a patient is unrecoverable.Patients
Quiet Room are moved here from the intensive care rooms to allow
relatives somepersonal spacewith the patient.
A fridge is available to hold patient, medications,bloods,
Medicine Kitchen
foods etc. The room also holds basic medical apparatusas
well as referencebooks and folders.
Used mostly for meetings and educating staff and students.
Conference Room Medical referencebooks and folders can also be found
here.
Two large monitors display the statusof patients in all four
rooms, simultaneously. Mostly used by night staff, when
Again referencebooks and folders as
are
sleeping.
patients
Reception
well as blank medical and nursing charts can be found here.
networked computer gives accessto the laboratory
system,the internet and Windows applications.
Entrance and Exit N/A
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Appendix F
Research Protocol
As outlined in the proposal I sent to you, I am happy to write a report of findings for the
hospital in question. You are also welcome to access the research findings across all the
hospitals next year, when a full comparisonof all four hospitals will be written up.
All participating staff are promised anonymity, as is the hospital if it so desires.
The data collection plan is drafted below and is dependent up on the availability of and
accessibility to the relevant data sources.

Requirements and Confidentiality
Pennission to use a Dictaphone when interviewing - only I will hear these tapes
and no third party will view the transcriptionsof the inter-views.
Permissionto shadowand observestaff as they work.
Distribution of a questionnaire.
Accessto relevant documentation.
Attendanceto relevant meetings.
Start Date:
End Date:
HosPitalvisits4 days/week,I dayat universityfor consolidation.
Week
Primary
Methods and Other Tasks
No.
Task
Introduction to staff
Distribution of questionnaires
Collection
documentation
of
and
relevant
0
I Observation
observations
Attendance
to meetingswhere relevant
a
Observingstaff carrying out daily tasks.
Preferably a different user of patient clinical
2
Shadowing
information in the ICU.
Ideally
with as many users of clinical,
a
patient information in the ICU, as possible.
At least one representativeof each clinical
staff group.
3
Interviews
Duration:
10-20
approximately
minutes, as
the questions will have an open structure,
duration will depend upon how long the
interviewee talks for. I am willing to listen
for
long
as
aspossible.
I
I
If needed,similar to week one. Collection of
4 Observation

Questionnaires.
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Appendix G
Information Sheet
The Useof Clinical Information Systemsin Critical Care -A Study in Denmark and England

You are invited to take part in a researchstudy. Before you decide it is important for
you to understandwhy the researchis being conductedand what it will involve. Please
take time to read the following infon-nationcarefully and discuss it with others if you
wish. Ask us if there is anything that is not clear or if you would like more information.
Take time to decide whether or not you wish to take part.
What is the purpose of the study?
This study is part of a PhD at the University of Salford's Health Infon-naticsResearch
Centre. Health Informatics concernsthe study of people, information and computersin
healthcare.
The aim of this researchis to develop and validate a theoretical model that considers
Clinical Information Systems(CIS) and how they correspondwith the environment in
which they are being used. This model will enable further analysis and improve
understanding of the complex interactions between CIS and critical care work
processes.
This study is of one month's duration in your hospital and involves staff only.
The researchstudentwill observestaff using the CIS in their critical care centreand will
in
to
not attempt participate anyway.
Shadowing and interviewing of two (where appropriate) representativesfor each staff
is
role required (For example two nurses- representingthe nurses on the ward, two
doctors-representingthe doctors on the ward, two consultants etc.).
...
If you are willing to participate in this way then please indicate this on your consent
form.
Do I have to take part?
It is up to you to decide whether or not to take part. Ifyou decide to takepart you ivill
be given this information sheet to keep and be asked to sign a consentform. If you
decide to take part you are still free to withdraw at any time and without giving a
decision
A
to withdraw at any time, or a decision not to take part, will not affect
reason.
you in any way.
What will happen to me if I take part?
Requirements
Permission to use a Dictaphone when interviewing - only I will hear these tapes
and no third party will view the transcriptionsof the interviews.
Ask you to complete a questionnaire.
The researchstudentwill visit the critical careunit four days per week.
A table describing the activities to take place and your involvement is given overleaf.
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Week
No.

Primary
Task

I

Observation

2

Shadowing

3

Interviews

4

Observation

Methods and Other Tasks
Introduction to staff
Distribution of Questionnaires
Collection of relevant documentationand
observations
Attendanceto meetingswhere relevant
Observingstaff carrying out daily tasks.
Preferablya different user of patient clinical
information in the ICU.
This will involve following a member of staff as
they carry out their work.
Ideally with asmany usersof clinical, patient
information in the ICU, aspossible.
Duration: approximately 10-20minutes, as the
questionswill have an open structure, duration
will dependupon how long the interviewee talks
for. I am willing to listen for as long as possible.
If needed,similar to week one.
Collection of questionnaires

The duration of this study is approximatelyone month dependingupon progressmade
What do I have to do?
As mentionedabove,all that is required from you is your permission to be observedand
your consent, if you wish to participate in the interviews and shadowing, and
completion of a questionnaire.
What happens when the research study stops?
The researchstudent will produce a report of findings that will be available to you on
requesta few months after the study hastaken place.
Will my taking part in this study be kept confldential?
All information, which is collected about you during the course of this researchwill be
kept strictly confidential. Any information about you, which leaves the hospital, will
have your name removed so that you cannotbe recognisedfrom it.
Who is organising the funding?
The researchstudentreceivesa bursary from the university of Salford for the PhD.
Who has reviewed the study?
The study has been reviewed and approvedby the studentssupervisor, the X Research
and Development Unit and by the X Local ResearchEthics Committee. Approval from
the Y local researchEthics committeehas also beengained.
Contact for further information
Miss SaminaMunir
Salford Health Informatics ResearchEnvironment, Faculty of Health and social care,
University of Salford, Salford. M6 6PU.
Tel: 0161295 3182
Email: s.k.munir@pgr.salford.ac.uk

Many thanks for your participation and cooperation.
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Appendix H
Consent Form

Title of Project:
The Use of Clinical Information Systems in Critical Care
-A
England

Study in Denmark and

Name of researcher: SaminaK. Munir
Pleaseinitial box
I confirm that I have read and understoodthe information sheet
dated
for the abovestudy and I have had the opportunity to ask
......
questions.
2.1 agreeto this researchbeing carried out at this ICU.
3.1 understandthat my participation is voluntary and that I am free
to withdraw at any time, without giving any reason,without my legal
rights being affected.
4.1 give permissionto be observed.
5.1 would like to volunteer as an interviewee
6.1 would like to volunteer to be shadowed

Name of staff

Date

Signature

Researcher

Date

Signature
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Appendix I
NHS Trust
Researchand DevelopmentDepartment
Telephone

Samina K Munir, PhD Research Student
Salford Health Informatics Research Environment
Faculty of Health and Social Care
Frederick Road Campus,
University of Salford
Salford
M6 6PU
26 March, 2002
Dear Ms Munir
Re: R&D Registration -The role of clinical Information systems (CIS) In an
organisational context. a multi-country perspective
To confirm, your study is now registered with the Research and Development
This ensures that you
Department at
ZT-vpý-iLa:,
Department
Health
the
of
arc compliant with
requirement' to gain Trust approval
before your study can commence. Approval from the local research ethics
committee is also required.
To help the R&D Department maintain a profile of Trust research and research
outputs I would ask you to ensure that you:
Notify the R&D Department of any publications arising from your study,
That you advise the R&D Department of any adverse events or changes to
protocol that might atise during the study.
It is possible that you may be approached in accordance with Department of Health
requirements to audit a sample (10%) of Trust research studies annually. As part of
this exercise study records may be examined for evidence of ethics committee
approval, evidence of consent forms and adherence to protocol.
I look forward to hearing of the progress of your study.
Yours sincerely

Chairman of Research and Development Committee

Cc

ICU, --. ---7--.

13.6.3, p25 "ResearchGovernanceFrameworkfor Health and Social Care", DH March 2001

Aloe,
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Appendix J
LREC

Chairman-

TOWhoncIftx No:
LREC PROTOCOL REF ,
Pleast Quote This Reference on AH Correspondence
II July 2002
Miss S Munir
Salford Health Informatics
ResearchEnviro=cnt
Faculty of Health & Social Care
University ofSalford
Salford
M6 6PU

DearMiss Munir
PROTOCOL NUMBER;
The Role of Clinical

ZZ=7-

Information

The above protocol. (including
MýE

Systems (CIS) In Critical

Care ;A Multi-Country

Perspective

Patient Information Sheet and Consent Form) was considered by the
Research Ethics Committee on Friday 56 July 2002.

1 am pleased to advise you that the committee has no ethical objection to the protocol and has approved your
request to undertake the study subject to:
In accordance with discussions at the meeting please confirm that you have sought thc,. hTinen consent of
the Clinical Director in Anaesthetim
and the Clinical StaffLeader in ICU prior to
starting the research project
Members is enclosed for your
in accordLce with the current European (CCMP) GCP Guidelines and compatible with the agreed
International (ICH) GCP Guidelines.

A list ofthe
information

Conditions

Research Ethics Cointnittce

of Ethical

Approval

for Research Project

1. Your research project has been given approval only in relation to its acceptability from an ethical
If, subsequently, departure from the methodology outlined in your protocol is
point ofyiew.
contemplated, the Ethics Conunittee must be advised and the proposed changes approved.
2.

A report should also be made to the Committee, if any significant adverse reactions are noted
during the course ofthe study, or ifthe study is abandoned for any reason.

3.

You are reminded that this ethical approval does not give management/financial
approval or
on behalfof the Health purchasers (Health Authority or Health Cominissioners),
commit=nt
the Trust or any of its Departments. It is also your responsibility to ensure that the research
procedures comply with the Data Protection Act 1998.

The Ethics Committee would greatly value annual progress reports concerning your research study together
with a final report or a copy of any published paper. If the research study has to be discontinued or withdrawn
all together, the Committee would require details ofthe circumstances which have led to this action. A
profornia is enclosed for your use in this respect.
With kind regards
Yours sincerely

_T: ný
Cbairman
-XIM-j'a-

Research Ethics Committee
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Appendix K
7hority
LOCALRESEARCHSLtfMft9k-dbMAhil-4,

Phone:

Fax: f.JN.
e-mail:
31"October2OO2
TeI:

Miss Samina Kauser Munir
Room P042
Shire

Fax:---==W
www.gm=ftý'%.uk

Brian Blatchford Building
University of Salford
Salford
M6 6PU
Dear Miss Munir
Lead
LREC No: (7=NZ-, 0.
Please quote this number on all correspondence
The role of clinical Information systems (CIS) in critical care: a multicountry perspective.
As the Chairman of C-.=ý
Local Research Ethics Committee
(LREC) I have delegated authority and have considered the locality issues
relating to the above application.
The issues reviewed were as follows:
the suitability of the local researcher
the appropriateness of the local research environment and facilities
any specific issues that may relate to this local community
The locality issues have been adequately addressed and the proposed research
can be conducted in, --Hospitals NHS Trust on the unclersiandingthat you follow the conditions set out
below:
Conditions of Approval
You have a favourable opinion from
LREC in
for the ethics of the propoýýd research (this is the "Lead Local"
LREC).
You do not undertake this research in an NHS organisation until the relevant
NHS management approval has been gained as set out in the Framework f&
Research Governance in Health and Social Care.
You do not deviate from, or make change to, the protocol without prior written
approval of the Lead Local LREC, except where this is necessary to eliminate
Ch a h-.
Chief Executive: j4O---
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immediate hazards to research participants or when the change involves only
logistical or administrative aspects of the research. In such cases the LREC
should be informed within seven days of the implementation of the change.
You must report to the LREC one year from the date on this letter and thereafter
on an annual basis. You must also notify the LREC when your research is
completed and in this case should be sent to this LREC within three months of
completion.
.
You notify this LREC when you have completed your research, or if you decide
to terminate it prematurely.
You advise your sponsor of any unusual or unexpected results that raise
questions about the safety of the research.
Yours sincerely

R
Chairman

C.C.

"ý---ý'ý,"-Chairman/Administrator,ý"-,,.

(Lead)LREC
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Appendix L
List of interview participants at each ICU site. Pleasenote that '*' also representsthe
participants that were observedduring shadowing.
Site

A

No. of
Interviews

10

Interviewees
Ex Clinical Director
Current Clinical Director
System Supplier
Doctor I*
Doctor 2
Sister I
Sister 2
Sister 3
Nurse I*
Nurse 2
Clinical Director
Doctor*
Doctor
Information Officer
IT and Physiological
Manager*
Sister
Nurse I*
Nurse 2

Systems

Head of an EPR Module
Clinical Director
Doctor*
Resident
Head Nurse
Nurse (1)*
Nurse (2)
Super User/Nurse (3)*
Super-Super User /Nurse (N4)

D

10

Clinical Director 1*
Anaesthetist (Clinical Director 2)
Hospital-Wide IT Implementer
Doctor I*
Doctor 2
Secretary
Nurse Manager
Nurse I*
Nurse 2*
Student Nurse
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Appendix M
Interview guides
Place of Interview:
Name of Hospital:

Date of Interview:
Type: Management

InterviewQuestions
GENEýRAL

1. ClinicalRole?
2. Durationat ICU?
3. Descriptionof howpatientinfo is managedon the unit?Compareto other units in
hospital
4. Formof CIS usedon the unit?Usedby ? Stafffrom otherunits?
...
5. Whenis it used?
6. Whatareits capabilities?Extentto which utilised?
7. How doesit feedinto the HIS?Otherunitse.g. Pharniacy/Radiology?
PAS?
8. Any plansfor integration?
PROCUREMENT
9. Why wasthe CIS procured?Factorsinfluencingneedfor one.
10.Procurement
Numberof suppliers?Why this supplier9Why this system?
process?
11.Resources?
Financial,staff an(] inanagernent
support'?How supportive?Decision
makers.
12.Who wasinvolvedin theprocurement
process?
Staffaskedor told'?To whatextentwheretheyili-,,olved')
13.Needsassessments?
14.Supportfrom suppliersduringandafterimplementation?
Staticor evolvingsystem'?
15.What will you do when the systembecomesobsolete9Funding?I'vlaiiaggement
support?Maiiag),
ernentof information?
16.What if the systemproved to be a strain on resources,to what extent would
management
supportyou?Alternativesystem?Resortto paper?
I MPLEMENTATION
17.Whenwasthe CIS first introducedon theunit? Date:
18.Changeover?
Immediateor graduate.
Parallel operationsceased?
19.How long before fully integrated?Staff acceptance?
Systemused?
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20. To what extent doesthe papersystem(stilo operatehere?
21. Staff reaction?
L_
22. Staff training? New staff? Changes
to the system.

23. How did the unit change in terms of work processes,tasks and information
c)
comparedto before? (information: stot-,t,,e/1-ecording/availability/usaiý,
SYSTEM
24. What back-up proceduresdo you have in place for systemcrash or failure? To what
left
be
to
oil?
voLi
able
pick
tip
where
extent would you
25. For what duration is patient information stored on the system?
26. What can you do with the system?
27. How easyis it to changethe system?
28. Who makesthesealterationsand how soon are they completed?
29. Have you experienced any problems and are there things about it that you don't
like?
30. How many CIS do you have on the unit and where? E.g. by the bedsideand more?
A control computer?Serverrooin9
3 1. Can you seethe statusof all patientson one screen?
32. Are the systems by the bedside stand-alone, or do they feed into something
else.....Each other or a control computer(Networked)?
33. What were and are your expectationsof the CIS and do you think that they have
been/will be realised?
USABILITY
34. How easyis it to enter information?
35. Can you erasepatient information once it has been entered?
36. What security measuresare in place?
37. What if you type incorrect infort-nation?How would that be monitored?
38. Are all staff happy to use it?
39. When data is omitted by staff how does this affect patient care... are there methods
in place to detect and correct this lack of info?
40. What other uses does the system have other than storing patient data? E.g.
auditing/reporting capabilities?
41. Can all staff accessall the information or do different groups have different levels of
access?
42. How often is the systemupdatedand by whom?
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43. What do you do at peak times when every one wants to use the systemto updateor
accessinfon-nation?
44. Could you describeyour typical day in terms of using the computer?
45. How easyis it to print?
INFOn-I. NTION
46. Are staff information requirementsmet?
47. What about changing shifts? I-low does this compare to bellore the CIS was
inlrodLiced'?
48. What do you think about the quality and accuracy of patient infonnation here?
Accessability9Reliability? Flexibility9
49. Are there ever any disagreementsbetweendifferent user groups about the capability
of the system? For emunple nurses and doctors will

have different info

requirements... how are theseneedsmet?
50. Has it affected communicationbetweenstaff in any way? Is it better/worse?
51. Do you feel you have all the information you need? How does this compare with
before the CIS?
ORGANISATION
52. Do you think the CIS has/ would change(d)anything regarding patient care? Time
with the patient +/- etc.
53. Pleasecould you describe a 'typical' day from the beginning to the end of a shift?
Basically what processesyou go thrOLIVIIwhat information you need to do your job
and encountersxN-ith
other people?
54. What was this like before the CIS was implemented?
55. How doesthe CIS fit in with your daily work, does it affect it in any way?
56. What kind of problems do you encounteron this unit? specific / general?
57. How easy is it to gain support from fellow workers and managementin terms of
accessto resources?And staff involvement with managementdecisions?
58. Do you feel involved? Who has the ultimate say in what you can or cannotdo?
59. Would you recommendyour CIS to other ICUs?
60. And finally
most?

do you like the least about this unit and what do you like the
what
...
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Place of Interview:
Name of Hospital:

Date of Interview:
Type: Clinical Staff

GI. Nl--,RAI.
1. Clinical Role?

2. Duration at ICU?
3. Description of how patient info is managedon the unit? Compared to other units in
hospital?
4. Form of CIS usedon the unit? Usedby ? Staff ftoni offier units?
...
5. When is it used?
6. How doesit feed into the HIS? Other units e.g. PharmacY[Radiology?PAS9
PROCUREMENT
61. Were you involved in the procurementprocess?To what extent?
62. Resources?Financial, staff and managementsupport? I-low supportive'?Decision
makers9
63. Who elsewas involved in the procurementprocess?
64. Needsassessments?
Staff askedor told? To what extent where theYinvolved'?
65. Supportfrom suppliersduring and after implementation?Static or evolving system?
I IMPLEMENTATION
66. Changeover?Immediate or graduate
67. How long before fully integrated? Staff acceptance?Parallel operations ceased9
Systemused?
68. To what extent doesthe papersystem(still) operatehere?
69. Staff reactions,are they happy with it?
70. Staff training? New staft? Changesto the system?
71. Do you feel that the training and supportis adequate?
72. How did the unit change in terms of work processes, tasks and information
comparedto before? (inflormation:-,toraie/i-ecordiiiii/avtilabilitv/usti-, e)
SYSTEM
73. Would you know what to do if the systemcrashedor failed? To what extent WOUId
you be able to pick up wbere you left off?
74. For what duration is patient information stored on the system?
75. What can you do with the system?
76. How easyis it to alter the systemto do what you want it to do? Undo alterationsthat
you don*t like?
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77. Who makesthesealterationsand how soon are they completed?
78. Have you experienced any problems and are there things about it that you don't
like?
79. What were and are your expectationsof the CIS and do you think that they have
been/will be realised?
USABILITY
80. How easyis it to enter information?
81. What if you type incorrect information? Erasure?Audit trails? Are all staff happy to
use it?
82. When data is omitted by staff how doesthis affect patient care... are there methods
in place to detect and correct this lack of information?
83. What other usesdoes the systemhave other than recording/storing patient data?E.g.
auditing/reporting capabilities?
84. Can all staff accessall the information or do different groups have different levels of
access?
85. How often is the system updatedand by whom? How often is information updated
by the bedside?
86. What do you do at peak times when every one wants to use the systemto updateor
accessinformation?
87. Could you describe your typical day in terms of using the CIS? Your inforniation
requireinentsetc.
88. How easyis it to make copies of the information /print?
INFURTNIATION
89. Are staff information requirements met? Improved or diininished since its
introduction?
90. What about changing shifts? How does this conipare to betore the CIS was
introduced"
91. What do you think of the quality and accuracyof patient information? For the better
/worse? Accessibility? Reliability? Flexibility?
921.Are there ever any disagreementsbetweendifferent user groups about the capability
of the system? For example nurses and doctors will

have different info

requirements... how are theseneedsmet'?
93).Has it affected communicationbetweenstaff in any way? Is it better/worse?
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94. Do you feel you have all the information you need? How does this compare with
before the CIS?
ORGANISATION
95. Do you think the CIS has /would change(d)anything regarding patient care?Time
With the patient -1/- etc.
96. Pleasecould you describe a 'typical' day from the beginning to the end of a shift?
Basically wbat processesyou go through what information you need to do yourjob
and encounterswith other people?
97. What was this like before the CIS was implemented?
98. How does the CIS fit in with your daily work, does it affect it in any way, make
your working life better or worse?
99. What kind of problems do you encounteron this unit? Are they specific to this unit
or more general?
100.

How easy is it to gain support from fellow workers and managementin terms of

accessto resources?And staff involvement with managementdecisions?
101.

Do you feel involved? Who has the ultimate say in what you can or cannot do

and who controls the resources?
102.

Would you recommendyour CIS to other ICUs?

103.

And finally

most?

do you like the least about this unit and what do you like the
what
...
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Avvendix

NQuestionnaire

for
Sites A and B.
sheet
cover

As staff of this Intensive Care Unit (ICU) you are being asked to complete this questionnaire as
four
in
is
UK.
Your
ICU
Salford,
University
the
one
of
units
of
part of a research project at
Denmark and the UK that is participating in this research.
The researchis about how different healthcareprofessionalswithin an ICU use and managepatient
information, specifically via a Clinical Information System. Clinical Information Systemsrequire
is
important
finance,
It
in
investment
time.
therefore
that they are able
tenns
staff
and
of
substantial
to satisfy staff information requirements,so that they can be used optimally to help deliver the best
possible care for patients.
Your input is important becauseit will enable us to gauge your information needsand your views
is
in
This
is
CIS
the
that
unit.
so that we are better able to understand
your
used
and experiencesof
how such systemscan best be integratedinto hospital environments.
The questionnaire should take about 15 minutes to complete. It is fast to complete as it mostly
involves ticking boxes.
Anything you write in the questionnaire or say to me will remain confidential. It will not be
possible to identify any individual who participates, so please beftank and open about your views.
Once you have completed the questionnaire, pleaseplace it in the envelope provided in your ICU
or hand it back to me. I should be on the unit for about 4 weeks.
If you have any queries at any time, pleasecontact me, Samina Munir.
Email: s.k.munir@pgr.salford.ac.uk) ) Tel: 0 161295 3182.

Terminology: I have used the term clinical information system(CIS) to
information,
be
this
that
manages
patient
may
paperany
system
mean
based and / or computerised.
Pleaseanswer all the questions in the questionnaireas accurately as possible and to the best of your
knowledge. Where you are offered options, please tick the relevant box(es). Any comments that
you can add at any point will be very welcome.
Thank you for your time and co-operation.
Samina Munir
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AppendixO

Questionnaire
coversheetfor SiteC

As staff of this Intensive Care Unit (ICU) you are being asked to complete this questionnaire as
four
is
in
Your
ICU
Salford,
UK.
University
the
of
one
units
of
at
project
part of a research
Denmark and the UK that is participating in this research.
The researchis about how different healthcareprofessionalswithin an ICU use and managepatient
information, specifically via a Clinical Information System. Clinical Information Systemsrequire
substantial investment in terms of finance, staff and time. It is therefore important that they are able
to satisfy staff information requirementsso that they can be used optimally, to help deliver the best
possible care for patients.
Your input is important becauseit will enable us to gauge your information needsand your views
is
is
in
This
CIS
the
that
your
unit.
so that we are better able to understand
of
used
and experiences
how such systemscan best be integratedinto hospital environments.
The questionnaire should take about 15 minutes to complete. It is fast to complete as it mostly
involves ticking boxes. Anything you write in the questionnaire or say to me will remain
be
ftank
be
individual
It
identify
to
any
who
participates,
so
please
will
not
possible
confidential.
and open about your views.
Once you have completed the questionnaire,please place it in the envelope provided in your ICU
for
be
4
it
back
I
hand
the
to
about
on
unit
weeks.
me.
should
or
If you have any queries at any time, pleasecontact me, Samina Munir.
Email: s.k.munir2pgr. salf6rd.ac.uk) during the study and (+44 161295 3182) after.
I have used the term clinical information system (CIS) to
mean any system that manages patient information, this may be paperbased and / or computerised.
Terminology:

Pleaseanswerall the questions in the questionnaireas accurately as possible and to the best of your
knowledge. Where you are offered options, please tick the relevant box(es). Any comments that
be
very welcome.
will
add
at
any
point
can
you
Thank you for your time and co-operation.
SaminaMunir
Please Note: You are very welcome to write your comments in Danish if you wish to do so. I
will remove the back pages about demographic information so that if someone from this
department translates it, then it will not be possible to identify you.

Kxre Lwper og pleiepersonalepA intensiv afsnit, Name of Site C

I bedes udfylde dette spOrgeskerna og aflevere det senest mandag, den 13. januar PA
for
hjwlpen.
Samina
kasse.
forhAnd
TAK
Mvh.
Munir,
Samina's
PA
TUSIND
I
sekretxrkontoret
PhD studerende
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AppendixP-

forSiteD
Questionnaire
coversheet

Clinical Information Systems in Intensive Care

As staff of this Intensive Care Unit (ICU) you are being asked to complete this questionnaire as
four
is
in
Your
ICU
Salford,
UK.
University
the
one
of
units
of
part of a research project at
Denmark and England that is participating in this research.
The researchis about how different healthcareprofessionalswithin an ICU use and managepatient
information, specifically via a Clinical Information System. Clinical Information Systems require
is
important
It
finance,
in
investment
therefore
that they are able
time.
terms
staff
and
of
substantial
to satisfy staff information requirementsso that they can be used optimally, to help deliver the best
possible care for patients.
Your input is important becauseit will enable us to gauge your information needsand your views
and experiencesof the CIS that is used in your unit. This is so that we are better able to understand
how such systemscan best be integrated into hospital environments.
The questionnaire should take about 15 minutes to complete. It is fast to complete as it mostly
involves ticking boxes. Anything you write in the questionnaire or say to me will remain
be
It
will
not
possible to identify any individual who participates, so please befrank
confidential.
and open about your views.
Once you have completed the questionnaire, pleaseplace it in the envelope provided in your ICU
or hand it back to me. I should be on the unit for about 4 weeks.
If you have any queries at any time, pleasecontact me, Samina Munir.
Email: s.k.munir@pgr.salford.ac.uk) during the study and (+44 161 295 3182) after.

Terminology: I have used the term clinical information system (CIS) to
mean any systemthat managespatient information, this may be paperbased and / or computerised.
Pleaseanswerall the questionsin the questionnaireas accurately as possible and to the best of your
knowledge. Where you are offered options, please tick the relevant box(es). Any comments that
you can add at any point will be very welcome.
Thank you for your time and co-operation.
Samina Munir
Please Note: You are very welcome to write your comments in Danish if you wish to do so. I
information
demographic
back
the
about
so that if someone from this
pages
remove
will
department translates it, then it will not be possible to identify you.

Kwre Loeger og plejepersonale pi intensiv Name of Hospital
I bedesudfyIde dette spOrgeskemaog aflevere det senestmandag,den 2. December I den
forhdnd
Pd
TUSIND TAK for
(Samina's
bakke
spOrgeskemaer).
pA sekretwrkontoret
grd
hixIven. Mvh. SaminaMunir, PhD studerende
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Appendix Q- Questionnaire
This section is about the Clinical Information System (CIS) that is used in your ICU

Q1. Do you consider a computerised CIS to be useful?
Very useful
Useful

Please explain your answer

Q2.

Of some use
Of no use

Do you use:
A computerisedC
A paper-basedC!:
Both

Q3.

Go to Q3
Go to Q4
Go to Q3

Were you working at this ICU when the computerised CIS was first introduced?
Yes
No
Ma.

Go to Ma
Go to Q4

Were you involved in the process of choosing the computerised CIS that is
used in your ICU?
YesF--]
No F7

Please explain what this involvement entailed.

Please explain
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Q3b.

Were you consulted about what you wanted the CIS to be able to do?
Yes
No

Q3c.

How long have you been using this CIS

Q3d.

Did you have any other input?

Yes [-ý
F7
No

Please explain

Please explain what this input was.

Q4.

What expectations did you have of the CIS that you use? Please list them.

Q5.

Do you feel that the CIS functions as you expected?
Exceeds my expectations
Meets my expectations
Is below my expectations

Please explain

Q6.

How important is it for you to receive training to use a CIS?
Very Important
Important
Of some importance
Unimportant

Q7.

Were you given any training to use your CIS? Please tick the relevant options below.
Electronic
CIS
Received - very useful
Received - useful
Received - not useful
Did not receive
Not relevant

Paper-based CIS
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How often are you given training to use the CIS? Please tick the relevant
ODtions below.
Paper-based CIS
Electronic
CIS
Once - when I started working at this iCU
Every time the system is changed in any
way
When ever we are told to
At least twice a year
Never

Q8.

Q9.

What would you do if the CIS that you use was damaged? E.g. if the electronic CIS
crashed or if the paper work was lost or mislaid.

Q10.

Have you ever experienced any problems with the CIS?

Yes
No

Explainandthengo to Q1Oa
Go to Q1I

Pleaseexplain

Q10a.

Do you receive adequate support to deal with the problems that arise?
Yes Pý
No
Please explain

Please state what kind of support you would like to see

Q1 1.

The following question is about how easy it is to use your CIS for tasks such as
entering, viewing and printing information. For those who use a paper-based system the
'printing' option does not apply.

Accessing

patient information

Strongly
agree
Is fast
Is easy to use
Is flexible

for viewing

Agree

Uncertain

Disagree

Strongly
disagree
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Accessing patient information for entering data
Strongly
agree

Agree

Uncertai
n

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

Is fast
Is easy to use
Is flexible
Accessing

patient information

for printing

Please add any other comments you believe to be of importance

Q12.

Please tick the statement about your CIS that best matches your opinion.

I refuse to use it
I try to avoid using it
I only use it for the bare minimum
I use it because I have to
It makes no difference to me

I don't mind using it
I like using it
Q12a.

If you don't like using the CIS, please explain why.
Strongly
Ag ree

Agree

I have too much else to do
It's a hindrance
It's too complicated
It doesnYdo what / want it to
It takes too much time
don't like typing in the CIS
I don't like writing in the CIS
It interferes with caring for the patient
If you have any other reason(s) please state below.

Uncertain

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
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I

The following questions ask you to compare a paper-based and computerised CIS
Q13.

Q14.

Which format do you prefer for your CIS? Please tick one option that indicates your
preference
Strong preference for computerised CIS
Slight preference for computerised CIS
No preference of type of CIS
Slight preference for paper
Strong preference for paper
Can you.... (Please tick one option)
Do more with an electronic CIS than with a paper-based one?
...
Do less with an electronic CIS than with a paper-based one?
...
Do the same with both
...
Uncertain
Please comment

Q15.

From which system would you trust the information more? Please tick one option.

Strong preference for computerised CIS
Slight preference for computerised CIS
No preference of type of CIS
Slight preference for paper
Strong preference for paper
Please comment

Q16.

Which system do you think gives you more time with the patient?

Strong preference for computerised CIS
Slight preference for computerised CIS
No preference of type of CIS
Slight preferencefor paper
F-7
Strong preferencefor paper
Please comment
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Q17.

In general which system do you believe to be better at informing all healthcare provider
groups about the patient? E.g. Nurses, Doctors, nurses, physiotherapists, pharmacists
etc.
Strong preference for computerised CIS
Slight preference for computerised CIS
No preference of type of CIS
Slight preference for paper
r-1
Strong preference for paper

Please comment

Q18.

This question is asking you about the system and not the Information that it contains.
For each factor, please tick the better of the two systems. Tick the 'Both'option if you
think that both the systems rate the same.

Electronic
cis

Paper-based
cis

Both the
same

More reliable
More useful
More flexible (in terms of how adaptable it is and
the variety of things that you can do with it)
Faster to access patient Information
Faster to view patient Information
Faster to enter patient information
Easier to access patient information
Easier to view patient information
Easier to enter patient information_
Q18a.

Please rate the importance of these factors for a CIS

Of Great
Importance
Reliability
Usefulness
Flexibility (in terms of how adaptable it is
and the variety of things that you can do
with it)
Speed of access to patient Information
Speed of viewing patient Information
Speed of entering patient information
Ease of access to patient information
Ease of viewing patient information
Ease of entering patient information

Important

Some
importanc

No
Importanc

Don't
know
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I

Thefollowing

I

quesh.ons are about your information requirements

Q19.

What information do you require in order to provide care for the patient? Please state
e.g. Patient Care Plan, Medical Notes, Vital Signs etc.

Q20.

Do you feel that your information requirements are met? Please tick the option that
applies to you.
Always
Most of the time
Sometimes
Never
Don't know
Q20a.

How would you like to see this improve?

Please explain

Q21.
In terms of the CIS information
to be better.

content, please rate which type of system you believe

Electronic
cis
Provides more reliable information
Provides more relevant information
Provides more useful information
Provides more accurate information
More flexible (in terms of how adaptable the
information is and the variety of things that you
can do with the information)

Paper-based
cis

Can't
distinguish
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Q22. How much do you think things changewith the introductionof an electronic CIS? Please
select one option.
Major changes
Some changes
Minor changes
No change
Please explain

Q23.

In your opinion, would you say that the CIS is

Please explain

......

(please select one option)

Fully integrated into the ICU
...
Partiallyintegrated into the ICU
...
Not integratedinto the ICU at all
...

Q24. Do you feel that the CIS makes your work

.....

(Please select one option)
Much better
...
Better
**
No change
...
Worse
'* .
Much worse
...

Please explain

Q25.

What do you like the most about the CIS that you use? Please state below.

Q26. What do you like least about the CIS that you use? Please state below.
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Q27. Would you recommend the CIS that you use to other hospitals?

Yes definitely
Yes, with reservation
Maybe
Probably not
Definitely not
Please explain

Thefollowing questionsare about your role in he ICU andyour relationship with other staff.

Q28.

How involved are you in the decision making process about your ICU, the patient and

Q29.

Do you think that your input is considered to be of any value by management?
Yes, very valuable
Yes, of some value
Not sure
Of no value

If you answered 'other' please explain
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Q30.

Which of the following statements describes you best?

Strongly
agree

Agree

Uncertain

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

I like to develop contacts
I like to solve difficult problems
I like to organise people and resources
I like to challenge convention
I like to evaluate all options before I make a
judgment
I like to cooperate, avert friction and listen to
others
I like to put my ideas into action
I give much attention to detail and like finding
error and omissions
I provide a skill or knowledge to the group that is
in rare supply.
Q31.

What do you like the most about your ICU?

Informationabout.yOu

Please completethis section as accurately aspossible. Please remember that it is impossible to identify youfrom
the information you provide.

Q33.

What is your job title and what other jobs do you do in the ICU? If you have more than
one job title, please state them all.

How lonq have vou worked in these roles?
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Q35.

How long have you worked in an ICU?

Q36.

How long have you worked at your present place of work?

Q37.

Are you:

Male
FemaleR
Q38. Do you use a computerwhennot at work?
Go to Q38a

Yes
No

You have finished (P.T. 0)

Q38a. Do you enjoy using a computer?
Yes, very much
Yes, sometimes
Not much
Not at all
Q38b.

How often do you use a computer when not at work?

Daily
3-4 times per week
1-2 times per week
Every other week
Once a month
Less than once a month
If you have any other comments that you would like to add please feel free to do so. If you wish
to add additional pages to the questionnairewith you comments please don't hesitate to do so.

I appreciate that you are very busy. I thank you greatly for all your input. Please place the
completed questionnaire in the envelope provided in your ICU or hand it back to me. The
results of this questionnaire will be available March 2003. If you require a copy please feel free
to contact me.
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Appendix

R-

QuestionnaireResults

Questionnaire Results for All Sites
Results for each question are given as percentagerespondentsfor each Site. The greatest
highlighted
is
in
in
bold,
inftequent
Site
is
highlighted
for
the
and
most
each
occurrence
italics, where this is appropriate.
For questions where respondentsmay choose more than one option, the number of people
who select each option is given, hence the total for a question may sum to greater than
100%,this can also be causedby rounding errors.
Total respondentsper question are also given. A number below 100% indicates that not all
respondentsansweredthis question.
0

Free text answersare collated, and numbers of respondentsare given in brackets,with total
percentageof respondentsat the end of each question.

0

Comments have been collected and written below the question, where relevant. The
frequency of occurrencefor each comment is given in brackets. Pleasenote that each person
may give more than one comment, therefore the total may sum to greater than 100% in

somecases.

Site
A

B

c

D

75

75

75

70

31

14

7

11

41%

19%

9%

16%
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Do you consider a computerisedCIS to be useful?

Q1.

Very useful
Useful
Of some use
Of no use
VM.,

87 1 57
36
13
0
7
0
0
100 100

01
71
29
0
100

36
46
18
0
100

Pleaseexplain your answer
Site A

Easier to use: Legible notes; immediate access;easierto find information; Systematic
organisation; collated data bank and easily accessible(9)
4 Good storageand recording mechanism(2)
* Automated data download and calculations (2)
* Accurate (1)
4 Savestime (3)
* Multidisciplinary access(1)
* Minute by minute collection of data (2)
* Reducedpaper work and environmentally friendly (3)
Site B
* To obtain patient data, observationsand history (1)
* Avoid repetition of investigation (1)
# Rapid data access(7)
* Can take longer (1)
* Useful if it savestime but would needa back-up system (1)
* If it meansa paperlessworking environment then this can only be good (1)
* Less time spenton written notes and no errors when replicating data (1)
* I could go back to the system any time (1)
* The information can be readily available, efficient and easy to use (1)
Site C
* Technical Hiccups always frustrating and annoying hencenot very useful (1)
* A good thing is that we do not have to write a lot of numbers down. The bad thing is that the
computer registersall numbersuncritically and that the system is not very flexible and it is hard
to have a quick 'overview' (1)
* Work saving possible for collecting data for statistical purposes(1)
* Systemizationof data, standardizationof data, more correct data (1)
* It will up to a point saveus time. But with the problems always associatedwith computers
(breakdowns,malfunctions, electricity failure) it could be a nuisanceat times. It will also help us
collect data more efficiently once the entire system works. (1)
4 We startedusing a computerized CIS a couple of months ago in my unit. There have been a lot of
technical problems. I find the system slow. (1)
*

Site D
*
*
*
4
*
#
4

Fast - The newest information is always available. It's easy to go back and check up on poor
decisions (1)
If it works it will of coursebe more than someuse. So far I am somewhatskeptical (1)
Paper won't disappearbut computersmay go 'down' (1)
1 meanthe Lab system is very useful. (1)
A good computerized version could make better organization of data and make them more easily
available. I do however have fears concerning system user friendliness and speed.(1)
Accessible everywhere,simultaneously- robust - less storagespace(1)
It is always available and easyto read (1)
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Do you use?

Q2.

A computerisedCIS
A paper-basedCIS
Both
mit
Plmil Iff"I

AI
77
0
19
96

B_
36
50
14
100

,

C
57
0
43
100

D
0
45
55
100

Were you working at this ICU when the computerisedCIS was first introduced?

Q3.

Yes
No
No comi uterised CIS

Q3a.

AI
58
39
0
97

B_
0
0
100
100

C
100
0
0
100 1

D
36
27
0
63

Were you involved in the process of choosing the computerised CIS that is

used in your ICU?

Yes
No
No com uterised CIS
l(W

A
16
52
0
68

c
14
86
0
100

B
0
0
100
100

D
0
55
0
55
5

Pleaseexplain what this involvement entailed.
Site A
*
*
*
*

Attendance at talks on different CIS on the market (1)
As well as a specialised implementation
team ICU staff were considered via an 'ideas'
Assessment and evaluation of several systems; Tendering process (1)
Chose the software for ease of use admin wise (1)
Not consulted initially but once installed had better idea of what it could do. (1)

book (1)

*
Site B
#

No comments

Site C
Heading
*
Site D
*

the group of staff that has done the clinical

implementation

of the CIS (PDM)

No comments

Q3b.

Were you consulted about what you wanted the CIS to be able to do?

Yes
No
No com uterised CIS

A
32
32
0
64

B
0
0
100
0

,

C
29
71
0
100

,

D
9
46
0
55

(1)
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Q3c.

How long have you been using this CIS?

Q3d.

Did you have any other input?
A
Yes
13
No
52
0
No cow uterisedCIS
gatill11.11,2111411
AM 11-11
Lei
Im 65

B
0
0
100
100

C
14
29
0
43

D
0
36
0
36

Pleaseexvlain what this inout was.
Site A
Involved in cascading training (1)
*
Formulated the care plans for the CIS (1)
*
#I
was a trainer for the system (1)
Site B
No comments
*
Site C
+ Paper (lab results- patients j ournal) (1)
Site D
No comments
*

What expectationsdid you have of the CIS? Pleaselist them.

Q4.
Site A

Positive Expectations
Information:
Accessible; Accurate storage, retrieval and use; Comprehensive (5)
System: Automatic and continuous downloads (4)
Governance: Maintain patient privacy; facility to undertake audit (4)
Communication:
Dr's notes accessible; Improve communication; multi-disciplinary entry (4)
Efficiency: Easy and fast to use, access and store; Paper free; Less time consuming results search;
reduced paper work (17)
Negative Expectations
Time consuming (2)
In accuracy's (2)
Fear of losing information (2)
Steep learning curve (1)
Complicated (1)

Site B
*
*
4
*
*
*

Fast (7)
User friendly (8)
Clear information (2)
Reliable (8)
Easy to access (7)
Efficient (2)
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0
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Comprehensive(2)
No replication of written data (2)
Gives you an overview of the patient condition at a glance (1)
Can seedeterioration in patient (1)
Useful (1)
To be multi-disciplinary (1)
Trend setting (1)
Applicable to practice (1)

Site C
* Efficiency: Easy and fast to use, better over all view (3)
* System: Automatic number registration and possibility of statistics (2)
* Ease: Access/ Use, Easy to find information (3)
* Governance: Easy to seewho has looked at it (1)
* Precise: Standardisation,systeniatic filing, retrieve-ability of data (1)

Site D
*
*
0
*
0
4
*
*
4
*
*

Efficiency: Easy and fast to use, accessand store; Paper free; Less time consuming results search;
reducedpaper work
Speed: Fast (3)
System: Logical (1)
Ease: Access/ Use, Easy to find information (10)
Reliability: (2
Availability: Always at hand (2)
Safety: (2)
Precise: (3)
Complete: Sufficient information about the patient (1)
Secure: (I)
Simple: (1)

Do you feel that the CIS functions as you expected'?

Q5.

Exceedsmy expectations
Meets my expectations
Is below mX ex2ectations
tI1

A
29
55
3

B
7
43
50

87

100 ,

C
0
71
29
100

D
0
64
36
100]

Pleaseext)lain
Site A

Easier to retrieve information about past patients (1)
* Would like accessto patient history on admission (1)
* Audit facility would improve the system(2)
+ Able to record much more detailed information than expected(2)
* Much more user friendly than initially due to continuous changes (2)
* Fearful of system initially as used to pen and paper all my life (1)
* Performs all nursing information satisfactorily (1)
* It is very simple and I don't have to wait (1)
* No preconceivedexpectations(1)
* Unsatisfactory method of transferring patient from ICU to HDU and vice-versa (1)
Site B

*

It meetsmy expectations(1)
Slow (2)
Unfriendly (1)
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Unreliable (1)
Counter-intuitive (1)
When I want to send samples I choose the CIS as it saves time in writing and I can view the
results whenever I want (1)
* Know this system from other workplace where hardware was not up to date and therefore CIS was
incredibly slow (1)
# Poor care plan and nursing documentationalthough this has been condensedwith introduction of
new care plan (1)
* At present there is a lot of written data which requires replication when needed in other
environments,observationsand fluids have to be hand transferredto ward documents(1)
* Charts are upside down (1)
* Not easy when you want to comparesettingsto the previous day (1)
* Computerised(1)
* Less manpower (1)
* Less time, memory storage,data storage (paper-based)(1)
* Direct picture can be obtained, difficult for future, limited space,poor storage(1)
* Clinical work station always breaking down (1)
# Writing out your assessmentevery morning is very time consuming and laborious. It is very rare
that I refer back to what I have written previously (1)
SiteC
* Not computer wise but once the system is up an running it works well (1)
* Not very flexible 1)
* I don't expect it to work perfectly yet but in time I am sure it will improve (1)
Site D
* The green system is a bomb and the Lab system is okay (1)
* Mostly, sometimesthe (Paper) CIS is not at the spot where you need it - sometimesthe decisions
from other colleagueshave not yet been written (1)
* Could be faster (1)
* All breakdowns are disturbing (1)
* It's not perfect but works most of the time (1)
* It (the pa2er system) is not at all fulfilling my expectations(1)
*
*
*

Please note respondentsfrom hospitals where both systemsoperate may select an optionfor each type
of systemLe., electronic andpaper based.
Q6.

How important is it for you to receive training to use a CIS?

Very important
Important
Of some importance
Unimportant

71
26
3
0
100

1 57
29
14
0
100

72 1 18
36
14
14
46
0
0
100

100
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Were you given any training to use your CIS? Pleasetick the relevant options below.

Q7.

Site B

Site A

Received - verý
I
useful
Received - useful
Received - not

55

0

21

45

0

0

useful
Did not receive
Not relevant

0
10
100

I

14

0

0

0

9

29

0

100

0

46

36

0

21

7

0

0

0

0

0

0

36

0

0

18

55

0

01

7

0

0

9

0

0

71

64

100

0

73

100

1

How often are you given training to usethe CIS? Pleasetick the relevant options below.

Q8.

Site A

Once when 1
started at the ICU
Every time the
system is changed
in any way
Whenever we're
told to
At least twice a
year
Never

Site B

Site C

0

50

21

28

29

46

55

71

0

0

14

29

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

14

0

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

21

21

0

0

18

36

0

71

57

71

29

73

What would you do if the CIS that you use were damaged?E.g., If the electronic CIS crashedor
if the paper work was lost or mislaid?

Q9.

Site A

*
*
*
0
*

Revert

(21)
to
paper
-Revert
Ask - Ask for assistance (3)
Report - Report to nurse in charge (7)
Contact
Contact system help line (4)
Should not happen (1)
Unexpected
Maintain
Transfer data on to system wlicii
-

back in service (1)

Site B
*
*
#
*

Report it to Nk-ardin charge (4)
I would revert to paper, but difficult as form is not available
Try to locate from previous patient hospital, talk to relatives
Be in trouble!

Site C
#
4
*

Site D

26

100

*

Site D

Site C

Rcvert to Paper (4)
Try to recover the data (1)
Gather new data (1)

(7)
refer, to documents
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Q10.

Have vou ever exneriencedanv problems with the CIS?
c
D
64
86
73
Yes
58
27
36
14
No 1 42
loo
loo
loo
loo

Please explain
Site A

The machine sometimescrashes(4)
4 Only in the beginning (1)
* Too slow reading archive (1)
* Becomesslow when patient admitted for a long period of time (1)
0 Screenfreezessometimes(6)
# Minor data entry problems - missing data (2)
Site B
*

4
*
*
*
*

Crashes(1)
Couple of times when I couldn't changemy password(1)
Sometimesprinter doesn't work (2)
Server down (2)
Lab computer crashedso we had no requestforms for investigations, required forms made,all
requestmade via old methods.(2)
Slow (2)

*
Site C
* More comprehensiveintroduction to the system would have bettered the start up period (1)
* Lots! There have been many start up problems for both the computersand the staff For example
the numbers values has disappearedfor hours from a patient, nothing was kept and so no
documentaryon the patients state.(1)
* Severalunexplained difficulties in the first weeks- many probably due to wrong use- fewer
problems after the upstart period (1)
* User mishandling of CIS - crashdown, Software instability, Hardware problems (1)
* Computer failure: failure to obtain relevant data or to find the data I required. (1)
# Many. Among others the systembeing very, very slow and data as pulse, blood pressureetc. not
transmitting to computerizedCIS (1)
Site D
+ Denied access- Breakdown of the system(3)
* I use it very little (1)
* Files were lost or temporarily misplaced(2)
* When nurseswho are not permanentstart to fill out the paper, there are a lot of problems (1)
# Downtime, error messages,lost passwords(1)
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Q10a.

Do you receive adequatesupport to deal with the problems that arise?

Yes
No

Plpncp

Qtntp whnt

A
68
0

B
21
29

C
57
29

D
9
64

68

50

86

73

L-ind nf,. iinnnrt

vnii

wmild

like

tn qee

Site A
Onsite software development and trouble shooting (1)
*
More expertise colleagues give us a hand (2)
*
Site B
4
0
#
Site

Slow to respond (3)
1 would like a help in the system itself instead of contacting the IT department (2)
No training given on trouble-shooting (1)
C

Resources to deal with problems are too scarce - both for user problems and software problems (1)
We need an around the clock support to help us retrieve data if the system crashes - or a member
to teach our new staff how to use the paper based CIS in case the electronic base fails us. (1)
Two nurses. Some doctors and others worked with the system for one year before we started using
it. A group of nurses were given more lessons than others in order to give support but there is not
always one of these persons present in the ICU. Technicians can only be called in daytime. (1)
Site D
*
0

#
*
*
0
*
0

Hot-line and personal assistance (1)
Technician was called but did not feel responsible (1)
The whole CIS has just been started (1)
Trouble shooting (1)
More user orientated interface (1)
We don't back up paper records (1)

Q1 1.

The following question is about how easy it is to use your CIS for tasks such as entering,
viewing and printing information. For those who use a paper-basedsystem the 'printing' option
does not apply.
1La Accessing patient information for viewing

Site A
Is fast
Is easyto use
Is flexible 1
JLQQa

16
16
7
39

71
74
58 1
203

3
0
13
16

0
0
0
-o

0
0
13
3

90
90
81

Site B
Is fast
Is easyto use
Is flexible

7
14
7
28

43
57
36
136

14
14
29
'57

7
7
7
21

1

14
0
7
21

93
93
86

-zA
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Site C
Is fast
Is easyto use
Is flexible
TotalPerCatego

14
0
0
14

57
71
57
185

29
29
14
72

0
0
29
29

0
0
0

100
100
100

0
0

100
100
100

Site D
Is fast
Is easyto use
s
I
IIss flexible

36
73
18
127

46
0
0
46

18
9
46
73

1
1

0
18
36
54

10
10

1Lb Accessing patient information for entering data

I

Site A
I

Is fast
Is easy to use
Is flexible

26
19
10

I
7
0
13
20

65
65
52
182

0
0
7

0
0
0

7

0

98
84
82

Site B
Is fast
Is easyto use
Is flexible

7
7
o

29
57
29

21
14
29

29
21
29

0
0
0

I igamraMm

14

115

64

79

9

Is fast

0

Is easyto use
Is flexible
UTT
1-1

o
0

57
72
43
1-1-1

29
14
43
86

14
14
14
42

0
0
0
0

100
100
100

0
0
9
9

100
100
100

86
100
87

Site D
Is fast
Is easyto use
Is flexible
IF MI..
'!

0
9
0
9

36
27
0
63

1

46
37
55
138

1

is
27
36
81
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I Lc Accessing patient information for printing

Site A

Is fast
Is easyto use
Is flexible
1

29
19
16
64

55
65
48
168

1

7
0
10
17

71
0
10

0
0
0

17

-i o

98
84
84

Site B

Is fast
Is easyto use
Is flexible

7
14
7

14
21

28
8

49

29
21
29
79

14
14
7

0
0
7

35

7

64
71
64

Site C

Isfast
Is easy to use
Is flexible

0
0
0

43
57
1 43
143

57
43
57

0
0
0

0
0
0

157

0

0

100
100
100

Site D
Is fast
Is easyto use
Is flexible
am I Q'IFTM

18
18
0

36
46
27

9
0
27

9
9
18

0
0
0

36

109

36

36

0

72
73
72

Pleaseadd anv other commentsvou believe to be of imoortance.
Site A
*

Printer trouble (4)

4 Can't alwaysfind thingsimmediatelywhenin a rush(1)
* Relieson typing skills thereforeslow initially (1)
Site B
0 Printinginstructionsnot clear(1)
* Slow whentherearemultipleusers,andsometimestimesout (1)
* Enteringdata:old multi screensareno longerin use,too manydifferentscreens(1)
* Too muchpaperandseparatesheetsmakeit difficult to write casesandconditions(1)
fashioned
(1)
find
little
importance
I
Personally
the
time
and
old
old
system
consuming
of
*
Site C
# I havenot beenprintingyet (1)
* Difficulty in connectingdifferentdatasets(1)
4 1amnot uncertainbut I don't entirelyagreeeither.It is easierto accessthepaperbasedCIS if I'm
in a hurry.Mainly becausethe electronic-based
needspasswordsto get in - andthattakestime (1)
Site D

*
*
4

Dependsuponthe secretary(1)
I think it is very hardfor meto answerbecauseI useit very little (1)
Log in is too longprocedure(1)
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Q12.

Pleasetick the statementabout your CIS that best matchesyour opinion.

If you don't like using the CIS, please explain why.

012a.

Site A

I've too much else to do
It's a hindrance
It's too complicated
It doesn't do what I want
it to
It takes too much time
1 don't like typing in the
cis
I don't like writing in the
cis
It interferes with caring
for the atient
11j1n-6,,
7m

7
7
7

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

7
7

0

0

0

7

0

7

7

0

0

0

0

7

0

7

0

0

0

7

7

0

0

0

0

7

7

0

0

0

0

7

-i7

0

4-

- T-

7
Site B

I've too much else to do
It's a hindrance
It's too complicated
It doesn't do what I want
it to
It takes too much time
1 don't like typing in the
cis
I don't like writing in the
cis
It interferes with caring
for the patient

0
0
0

14
14
7

0
0
0

14
14
21

0
0
0

28
28
28

7

0

7

14

0

28

0

21

0

7

0

28

0

14

7

7

0

28

0

14

7

7

0

28

0

21

0

7

0

28

7

105

21

91

0

Site C

I've too much else to do
It's a hindrance
It's too complicated
It doesn't do what I want
it to
it takes too much time
1 don't like typing in the
cis
I don't like writing in the

0
0
14

0
14
0

29
14
0

0
0
14

0
0
0

29
28
28

0

0

29

0

0

29

14

0

14

0

0

28

0

0

0

29

0

29

0

0

0

29

0

29
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cis I
interferes with caring
for the iatie tI
Ism ýý3 PH II MWIM

Kilt:

0

14

0

0

0

28

28

86

72

0

14

Site D
I've too much else to do
It's a hindrance
It's too complicated
It doesn't do what I want
it to
It takes too much time
1 don't like typing in the
cis
I don't like writing in the
cis
It interferes with caring
for the ; atient
.
Q13.

1
0

0
0
1

1
0
0

0
1
1

2
2
2

0

2

0

0

0

2

0

1

0

1

0

2

0

0

0

2

0

2

0

0

0

2

0

2

0

0

1

1

0

2

u

5

2

7

2

0
0
0

11

What format do you prefer for your CIS? Pleasetick one option that indicates your preference

Strong preferencefor computerisedCIS
Slight preferencefor computerisedCIS
_
No preferenceof type of CIS
Slight preferencefor paper
Strong preferencefor paper
mmý
,0
114"1

Q14.

A
71
13
13
3

1UU

B
50
29
7
7
0
9j

-

C
43
14
29
0
14
r-100

D
36
46
9

-1-0

00ý0

Can you.... (Pleasetick one option)

Do more with an electronic CIS than with a paper-basedone?
Do less with an electronic CIS than with a paper-basedone?
...
Do the samewith both
...
Uncertain
Total responsesto this question M

B
43
14
0
14

A
58
0
23
13
ý

Pleasecomment
Site A

Real-time information (1)
* Feel more competent with the electronic one (1)
* Prefer for speedmuch faster searchingfor information (3)
* Advantagesand disadvantagesof both but electronic out weighs paper system (1)
* Some doctors don't put in as much as they would write (1)
* Each systemas good as the person who inputs the system(1)
* Access much better (3)
# Not usedthe paper systemin the ICU (1)
0 Data well organised(2)
Site B
*

*
#
#
*

Better, as faster and reliable (1)
As I am computer literate I would like to use an electronic CIS (1)
On paper things are said / explained easier(1)
Never used the electronic CIS, so don't know (1)

c
43
14
29
14
m

D
64
0
18
18
I
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A computer system would offer a more comprehensiveinformation gathering opportunity that is
applicable to patient care and thus influencing the care given (1)
Site C
* Less flexible (1)
# When our system is fully equipped it will allow many valuable comparisons(1)
* Until the electronic CIS has been fully developed it is no better than the paper basedone. (1)
# We have not use the computerizedCIS for long (1)
Site D
# Connect information in new ways (1)
* Provided the electronic one is more stable and fast (1)
* Trends and storage(1)

Q15.

From which system would you trust the information more? Pleasetick one option.

Strong preferencefor computerisedCIS
Slight preferencefor computerisedCIS
_
No preferenceof type of CIS
Slight preferencefor paper
Strong preferencefor paper
MI
ITMF-VTIIFR

32 1 29
23
14
42
14
3
36
0
0
100
93

14
29
57
0
0
100

9
27
55
9
0
100

Please comment
Site A
*
*
*
*
*
Site

Paper can get lost (1)
Both can be equally as accurate as depends upon person inputting data (6)
All data centralised (1)
Legibility of typed notes is much better (1)
Computer is faster (1)
B

*
*
4
*
*
*
*
Site

Reliable (1)
It saves time (1)
Not confident from have printed out at different sites and no feedback to confirm (1)
Mistakes can be made in both (1)
Computer can go wrong (1)
Depends upon who inputs the data (1)
This is dependent on the info put in by the user. It needs to be concise (1)
C

The computerized CIS automatically keeps the values but they can be wrong because of 'machine
faults'. The nurse can choose to write or not to write some values. The values on paper are then
not objective (1)
We can make mistakes on the paper-based system and computer errors have been seen on the
*
computer based. (1)
4 Computerized CIS ought to be the most trust worthy but till now I have seen the wrong data that
could not immediately be removed. (1)
Site D
It depends upon who put the information to the computer/paper (1)
*
With paper based there is risk of receiving out of date data (1)
*
4

Q16.

Which system do you think gives you more time výith the patient?

Strong preferencefor computerisedCIS
Slight preferencefor computerisedCIS
_
No preferenceof type of CIS
Slight preferencefor paper
Strong preferencefor paper

B
C
D
A
55
0
9
43
29
21
14
27
13
29
72
37
3
0
0
18
01
0
14 19
100 1 93 1 100 1 100
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Pleasecomment
Site A

4 Automated downloads mean less time writing (4)
0 Dependsupon typing skill (1)
* More time with patient once adapt to system(1)
0 Systemby bedsideso in close contact with patient (2)
* Less time looking for paper (1)
* Used paper for 20 and CIS for 2 years -- (experience)(1)
Site B
* Savestime and quick (1)
* Results retrieving much easier(1)
* If information was-tick basedas in other systemsbeing used in ITU, you can seethe info
straightaway without having towards through reamsof 2aper work (1)
Site C
But hopefully computerizedCIS will not go on taking that much time (1)
Site D
* In the beginning - paper, later perhapsequal amountsof time for both systems(1)
Q17.

In general, which system do you believe to be better at informing all the health care provider
groups about the patient? E. g., nurses, doctors, physiotherapists, pharmacists, etc.

Strong preferencefor computerisedCIS
Slight preferencefor computerisedCIS
No preferenceof type of CIS
Slight preferencefor paper
Strong preferencefor paper
IMI
M-1 mil
iflý#

A
48
39
10
3
0
100

B
36
21
21
1
0
93

C
14
29
57
0
100

D
27
46
18
0
0
91

Pleasecomment
Site A

Not always used by all staff (3)
* If everyone understandsthe systemand good training given (5)
* Frequentchangeof doctors meansthey cannot always make best use of the system so they rely
heavily upon nursing staff (2)
* All staff would needto be at samelevel of competencewith the system (1)
* Multidisciplinary access(1)
* Information is on one place, legible, quick to accessand easily accessible(4)
* The sameinformation but better trends can be seeby use of graphs(1)
Site B
* Prefer computerisedCIS and on top of that I use phone for informing other specialities about the
patient (1)
* Can't be mislaid (1)
4 Easy to seewhen on paper chart as it is in front of you (1)
0 There is a lot of reliability and common sensein having all the information on the samescreen.It
is my belief that this will fundamentally benefit patient care (1)
Site C
* We have not used it for long (1)
Site D
* Systemneedsto be accessibleand fast (1)
*
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Q18.

This question is asking you about the systemand not the information that it contains.
For each factor, pleasetick the better of the two systems.Tick the 'Both'option if you think that
both the systemsrate the same.
Site A

More reliable
More useful
More flexible
Faster to access patient Information
Faster to view patient Information
Faster to enter patient information
Easier to access patient information
Easier to view patient information
Easier to enter jatient information

39
84
77
94
90
74
80
84
68

3
0
13
0
0
0
3
3
7

55
16
7
3
7
23
10
7
19

690

29

147

100
97
97
97
97
93
94
94

Site B

More reliable
More useful
More flexible
Faster to access patient Information
Faster to view patient Information
Faster to enter patient information
Easier to access patient information
Easier to view patient information
Easier to enter atient information

21
43
36
64
64
36
50
50
50

14
28
7
0
0
21
0
0
7

36
0
29
7
7
14
14
21
14

385

1

71
71
71
71
71
71
64
71
71

Site C

More useful
More flexible
Faster to access patient Information
Faster to view patient Information
Faster to enter patient information
Easier to access patient information
Easier to view patient information
Easier to enter atient information

43
0
57
42
43
0
29
29
43

0
14
0
29
43
14
43
57
43

43
29
29
29
14
71
28
14
14

286

243

271

86
43
86
100
100
85
100
100
100

Site D
I
More reliable
More useful
More flexible
Faster to access patient Information
Faster to view patient Information
Faster to enter patient information
Easier to access patient information
Easier to view patient information
Easier to enter jatient information
Kim IWILWI noll bý-,
4.v Onj &*11(pps

AM

27
73
64
64
55
27
36
73
36

27
0
18
9
27
45
46
18
55

36
18
18
18
18
27
18
9
9

4 55

245

171

90
91
100
91
100
99
100
100
100
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Q18a.

Reliability
Usefulness
Flexibility
Speedof accessto
patient information
Speedof viewing
patient information
Speedof entering
patient information
Easeof accessto
patient information
Easeof viewing
patient information
Easeof entering
a,tientti information

Pleaserate the importanceof thesefactors for a CIS
SiteA

81
68
48

16
29
45

3
3
7

0
0
0

0
0
0

100
100
100

61

32

7

0

0

100

65

32

3

0

0

too

48

39

13

0

0

100

67

26

7

0

0

100

67

26

7

0

0

100

58

29

13

0

0

100

563

274

63

0

0

Site B
Reliability
Usefulness
Flexibility
Speedof accessto
patient information
Speedof viewing
patient information
Speedof entering
patient information
Easeof accessto
patient information
Easeof viewing
patient
ýtieri information
_p. Ease
of entering
tj n informat.ion
patient

79
57
36

0
36
57

0
0
0

7
0
0

7
0
0

93
93
93

50

36

0

0

7

93

57

29

0

0

7

93

64

14

0

0

14

93

64

29

0

0

0

93

71

21

0

0

0

93

64

14

0

0

14

93

236

0

7

49

-542-7

Site C

Reliability
Usefulness
Flexibility
Speedof accessto
patient Information
Speedof viewing
patient Information
Speedof entering
patient information
Easeof accessto
patient information
Easeof viewing
atient information
Easeof entering
atient information
I.
Iý.

86
71
57

14
29
43

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

100
too
100

57

43

0

0

0

100

43

43

0

0

0

86

57

43

0

0

0

100

43

57

0

0

0

100

43

57

0

0

0

too

57

43

0

0

0

100

514

372

0

0

0
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Site D

Reliability

91

9

0

0

0

100

Usefulness

64

36

0

0

0

100

Flexibility

27

64

9

0

0

too

36

46

18

0

0

100

36

64

0

0

0

loo

36

55

9

0

0

too

36

36

27

0

0

too

46

36

18

0

Speed of access to
patient information
Speed of viewing
patient information
Speed of entering
patient information
Ease of access to
patient information
Ease of viewing
patient infonnation
Ease of entering
I
infonnation
patient
MM
ýrlamlrý.

Q19.

27

55

399

402

"
"
"

Vital

signs
Patient care plan
Medical notes
Fluid balance

"

Drug/medication

"
"

Laboratory test results
Observations

"
"

Trends
Multidisciplinary

"

Medical

"

Times and dates of CT scans
Daily management plan
Demographics

"
"
"

information

notes

history

Record of interviews
Faniily contacts

with relatives

Site B
"
"
"
"
"
"

Medical

notes
Vital signs
Patient care plan
CT Scan
Results

"

Anatomy and physiotherapy
Medications

"

Multidisciplinary

"

Doctor

"

99

I
10

0

I
10

0

I
11

100

What information do you require in order to provide care for the patient? Please state all, e.g.
Patient Care Plan, Medical Notes, Vital Signs etc.

Site A
"

I
1

18

too

notes

and nurse care plans
Request forms
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"
"
"

Diseaseprogression
Protocols
Comment soace

"

Vital signs
Patient care plan
Medical notes
Journal
Test results
X-rays
Anamnesis
Medical story
Medications
Social matters
Nfultidisciplinarv notes

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Do you feel that your information requirements are met'? Please tick the option that applies to
you.

Q20.

Q20a.

How would you like to seethis improve?

Link to hospital information system (2)
Cannot view fluid balance prior to 24 hour period (1)
Multidisciplinary use of system not just nurses (2)
...
Change system of up/down grading patients between ICU and HDU (2)
Greater flexibility (1)
Care plan too repetitive (1)
Better printing, not just page by page (1)
All patient history from case notes to CIS (1)
Access to audit information (1)

Site B
0
N

Printer needsimproving (1)
Multidisciplinary care pathways and centralising information (1)
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Site D
"
"

Easier accessto prior information (1)
More Speedin the s\ stern,casier access.inore tlcxit)illtv

Q21.

In terms of the CIS information content, pleaserate which type of system you believe to be
better.

Provides more reliable information
Provides more relevant information
Provides more useful information
Provides more accurateinformation
More flexible

55
45
48
55
81

0
0
0
0
7

42

97

48
45
39
7

93
93
94
95

284

7

181
Site B

Provides more reliable information
Provides more relevant information
Provides more useful information
Provides more accurateinformation
More flexible 1

21
21
29
29
36
136

1

14
21
14
14
21
84

57
50
50
50
36
243

93
93
93
93
93

Site C

Provides

more reliable

information

43

0

43

86

more relevant

information

14

0

71

85

more useful information
more accurate information

14

0

71

85

29

0

57

86

43

0

43

86

143

0

285

Provides
Provides
Provides

More flexible

1

Site D

Provides

more reliable

information

Provides

more relevant

Provides

9

36

91

information

46
27

9

54

90

more useful information

36

18

36

90

255

es more accurateinformation
More flexible

9
9
54

46
55
210

36
27
189

1

91
91

How much do you think things changewith the introduction of an electronic CIS? Pleaseselect
Q22.
one option.
Major changes
Some changes
Minor changes
No change

42 1 43
48
43
0
0
0
0
90
86

57 1 9
43
82
0
9
0
0
100 100

Pleaseexplain
Site A
Now there is very little paper (1)
Need to learn to use the system and gain confidence (2)
Continuous monitoring of patient (1)
Quicker and more accessible (1)
Greater training needs for new staff and computer literacy needed (3)
Care does not change (1)
Increased awareness of necessity for accurate information (1)
Legible notes (1)
Can be used for audit, best practice and monitoring of change (2)
*
# Same information just dealt with differently (1)
Site B
Staff need training and system maintenance needs to be established (1)
*
Will require a new way of working and thinking (1)
*
4 Reorganisation of unit and positioning of computer and work station (1)
Education and support for staff (1)
*
Would require training (1)
*
Site C
*
*
*
*
#
*
*

System recently introduced hard to tell yet (1)
Lots of new working situations- have to evolve (1)
# Completely different way of handling patient data and summarizing this in a data chart (1)
Routines to ensure a general view of the patient has to be changed as all data is fragmented
*
in the computerized CIS we have in our ICU (1)
Site D
4

*
*
*

It is going to take quite a while to implement the system (1)
A lot of mess, not enough using, Babel tower interface problems working okay in ten years
time. (1)
Lot of routines have to be changed (1)

Q23.

In your opinion, would you say that the CIS is

Fully integrated into the ICU
...
Tartially
1
integrated into the ICU
,,
ot integrated into the ICU at all
MIMMIM
M r, 1EMMMEN M,

AI
84
13
0
97

(pleaseselect one option)
...
B
21
43
21
8-5

C
0
100
0
100

D
36
55
0
91
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Pleaseexplain
Site A

In terms of nursing care: fully integrated(Once staff trained and felt comfortable with it). In
terms of medical care: partially integrated(2)
* All establishedstaff fully competentin using the system (4)
* Fully integrated and part of our working day (1)
* Still required to write sameinformation on paper and record on computer - defeatsobject of
having a computer system (LE Resultsreporting) (2)
Site B
*

*
*
*

Quick (1)
Only somepatient info on the computer (1)
It is impossible to find out when a patient last had an X-Ray, this needsto investigating
immediately (1)

Site (
* Still too early (1)
* In several ways we still have to usepaper basedsystems(1)
Situ 1)
* Maybe in time the system will be improved. As for now there will be a lot of problems (1)
* Only CIS in use is Lab CIS (1)
? (Please select one option)
Q24. Do you feel that the CIS makes your work
...

Pleaseexplain
Site A

Speedyand more readily accessibleinformation (no hunting for casenotes and can't be lost like paper)
(9)
* Easier to input than on paper (2)
* Becauseit is multi-disciplinary it makesme more consciousof being accurateand explicit (1)
* Continuous recording -more options (2)
Site B
*

Quick (1)
Less time writing meansbetter time efficiency therefore freeing one to do other things - also reducesthe
workload (1)
Site C
* System still too new to tell (1)
+ The 'writing down' values time can be used for other things but it is so far used to find my way in the
computer (1)
* Reliable, unbiaseddata collecting (1)
0 It will help us better than the paper basedas soon as it is fully developed (1)
Site D
4 Paper CIS is functioning and is well known (1)
*
*

257

Q25.

What do you like the most about the CIS that you use?Pleasestate below.

Site A
"
"
"
"
"

Accessible; collated, retrieval and use; Comprehensive, printable, drug information
and protocols, useful for tracking trends (5)
System: Automatic and continuous downloads and calculations, good screen display, simplicity
and clarity, good layout (9)
Communication:
more time with patient, user friendly (3)
Efficiency: Easy and fast to use, access and store; Paper free; Less time consuming results search;
reduced paper work, by patients bedside (14)
Everything : (1)
Information:

Site B
"
"
"
"

Ease of use: Results section (1); Patient demographics autoniatically filled in (1); Huge paper
sheets, all the information is on one sheet (1)
Accessible: Ease of accessibility (2);
Speed: For computerised, test requests and results retrieving faster as less time wasted looking for
print outs of results (1); Saves time and minimal effort for data input (1)
Integration: Referral X-Raý and lab reqticsts rcsults- (1)

Site C
"
"
"

Accessible: swift access of precise information (1)
Reliable: unbiased data collection however I don't see some data now and am therefore unable to
reflect on it (2)
Speed: I don't need to write down vital signs every hour and I'm documenting more of the things
happening's ',,I%C-Sfillic. (1)

Site D
"
"
"
"
"
M

Ease of use: We decide production of data (2)
Accessible: That it is there, that you can read it and touch it and easily go from one part to the
other to look for things (1)
Reliability: Higher reliability - better overview - More (all) information about patient (4)
Integration: When all information is integrated (1)
Monitoring:
Speed: (1)

Trend monitoring
data (1)
Lab
-

Q26. What do you like least about the CIS that you use'?Please state below.

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Resources: Shareone computer betweentwo HDU beds (2)
Network: Required to use paper to communicate with rest of hospital as system standalone. Transferring patient betweenICU and HDU, inputting laboratory results (2)
Awareness and Education: Other Disciplines apprehensive,Heavy reliance on nursing
staff by Medics regarding the CIS, Doctors do not complete notes on system (5)
Nothing: (4)
Crashes: Occasionally crashes(2)
Governance: Cannot edit info once input (problematic when make a mistake, have to
make another entry), lack of query and audit option (2)
Existing Processes:Little info available to sendon patient discharge(3)
Speed: Sonictlnic,,
to acccss,%\attingfor otlicr nicnibcrs to finish (2)
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B
Reliability: Unreliable (1); Printer problems (3)
Speed: Times out (1); Time consuming(1)
Accessib ilit,.,: Need more terminals (2)

"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"

Change: Information on screenhard to get used to when paper has been the gold
standardfor so long (1)
Speed: It takes a lot of time to find the words/thing I want to document but that might
be becauseit is a new system in our ward (1)
System: Heavy apparatusphysically to handle in operating room. Lots of electric/data
cables at work place (1)
Non-Pervasive: The PC can't be moved, the computer is bedside,not portable. I cannot
hold the handsof the patient and use the computer at the sametime. (2)
Reliability: It is not completely reliable as yet and not as easy to accessas the paperbasedversion. The nurse observations(personalcare, e-pad and so on) is not visible (1)

System: Old system with number codes (1); Little information about the prior days,
other diseases (1); Data it is missing (2)
Reliability: Breakdowns (1)
Speed: It's slow and inflexible (1); It is slow paper module which must be put in a
database (1)
Learning: It takes a lot of time in the beginning (1)
Accessibilitv: Wlien in\ pass%ýorde.xpircs frequently (1)

27. Would you reconunend the CIS that you use to other hospitals?

Yes, definitely
Yes, with reservation
Maybe
Probably not
Definitely not

87
10
0
0
0
97

9
14 1 0
7
18
58
14
46
29
18
14
14
0
14
14
79
100 1 91

Pleaseexplain
Site A
I would recommendsomechangesfirst (1)
Still leaming about it (1)
Less paper work, accuratedata and trends (1)
Efficient and practical (1)
Makes life easier- storageof information is better all information is together (2)
It's an excellent set-up (1)
Site B
4 Savestimes (1)
0 Any systemthat savestime can only be of benefit (1)
Site C
* Too early days (1)
function
(1)
'data
Have
a
of
out'
seen
properly
not
yet
0
it
before
(1)
be
better
It
to
some
one
else
can
use
needs
#
less
fragmented
CIS
find
faster,
(1)
I
to
them
a
easier
recommend
would
#

1
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1

Site D
*I
*I

would recommenda fully integratedcomputerizedCIS (1)
would prefer an electronic CIS totally (1)

How involved are you in the

patient

Site A

Greatly involved
Some involvement
No involvement

58
27
7
92

13
55
16
84

S-,7

16
42
26
84

124
49

Site B
Grcatly iiivolved
Some involvement
No involvement
lit W.

43
29
7
79

36
50
86

28
36
21
86

-I
101
78

Site C

Greatly involved
Some involvement
No involvement

Greatly involved
Some involvement
No involvement

43
57
0
100

14
0
0
14

14
0
00
14
Site D

64
27
9
100

27
27
36
90

27
27
36
90

71
57
1

118
81
81

Pleaseexplain
Site A

Most changesare made without our consultation (1)
* I am a sister so part of my role is to be involved (1)
4 1 look after the patients and I am involved in ICU managementand training (1)
* Staff meetings (1)
4 We can make suggestionsfor CIS improvement (1)
* I chooseto have no involvement in any decisions about the CIS (1)
Site B
Lack of spaceand equipment (1)
People ask you if you are okay when a problem occurs but I don't feel involved in the decision
making aspectof this unit (1)
Site C
in
hours
ICU
(1)
Mostly
the
as
evening
and
night
working
0
*
+

260
1
Position: Consultant intensivist - headof implementing electronic CIS (PDM) (1)
As I am the prime caretakerI'm greatly involved in the patient. As staff have some involvement in
the ICU. As staff I haven't yet beengiven an opportunity to be involved. (1)
Site D
* It is quite seldom that I have duty on the ICU (1)
*I
am chief of the department(1)
Q29.

Do you think that your input is consideredto be of any value by management?

Q30.

Which of the following statementsdescribesyou best?
Site A

I like to develop contacts
I like to solve difficult problems
I like to organisepeople and
resources
I like to challengeconvention
I like to evaluateall options before 1
make a judgement
I like to co-operate,avert friction
and listen to others
I like to put my ideas into action
I give much attention to detail and
like finding error and omissions
I provide a skill or knowledge to the
is in rare su I

16
26

52
45

23

19
13

3

0

887

45

13

7

0

88

10

39

32

7

0

88

26

58

7

0

0

91

32

48

10

0

0

90

16

58

10

0

0

84

16

45

10

16

0

87

13

39

19

16

0

87

429

133

49

0

1

I
1'178

Site B

I like to develop contacts
I like to solve difficult problems
1 like to organisepeople and
resources
I like to challengeconvention
I like to evaluateall options before 1
make a judgement
I like to co-operate,avert friction
and listen to others
I like to put my ideas into action
1 give much attention to detail and
like finding error and omissions
I provide a skill or knowledge to the
group that is in rare supply. I
CM =1
=177
IM

14
14

50
64

14
7

7
0

0
0

SO
86

7

57

21

0

0

86

29

43

7

7

0

86

29

43

14

0

0

86

29

43

7

7

0

86

36

29

21

0

0

86

29

29

21

7

0

86

14

29

36

7

0

86

1

I
201

387

148

35

0
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Site C

I like to develop contacts
I like to solve difficult problems
I like to organisepeople and
esources
I like to challengeconvention
I like to evaluateall options before 1
make a judgement
I like to co-operate,avert friction
and listen to others
I like toput my ideas into action
1 give much attention to detail and
like finding error and omissions
I provide a skill or knowledge to the
oup that is in rare supply.

I like to develop contacts
1 like to solve difficult problems
1 like to organisepeople and
resources
I like to challenge convention
1 like to evaluateall options before 1
make a judgement
I like to co-operate,avert friction
and listen to others
I like to put my ideas into action
1 give much attention to detail and
like finding error and omissions
I provide a skill or knowledge to the
grou tt is in rare s

Q3 1.

29
29

43
43

29
14

0
14

0

1
100

14

43

29

14

0

100

14

29

29

29

0

100

29

43

14

14

0

i0o

57

29

0

14

0

100

14

57

14

14

0

99

14

71

14

0

0

99

0
=0
2(0)

43

43

0

0

86

401

186

36
27

36
55

is
9

18

46

18

98
Site D

0

0

0
0

90
91

27

0

0

91

36

36

0

0

90

18

46

27

0

27

36

18

9

0

90

27

55

9

0

0

91

9

18

63

0

0

90

27

9

46

9

0

91

91

What do you like the most about your ICU?

Site A

Opportunities: Given opportunities for new ideas, excellent learning opportunities, being
involved with decisions about patients (3)
Standard of Care: High standardof care (2)
Time: Time to do things (1)
Environment: Friendly, ICU environment, New well designedICU, large, spaciousand clean (8)
People: Fantasticpeople I work with, enjoy patient contact and people I work with, enjoy dealing
with patients and their relatives (10)
Teamwork: (10)
All of It: (2)

The ICU itself (1)
Critical thinking (1)
Environment (1)
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"
"
"

Critical care of patients (1)
Rewarding (1)
The hours that I do (1)
Good opporamitý toi-,,tud%Ic.t\ c aiid tcaclilmgsessimis(1)

Site C

"
"
"

People: My colleagues,working with other specialities, taking care of patients and children (3)
Stimulating never boring, wide spectrumof diseases.Complexity of patient admitted (3)
Team work: The co-operative wav of patient care, workim)-,tov-etherwith other specialities (1)

Site D
Standard: Well organised, High Standard (2)
People: Good Staff Human Factor (3)
Challenging
Work: challenges (1)
Team work: The co-or)erative wav of oatient care. workina toacther with other snecialities (2)

Q32.

"
"
"
"
"

What do you like least about your ICU'?

Politics: Doctors don't always organise themselves, Politics, Inappropriate admissions and their
management, Day to day changing of consultants (5)
Speed: slow at times, sloppy or lazy staff (2)
Morale: Sometimes feel unsupported and undervalued, not feeling valued for what I do (1)
Communication:
Medics don't always use a team approach, Lack of consistency between
consultant anaesthetists (2)
Nothing:
(2)

Site B
"
"
"
"
"

Nothing (2)
Morale: Pressureof work (2)
Physically and emotionally tiring (2).
There is a lot of gossiping on the Lin't, which I find causesa bad atmosphere(1)
Resources: Equipirient store roorn (1)

bite U

Resources: The scarcity of staff (nursesand doctors) (2)
Workload: Workload too great for amount of hands(1)
Size: It's far too big, greaterthan 200 nursesemployed so big that your part in the decision-making
is little. The top managementof the ICU has no contact to 'normal' staff. You canjust go to work,
nurse your patient and go home again, year after year without having to involve you in the ward
itself and without getting any education.(1)
Reorganisation: In the Danish Hospital Systemwe are never at peaceto do our work and be better
at that. Things are to be reorganisedagain and again. This also happensin my ICU. (1)

i ca. nI
I

Poor Resources: Lack of resources Working around the clock/the year Lack of space and
rooms, When resources are scarce - when there is more work than you feel you can cope with and
Cow=
Lack of nnme; and pemmmA, Need for bM Low bmiget (6)
sdH have a good over0c,
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Q33.

What is your job title and what other jobs do you do in the ICU? If you have more than one job,
pleasestate all.
Official Role

Unofficial Role(s)

3
Administration
Assistant
12
7
0
9
Ancillary Staff
43
18
Nurse 81
57
Doctor (MD)
0
35
57
72
R1ýi
ý9767 - 70-0- - 1070 71- 08

Educator

6

0

14

0

Information Manager
Internal verifier
Mentor
Outside ordering of
non stock items
Researchand
development
Transport link nurse
PainTeamMember

3
3
7
3

0
0
7
0

0
0
0
14

0
0
0
0

3

0

0

0

0
0
28

9
9
18

IN

3
0
0
0
28 17

How long have you worked in these roles?
Q34.
OffleiAl RnIpfqI

A

B

C

Less
than 1
Xear
7

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

10-15

15-20

>20

23
7
'

19

10

7

0

7

7

0

0

7

3

3

Less
than 1 1-2
year
14
1
U17
.I
Less
than 1 1-2
year
0
29
17ITM ýLess
than 1 1
year
0
27

7

D

Vill

ý
..51

II,

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

10-15

15-20

>20

14

7

7

01

0

71

0

7

0

0

0

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

10-15

15-20

>20

29

0

0

0

14

0

14

0

0

14

0

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

10-15

15-20

>20

9

18

0

0

0

9

9

7-8

8-9

9-10

10-15

15-20

>20

Ox

I.

I
2-3

3-4

9

""o

4-5

1T,
Unofficial Role(s)

A

B

Less
than 1
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0

0

0
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How long have vou worked in an ICU?
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than 1
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0
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0

0
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0
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0
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0

0
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0

0

0
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0
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0

0
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0
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0
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0
0
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